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FOREWORD 

This is the fìfl낭1 in a projεcted six volume exposition of Marx and 
Engels' political views which they never reduced to a coherent， 외1-
encompassing， work on the lines of C썽'tal; 싫삼lOugh Marx had intended 
a final γolume on 납le State which， unfortunately， he neγet got around to 

start1ng. 
The first three γolumes， plus an addendum on The ‘Victatorship of the 

ProletaTi，αt"fiη1tl Marx to Leη상1， were 야le work of Hal Draper. The four산1 

volume， Critiqtle ofOther SociaιS1tIs was， with the exception of one appen버x， 

in the form of a complete final draft on Hal Draper’s death in 1990. At the 
request of Monthly Review Press 1 completed 산lat manuscript. πle sixth， 

and last， γ。lume will be ready shortly under the title The Road to Power. 
τ'he main question which nεεds to be addressed in 삼ús author’s 

forward is the relation of Hal Draper’s notes to the final product. πlere 
was no complete draft of any chapter. Some sections - the chapter on the 

Crimean War and Special Note D on 삼le (mis)treatment of Engels' so
called “last testament" practically wrote themselves because the notes were 

so complete. In addition， Draper outlined his views on the Crimean War 

and on the Franco-Prussian war in a chapter of his The lVfY쩌 of Lefl서1'S 
''Revo/;ιtioflary DifèatisflJ. " 

At the other extrεme are the chapter ofKMTR V on Bonaparte vs. 

Bismarck from 1859 to 1866 entitled P.ι찌까g the p，생 바le special note on 
Rosdolsky， and the two notes on Marx and the American Civil War which 

are ffi1ne. 
In between are the chapters on 1848 and 1870. HalDraper wrote a 

long review in the socialist periodical Labor Actiol1 in 1958 which stated his 

basic view on Engels' articles in the 1\Teue Rheil1ische Zeit.μ쟁 。n ‘'Non
Historic Peoples" and my reading of the sources reinforced that view but 

Draper’s notes on this question， while extensiγe， are not in the form of a 
draft which states explicitly the thesis outlined in chapters one and two of 
산ús work. In the case of 1870， where 1 explain “Marx and Engcls' position 
on the Franco-Prussian ￦ar'’ by pointing out 삼lat there wasn’t one since 
they disagreed， Draper’s remarks in lVfyth statε clearly that Marx and Engcls 

arrived at a position after a period of thinking and rethinking and that 
Engels， but not Marx， considεred cri섭cal support of“남le German national 
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movement" at one point. 1 think Draper would agree with my resolution 
of 산ús problem but 1 cannot claim that he explicitly stated it. (EH) 

THE COVER DESIGN 
The cover designis based on a photograph of the volks!'νariηe 킹‘'visioη 

of1918.0ri멍nally a division of mutinous sailors (in Germany， as in Russia， 
남le na:γy depended heavily on skilled， and unionized， workers who were 
overwhelmin앙.y Social Democrats); 남ús rebellious division gathered a:round 
itself mllita:nt workers throughout Berlin. Its dissolution by the 
Scheidema:n-Ebert govemment led to thε uprising misnamed the Spartacist 
upnsmg. 

1 like the fact that 삼ús demonstration is led by a gent in a bowler hat. 
A sure sign of a skilled worker. Note also the marcher at the right who 
appea:rs to be leaving the demonstration. Probably stopping off at the local 
to try a:nd 야ünk it all 남lrough. 

These a:re the people Engels was thinking of a:nd addressing in the 
period covered by the last chapter of this book and thξ final special note. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
1 would like to take this opportunity t。 버ank several people for 

their help 띠산1 상ús project. Marty Upow read 낭le manuscript and his 
comments were very he1pful. Professor J ohn-Paul Himka， thε translator of 
Roma:n Rosdolsky’sE까gels and the "Nonhistonc" Peoples: The Natioηal QuestiotJ 
itt the Reν'olu경'on 0/ 1848， kind1y provided me with a copy of Rosdolsky’s 
doctoral thesis which 1 found very helpftù. 1 expect Professor Himka 
would disagree with at least some of my conclusions but he sent me a copy 
of this very interesting manuscript without asking how 1 intendεd to use 
it-a display of disinterested schola:rshlp that is， unfortunately， rare thesε 
days. Professor David Smith of thε Uniyersity of Kansas and Andreja 
Zivkovic and Dragan Plaγsic of Revolutionary History rεviewεd a first draft 
of this work. Their remarks werε γery helpfi띠 eγen if I didn’t always take 
their advice. 

As is the usual cu�tom 1 take full responsibility for all the errors of 
omission and commission which appear in this γolume. 
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A NOTE ON STYLE 
1 have followed the convention of the earlier volumes of this work 

and used the degree mark “。" to mark off words， phrases， and even whole 
paragraphs ofMarx and Engels’ translated writings which were in English 
in the ori멍nal. The distinction between footnotes， relevant but digressive 
material which is placed at the bottom of the page， and reference notes， 
citings of sources and similar material which are listed at 버e end of the 
book， has been maintained. 1 have also left intact Draper’s translations 
which were done before the rele、Tant γ。lume of the English Co샤cted Works 
appeared but have referenced those volumes after the quote. Most of the 
time 삼le differences in translation are minor. Where 1 think a difference is 
significant 1 haγe pointed that out. 

There is also a question of spelling. In order to avoid confusion， 1 
have adopted the spelling used by the English translation of the collected 
works in cases where there exists more than one possible transliteration of 
foreign names and words-Jellachich and Tsar， for example， instead of 
JellaCic or Czar. 

Finally， 1 have consistently used 남le pronoun ‘I’ to refer to the 
author. The alternative would be to follow the pronoun with initials in 
parentheses or to use the pronoun ‘we.’ The first is clumsy and the second 
pretentious. 1 have already explained how responsibility for authorship 
should bε assigned and Hal Draper’s notes and drafts are in the collection 
of the library of the University of California at Davis along with his other 
papers and his library. 

E Haberkern 
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INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this vo1ume is Marx and Engels’ vìews on the reιtion 
bet:ween war and revo1ution. Its thesis is that， ove1' the course of decades， 
thei1' viεws on this question changed-evo1ved is a bεtte1' wo1'd-although， 
in trus case as in othe1's， they wrote no definitive statement of their views. 

Instead， we have a considerab1ε corpus of ad hoc1'esponses to the events of 
the hour， many of them politicaily exp10siγe， from which we haγe to 
reconstruct， not a line， but an app1'oach. To complicate things furthε1'， 

many of these crises， while 남ley we1'e thε news of the day at the time， haγe 
sìnce faded f1'om memo1'y. 

1. The “Revo1ution" of August 14， 1914 

On August 4， 1914， the Reichstag delegation of the Ge1'man Socìal

Democ1'atic Parη joined the bou1'geois pa1'ties and supported the 
government 1'equest fo1' eme1'gency war c1'edits. It wrote a political as well 

as a financìal b1ank check made out to Ge1'man militarism. Thìs political 
ea1'thquake destroyed 남le Second International and the afte1' shocks a1'e still 

being felt. 

Like most εa1'thquakes 남1Ís one was unexpected， although it had 

been p1'eceded by the usual tremors. Everyone had expεcted the socìalists 

to follow the examp1e ofLìebknecht and Bebel ìn 1870 and at 1east abstain 

on the γote. The socìalists expected that themselves. Almost up to the day 
of the vote the Pa1'ty p1'ess had continued to expose the p1'ovocative， 

bellicose， maneuve1's of the Aust1'ìan and Prussian dip1omats. And it was 
the Ge1'man Pa1'ty that had dominated the p1'ewa1' confe1'ences of the 
International whe1'e 남le moγement had almost unanìmous1y denounced the 
wa1' p1'epa1'ations of the governments and the slavish suppo1't 낭le bou1'geois 
pa1'ties gave those g。γernments as they 1'ushed towa1'ds A1'mageddon. 

The causes and consequences of this unexpected betrayal haγe been 

the topic of thousands of books， a1'ticles and docto1'al theses. 1 am 
concerned with a narrowe1' questìon. In o1'der to cover themselves 
politicaily， the pro-wa1' socìalists 100ked fo1' p1'ecedents in Ma1'x and Engels. 

And they found more than enough fo1' thei1' purposes. They found 
εγidence “proving" Marx and Engεls to be 1'abid Russophobes who 
welcomed a war against Tsa!Ìst Russìa by p1'acticaily anybody. 

Eγeryone， of course， was awa1'e that hos버ity to Tsa!Ìsm had been 
a prominent part of Ma1'x and Engels’ politics. But no one had p1'evìously 
claimed that thìs hos버ity led to a suppo1't fo1' the wa1' policy of Tsa1'ism’s 

great power rivals. Yet， after the swìng of the Ge1'man party majority into 
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the prowar camp， evεn socialist opponents of the war， people like Lenin 
and Rosa Luxemburg， accepted this rεwrite of history. These antiwar 
socialists could only argue that the policy Marx and Engels had pursued 
was outdated. What else could they have done under the circumstances? As 
we shali see， Marx and Engels wrote no svstematic study of “the war b “ ‘ 
question." Their views wete expressed in specific discussions of specific 
crises whose historical circumstances were， by 1914， oftεn obscure if not 
comp1etely forgotten. And Marx and Engels' views evolved over decades 
as the state structure of Europe altered in response to war， national 
revolutions and the economic triumph of capitalism. The pressure to avoid 
a detailed historical account-and the lengthy research involved in 
constructing such an account-was òverwhelming. Both Luxemburg and 
Lenin， not to mention lesser figurεs， simply decided to accept the main 
charge against Marx and Engels and m。γe on. In doing so for obvious and 
compεlling reasons they， neverthelεss， put their imprimat.μron the fabricated 
history of the prowar socialists. 

Luxemburg， in the deserved쉰famous antiwar jtt껴μ'S PaJJ.ψhlet， 
contrasted the Tsar.ist Russia of 1848 w.ith the revolutionary post-1906 
Russ.ia， thus implying that Engels had died without changing his views on 
the Russian threat.1 But， as we will see， Engels had long abandoned the 
1848 position and done so publicly in pamphlets and articles once well 
known.not only to German socialists but to the international movement. 

But it was Lenin’s antiwar polemics that were most responsible for 
leading practicaliy 잉1 future h.istorians astray. 

2. Lenin， Potresov and Kautsky 
In 1915， Lenin drafted an article titled “Under a False Flag" which 

was not published until1917.2 In it he outlined his own position which he 
claimed was also that ofMarx and Engels. He was to repeat this argument 
in seγeral articles and resolutions which were published during the war but 
this draft presented his schema in greater det싫1. 

Lenin’s article was provoked by the anti-Kautsky polemic of 삼le 
prowar socialist， Alexandεr N. Potresoγ， writing in the magazine 1\Tashe 
Dyeψ. Potresov attacked Kautsky for not choosing sides in the war. 

One recent biographer describes Kautsky’s dilemma in 1914.3 At the 
start of the war he had hoped to persuade the SPD delegation in the 
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Reichstag to follow the example of Bεbel and Liebknecht during the 
Franco-Prussian war and abstain in the vote for war credits. When it 
became clear that 산lÎs would not be possible， he tried to get the party 
delegation to denounce thε imperi외1st ambitions of all sides which had 
brought on the war and limit support to the government to what was 
required solely by the need to defend the countrγ from attack. When this 
maneuver also f:떠led， Kautsky was faced with the choice between 
concealing his antiwar sentiments and splitting the party in the midst of 
、.var.4 He rejected the second alternative and confined his public 
pronouncements to jus디행ng “defensive wars" by citing 산le record of 
Marx and Engels while rejecting 버e annexionist plans of all the 
belligerents. ' 

For Potresov that was not good enough. It was no good arguing 
that Marx and Engels were for the right of each nation to self defense. 
That was just a deγice for avoiding any stand on the war. That was not 
what Marx and Engels had done. Thεir writings provided， he claimed， 
precedents for his prowar politics. 

Potresov chose for his main precedent Louis Bonaparte’s Italian 
campaign of 1859. It was a particularly usefi띠 precεdent because 상1 sides 
were repugnant not only to socialists but to ma띠T halfw야T decent liberals. 
In 버is incident， which was prεtty obscure eγen by 1915， Bonaparte， in 
secret alliance with 산le Russians， attacked Austria’s It외ian possessions. The 
announced aim of the campaign 'was to liberate Italy. And Garibaldi’s 
troops were inγ。lγed in the fighting-basically as auxiliaries of the French. 
τEε real aim was to cεment a Franco-Russian alliance against Austria and 
keep the German states in turmoil. And， in the end， the Italian 
revolutionaries were swindled by Bonaparte. 

In 산lÎs crisis， Potresov claimed that Marx and Engels， when forced 
to decide “which Power in the Concert of Europe was the main evil: 낭le 
reactionary Danubian monarchy or other outstanding representatives of 
this Concert，" refused “to step aside and say that the two are equ혀ly bad."6 
Marx and Engels， in Potresov’s vεrsion of history， urged intervention by 
Prussia in defense of Austria and in the namε 。f Germany's national 
interest. Lassalle， the other “great teacher" of the movement， used the 
same “lesser eγil" methodology. Only he came to thε 。pposite conclusion 
and supported Bonaparte. N 0 matter. The important thing is the “Marxist" 

11 
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method not the conclusion. And Potresov wanted to use this “Marxist" 
method to decide which of two very 1'eactionary sides in W orld Wa1' 1 was 
the main evil. P1'esumably， in 1915， Pot1'esov was mo1'e concerned with 
coming to the co1'rect (that is， p1'o-Entente) conclusion. 

Lenin accepted Potresov's a1'gument while rejecting the conclusion. 
He agreed that Marx and Engels th1'ew thei1' suppo1't to one side 01' another 
“notwithstanding the highly reactionary cha1'acte1' of the goγernments of 
both bellige1'ent sides."7 Lenin， in fact， 、:vent fu1'ther than Potres。γ 01' 
Kautsky. He insisted that “ηo other question could have been posed at the 
time."8 He co1'1'ected Pot1'es。γ’s phrasing of the question “the success of 
which side is more desirable" to “the success of which bou1'geoisie was 
mo1'e desirable.’'9 Both men claimed to be quoting， 01' at least pa1'aphrasing， 

Marx but neither bothe1'ed to poin.t to a 1'efe1'ence. Everybody agreed， 
without need of evidεnce， that Marx was prowar in 1859 ， and so were 
Enge1s and Lassalle. 

3. Three Epochs 
Lenin， appa1'en납y， felt all this was beyond dispute. His solution to 

버1S problem was to argue that Marx and Engels were dealing with a 
political and international configuration 남lat was long past by 1914. τbey 
were dealing with a world dominated by the conflict between the bourgeois 
revolution and feudal absolutism. The world of 1914 was dominated by the 
competition of deve10ped capit찌1St powers fighting 0γer the division of the 
world’s markets and sources of raw materials.10 

12 

The first epoch from the Great Frεnch Reγolution to the 
Franco-Prussian war is onε 。f the rise of the bourgeoisie， 
.. The second epoch is that of the full domination and 

decline of the bourgeoisie， one of transition f1'om its 
progressive character toward reactionary and eγen ultra
reactionary finance capital. ... The Third epoch， which has 
just set in， places the bourgeoisie in the same “position" 
as that in which the feudal lords found themse1γes during 
the first epoch.11 



IntJη껴'1C#Oη 

Lεnin repeated these themes throughout World War I and 
afterwards. It was his final word on Marx and Engels' position; and， given 
this i"νprímat.ιη it has been accepted as a definitive， if perhaps 
。versimplified statement， of their views. 

Therε is nothing wrong with Lenin’s schema in itself. Its γirtue is 
that it proγides a theoretical underpinning for the change in the attitudes 
of socialists towards war that followed 1871. But the difficulty is that Lenin 
claims he is expounding Ma1'x and Engels' views on war. And the1'e is no 
c、ridence that this is so. IfLenin (or Kautsky or Potresov) thought they had 
such evidence they didn’t bother to exhibit it. 

As an outline of Marx and Engels' γiews on wa1' and its relation to 
revolution， there a1'e several p1'oblems with Lenin’s schema. Despite his 
1'epeated insistence， neithe1' Marx nor Engels anywhere used the criterion 
“the success of which bourgeoisie is most desirable." From 남le time of 
their earliest writings on the subject， both men saw the dynastic 
imperi외1sm of the absolute monarchies as the main cause of war in 
Europe. This relic of the medieγal， p1'e-bourgeois past， natur외ly， led to 
wars between the dynasties themselves over the division of the continent 
into spheres of inf1uencε. More important， howeγer， was 남le military threat 
the dynasties， especially the Russian one， posed for any renewed 
rεvolutionarγ actiγi뎌 afte1' 1815. It was the conflict between the old world 
of feudalism and thε new world of the bourgεois revolution that was the 
real source of wa1'. Not only did neither Marx nor Engels ever use the 
phrase “남le success of which bourgeoisie is more dεsirable，" the concept 
cannot be found in their writings， public 01' priγate. When conflict betwεen 
the bou1'geoisiε and the old order broke out in ei삼le1' domestic or 
international politics， they tendεd to urge 산le bourgeoisie forward. At thε 
same time， because of thεir experiencε in 1848， they εxpected thε liberal 
bourgeoisie would shrink from any serious confrontation. On a number of 
occasions， they tended to accuse liberals of what we today would call 
“appeasement" in the face of Tsarist， Bonapartist， or Hapsburg 
pr。γ。ca디ons. 

Lεnin， himself， in the very articles quoted he1'e， recognizes that what 
characterizεd his “first epoch" was just this conflict between the old orde1' 
and the new. His insistencε on the formula “the success of which 
boι쟁eoisie" can only be explained by his eagerness to enlist Marx and Engels 

13 
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on his side in the contemporary dispute over World War 1 which， in his 
víew and that of most other opponents of the 、;var， was a conflict betwεεn 
states where the bourgeoisie was effectively master. 

4. “No Other Question Could Have Been Posed" 
Equally unfounded is Lenin’s assertion that， for Marx and Engels， 

“no other question could haγe been posed." It is true that Lenin does not 
explicitly attribute this formu1a to Marx and Engels but the drift of his 
argument implies， indeed 1'equires， such an attribution. It is Lenin’s 
apologia for Marx and Engεls’ 1'eputed prewar politics. But Marx and 
Engels never asked themsε1ves this question. As early as the C1'imean crisis 
of 1853， they expected the conflict between the old 1'egime and the new to 
1ead to 1'evo1ution; a continuing 1'eγ!:Olution in wruch the wo1'king class 
wou1d soon come to powe1'. Giγen this perspective， it wóuld have made no 
sense， in most cases， to support one government against thε other. Marx 
and Engels’ hopes and expectations were not fulfilled as we know. Thε 
process of mode1'nization and bou1'geoisification eroded the position of the 
vld 1'uling classes in Europe t。 버e point whe1'e medieγa1 1'elics like abso1utε 
mona1'chy became hollow shells. But this happened Witl10ut a revolutiona1'Y 
conf1'ontation. The1'e we1'e plenty of p1'e-1'evolutionary c1'ises， but a 
comp1'omise was always found sho1't of a final conflict. 

In thls sensε， Lenin was riσht. His schema bette1' 1'eflectεd what had b 
happened. Marx and Engels， howev'ε1'， Wεre writing in the midst of events. 
Maybe they should haγe 1'ealized that thei1' expectations fo1' 1'eγolution were 
p1'emature and adopted a policy of supporting thε “lesse1' evil" as Pot1'esoγ 
maintained. But it is hard to imagine men of their temperament (01' Lenin’s 
tempe1'ament) taking such a contemplatiγe and disinterested γiew of 
political εγents. It wou1d haγe 1'equired them to remain politicallγ passiγe 
in one crisis after another because， as wε now know and as Lenin knew， 
none of these crises would acnlally 1εad to revolution. But 버is is something 
they could not havε known. They wou1d have been acting like a trade 
unionist who， after soberly e、Taluating the “objective" situation， concludes 
난1at thε strike cannot win and goes back to work. And， in doing so， h리ps 
to defeat the strike. 

If Marx and Engels， and other socialists， had taken this passiγe 
attitude the soci따ist moγement of 남le late ninetεenth and early twentieth 
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century would never have come into being. Without defeats and partial 
victories no final victory is possible. Or， as Luxemburg put it， “everγ 
revolution is bound to be defeated except the last."12 

A second problem with this schεma is 삼lat even the vaguer 
formulation used by Potresoγ and Kautsky-“thε success of which side is 
more desirable" -has nothing to do with Marx and Engels. If we were t<。
make explicit the criterion they used in analyzing the wars in 
question-something they did not do-it 、:vould have to be “how can 
revolutionaries best exploit 삼üs conflict." In the cases examined by 
Potresoγ and Kautsky， the record shows that Marx and Engels did not 
advocate support for either side eνeη Jvheη thθ! th01tght the victo1)’ ojoηe slde 
JVOιld fa써tate reνo씨#0η. Potresov clεarly wishes Marx and Engels had 
preceded him in advocating a prowar position. Kautsky would have liked 
them to have reluctantly abstained from political opposition as he did 
throughout most of World War 1. Unfortunately， for people looking for 
such precedents， Marx and Engels in the instances cited energetically 
dεnounced both sides and usεd what means were aγailable to them to ra11y 
the organized working class against support for either side. 

5. Two Barking Dogs 
There is a Sherlock Holmεs storγ in which a key piece of evidence， 

。verlooked， of course， bγ the bumbling Dr. Watson， is something that is 
missing. A dog didn’t bark when it should have. In the case we are 
investigating， practically 상1 participants played the role of Watson. On1y， 
they had less excusε. It wasn’t that the dog didn’t bark; it was that there 
were two dogs， both barking loudly， and no one noticεd them. Neither 
Kautsky， nor Potresov， nor Lenin， nor， as far as 1 haγe been able to 
determine， any other socialist during Word War 1， cited the two wars after 
1848 in which Marx and Engels unambiguously took a prowar stand in 
support of a bourgeois government. 

During the American Civil War， Marx actiγelY campaignεd for the 
Ucion. His support was unconditional and unqualified. He did not ask 
himself which side’s victory would be “most desirable." He came down 
solidly on 낭le side that was fighting slaγery. His activity was not on1y 
literary. A significant section of the British bourgeoisiε， led by Gladstone’s 
liberals， fa:γored an alliance with thε Confederacy. Marx， togethεr with his 
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friends in the movement， mostly ex-Chartists， carried on a counter 
campaign， organizing rallies and meetings in support of the Union. Given 
the economic crisis created in the textile industry by the Union b10ckade 
of cotton exports from the slave-holding South， Eng1and’s main supplier， 
this campaign by Marx and the former Chartist 1eaders required a 
confrontation with conservatiγe trade unionists in what was a rε1ativelv 
well-organized trade. But Marx’s support of the Union， whi1e unqualified， 
was not uncritical. The cOllductof thε war bv the Linco1n administration was 
p퍼。ried in Marx and Enge1s' correspondence and their public comments， 
while more restrained， were a1so harsh.13 

Even more surprising is the failure of any of the participants in the 
1914 debates to make much of Engels' extensiγe writings on the Franco
Prussian war in τbe PaιMall Gazette. From the fall of the Second Empire 
in September of 1870 up to the insurrection of the Paris Commune in 

March of the following year， Engels wrote as an outspoken partisan of the 
bourgeois Third Republic. And Marx used all his inf1uence in the IWMA 
to swing that organization into the pro-Republican camp. Here again， from 
the beginning， neither Marx nor Engεls held any illusions about the 
bourgeoisie. They predicted its betrayal of the working classes before the 
insurrection in Paris even broke out. And this skeptical assessment of the 
bourgeoisie as a class， and of its political 1eaders， radically shaped the policy 
they adγocated. But their support for this Republican government， which 
was soon to ally itself with the Prussians to crush the Commune， was 
unqualified as long as it fought against the Prussians and for the Republic. 
What “support" for one side in a war meant for Marx is illustrated by these 
cases; it was of no use for socialists who， like Potresov， were arguing for 
a policy of social peace in World War 1. It shou1d be ob、rious why this was 
so. Any comparison of Kaiser Wilhelm， Emperor Franz ]oseph， Tsar 
Nicholas， or even the politidans of the Third Republic to Abraham 
Linco1n， let alone the American abolitiorusts， would haγe been ridiculous. 
The comparison itself would haγe highlighted the dεmagogy behind the 
claim of any of the former to be fighting for “freedom." What is more t。
the point， Marx’s support for the union side tJJilitarify in that conf1ict took 
the form of political opposition to the Linco1n administration’s handling of 
the 、:var. And the same distincti。
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6. What Engels Did and Didn’t Say 
Finally， however valuable the schemas put forward by Lerun might 

be in themselves， 남ley were unknown to Marx and Engels. The fol1owing 
chapters will show them evolving from belligerent champions of war 
against Russia by ‘the Democracy’ in 1848 to orophets denouncing the war 
preparations of capit때1St g。γernments by 1870. Engels， by the 1880s， 
clearly dreaded the prospect of war. It is also true that the Franco-Prussian 
war was a political watershed for them. 

In his last years， Engels developed 난le consistent antiwar politics 
that were the source of the resolutions of the Second International. It was 
his influence that guaranteed a hearing for the antiwar left even as 남le 
leadership moved to right. Most importantly， it was Engels who explicitly 
rejected anti-Tsarism as the basis of a revolutionarγ socialist position in the 
impending world war. But he never explicitly reexamined the 산leoretical 
basis of the politics he and Marx had held since 남le 1840s. 

Engels continued to write on numerous occasions as if the main 
threat to the working class and even “European civilization" came from 
Tsarism.* Eγen in these instances， however， he explicitly repudiated any 
support to the governments-especially the Prussian gover
nment-opposed to Tsarism. At the same time， moreoγer， sometimes in 
the same article or letter， he recognized how weak Tsarist Russia had 
become. He recognized that it was the juruor partner in its dealings with 
Germany and France. He wrote Witll eager anticipation of the anti-Tsarist 
revolution 난lat he believed Ímminent. On a number of occasions， again in 
juxtaposition with passages repeating the old “line" about the Tsarist 
threat， he offhandedly describes imperialist driγes leading to war that 
emanated from capitalist competition not dynastic ambition.** 

* For an interesting treatment of the continuing debates over this question by 

Balkan socialists see the anthology o f  translated material The BaJkan Socia/ist 
Traditioll by Andreja Zivkovic and D ragan Plavsic. 

** There is one， and only one， exception to this. It  is discussed in Chapter 6. In 

apηvate letterto August Bebel， Engels flirted with the possibility o f  supporting the 

G erman government in a real case of defense of the country. The complicated 

(continued . . . ) 
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Perhaps， Engels， by the 1890s， shou1d have realized more clearly 
what was going on. Perhaps， he should haγe anticipated Lenin and written 
I찌erialis1lJ， The H쟁hest Stage ojCapitalism. But he didn’t. What he did do was 
to imprint on the newly born Second International his own passionately 
held conviction that there was on1y one way to respond to the drive to war. 
Socialists had to make clear not on1y that they would not support any of 
the governments in a crisis but that 버ey would use such a crisis t。
oγerthrow those governments. 

** I ��_.;_ .. �-l、( . . .  contJnueC1l 
story behind this letter is discussed in some detail in Chapter 6， but the 

dénoument can be simply stated here. In the article he p"b/ished on the question 
Engels explicitly rejected support for any of the g。γεrnments.



CHAP TER 1 .  WAR AND THE DEMOCR ACYIN 1 848 

What strikes the modern reader who turns to the spεeches， 
pamphlets and articles of Marx and Engels of the period surrouncling the 
revolution of 1848 is their bellicose， “prowar" tone. In the twentieth 
centurγ， the rivalry of the great powers led to brutal and exhausting world 
wars which ground up 산le smaller countries and ended in the collapse of 
。ne or morε of the major contestants. Winners were often clifficult to 
clistinguish from losers. Revolutionaries， revolted by the slaughter， were 
antiwar almost by instinct. The only alternatives they saw were opposition 
to war on principle-from either a revolutionary or a pacifist 
standpoint-or capitulation to chauvinism. 

1. War and Revolution 1793-1848 
This was not 삼le case with Marx and Engels. They began by using 

thε words war and revolution almost interchangεably. Like most of their 
contemporaries， when they thought of revolution the image that 
preoccupied them was the revolutionarγ war of the French Republic in 
1793-4. War and reγ。lution were then merged. In that war-or so Marx， 
Engε1s， and most of their contemporaries， thought-the nation defended 
itself by mobilizing 삼le population. And that was only possib1e because the 
people were convinced that the France 삼ley were defencling was their 
democratic， revolutíonary France; not the 01d France. τne alliance of all the 
great powers agaínst France， in turn， was provoked by the h05버ity of the 
old world to the revolution and democracy. 

Modern scholarship has tended to question thís oversimplified 
picture.1 In the be잉nning it was the pro-monarchists and the Gironde wh。
formed the war party in France and thosε members of the Convention 
most sympathetic to the pop띠ar movement opposed the provocations of 
남le French goγernment. Robespierre was the most outspoken opponent 
of the war while moderates like Lafayette hoped to drown 삼1ε 
reγ。lutionary m。γement in a flood of patriotic sentiment. On 삼1Ís 
question， as on others， the politics of the French Revo1ution were more 
modern than is generally realized. Marx and Engels， however， clid not kn。、v
what we know now. 

In any case， in 1793 the war had tιyηed into a war between defenders 
of the old order and the new. What is more important for us， from 1815 
on， from the signing of 낭le treaties drawn up at the Congress of Vienna 
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until 1848 and beyond， the diploma디c policy of the European powers 
aimed at subordinating dynastic conflicts and national interests to the 
common need to defend traditional， and not so traditional， privileges 
against the republican and egalitarian demons wakened by the Fre얹nc야머 h 1 

Re、vohωutioαn. The이ys없a、wν meγer디ymoderate리liberal measure and eγery tentative 
attempt by oppressed nations to ameliorate their position the specters of 
Jacobinism and Napoleon. This policy， of course， made revolutionaries out 
of very mild reformers. 

In the aftermath of Napoleon’s defeat liberalism in Germany 
especial1y was humiliated. After backing a war of liberation against the 
French Emperor spurrεd in part by promises of rεform liberals were 
rewarded with a strengthened bureaucratic absolutism. Austria and 
Prussia， backed by Russia， placed the Germans under a kind of house 
arrest. The press was strict1y censored， thε Universities subjected to police 
control， and the radical students' assoèiations out1awed. All this for the solε 
purpose of preserving the division of the country into some thirty-odd 
mini-states ruled bγ petty princes whose cruεlty was moderated only by 
their sloth and incompetence 

Poland， howeγer， was the lynch-pin of the whole system. This 
country，. whose dynasty was at least as legitimate as that of the Russian 
Romanoγs， the Austrian Hapsburgs and thε Prussian Hohenzollerns， had 
been partitioned between the latter three for 。γer seventy years. The Ho!J 
Alliaηce between Russia， Prussia and Austria was cemεnted by the parties' 
common need to keep Poland down and， especially， to keep it from 
becoming a point of contention betwεen them. That could wreck the 
whole system. As Engels put it “The tearing asunder of Poland by the three 
powers is the tie which links them toge낭1εr; thε robberγ they jointly 
committed forces them to support one anothεr."2 In 1830 and 1846 Polish 
insurrections， bloodily suppressed， provoked European、N'ide outrage. They 
did not lead to a European war on1y because liberal and democratic 
opposition in Europe was weak or compromised. 

In 1848， as in 1830， a revolution in France was simultaneously a 
revolt against the European-、N'ide order policed by the Holy Alliance and 
backed by England. The sprεad of that re、Tolution into Central and Eastern 
Europe bad to lead to war between the reγ。lutionary governments and the 
Holy Alliance. The war did not come because 
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nowhere. Only in Hungary did the republican party carry out its progr와n to the 
point of open rupture with the Alliance. Hungary was crushed. 

In Marx and Engels’ day， then， the more consistent the revolutionary the 
more “pro、;var." But somε버ing else， something more important， followed from 
the rεliance on the 1793-4 analogy. The war being advocated was not a war in 
support of any of the existing states. It was a war 쟁때1St all of thεm by the 
loose coalition of opposition classes and tεndencies that was called “the 
Democracy.’’ 

2. The Main Enemy 
This is the background which 빽l때S 산le contradictory combination 

(so it seems to us) that characterized the foreign policy of the newspaper edited 
by Marx in Cologne， the Neue Rhe쩌fche Zeitt，쟁 (NRZ). On the one hand， there 
were the patriotic calls for a war against Russia in the interest of a united 
Germany and， on the other， a steady stream of articles which could be 
summarizεd under the head-“the m외n enemy is at home." 

In Engels’ case 버is identification of patriotism and hos버ity to the 
existing authorities predatlεd his association with Marx or his interest in 
socialism. Writing as a “Y oung German，"3 in 1841 he took for his target 삼le 
apolo멍sts for Gelman backwardness. Perhaps 낭le best ex없nple of Engels 
%쨌 German period， this article， ti낭.ed “πle ‘War of Liberation’ Against 
Napoleon，" was an attack on the hysterical Francophobia of the 
“Franzözεnfresser"* -the defenders of Christian-German reaction. No， says 
Engels， the French are a model for us Germans; they represent “ci찌lization." 
The enemy is the alliance of England and Russia. Later， the post-M따x Engels 
would be more specific. Hε would identify “civilization" with the 
bourgeoisification of Germany (and other backward countries) and explain why 
England and Russia， for different reasons feared the spread of the bourgeois 
。rder in Europe. ** In this early article Engels is expressing the “left" 

* Literally， “French-eaters." A b etter contemporary translation \Vould be “French
bashers" on the analogy of “Japan-basher." 

** A caγeat. N either Marx nor Engels ever stopped using terms like 
“civilization，" “European ciγilization" or “\YI e stern civilization" interchangeably 

(continued . . .  ) 
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nationalism that was common to all the young radicals who felt ashamed 
of the backwardness of their country. His was the defensive nationalism of 
the citizetl of a fragmented country. 

Writing in 뻐s context Engels giγes his own twist to the German 
nationalist glorification of the “War ofLiberation" against Napoleon. Like 
most Rhinelanders-not just radicals-Engels tended to look on the 
French occupation favorably because of its “Clγilizing"4 effect. The 
subsequent occupation of the Rhineland by backward， feudal-absolutist， 
bureaucratic， Prussia reversed the gains that had been made under 
Nap이eon. As a Y oung German Engels was torn between admiration for 
the rehellion against Napoleon and skepticism as to its results: 

... the greatest res띠t of the struggle was not the shaking 
off of foreign rule [ψhich wou1d have crashed anywayJ ... ， 
it was the deed itself ... That we became conscious of the 
10ss of our national sanctuaries， that we armed ourselves 
without waiting for the most gracious permission of the 
soverεigns， that we‘actually C01，ψe//ed those in powεr t。
take their place at our head， in short， that for a moment 
we acted as the source of state power， as a sovereign 
nation; 남lat was the greatest gain of those years: .. "; 

Enge1s was to comment later， on a number of occasions， on the ha!f
hearte，짜ess of this imitation of 1793. In fact， his estimation of the national 
m。γement of the Germans， as of the French and other nationalities， varied 
over time depending on political circumstances. What was to remain 

** I ___ . :_ .• _-'、( . . .  contlnuedl 
and ι'IeanÎng thereby bo“쟁eois civi/ization. 

Marx and Engels' attitude towards the process of bourgeoisification and 
modernization is complex enough as it is. KMTR II discussed in some detail Marx 
and Engels' estimation of the bourgeoisie as a revolutionary c1ass， their insistence 
on its progressive character vis à vispre-bourgeois social strata in European society 
and the political conc1usions they drew from these assumptions. The task is not 
made easier by Marx and Engels' imprecise use o f language. In this early passage， 
。f course， it is the idea， not just the language， that is imprecise. 
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constant was his emphasis on rebellion against the existing authorities as 
the real measure of a nation’s greatness and γiability. 

3. A Nation That Oppresses Others Cannot Itsεlf Be Free 
< < Index will generate here > > In 1848， the NRZ emphasized 

throughout that the main obstacle to German unification and selε 
determination was not foreign militarism but the slavish political traditions 
of the Germ없lS themselves. Their collaboration in the oppression of other 
peoples was what kept them chained to their own rulers. One chain could 
not be broken without breaking the other. 

Within a month of the paper's first appearance，6 Engels recounted 
in detail the role of Germans as mercenaries， especi따ly in the pay of 
England， from North America to Greece and Italy， but， he concluded: 

The blame for thε infamies committed with d1e aid of 
Germany in other countries falls not on1y on the 
governments but to a large extent also on the German 
people. But for the delusions of the Gεrmans， their 
slaγish spirit ... the German name would not be so 
detested， cursed and despised， ... Now that the Germans 
are throwing off 남leir own yoke， their whole foreign 
policy must changε too. Otherwise the fetters 、mth which
wε have chained othεr nations \vill shackle our own new 
freedom， which is as yet hardly more than a presentiment. 
Germany will liberate herse1f to the extent to which she 
sets free neighboring nations.7 

Engels proceeded t。 앙양le that things were getting better. 
ChauvirlÍst propaganda， “the turgid phrases proclaiming that German 
honor or German power is at stake" are no longer effective. The article 
concluded by turning the argun1ent around. If freedom at home is 
incompatible with oppression abroad a revolutionary foreign policy also 
req띠res a revolutionary domestic one . 

... we must achieve a really popular government， and the 
old edifice must be razed to the ground. On1y then can an 
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international policy of democracy take the place of thε 
sanguinary， cowardly policy of the old， revived system. 
How can a democratic foreign policy be carried through 
whíle democracy at home is stifled.8 

What did the NRZ mean by a “democratic foreign policy"? The 
clearest editorial statement of what was meant came very early on， little 
more than a month after the paper began publishing. The occasion was the 
uprising in Prague.9 

The right in Germany attempted to portray 버is rising， which was 
brutally crushed by Austrian troops under Prince Alfred zu Windischgrätz， 
commander of the Imperial forces， as an anti-German nationalist uprising. 
There were even hints and rumors that the Russians were behind the whole 
thing. Leading the campaign were German speaking inhabitants of 
Bohemia organized in groups like the Le，쟁μe to Preserve Ger!JJan 1.ηterests 껴 the 
Eα�st. The NRZ deγ。ted some space to reports from the scene by German 
supporters of the uprising. According to these reports the rising was 
supported by both German and Czech dεmocrats fighting for “thε 
preservation of Bohemia’s independence and the equal rights of both 
nation떠ities꺼10 the opposition came from the defenders of the old order 
and the defenders of German minority rights were simply stalking horses 
for the right with no significant support. How accurate were these reports? 
Contemporary sources as well as modern historians tend to endorse this 
description of the Czech national movement at this st.쟁e ojthe reνoι�(tion.11 
The uprising was， apparently， based on the largely Czech-speaking lower 
class wi버 the energetic leadership of students. 

Both Czech nationalists and German chauvinists reacted to this class 
threat by backing off from the uprising.1 2 

In short， modern historians generally tetld to support Engels view of 
the situation. But that is not really the relevant question if what we want to 
know is: What was the foreign policy of the NRZ? If the paper did 
exaggerate for polemical purposes the degree to which the uprising was a 
social rather than a national revolution that is significant in itself. Political 
propaganda in 버1S kind of situation is not simply an impartial commentary 
on events. It is an attempt to intervene， to strengthen one side or the other. 
The NRZ editorial on the report from Prague concluded that “German 
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reaction is seeking to rouse a narrow-minded nationalism just as in Posen 
and in Italy， part매 껴 order to suppress 껴e revo歐'0η iχ the i.ηterior ojGerma낀y and 
partly to trai;η the sol.껴:ery .for αν'illvar."n 

Loolcing at the events in Prague from the perspectiγe of thε German 
re、Tolution， the NRZ boasted that: 

Despitε the patriotic shouting and bεating of thε drums 
of almost the entire German Press， the Neue Rhei.η상che 
Zeitu끼g from the very first moment has sided with the 
Poles in Posεn， the Italians in Italy， and the Czechs in 
Bohemia.14 

Thε old regimε “shaking in its foundations in the interior of 
Germany" sought to saγe itself by “calling forth a narrow-minded national 
hatred. Were the Germans t。 “crusade against the freedom of Poland， 
Bohemia and Italy" under the leadership of the γery governments they 
were fighting at home? No， the editorial claimed: 

Only a Ivar ag，α껴st R;wia would be a war of revolutioηary 
Gel‘ma1!)l， a war by which she could cleanse herself of her 
past sins， could take courage， defeat her own autocrats， 
spread civilization by the sacrificε 。f her own sons as 
becomes a people that is shaking off the chains of long， 
indolent slaγery and make herself free within her own 
borders by bringing liberation to those outside. 

A modern editor would undoubtedly send the articlε back for 
revision or insert a transitional paragraph or two herself. In 1848， it wasn’t 
necessa다. Everyone understood the connection between revolution at home 
and a war against the Holy Alliance. 

4. War With Russia 
There were three incidents which forced the Frankfurt Assembly to 

face up to the prospect of war with Russia. In each case， the Assembly 
backed off. And， in εach case， the result was a weakening of the Assembly 
itself within Germany. 
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The incident that caused the most trouble， naturally， concerned the 
Poles. τbe problem was: what to do with the large chunk of Poland 산lat 
had been seized by the Kingdom of Prussía? The proposal debated by the 
Frankfurt Assembly， the proposal that eγentually passed， Engels rightly 
called a new partition of Poland. Poland was to be reduced to a strip of 
land on the fringε 。f the Russian occupiεd area. A new Duchy of 
Posen(present day Poznán) was to become part of the German 
Confederation. 

This decision was presented as 'a defense of the national rights of the 
외leged half-million German speaking inhabitants of Posen. Included ín this 
total were some 80，000 allegedly German-speaking ]ews. Although they 
probably spoke Yiddish rathεr than German and would have been depriγed 
of civic rights ín the German states because of their reli멍on， in the debates 
of the Assembly 산ley became representatives of German culture. 

Engels’ reports on the debates are an extended and detailed 
comment on his 1847 thesis that Germany could only be free if she 
renounced all claims to Poland. 

So long， thεrefore， as we hεlp to subjugate Poland， so 
long as we keep part of Poland fettered to Germany， we 
shall remain fettered to Russia and to the Russian policy， 
and shall be unable to eradicate patriarchal feudal 
absolutism in Germany. The creation of a democratic 
Poland is a primary condition for the crεation of a 
democratic Germany.15 

τbere was， of course， plenty of rhetoric in favor of Polish freedom 
in the debates of the Assembly. The cause of Polish frεedom was also dear 
to míddle class public opiníon. Engels reports on touchíng demonstrations 
。f this concern such as thε rallies and speeches praising Polish freedom 
fighters as they passed through railway stations. Practical steps to end the 
。ccupation of part of Poland by Prussian troops， however， would certainly 
turn the area into a staging ground for a Polish insurrection in Russian and 
Austrian occupied Polan서 
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. but to start a war wìth Russia， to endanger the 
European balance of power and， to cap it all， hand over 
some scraps of the annexed territory--only one who 
does not know the Germans could expect 낭lat. 
And what would a war with Russia have meant? A war 
with Russia would have meant a complete， open and 
effectiγe break with the whole of our disgraceful past， the 
real liberation and unification of Germany， and the 
establishment of democracy on the ruins of feudalism 
and on 산le wreckage of the short-lived bourgeois dream 
of power. War with Russia would have been the only 
possible way of vindicating our honor and our own 
interests wìth regard to our Slav neighbors， and especi때ly 
the Poles . ... We shrank from it and the inevitable 
happened-the reactionary soldiery， beaten in Berlin， 
raised 난leir head again in Posen; under the prεtext of 
saving Germany’s honor and national integrity they raised 
the banner of counterrevolution and crushed our 따Uεs， 
삼le revolutionary Poles.16 

Engels in these reports ridicules the claims put forward on behalf of 
the German-speaking minority in Poland. Had the German revolution 
from thε beginning comε out for Polish independence and backed 삼le 
dεmand up by force of arms， the matter of border disputes would have 
been a minor issue. “... both parties would haγe had to make some 
concessions to one another， some Germans becoming Polish and some 
Poles German， and this would haγe created n。 버fficulties."17 

Even at 남le relatively late date when Engels was writing he s버l 
believed that the Assembly could haγe mended matters. They could have 
excludεd Posen from the German Confederation and dealt 떠버 the 
reconstituted Poland as an equal in negotiations over the fate of the 
German-speaking minority.18  The Frankfurt Assembly was not even up to 
버at. It annexed Posen to Germany which meant it left it in control of 
Prussian troops. These were the same mercenaries who were later to be 
used to disperse the Assembly itself. Bohemia， Poland and Italy became 난le 
training ground for the counterrevolution in Germany. 
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5. “Sea-Girt Schleswig-Holstein" 
The second incident that drove the Frankfurt Assembly towards a 

conflict with Russia is more confusing from our vantage point. The two 
provinces of Schleswig and Holstein had for some time been a source of 
dispute between Prussia and the Danish monarchy. Both had a German 
major따-Holstein’s was larger than Schleswig’s and the latter had a 
significant Danish population-but the ruler of both was the Danish 
monarch and the landed aristocracy was pro-Da띠sh. It was typical of the 
ramshackle German state system of the time that one of these provinces， 
Holstein， was a member of the German Confederation while the other was 
not. Not only was the German speaking population represented in the 
Danish legislatiγe assembly， its delegates were permitted to use their own 
language. This was not the most outrage-ous case of national oppression in 
Europe. 

Neγertheless， in 1848， the German population of the t:wo Duchies， 
swept up in the revolutionary agitation of the day demanded independence 
from their Danish lords and the liberation of the plucky Schleswig
Holsteiners becamε a rallying point for thε Dεmocracy. 1ts cause was takεn 
up by the Frankfurt Assembly and tJ1eenμtJ1schLμ갯gen 5 chlmν쟁-Holstein- “Sea
밍rt Schleswig-Holstein"-became a part of the national legend. Few sεem 
to have found it silly to apply this high-sounding Homeric epithet to what 
was， after all， a small piece of territory. 

That the Frankfurt Assembly was swept up in the general agitation 
was understandable. That body was capable of endless debates 。γer
trivialities especially if they served to distract its attention， and that of the 
public， from more pressing issues. But the NRZ also made an issue of the 
Schleswig-Holstein campalgn. Why would what appears in hindsight t。
have been a relatively insignificant issue have attracted Marx and Engels 
attention? 1ndeed， their apparently unwarranted concern has often been 
used as proof of their latent German nationalism. 1n Wor1d War 1， their 
position on Schleswig-Holstein in 1848 became one more precedent for 
the pro-war socialists. 

From the be멍nning， Marx and Engels made it clear that they were 
aware of the relative unimportance of the cause of the Schleswig
Holsteiners taken lry itseκ 1n fact， and 1 have not sεen this point made 
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elsewhere， they supported thε Danes initially.* Engels had written an 
article only a month before the outbreak of the reγ。lution in Germany on 
“Three New Constitutions"1 9  in which he ridiculed the claims of the 
German inhabitants of two Duchies， compared the Danish Constitution 
favorably to that of Prussia’s， and pointed to the extremely favorable status 
the German minority in the Danish kingdom enjoyed. He claimed that they 
had as many delegates in the Danish legislature as the Danes by law even 
though they were far less numerous. 

In short the Danes make εvery possible concession to the 
Germans， and the Germans persist in their absurd 
national obstinacy. The Germans have never been 
national-minded where the interests of nationality and the 
interests of progress have coincided; they were always s。
where na디。n따ity has turned against progress. 

τbe “ínterεsts of progress" ín 삼llS case were represented by the 
relativεly liberal Danish constitution. But the bourgeois liberals whose 
political pressure had won constitutional reform were also champions of 
Danish nationalism and cultural indepεndence from Germany. It was a 
typical combination in 1848. Prussia as the stronghold of constitutional 
conservatism was only too willing to use the cause of 남le oppressed， and 
politically backward， German pOJ.D버ation of the territory as a weapon 
against the Danish liberals. τbis political lineup explains Engels’ hos버ity 
to the a잉tation of the Germans of Schleswig-Holstein in 1847. It was 
consistent with h1S， and Marx’s， gεnεral hos버ity to national movements 
that “turned against pro양ess." 

What changed? Well， for one thing， there was a revolution in 
Germany. And that brought t。 버e fore an aspect of international 
diplomacy 난lat Engels had prεviously ígnored. Thís was not simply a 

* Franz Mehring， in his biography o f  Marx， has a passage which explains the 
politics of the war 、;vith D enmark very well. He does not m ention， however， 
Engels initial support for the Danes. It is a good example of M ehring’s consistent 
downplaying or b elittling of Marx and Engels anti-P russianism. 
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contest between tiny Denmark and the might ofPrussia. Behind Denmark 
stood England and Russia. For them， and especially for Russia， a successful 
reγolution against their client in the hεated atmosphere ofJune 1848 could 
be a disaster. What had been a minor squabble between the powers earlier 
in the year was now a serious matter. W orse， Russia and England’s 
formerly trustworthy ally， the King of Prussia， was apparεntly being taken 
captive by the revolution. As Count Nesselrode， the Russian Foreign 
Minister compl싫ned in his private correspondence: 

. my patience is at an end. . . .  Yesterday， Saturday， a 
courier brought me the news ofWrangel's refusal to sign 
the armistice straight from Copenhagen. . . .  Our 
forbearance has really been � abused. We have often 
repeated to Prussia 삼lat she is allowing things to， reach a 
point where we will not be able to maintain a defensiγc 
posture towards her as we would wish because of her 
blind submission to the whims of the German 
demagogues.20 

Marx and Engels’ appreciation of the situation was similar to that of 
γ。n Nesselrode. What he saw as a danger they， of course， saw as an 
opporturu다r. 

1t should also be understood， as part of the background， that Prussia 
in 1848 was not the militatγ power that the German Empire was t。
become after 1870. The course of the war， in which the Prussians were 
humiliated， makes that clear. 

1n the first NRZ article on the crisis-“Defeat of the German 
Troops at Sundewitt"21-Engels ridiculed the Prussian army. The article 
is full of contempt for the Germans and quite complimentary to the 
Danes. 1t also makes explicit what really lay behind the NRZ prowar stand 
in thε affair of tJieerlltJischlμ쩡et1 Schleslv，껑-Ho/ste，쩌. 
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in other hands. Will the National Assembly in Frankfurt 
at last feel compel1ed to do what it should havε long 
since， 야lat is take over foreign policy itself? 

Engels expressed some scepticism in this article concerning the 
Assembly but at this early period both Marx and Engels sti11 expected that 
the German bourgeoisie would be forced in their own interest to act out 
the role of their Gi1ηη껴:n predecessors of fifty years before. They sti11 
belieγed that 삼le bourgeois leadership of the Assembly wo띠d， in its own 
self-interest， embroil 삼le country in a war with the monarchies 간lat on1y a 
re、rolutionary government could win. 

The NRZ addressed its demands and its criticism to the Frankfurt 
Assembly， not to the German g。γernments， because the Assembly was the 
first， hesitant， step to a united， republican Germany. Marx and Engels did 
not invent the issue of war with the Alliance any more than 남ley inγεnted 
the othεr issues which agitated 남le country. What distinguished the NRZ 
was that the “Marx party" whipped up public opinion where 삼le Frankfurt 
Assembly， even its left wing， tried to calm the people down. 

In the end， when Prussia signed a humiliating peace rather 산lan be 
forced into a war with England and Russia， the Assembly simply 
capitulated. It was one of the events that hεlped persuade Marx and Engels 
that the German bourgε。isie was not capable of imitating its French 
predecessors. 

6. Hungarians and Poles 
The last incident 버at raised 난le specter of 1793 was thε Russian 

invasion of Hungary in April 1849. Up 버l 상lÍs point 산le Hungarian 
insurrection had appeared on the verge of victorγ. And not on1y victory in 
Hungary. After being driγen out of its main strongholds by numerica11y 
superior forcεs the Hungarian revolutionary forces aidεd by international 
외Uεs， especial1y Poles， had waged a successful guerilla war that demoralized 
the armies of the Empire. At one point they appeared to be in a position 
to take Vienna. Even after 상le defeat of the revolution elsewhere it took a 
Russian invasion in April of 1849 to fina11y break 난le Hungarian resistance. 
κ'e know that 남lÍs was the last act of the 1848 rεvolution. From the 
、rantage point of Engels and the NRZ it looked like the opening of a new 
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round. In the second to last issue of the paper， just before it was shut 
down， Engels outlinεd what was at stake: 

. . .  the Magyar war very soon lost the national character it 
had in the beginning， and assumed a clearly European 
character， precisely as a result of what would seem to bε 
a purely national act， as a result of the declaration of 
independence. Only when Hungary proclaimed hεr 
separation from Austria， and thereby thε dissolution of 
the Austrian monarchy， did the alliance with the Poles for 
the liberation of both countεies， and the alliance with the 
Germans for the re、rolutionisation of Eastern Germany 
acquire a definite character and a solid basis. If Hungary 
were independent， Poland restored， German Austria 
turned into the revolutionary focus of Germany， with 
Lombardy and Italy winning indεpendence-these plans， 
if carried out， would destroy the entire East-European 
system of states: Austtia would disappear， Prussia would 
disintegrate and Russia would be forced back to the 
borders of Asia.22 

Engε1s predicted that the German insurrectionary forces in the 
Baden-Palatinate， which he was shortly to join， and the troops of a renewed 
French revolutionary moγement would meet with the Polish and 
Hungarian armies bεfore the w싫ls ofBerlin. It was not to be. The German 
and French revo1utionary movemεnts were spent and the Hungarians and 
their Polish allies were crushed by Austrian and Russian ttoops. 

But Hungarians and Po1es were unitεd by something else than 낭leir 
mutual antagonism to the international relations of post- 1 8 1 5  Europe. For 
some time beforε the outbreak of revolution Marx and Engels had come 
to the conclusion 난lat in Poland the only succεssful national uprising had 
to be based on a democratic social revolution and that， in a country like 
Poland， the only possible democracy was an agrarian democracy. In 
Poland， then， a successful uprising could only be an uprising wruch was 
also a civil war. 
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Already the first partition led quite naturally to an alliance 
of thε other classes， i.e. the nobles， the t，。、;vnspeople and 
to some extent the peasants， both against 삼le oppressors 
of Poland and against the big Polish aristocracy. The 
Constitution of 1 791  shows that already then the Poles 
clearly understood that their independence in foreign 
af없irs was inseparable from the overthrow of the 
aristocracy and from agrarian reform wi상ùn the country.23 

When the Hungarian revolution， somewhat unexpectedly， broke out 
in late 1 848， the 1\lRZ found its hypothesis derived from the Polish case 
confirmed in this corner of Eastern Europe. Polish and Hungarian 
reγ。lutionary democrats， leaders of independence movements on whose 
success or failure the success or failure of. the revolution itself depended， 
also faced an enemy at home. 

7. The Old Poland and the New 
πle Marxologists almost uniγersally allege 삼lat Marx and Engels 

ignored the reactionary tendendes in the national movement of these two 
countries. Some go so far as to accuse them of deviating from Marxism in 
this respect. * The allegations are unfounded and， as is often the case， 
ignore the explidt statements ofMarx and Engels themselγes. In the Polish 
casε， one of the explicit statements is found in thε COtJ1，찌찌ist Mal1챔'sto. 
While terse， like much else in the Ma.ηifesto， 난le statement ought to at least 
tempt the researcher to look a little further. 

It so happens that the question of Polish independence and its 
relation to the class struggle 찌 Polaηdwas on eγeryone’s mind while Marx 
was writing the Maη챔'sto. πlÍs was just before the outbreak of the 
reγ。lution in 1 848. The question had been put on the agenda by the 
Austrian Foreign Minister Prince von Metternich who， in his own 、;vay， was 
one of thε leading revolutionaries of the day. It was Metternich who， in 

* A detailed discussion of the references by other writers to Marx and Engε1s on 
“the N ational Question in 1 8 48" would be digressiγe in this chapter. These views 
are taken up in Special Note A.  
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1 846， facεd with an insurrection of the Polish gεntry and the urban classes， 
demagogica1ly， and successfully， appealed to the class and religious hostility 
of the mostly Ukrainian peasantry in Galicia towards thεir Polish lords. His 
skillful playing of this card isolated thε radical， democratic insurrεction in 
Cracow. Even in 1 848， the politics of this defiεated insurrεction continued 
to preoccupy thε left. Thε relatively minor coηtmψoraη， disturbances in 
Poland raised no comparable political questions concerning thε internal 
politics of  Polaηd. 

As early as 1 830， when a Polish uprising also coincided with a 
rεγolution in France and jeopardized the intεrnational ordεr constructed 
in 1 8 1 5， the class question forced itself on the nationalist movεment. 1n 
that yεar， the landowning classes who led the insurrεction promised an end 
to f�udal obligations; in particular， the hated obligation to proγide free 
labor at the landowners’ demând. But， hard pressed to meet the needs of 
the population under war time conditions， they reínstituted the system 
“temporarily" until the foreígn armies were defeated. After thís temporary 
sacrifice to ensure the defeat of the common enemy， the reforms would 
certai떠y be reintroduced. The peasams found the argumem unconvincing 
and the insurrection was defeated. 

1n 1 846， this precedent weighed on the mínds of a1l parties. The 
Polish emigration was split on seγeral lines but the main divísíon was 
bεtween the partisans of the 이d Poland-the patrimony of the powerful 
families who hoped to restore the old 싱ngdom intact including íts rulε 
over non-Polish mínoríties and its exploitation ofPolish pεasants-and the 
partisans of a new， democratic Poland. The latter were organízed in the 
Polish Democratic Association which was looselv allied with other 
Democratic Associations including that of Brussels in which Marx was 
activε. Onε 。f their most prominent rεpresentatives was J oachim Lεlεwε1 
who was also a member of the Brussels Dζmocratic Association. Lelewel， 
a personal and political friend of Maεx ín 1 846， had bεen a former Deputy 
in the Polish Diet ín 1 828 and a member of thζ Pr。γisíónal Governmem 
during thζ insurrection of 1 830. 

1n 1 846 there were three centers of rεvolutionary activity ín Poland. 
Perhaps， ít would be better to say two cεnters of revolutionary activíty and 
one of counterrevolutionarγ ac뼈ty. The more conservatiγe wíng of the 
emígration hoped to use 
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maneuve1' thei1' way back to powe1'. Thei1' hopes cεntε1'ed on o1'ganizing an 
insu1'1'ection against the Russians based in Prussian occupied Posen 
(p1'esent day Poznan.) Howeve1'， when the l'εp1'esentatiγe of the 
insu1'1'ectiona1'ies， Ludwik Mieroslawski a1'1'ived in Posen he was a1'1'εsted.24 

The Prussian mona1'chy was willing to fli1't with the Poles to gain a little 
diplomatic leve1'age but anything serious was out of the question. 

The 1'εal insu1'1'ection took place in C1'acow wruch had been g1'antεd 
the status of f1'ee city unde1' the te1'ms of the Congress of Vienna. It was 
o1'ganized by the dεmoc1'atic wing of  thε emigration and held the city 
against overwhelming odds fo1' ten days. Its program was one of ag1'arian 
1'efo1'm， which meant the abolition of all feudal obligations without 
compensation， sepa1'ation of chu1'ch and state， which meant the 
emancipation of the Jεws， and a democ1'atic constitution， wruch meant thε 
abolition of the old Poland. It enjoyed eno1'mous pop띠a1' suppo1't in the 
town and the su1'rounding countryside and it 1'equi1'ed some effort on the 
part of the Aust1'ian and Russian fo1'ces to 1'etake the city. C1'acow was 
subsequently incorpo1'ated int。 버ε Austrian occupiεd secto1' of Poland.25 

The tru1'd front was opened， not by thε 1'eγolutionariεs but by 
Mette1'nich， in Galicia. In Noγembe1' of 1 846， a new Conservative Pa1'ty 
with an adγanced program of agrarian 1'efo1'ms 、:vas formed with 
Mette1'nich’s suppo1't. And when the Polish gent1'Y 1'evolted against the 
empi1'e， they we1'e mεt by a counte1'-1'evolt of the peasant1'γ. Thε1'e we1'e 
cha1'ges made and countεrεd that Mette1'nich paid and o1'ganized peasant 
agitato1's to sp1'ead rumo1's that thε plans of the govemment fo1' 1'eform 
we1'e being frust1'ated by tl1e Polish gentry and to o1'ganize the subsequent 
pogroms against the gent1'Y' Thε facts berund these cha1'gεs and 
counte1'cha1'ges are still a matte1' of controve1'sy.26 What is not in dispute is 
that what followed was ajι:qμerie of pa1'ticularly brutal character against the 
Polish landlo1'ds. The agrarian re、rolution which might ha'γe provided a 
b1'oade1' base fo1' the Cracow insurrection was diγe1'ted into a 
counte1'revolutionary moγement in support of the Hapsbu1'g dynasty. The 
peasantry， with their traditional trust in the “littlζ Fa남le1''' whose good w피 
was always frustrated by bad advise1's and greedy landlo1'ds， fought fo1' the 
phantom 1'efo1'ms of the govεmment 1'ather than the real ones of the 
Cracow 1'evolutionaries. 
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Marx and Engels did not need to be reminded of the importance of 
an agrarian revolution by these events. Marx had made the abolition of 
feuda1 obligations or what remained of  them a centra1 issue when he was 
still the libera1 editor of the Rheil1ische Zeitul쟁. This was before he became 
a socialist. Nor was this a peculiar “Marxist" position. Most radicals and 
libera1s shared his views on this issue at 1east in the abstract. What the 
e、rents in Cracow and Galicia did was to force supporters of “the 
Democracy" to take a stand 0η the isSlles 1νhiιh divided the Polish ét，ι갱rés who 
were their friends. 

Marx and Engels addressed two meetings of “the Democracy" 
memorializing Polish insurrections in the year preceding the Mal1챔rto. The 
first was in London on November 29， 1 847; the occasion was the 
seventeenth anniversary of the 1 830 uprising. On this occasion， neither 
Marx nor Enge1s had much to say about Po1and! They maihly took the 
opportunity to emphasize the internationa1 and socia1 character of the 
corning revo1ution. Engels' only rεference to Poland emphasized the 
responsibility of Germans to oppose thε German occupation of Poland 
and went on to stress the internationa1 charactζr of thε movement. It was 
Marx who “internationalized" the issue of Polish independence and 
emphasized its relation to the “social question." 

The old Po1and is lost in any case and we would be the 
last to wish for its restoration. But it is not only the old 
Poland 남lat is 10st. The old Germany， 남le old France， the 
old England， the whole of the old society is lost. But the 
10ss of the old society is no 10ss for thosε who have 
nothing to 10se in the old society， and this is the case of 
the great majority in all countries at the prεsent time.27 

And that is 찌1 there is about Po1and in Marx’s speech. 
The second meeting took place on February 22， 1 848 to 

commemorate the 1 846 insurrection. The Maη챔rto was pro bab1y published 
in the same week. On 남lÎs occasion both Marx and Engels addressed the 
socia1 character of the insurrεction direct1y and in considerable detail 
considering that these were both short speeches. 
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Marx emphasized that the standard denunciations of the Cracow 
reγ。lutionary government as “communist" by the establishment press was 
hysteria designed to conceal the fact that 남le property abolished by 남le 
ìnsurrectionaries was feudal prope야Y such as no longεr existed in France. 
What they aimed at in their brief reign was to establish the property 
relations 낭lat already existed in France， Bel횡um， Switzerland and North 
America. Had the French proprietor been told this， Marx says， he would 
haγe replied “They are quite right." However， on being told that the 
insurrectionaries were revolutionaries and communists who were 
abolishing property rights the French property owner replied ‘해'hat， … 
these scoundrels must be trampled down!" Marx praises the Cracow 
reγ。lutionaries because they saw that only a democratic Poland could be 
independent and onlγ a Poland which had abolished feudal rights could be  
democratic. 

Replace the Russian autocrat by Polish aristocrats and 
you will have 멍ven despotism naturalisation papers. … If 
the Polish lord no longer has a Russian lord over him， the 
Polish peasant will still have a lord over him， but a free 
lord in place of a slaγe lord. This political change will 
haγe alterεd nothing in his social position.28 

Please note that this passage comes pret다r close to sa꺼ng that it 
doesn’t matter whether the Polish peasant is exploited by a foreign lord or 
a domestic one. In terms of the later debates over 버is question it would 
appear that Marx is anticipating the position of Rosa Luxemburg. But that 
would be overstating the case. That is not 남le point Marx is trying to make. 
What we haγe here is a sharp attack on the “pure and simple" nationalists 
in the Polish emigration. It is also an anticipatory repudiation of the 
paranoid anti-Russian position often attributed to Marx. 

The adherents of the pro-aristocratic wing of the Polish 
independence movement in the audience would not have found much to 
cheer in Engels' speech either. After a salute to the fallen heroes and a 
lament for suffering Poland， Engels， ever 산le optimist， goes on t。
announce that the defeat of the Cracow insurrection is also a victory that 
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the meeting should celebrate! A γictory over whom? It is the “… victory of 
young democratic Poland 。γer the old aristocratic Poland." 

Yes， the latest struggle of Poland against its foreign 
oppressors has been preceded by a hidden struggle， 
concealεd but decisive within Poland itself， a struggle of 
oppressed Poles against Polish oppressors， a struggle of 
democracy against the Polish aristocracy.29 

As he warms to the subject， Engels claims that the Cracow 
revolution was “even more hostilε to Poland itself than to the foreign 
oppressor." What was this old Poland? Engels spells it out in a passage 
pillorying the aristocratic rεγ。lutionaries' of 1 830. 

What did the Polish aristocracy want in 1 830? To 
safeguard its own acquired rights with regard to the 
Emperor. It lirnited the insurrection to the little country 
which the Congress of Vienna was pleased to call the 
Kingdom ofPoland; it restrained the uprising in the other 
Polish provinces; it left intact the degrading serfdom of 
the peasants and the infamous condition of the J e、lVS. If 
the aristocracy， in the course of the insurrεction， had to 
make concessions to the pεople， it only made them when 
it was too late， when tl1e insurrection had failed.30 

Yet， 산lÎs was an insurrection which Engels supported! He makes 
that clear by holding up as an example Lelewel (who was in the audience.) 
This was the one man， according to Engels， who， in 1 830， fought for the 
emancipation of the Jews and peasants and for restoring all ofPoland thus 
“turning the war of Polish independence into a European war." 

τbese tvγo speeches have to be read in their entirety to get a real feel 
for the way the Polish independence movement was linked in Marx and 
Engels’ mind to the struggle to free Europe from the Holy Alliance and 
how both were seen as dependent on a democratic and social revolution 
internationaliy. 
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In the Ma찌festo， whose ana1ysis of the re1ationship of the various 
national m。γements to the socia1 rεγ。lution we will look at 1ater， thε Polish 
question is rεducεd to the following sentence: 

In Poland they [the Communists] support the pa띠T that 
insists on an agrarian revolution as the prime condition 
for national emancipation， that party which fomented the 
insurrection in Cracow in 1 846.31 

Today， this is an obscure rεference. It probably was already obscure 
in 1 888 when Engels and Samuel Moore trans1ated the Maη싹sto into what 
has become the standard English version. In that trans1ation (quoted 
above) the original German phrase Unter den Po/e.η appears as “in Poland." 
Literally， it means “among the Polεs." At the time the Mat7ifesto was written， 
this paragraph was practically a declaration of war on thε right wing of the 
Polísh eιν껑ratìotl. In Engεls’ 1 888 translation this point is lost. 

8.  Revolutionary Cattle Dealers 
τbe revolt of the Hungarians， like that of the Czεchs and Polεs， 

dividεd left from right in Germany. Throughout 1 849 coverage of this 
rebellion of the Hungarian pε。ple against the Austrian Empire dominated 
the columns of the NRZ. Prior to the outbreak of the 1 848 revolution， 
howeγer， there are on1y scattered references to Hungary by Engels and 
none by Marx.32 Certain1y， 산1ε country had not played a role in the politics 
of the European left comparable to that played by Poland. 

In early 1 847， Engels did wri tε tw。 았다cles for 산1ε Deutscher-Briisseler
Zeitut7g， by 산ùs time 삼le semi-official voice of thε Democratic Association， 
in whlch he mεntioned， very briefly， revolutionary developmεnts in 
Hungary. In the first of these， “The Movements of 1 847，'’33 an overview 
。f the political and social moγements that were pushlng Europe toward 
revolution， Hungary is mentioned in a passage summarizing thε 
revolu tionary εffects of bourgeoisification in previously backward areas: 

Eγen 1fi q띠te barbarous lands the bourgeoisie is 
adγancing . . . .  In Hungary， the feudal magnates are more 
and more changing into who1esale corn and wool 
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merchants and cattle dealers， and consequently now 
appear in the Diet as bourgeois. 

In a second article in the same paper， “The Beginning of the End in 
Austria，"34 Engels describes the Habsburg Empire as a patchwork of “A 
dozen nations whose customs， character， and institutions were flagrantly 
。pposed to one another." They have clung together “。n the strength of 
their common dislike of civilization." The geographical position of these 
“patriarchal" peoples in the middle of Europe， isolated from one another 
and from the more civilised peoples to the north and south by impassable 
mountains and lack of accesses to the sea or great rivers， made possible the 
rule of the House of Austria， “the representatiγe of barbarism， of 
reactionary stability in Europe." Engels concludes: 

Hence the House of Austria was invincible as long as the 
barbarous character of its subjects remained untouched. 
Hence it was threatened by only one danger-the 
penetration of bourgeois civiliza디。n. 

Engels then lists the disruptive effects of this inevitable penetration. 
His sole mention of Hungary is to the Diet which “is preparing 
revolutionary proposals and is sure of  a majority for them." What these 
“revolutionary proposals" are is not made explicit but the rest of the article 
would indicate that Engels is reDεrring to proposals to eliminate the 
remaining feudal obligations， in particular cor.νée labor. The Hungarian 
landowners-turned-bourgeoisie who， according to Engels' earlier article， 
dominated the Diet were presumably the driving force berund these 
“revolutionary proposals." However， when Engels uses the word 
“reγ。lu다onary" in this article he is referring to the objectiγe consequences 
of these measures and not a conscious or organized subversive political 
m。γement. In the next sentence he states that “Austria， which needs 
Hungarian Hussars in Milan， Moderna and Parma， Austria itself puts 
forward revolutionary proposals to the Diet although it knows very well 
that these are its own death warrant." The Hungarian landlords in this 
article are a revolutionary force willy-nilly， like the Hapsburg monarchy 
itself. 
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The next mention ofHungary by either Marx or Engels is in January 
of 1 849. This is a major analycical arcicle in which Engels announces 산lat 
the Hungarian revolucion is as important for 1 849 as the Paris revolt was 
for 1 848. 

For the first cime in the revolucionary movements of 
1 848， for the first cime since 1 793， a nation surrounded 
by superior counterrevolucionary forces dares to counter 
the cowardly counterrevolutionary fury by reγ。lucionarγ
passion， the terγeμr bla.ηche by the tetγ'eur rouge. For the first 
cime after a long period we meet with a truly 
re、Tolutionary figure， a man who in the name of his 
people dares to accept the challenge of a desperate 
stru짧:le， who for his nacion is Danton and Carnot in one 
person-냐:os Koss.째 35 

Did the feudal magnates turned bourgeois corn dealers and wool 
merchants suddenly become Jacobins? Engels did not think 50. There was 
no doubt that the Hungarian rebellion begaη as a defense of the traditional 
rights of  the Magyar* nobility against 버e centralizing tendency of the 

* A word on the use of the terms ‘Hungary’ and ‘Magyar’ in 1 8 48 .  Generally 
speaking， ‘Magyar’ refers to an ethnic group speaking a non-Indo-European 
language akin neither to that of the G ermans or Slavs who surrounded them. 
‘Hungary’ refers both to a geographical area and to the traditional kingdom of the 
Magyars. The distinction is important b ecause the Magyar ethnic group 、;vas a 
privileged minority within the kingdom of Hungary. They were the largest 
minority in a country of minorities. The political significance in 1 8 48 was that the 
revolutionaries claimed to be fighting for a state in which all citizens were equal. 
The ‘Hungarians’ were the citizens of this ‘Hungarian’ state regardless of ethnic 
group. 
But the legacy of centuries of Magyar p rivilege could not be 。γercome in a few 
months. A particulady thorny issue was the insistence o f  the revolutionary 
government on Magyar as the official language. Nevertheless， the claim that the 
revolutionaries were fighting for a modern national state based on equality before 
the law was not just propaganda. The militant support of the J ewish minority for 
the reγ。lutionary g。γernment despite the widespread and virulent antisemitism 

(continued . . .  ) 
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Hapsburgs . Like Poland， Hungary had been for centuries a kind of feudal 
democracy. The king was elected and responsible to a Diet of the Magyar 
nobility. But “nobility" in Hungary as in Poland was a relative term. Engels 
undoubtedly went too far in describing “the greatεr part of the Hungarian 
nobility" as “mere proletarians [sic] whose aristocratic privi1eges are 
confined to the fact that they cannot be subjected to corporal 
punishment."36 Nevertheless， both contemporary and modern observers 
have also emphasized that “noblε" status in Hungary as in Poland was 
enjoyed by a large percentage of the rural population many of whom would 
look to us， as they did to their contemporaries， very much like free-holding 
peasants， and not always γery well off peasants at that. There 、x'as an 
egalitarian， “democratic" feel about this constitutional set up which 
appeared quite modern although it was in reality based on a feudal social 
form that predatεd the modernizing absolute monarchy of the Hapsburgs. 

The Hapsburgs became Kings of Hungary not by conquest or 
marriage but by elεction. The Diet， for diplomatic reasons， offered the 
crown to thε Hapsburgs in the 1 7th century and with one exception， the 
“enlightened" Joseph II， Hapsburg emperors 、.vent through the motions of 
accepting the crown of St.  Stephen after election by the Diet. For the 
Haps burgs this was a legal fiction. The H ungarians looked at it differently. 

To complicate matters， there was a large Slaγic peasant population 
and a significant German and German-Jewish bourgeoisie in Hungary. 
There were 따so German and Wallachian (modern Roumanian) peasants. 
To these large minorities the traditional “liberties" of the ethnic 
Hungarians were a source of resεntment and enη. For a modεrn observer 
it is hard to overlook the resemblance of the Hungarian “nation" to a serni
independent military caste like the Cossacks in the Russian Empire. The 
latter also enjoyed certain “liberties，" that is to say priγileges，  ν'Ìs-à-νk 버e 
absolute monarchy. The social structure of the Cossack “nation" was also 
relatiγely egalitarian compared to the Empire as a whole. In the Hapsburg 

* (…continued) 
。 f Magyars and non-Magyars alike was noted by alJ. The question of the response 
。f the Slavic， German and Romanian minorities to the revolution is more 
controversial and 、.vill be dealt with later. 
Engels most often used the term Hungarian and Hungarian revolution. 
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Empire similar privileges werε also enjoyed bγ 남le Croats who were to 
become the most bitter opponents of Hungarian independencε. 

All 낭1Ís broke down in 1 848. The conilict between the centralizing 
tεndencies of the Hapsburg monarchy and the claims of the Hungarian 
Diet， especially over the always awkward question of taxation， had long 
been a source of tension even in peaceful times. With demands for 
constitutional liberties and representativε government-even for 
democracy!-threatening the existence of the Hapsburg monarchy and 남le 
old regime throughout Europe， the “liberties" of the Hungarians were a 
dangerous example despite thεir originally feudal content. As in France in 
1 789-9 1 ，  the liberal-minded， “impr。γing，" nobility-the noble corn dealers 
Engels had referred to earlier-were forced to take extreme measures to 
defend their traditional privileges. In Hungary in 1 848 they also had to 
defcεnd 산leir national independence. As in France in 1 789， the resistance to 
삼le absolute monarchy initiatεd from ab。γe in response to a crisis 
provoked a revolution from below. 

Democratic opinion in Germany was overwhelmingly in support of 
the Hungarian rising. Even 라le Frankfurt Assembly， which had hesitated 
when it came to opposing Prussian occupation of Poland， supported 남le 
Hungarians against Austria. There were， of course， 남lose who feared 삼le 
defeat of the Austrians by a popular uprising. One of the journalistic 
adherents of 난ús poin t of view was the main rival of the NRZ， the Kòll1ische 
Zeit.μ쟁� At the height of 삼le rebellion 낭le paper ridiculed the democratic 
supporters of Hungarian indεpendence 

The so-called democratic press in Germany has sided 
with the Magyars in the Austro-Hungarian conilict. . 
Certainly strange enough! The Gεrman democrats siding 
with that aristocratic caste， for which， in spite of the 
nineteenth cεntury， its own nation has never ceased to be 
misera coηtribl/cη's plebs [a pitiful tax-burdened plebian 
mass]; the German democrats siding with the most 
arrogant oppressors of the people!37 

Engels polemic against 남1Ís editorial， “The KòÏ;껴�che Zeit.μ쟁 on the 
Magyar Struggle，" begins by arguing that even if the Kòll1ische Zeihl끼g were 
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right， even if벼is werε an uprising of an “aristocratic caste，" the fact would 
be irreleγànt. The Austrian troops and their Croatian allies were not 
fighting for an end to feudalism. They were not aiming at the suppression 
of the “aristocratic caste." Engels then compares the Hungarian revolt to 
the 1 830 uprising in Poland， an uprising whose defeat Engels himself had 
argued little more than a year before was a direct result of the domination 
。f that reγolt by an “aristocratic caste." 

In 1 830， when the Poles rose against Russia， was it then 
a ques디。n whether merely an “aristocratic caste" was at 
their head? At that time it was in the first place a question 
of driving out the foreigners. The whole of Europe 
sympathlzed with the “aristocratic caste，" which certainly 
started the moγement， for the Polish Republic of  the 
nobility was at any rate a huge advance compared with 
Russian despotism.38 

Engels goes on to point out that the suffrage in France a삼er the 
revolution of 1 830 was restricted to some 250，000 voters and the rule of 
the French bourgeoisiε was also based on the exploitation of the "까sera 
coηtribμeηs p/ebs. He does not argue that the bourgeois constitutional 
monarchy of Louis Philippe was a step forward as compared to the 
Bourbon restoration. He simply assumes that his audience， including the 
Kii};껴'sche Zeitu쟁" takes that for granted. 

But Engels does not leave it there. He is not content to defend 
national independence and representative institutions as progressiγe vis à 
νù absolutism and desirablε ends to be fought for in their own right. In 
defending these basic democratic rights the Hungarian revolution has had 
to go farther: 
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The great Schwanbeck， [Eugen Alexis Schwanbeck， the 
Vienna correspondent of the Kóïnische Zeitu썽 。f course， 
is even less obliged to know that Hungary is the only 
èountrv in which since the March reγ。lution feudal 
burdens on the peasants haγe legally and in fact totally 
ceasεd to exist. The great Schwanbeck declares the 
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Magyars to be an “aristocratic caste，" “most arrogant 
oppressors of the people，" . . .  Schwanbeck does not 
know， or does not 、‘rant to know， that the Magyar 
%앵nates， the Esterházys etc.， deserted at the very 
beginning of the war and came to Olmütz [Austrian 
headquarters] to pay homage， and that it is precise1y the 
“aristocratic" officers of the Magyar army who from the 
be힘nning of the struggle until now have every day carried 
out a fresh betrayal of their national cause! Otherwise， 
how is it that today the majoriψ of the Chamber of 
Deputiεs is still with Kossuth in Debreczin， whereas only 
eleven magnatεs are to be found there?39 

In another article， “Croats and Slovaks in Hungary，" Enge1s， 
discussing the fate of the “loyal" Slaγic troops on the Imperial side， reports 
that the victorious Austrian authorities were restoring traditional 
Hungarian privileges despite their preγious promises to the Slavs. 

It is obvious that thε aristocrat Windischgrätz knows full 
well that he can only achieve his goal of maintaining the 
power of the nobility in Hungary by maintaining the 
M앵yar nobility in power . . . .  having finished the business 
of subduing Hungary and restoring the rule of the 
aristocracy there， he will manage to deal with the Slavs . . . 4o 

There is a great deal of matεrial like this in Engels’ articles during 
1 849 dealing with disaffection witrun the ranks of the Imperial forcεs， 
which is largεly ignored by most commentators. The whole issue of the 
disruptive effiεct of the social program of the Hungarian reγolution within 
the "0η-Hμ/쟁αη;all population is best de때t with in another section. Here， it 
is Engels’ stress on thε disruptive effect of trus program 1JJithitl Hungary 
that is relevant. In practically his last article on 난le subjεct he referred to 
the Polish example and emphasized that in Hungary too social revolution 
and national liberation are inextricably linked. 
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The Magyar war of 1 849 has strong points of 
resemblance with the Polish war of 1 830-31 . But the grεat 
difflεrencε is that the factors which were against thε Poles 
at the time now act in faγor of the Magyars .  Lelewel， as 
we know， unsuccessfully urged . . .  that the mass of the 
pop띠ation be bound to the revolution by emancipating 
the peasants and the Jews . . . .  The M，쩡!ars staηed at the poiηt 
which the Poles only achieγed when it was too late. Thε 
Hungarians' first measure was to carry out a social 
revolution in their country， to abolish feudalism . . .  41 

Again， as in the case of the insurrections in Cracow in 1 846 and 
Prague in 1 848， it was only the advanced minority that advocated this 
complete program of democratic reγolution. And in this instance Engels 
appears to have been ignorant of the rεal political line-up. Kossuth was ηot 
the democrat portrayed in the columns of the λlRZ. Alexander Petöfi and 
the radical students and workers in Budapest occupied that particular point 
on the political spεctrum. Kossuth was thε man in the middle. He was the 
man whose job it was to JlJediate between the radicals in the clubs and the 
more conservative delegates in the Assembly.42 But if the NRZ was 
mistalæn in its εstimation of Kossuth， it was certainly consistεnt in its 
political judgement based on the tàcts aγailable to íts editors. Conservative 
public opinion in Germany and H ungary made Kossuth thε reprεsentative 
of the Hungarian Democracy and the editors of thε NRZ responded by 
embracing him. 

9. The Workers Have No Country 
The emphasis placed by Marx and Engels on the national liberation 

movements of Germans， Poles and Magyars in the 1 848 rεγolution has 
been εspeci며ly confusing for both friends and foes， honest critics and 
dishonest ones. Why should internationalists care so passionatεly about 
these national struggles? Didn’t the COJ1lJ1lunist Maη쟁'sto itself state flat out 
that “the workers have no countrγ’? 

Well， actually， it didn’t. At least it didn’t in the ori멍nal German 
edition. Part of the confusion stems from a mistranslation in the standard 
English version. The Manifesto actually said that the workers had n。
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Vaterlaηd. The rεsonance of that tεrm in 1 848 was not q띠tε what it is today 
but it was close enough. It was not simply a narrow chauvinism that Marx 
and Engels rejected， howeγer. 1n the Man챔sto the question of nationalism， 
like other questions， is introduced by way of the refutation of a charge 
made against the communists by their opponents. The accusation in 삼ús 
instance is that the communists want to do away with the V깅tenμηd and 
nationalities. The answer of the M，αη짜sto is that the workers' have no 
Vaterland because 남ley do not have political power anywhere. The 
communists could not take from thεm what they did not haγe. 1n 1 848 낭11S 
was a pretty obvious statement of fact. The passage goes on to state that 
the proletariat in 외1 the leading countries had “first of all to acq띠re 
political supremacy" it “must rise to be the leading class of the nation." 1n 
short， the sense of this quote is almost the polar opposite of the one 
usually attributed to it. 

The internationalism of the Maηifesto 1iεs in its assertion 난lat 삼le 
success of the coming reγolution req띠res the victory of 난le working cIass 
in at least sεγeral of the leading European nations. A national victorγ was 
the first step in a European revolution. That first step could not be taken 
without taking into account the immediate issues facing specific national 
movements . 1t was just as obvious to Marx and Engels dlat a national 
movement that restricted itself t。 버ε first step was doomed to fail. 

The Ma.η짜sto presents itself as the platform of an international 
reγ。lutionary movement maη싹stt썽 itself in different forms in different 
countries according to the different circums tances of each but still the sat;ηe 
movεment. τ11e job of thε communist vanguard is to emphasize the 
interdependence of the national movemζnts and oppose the kind of 
national opportunism which ignores this interdependencε. 

The economic basis of this interdependence was most explicidy 
spelled out in one of Engels’ two prelimina다T attempts at a manifesto. The 
P체뺑/es rif CO!JJmμηism 43 was in the form of questions and answers which 
spelled out thε basic principles of the communist “faith." 1t was 
consciously modeled on the catechism which was thε elementary 
educational-propaganda device in both the Catholic 때d Protestant 
churches. Question 1 1  was ‘'"What were the immediate results of the 
industrial revolution and the diγision of society into bourgeois and 
proletarians?" Engels answered 삼lat the first consequence was the creation 
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。f a world market. That meant that “a new machine invented in England 
[threw] millions of workers in China out of work within a year." The 
political conclusion was that “if now in England or France the workers 
liberate themse1γes， this must lead to revolutions in all other countries， 
which sooner or later will also bring about the liberation of the workers in 

L ___ ____ ._.L. •• ! __ ，'44 those countnes. 
The iffect of the European revolution， in the view of the Maηifesto 

would be to speed up the process already begun by the economic activity 
of the bourgeoisie. That process led to increasing “uniformity in the mode 
of production and in the conditions of life corresponding thereto." The 
“political supremacy of the proletariat"45 which， wε have to remember， 
Marx and Engels then believed to be the inevitable and imminent 
consequence of a successful democ�:atic reγ。lution， would further 
accelerate this tendency to “uniformity of conditions."， That was the 
tendency. The starting point was a world still far from such uniformitγ. 
That is why the revolutionaries in Cracow in 1 846 had to fight for what 
was already the conservative program in France. 

πle idea is presented in the Ma껴festo as follows: 

Though not in substance， yet in form， the stru�핑le of the 
proletariat with the bourgeoisiε is at first a national 
strugglε. The proletariat of each country must， of course， 
first of all settle matters wi버 its own bourgeoisie.46 

It is worth pointing out that in this passage the word country is a 
translation of the German Land The term is simply the standard German 
for a geographical-political fact. It d。εs not， like the word ιTatCl강'11Zd， also 
imply a state of mind or political pr。양am. 

The practical consequencε of this pζrspec디ve was that it made it the 
responsibility of the communists in the various countries to subordinate 
the immediate concerns of the national reγ。lution to the European one. 

One of the most striking statements of this view ψith respect t。
Germany is in one of the earliest issues of the NRZ. It is an axiom of Marx 
studiεs that the unification of Germany was the dεmand that formed the 
core of Marx and Engels foreign policy in 1 848. And in general that was 
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true. Even this demand， however， was subordinated to 삼le needs of the 
revolution. On J une 25， 1 848， Marx discussed the possibility that Prussia 
“the western pr。γince of Russia" would join forces with the Tsar. Marx 
proposes to counter the anticipated alliance betwεen Prussia and Russia 
with an alliance of “Germany" and France: 

If the Prussians ally themselves with the Russians， the 
Germans w피 ally thεmselves 、;vith the French and uruted 
they will wage the war of the West against the East， of 
civilization against barbarism， of the republic against 
autocracy. 

The common portrait of Marx as a kind of pan-German patriot 
whose foreign policy was dominated in 1 848 (and perhaps after) by a dεslre 
for a uruted German statε hardly squares with this kind of talk. Marx had 
not， howeγer， abandoned the idea of a uruted Germany. He continues in 
the next paragraph: 

We want the urufication of Gεrmany. Only as the result 
of the disintegration of the large German monarchies， 
however， can the elements of trus uruty crystallize. They 
will be welded together only by the stress of war and 
revolu디on.47 

The unification of Germany on a democratic basis and the 
maintenancε of a revolutionary front of democratic nations also meant that 
purely GerlJJaf1 interests were sometimes secondary. 

A little later in the year4S Marx summed up his attitude towards the 
German revolution which， in its proγincial narrow-mindedness， fell so far 
below the demands of the international movement. Marx’s judgement of 
trus Prussian revolution is  at  the same time an implicit statement of his 
view of what the revolution shoμld have been: 

Far from bεing a Europe，αη Reν'olu!Ìon it was merely thε 
stunted after-effect of a European revolution in a 
backward countrγ. Instead of being ahead of its century 
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[1ike the seventeenth centu낀， English and eightεenth 
century French revolutions] it was over half a century 
behind its time . . . .  The Prussian March revolution was not 
even a ηatiol1씨 GertJIan revolution; from the outset it was 
aptηt’incial， PI'1ISSÎal1 revolution. �9 

Because the German reγ。lutionaries in 1 848 were unable to think 
in international terms they were unable to solvε eγen the most pressing 
national problems of Germany. 
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From the time of its first issue in April of 1 848 until its suppression 
in July of 1 849， the NRZ made the liberation of the Poles， and later the 
Hungarians， from their German rulers a central feature of its propaganda. 
It was a vit싫 task for the German national movement. Far more attention 
has been paid， however， to the 1\lRZ articles in 1 849 which appear to justi당 
German (and Hungarian) suppression of 남le Czechs and South Slavs. 
Engels， and it was he who wrote these articles， seems to be contradicting 
everything εlse he wrote in 1 848-49 and in the period immediately 
preceding 산le revolution. * 

No writings of Marx and Engels have caused greater scandal. In 
them the Austrian Slavs are contemptuously dismissed as “non -historic" 
peoples who are incapable of forming viable national states. On the 
evidence of these articles Marx and Engels have been convicted as racists， 
Pan-Germans and even proto-Nazis.** A smaller sect of Marxologists， 
although perhaps a more important one， has used the arguments of these 
I\TRZ articles to justi야T the suppression of smaller nations in the interests 
of “civilization."1 

Contrary to the assertions of both these factions， however， neither 
Marx nor Engels ever supported， ei남ler in these articles or elsεwhere， 버e 
suppression of the national rights of any national group on the grounds 
thatitwas “non-historic" or “non-γiable" when said nation actually proved 
its γiability， its “historicity" by asserting its rights. In 1 849， the NRZ was 
concerned with national movements which fought on the side of the 
Austrian and Russian empires against ηatiot1s Âψ0;'껴 1ν'ere ÌtJ rebellioη. On 
occasion， in later years， Engels used similar language to describe similar 
bεhavior. 

* The articles in question are almost all by Engels. They were published in the 

I\lRZ， howeγer， under Marx’s editorship and the same thesis appears， if anything 

more strongly stated， in a series of articles under the general title “Revolution and 
Counter-Revolution in Germany" which was published over Marx’5 byline in the 
N ew Y ork D aily Tribune. Engels was usually in charge o f  writing material o n  
military matters which i s  h o w  these questions were treated. I t  w a s  his fie1d. There 
is no indication that Marx had any objections to the content of these articles. 

** T o  discuss and refute all the wild accusations that have been made would 

require a separate book and not a very interesting one. Special note A is a cursory 
look at one of the more serious treatments of this material by :;tnother writer. 
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This is not to argue that these formulations by Engels are a guide t。
understanding the relation of the struggle for self-determination to 
revolution， democracy and socialism. They are not even a guide to 
understanding Engels’ own position in 1 848-9. They are a product of 
thorough confusion-and of rage. 

1 .  Twenty Vendées 
1n order to understand what was behind this radical departure from 

everything else Marx and Engels wrote and said in this period， 、;ve have to 
recall the importance of the French Revolutionary war of 1 793-4 for their 
thinking. One of the threats that weighed on their minds was that of a 
“Vendée，" a peasant uprising led by the aristocracy and especially the clergy 
against the democratic republic. 

For Marx and Engels， and every other democrat or liberal in 1 848， 
this uprising in 1 793 was inspired by an ignorant and bigoted fear of the 
modern world and there was certainly that εlement in the uprising. 
Dεfεndεrs of the uprising were inγariably defenders of the old régime 
Here again， modern historians take a more nuanced view of the eγents. 

1n the εarly twentiεth century， conservatiγe defcεnders of the old 
régime and the uprising in the Vendée， apparently finding the dεfense of 
Church and King increasingly ineffective， bεgan to question the standard 
interpretation of the uprising. Turning the intellectual weapons of the left 
against the traditional left republican and socialist defenders of the J acobin 
government， these conservatiγes pointed to the considεrable evidεnce that 
the social and economic roots of thε uprising lay in peasant resentment of 
the new， bourgeois εxploiters.2 i\nd there has been for some time a 
dissident left view of thε Jacobin re멍me that tends to support this thesis. 
The government of the Committee ofPublic Safety that finally crushed the 
uprising-quite brutally-had alrεady turned against the popular 
movement. 1 t had become， with reserγations and somewhat reluctantly， the 
government of that section of the bourgeoisie which had enriched itself at 
the expense of the defeated clerical and lay aristocracy. 1t could no longer 
claim to be the representative of thζ popular movement except 
demagogically.3 

But Marx and Engels knew li버e of this history. i\lthough they were 
more skeptical of the Jacobins than their contemporaries on the left， they 
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did not at this cime， or later， ever work up an extended treatment of the 
French Revolution or thε terror. They referred to it as a model， a common 
reference point understood by all parcies. To take one of many possible 
examples， Marx， quitε incidentally， in an arcicle on the crisis provoked by 
the resignacion of the moderate Prussian government led by Ludolf 
Camphausen，4 ridicules the conseπacives who compared Camphausen’s 
ministry and the Berlin Assembly to the J acobins and the Conγencion. He 
goes on to predict that “If the G。、rernment goes on in the way it has been 
doing， we shall have a Convencion before long … a Convencion which will 
haγe to use all means to cope with 난le civil war in our twenty Vendées and 
with the inevitable war with Russia." 

In 1 848 the twenty potential Vendées were not only the sm상1 
backward German principalicies with their differences of religion and 
tradicion and even language， they were also the nacional groups and 
remnants of nacions whose mutual antagonisms could be and were 
manipulated by the powers， especi싫ly Austria. And some nacional groups 
did respond to the rεvolucion by enliscing in the Emperor’s cause. The 
ori양nal enthusiasm combining nacional and social liberacion tended to 
unravel. In some cases the republican and democracic impulse won out; in 
others devocion to the nacional cause overwhelmed the socially progressive 
tendency. 

In 1 849 Marx and Engels saw a Croacian soldiely under their leader 
Jellachich brutally suppressing uprisings in Italy， Austria and Hungary. 
They saw Czech nacionalists openly repudiacing the Frankfu1't Assembly 
because it threatened the dissolucion of the Hapsburg Empi1'e from which 
the Czechs hoped to receiγe， as a 잉ft from above， the liberal reforms the 
Hungarians fought fo1'. They saw numerous ethnic groups， Slovaks， 
Rumanians， T1'ansylvanian Ge1'mans， siding with the Austrians out of 
ethnic hatred of the Magyars. The mostly peasant populacion too often 
ended up collaboracing in the destruccion of those parcies that actually 
fought for their rights. The image of the Vendée seemed to fit and certainly 
there seemed to be no recourse but arms. 

In his arcicle “The Magyar Struggle" Engels summed up the 
sltuatlOn: 
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The year 1 848 first of all brought with it the most terriblε 
chaos for Austria by setting free for a short time all these 
differεnt nationalities which， owing to Metternich， had 
hitherto been enslaving one another. The Germans， 
Magyars， Czεchs， Poles， Moravians， Slovaks， Croats， 
Ruthenians， Rumanians， Illyrians and Serbs came into 
conflict with one another， while witrun each of these 
nationalities a stru앓le went on between the different 
classes. But soon order came out of this chaos.  The 
combatants divided into two large camps :  the Germans， 
Poles and Magyars took the side of revolution; the 
remainder， all the Slavs-except for the Poles， the 
Rumanians， and Transylvanian Saxons， took the side of 
the counterreγolution.s 

As a description of fact this statemεnt contains a great deal of truth. 
But Engels makes more of it than that. This lineup was predetermined 

... The division is in accordance with all the previous 
history of the nationalities in question. 

In a later artic1é Engels characterizes the war whose current 
battlefield is Hungary as an international， reγolutionary war: 

The corning European war will divide Europe int。 띠O 
armed camps， not according to nations or national 
sympathies， but according to the leγel of civilization. On 
the one side the revolution， on the other the coalition of 
외1 outmoded estate-classes and interests; on the one side 
civilization， on the other side barbarism. 

Taken by itself 버1S is a simple statement of the social and class 
character of the revolution. One could object to the imprecise language， 
the use of “the Germans，" “the Poles，" “the Slavs." Seγeral critics haγe 
mounted their “Marxist" high horses to smite Engels for failing to make 
the necessary class distinctions within the various national groups. They 
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miss the point. Engels， and Marx， had raised the class question often 
enough themselves. By the time of the Hungarian revolution， however， the 
lines had been drawn. In some national movements the democratic and 
republican tendency had won out. In others， it had lost. In any class 
struggle there are winners and losers. The 띠nning side has 야le “right，" if 
you will， to claim to represent the nation. At least for the time being. 
Engels' sketch of the lineup in 1 849 was roughly accurate. 

2. Hegel on “Residual Fragments of Peoplεs" 
The problem with 난le “non-historic peoples" line is that it means， 

as Engels emphasizes several times， that the Austrian Slavs had no choice 
but to form a p았t of the “。utmoded" world of barbarism. In the article 
titled “The Magyar Struggle" Engels quoted as his authority-Hegel! 

These relics of a nation mercilessly trampled under foot 
in the course of history， as Hegel says， these residual 
fragments of peoples always become fanatical standard
bearers of countεr-reγolution … 

Note the word always. The quotε is typical of the kind of 
“Hegelianism" Marx and Engels had， a fiεw years earlier， subjected to 
ruthless criticism and rεjected. The historical obse1'vation that the national 
movements in quεstion dung to the past and fought fo1' counterrevolution 
at a certain time is turned into a supra-historical， metaphysical， cause of an 
equally metaphysical “backwa1'dness." In 1 848 the Czechs and Southern 
Slavs， or at any rate their leaders and spokesmen， did side with Austria and 
to a lesse1' extent Russia， because 남ley feared absorption by Po1es， Magyars 
and Germans. After 외1， these spokesmen were often good Hegelians too. 
They too decided that their national minorities we1'e “non-historic" and 
opted for thε maintenance of the Hapsburg dynasty. 

Did these political 1εaders speak for the future of their national 
groups as wε11 as their p1'esent and their past? After a11， acco1'ding to the 
Manifesto， 값1 the nations， including the “histo1'ic" ones were being 
dissolved and abso1'bed into a European， indeed a world-wide， industrial 
ciγilization. Were not the minorities in the Austrian Empi1'e capable of 
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producing political currents that looked forward as wel1 as ones that looked 
back? 

A mere four years later， in the Crimean war crisis， Engels himself 
was to argue that the independence movements of thε Serbs and 
Romanians represented a progressive force aimed against Russian Tsarism 
and Pan-Slavism as wel1 as against Turkish rule. For that matter， the mere 
fact that a given nation fought for freedom in 1 849 was no evidence， at 
least for non-Hegelians， thatÍt would always do so. The Hungarians proved 
this in 1 867 when they “dehistoricized" themselves. In that year they 
accepted the role of junior partner to the Hapsburgs that Czech and Croat 
politicians had unsuccessfully auditioned for in 1 849. 

3. The “Non-Historic" Czechs 
This Hegεlian pronouncement was not only no use for predicting 

the future behaγior of the nations in question. It could not eγen “predict" 
the recent past. At the beginning of July 1 848， in some of the earliest 
articles in the NRZ， the paper had supported the Czech rising in Prague 
and poured out the usual γitriol on the Germans and the Frankfurt 
Assembly for their refusal to support the Czechs' fight for freedom. The 
“non-historic" character of the Czech national moγementwas not apparent 
thεn. Instead， their case was amalgamated with that of the Poles and 
Ita1ians. 

Many of thε writers who have discussed this material， including 
those most hostile towards Engels， haγe concluded that one of the things 
that turned Engels against the Austrian Slaγs was the refusal of the Czech 
Pan-Slaγist Frantisek Palacký to link the fate of the Czech national 
movement with that of the German revolution. Palacký， in the name of the 
Czech nation， refused the offer of the Frankfurt Assembly to seat him as 
a delegate. 

Palacký defended his refusal in part on the grounds that the Czech 
nation had never considered itself part of the German Confederation. The 

.. Czech lands were part of the Holy Roman Empire and later of the German 
Confederation as a result of a purely dynastic arrangement between princes 
“。f which the Czech nation and the Czech Estates， hardly wished to know 
and which they hardly noticed."7 The bulk of this letter of refusal， howeγer， 
concentrates on the Frankfurt Assembly’s hostility to the Hapsburgs. In it 
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Palacký expressεs his firm b바라that only 남le Austrian Empire not a united 
Germany could defend Europe from the Russian threat. And then he 
eXplained to thε Assembly why， as a Czech nationalist he was opposed to 
a united Germany. 

. those who ask that Austria (and with it Boherni떠 
should unite on national linεs 、:vith the German empire， 
demand its suicide， which is morally and politically 
meaningless; on the contrary， it would be much more 
meaningful to demand that Germany should unite with 
Austria， 산lat is， that it should accede to the Austrian state 
under the conditions above mentioned.8 

πle conditions referred to are various liberalizing measures which 
Palacký recommends in place of the demand for independent republics of 
the subject peoples. Palacký bases his rejection of republicanism， or eγen 
a German constitutional monarchy， explicitly on the inability of the 
Austrian Slavs to m외ntain viable indεpendεnt states especially when faced 
with German and Magyar competition. Here was a Slaγ nationalist arguing 
that 삼le Austrian Slavs were “non-historic" peoples before Engels did. One 
would certainly expect Engels to come down hard on such a defense of the 
Hapsburg Monarchy and opposition to republicanism. 

Only he didn’t. He apolo잉zed for the decision of the Czechs， that 
is， of Palacký: 

And the Germans， after this，[the suppression of the 
Prague uprising] demand 산lat 삼le Czechs should trust 
them? 
Are the Czechs to be blamed for not wanting to join a 
nation that oppresses and maltreats other nations， while 
liberating itself? 
Are they to be blamed for not wanting to send their 
representatives to our wretched， faint-hearted “National 
Assembly" at Frankfurt， which is afraid of its own 
sovereignty? 
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Are the Czechs to be blamed for dissociating themselves 
from the impotent Austrian Government， * which is in 
such a perplexed and helpless state that it seems to exist 
。nly in order to register the disintegration of Austria， 
which it is unable to prevent， or at least to give it an 
orderly course? A Government which is even too weak t。
save Prague from the guns and soldiers of a 
Win펴dis앞chgrätz? 

Engels then proceeded to place the blame for the anticipated 
hos디lity of the Czechs towards the revolution squarely on the Germans 
and the Frankfurt Assembly: 

But it is the gallant Czechs themselves who are most of 
all to be pitied. Whether they win or are defeated， their 
doom is sealed. They haγe been driven into the arms of 
the Russians by 400 years of German oppression， which 
is being continued now in the street fighting waged in 
Prague. In the great struggle bet:ween Western and 
Eastern Europe， which may begin very soon， perhaps in 
a few weeks， the Czechs are placed by an unhappy fate on 
thε sidε of thε counterrevolution. The revolution will 
triumph and thε Czechs will be the first to be crushed by 
lt. 

The Germans oncε again bear the responsibility for the 
ruin of the Czech people， for it is the Germans who have 
betrayed them to Russia.9 

* Engels refers here to the liberal cabinet that brief1y held o ffice as a result of the 

popular movement in Vienna. Like the Frankfurt Assembly， it accomplished 

nothing except to allow the Imperial Court time to regroup 、;vhile the popular 

movement was beguiled by its debates and ultimately disillusioned by its inaction. 

Palack)' repudiated this liberal administration’s claims in favor of a liberalized 

monarchy. 
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Engels is describing here the reactionarγ consequences for the 
Czech movement of defeat not some metaphysical fate of “non-historic" 
nations and is blaming thε German democrats for these consequences， not 
the Czechs. It could be arguεd 남lat 산le consequences of the defeat of the 
reγ。，lution were reactionary all around. Reaction was strengthened in 
France， Germany， England and Hungary as well as among the Slavs. 
Engels， however， is not thinking， in 산lÍs article or in any of the others he 
wrote in the NRZ， about the consequences of the defeat of the revolution. 
He is not speculating on the post-revolutionarγ future; he is concerned 
about thε immediate prospect of a rεvolutionary war against Russia. He 
expected it “in a few weeks." In 버is crisis the Frankfurt Assembly had lost 
another potential ally. 

4. “Counterrevolutionarγ Peoples" 
What did provoke Engels to hls neo-Hegelian outburst was the 

invasion of Hungary by the Croat nationalist leader Baron Jellachich. 
J ellachich was the on1y leader of a nationalist moγement in 1 848 who 
continuεd to sεrvε as an army commander of one of the members of the 
Holy Alliance-there were plenty who were cashiered or resigned their 
commission to serve the revolution. What was worse the Croat 
mercenaries collaborated with the Austrians in the suppression ofItaly and 
with the Russians in the defeat of the Hungarian revolution. 

Historians arε divided over the question of whether， and to what 
dεgree， the Hungarian Prime Minister， Count Bat삼lyány， and his protégé， 
the future revolutionary leader Kossuth， attempted to compromise with the 
Croat demands.10 There is no question of the Magyar contempt for 산le Slaγ 
pop띠ations they ruled over and there is no question that “Magyarization，" 
that is the policy of insisting on Hungarian as thε official language to be 
used in all public affairs， was a central demand of the liberals and especially 
of Kossuth. Some of the radicals to the left of Kos suth were even more 
adamant in their insistence on a monolingual， unified rεpublic.1 1  

On the other hand， the concessions made by the Hungarian radicals 
to local autonomy in language， deficiεnt as they appεar to us after a century 
and a half of confllct， armed and unarmed， over such questions， went much 
farther 난lan anything the Hapsburg monarchy proposed let alone 
implemented. As the situation became critical， serious attempts were made 
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to compromise the issue especially with the Croats. J ellachich rejected all 
such attempts. 

There is very little dispute over the role played by Jellachich. His 
loyalty was to his Emperor and King first and only thεn to the cause of 
Croat nationalism. Perhaps it might be more fair to say thatJellachich saw 
no distinction between the two. In any case， all the evidence indicatεs that 
whatever compromises the H ungarian liberals and revolutionaries had been 
willing to make they would haγe been unacceptable to this principled 
defender of absolute monarchy. Undεr his leadership， Croat mercenariεs 
became the Emperor’s hangmen not only in Hungary， Vienna and Prague 
but also in Italy. At one point， J ellachich allowed his troops to be used to 
crush the Italians even when they were needed in Hungary where Croat 
national interests were directly involved. In his own way J ellachich was as 
principled an “internationalist" as Marx and Engels. He too was willing to 
subordinate immediate national intεrests to a greater cause. In his case the 
cause was that of counterrevolution. 

πlÌs did not stop J ellachich and his defenders from using words like 
“freedom，'’ and “the rights of the people." In 1 848 all sides used that 
language. What J ellachich meant by those slogans， howeγer， was the 
preservation or restoration of old， sometimes my남lÌcal， rights and 
privileges of the “nation" considered as an estate of the Empire. That was 
what Palacký meant also as he spelled out in somε detail. It was what the 
Hungarian liberal nobility had aimed at， too， in the beginning. It was not 
the modern concept of the nation as an independent， constitutional state 
、:vi버 well defmed rights of all citizens under the law; it was not the kind of 
national freedom the Hungarians ended up fighting for. In Hungary， as 
elsewhere， 삼lat klnd of freedom required an internal struggle against 
outmoded privileges within the national group. Within those national 
groups that Engels chose to describe as “non -historic" 버at struggle did not 
take place， or took place only sporadically. The road the Hungarian 
revolutionaries chose forced out the Esterházys. The Croatian national 
movement made J ellachlch its hero. 

That was not， however， a foregone conclusion. There is no quεstion 
ofJellachich’s pop띠arity among난le Croatians. Nevertheless， his leadership 
of the national movement was the result of something γery much like a 
coup d’etat. In the beginning， Croatian nationalism in 1 848 
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every other national movement. There was the initial enthusiasm when 
εverything looked possible. The Croatian assemblies were as liberal in their 
proposals as were their German and Magyar counterparts. Croatia’s 
national assembly passεd the usual resolutions calling for freedom of the 
press， the use of thε “Illyrian" tongue as an official language， and the 
abolition of feudal obligations.12 Söme Croatian nationalists were also for 
some sort of accommodation with thε Hungarians whose demands they 
initi삶1y endorsed.13 And the Croatian border troops， e버nically Serb but 
grεat admirers of Jellachich， initially offered their support to the 
Hungarians.14 

It was J ellachich， a national hero in a country where military service 
was a major industry， who campaigned to tum the Croatian national 
movement into one hostile to Magyar independence. The same assembly 
that γoted the liberal measures also voted to make Jellachich Ban， 남1ε 
traditional military commander of the Croat nation. When the Emperor 
responded by appointing thìs former capt떠n to a rank 버at rivaled that of 
Windischgrätz and Count Radetzky the two other generals of the 
counterre、101ution， his popularity soared to such heights that he became 
unassailable.* Few noticed ìnitially that the Emperor had not confirmed 
J ellachich as Ban， which ìs what 낭le assembly had voted for， but merely 
elevated his rank in the Imperial army. Jellachich， himself， insisted that he 
would on1y accept the office of Ban from the Emperor and repudiatεd his 
nomination by the Croatian National Assembly as an illegal act.15 πle 
Croatian nationalists made no attempt to enlighten the Croatian people as 
to thε realities of the sìtuation. J라lachich’s enormous personal popularity 
left him politic떠1y invulnerable. Croatian liberalism and the Croatian 
democracy withered on the γine and dropped off. And 낭lat mεant that， 

'1' This is a very condensed history. Jellachich was alternatively lauded as a her。

and condemned as a traitor by the C ourt. His commission was awarded one day 
and taken back the next. In part， the attitude of the government was dependent 
。n the shifting p olitics of the cabinet which was under pressure from the 

revolutionary movement in Vienna. But this shifting relation with J ellachich was 
also the result o f  a conscious policy of playing Hungarians o ff against Croats who 

were played o ff against Serbs and Romanians etc.， etc. It was an old Hapsburg 

policy. 
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after the Croats had been used to defeat the Italian and Hungarian 
revolutions， they gained nothing. 

In his dealings with the Hungarians Jellachich made one demand. 
Theγ had to accept the proposals of the Emperor. These proposals meant 
the end ofHungarian independence and even the degree of autonomy that 
had existed up until then. 

Engels giγes no indication that he knew any of this. Neither he nor 
Marx had paid much attention to the Hungarians let alone the Croats， 
Serbs， Romanians， etc.， prior to 1 848. They knew some낭1ing about Poland 
and Engels was to study the history and languages of Eastern Europe later， 
but in 1 848 they were both learning on the job. It is something that is easy 
to overlook if Engels flat-footed statements are taken at face value by his 
defenders or his opponents. 

But what Engels did know about the Croatian movement and that 
of the other non-Magyar peoples， or at any rate soon found out， should 
have been enough to have caused him to question the “historic people" 
formulation. 

Wζ haγe already mentioned onε NRZ article that reported on the 
disaffection in the ranks of J ellachich’s forces. There were others. 1 initially 
intended to do a statistical breakdown of En2:els’  articles in 1 848-9 on the 。
Hungarian reγolution. By my count there are 76. About three-quarters of 
the way through 1 had found two which did not mention disaffection 
among the national minorities (induding South Slavs) subject to the 
Hapsburgs. Norwas sympathy for the Hungarian Reγolution lackιing. \Vhat 
is more， Engels' reports (which are sometimes long excerpts from other 
papers or official dispatches) place great weight on this political warfare as 
a factor in the Hungarians’ success. It should be kept in n1ind that， until the 
Russians intervened in April， just before the suppression of the NRZ， the 
Hungarians even though thεy were numεrically inferior had driven back the 
Imperial forces. 

J ust one citation of many that could be quoted gives some indication 
of the kind of material that is in these artides: 
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Kossuth for freeing them from feudal burdens， and upon 
whom Windischgrätz wanted to reimpose 삼le former 
compulsory labor are enthusiastic supporters of the 
Magyars， ... 1 6  

Y ou have to ima멍ne thís multiplied more than 76 times to get the 
feel of these articles.  One reason they are not more widely known is that 
this kind of observation is buríed in articles that are otherwíse concerned 
with military details designed to discredit the reports of the establishment 
press. The latter con디nu때1y predicted the imminent collapse of the 
Hungarían government. Engels’ military dispatches on “The War in 
Hungary" were of considerable polemical importance in combating this 
pro-Austrian tub-thumping in 1 849 but the consequence is that the 
modern reader easily overlooks Engels’ discussion of revolutionary political 
warfare. 

Most modern historians do agreε that 산1ε revolutionary program of 
the Hungarian government under Kossuth did haγe the effect of 
mobilizing the Magyar peasantry.17 However， Engels’s claims as to the 
effect on the non-Magyar peasantry has much less support. But there is 
eγidence that there was some.18 In any case， Engels was pointing to a 
growing tεndency in what he expected to be a continuing revolution. 

Whatever the truth of the matter， it is Engels' own reports that raise 
the following question. How did he square his accounts of political 
awakening among the non-Magyar peoples， and dle sympathy he claimed 
남leγ showed for the revolution of their traditional Magyar enemy， with his 
thesís that thεy were “non-historic" peoples? The claim was not just that 
the geographical dispersion， small numbers， and leγel of economic 
devεlopment of the Southεrn Slavs， Czechs， Romanians， etc.， made ít 
impossible for 난lem to form stable nation states. That is a question of fact 
and is s버1 open today. Engels' “non-historicity" thesis， howeγer， required 
that 난lis historical fact also condemn these ethnic groups to be tools in the 
hands of reaction. And his own articles refute that thesis. Engels modified 
his position in practice as we shall see in the nεxt chapter， but he never 
repudiated the thesis explicitly. 

The “non-historicity" of the South Slavs is an anomaly in Engels 
writings in 1 848. In taking 0γer this formula from Hegel， Engels 
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contradicted everything else he and Marx were saying. In part， this was a 
crγ of outrage against the behavior of nationalist demagogues like 
Jellachích but it was also a reaction to a kind of nationalism that was just 
beginning to emerge. A nationalism directed against the democratic and 
liberal demands of 1 848. Some of Engels worst rhetorical and theoretical 
excesses as well as some ofhis clearest statements on the relation between 
nationalism， national liberation and revolutionary democracy were 
provoked by one ear1y expression of this kind of nationalism in particular. 

5. Bakurun’s 'Völkisch’ Nationalism 
The occasion of Engels' two part article in the NRZ on 

“Democratic Pan-Slavism"19 was the publication of “An Appeal to the 
Slavs by a Russian Patriot， Michael Bakunin， a Delegate to the Prague 
Congress." In this pamphlet Bakunin attempted to salvage the reputation 
of the democratic party in 낭le Slavíc speaking countries. It was not an easy 
job 

The Slavic Congress itself was dispersed by a Haps burg army largely 
composed of Slaγ troops. This was aftεr thε congress had adopted a 
statement opposing independence， self-determination and republicanism 
and affirmed its support for a (reformed) Hapsburg monarchy. The loyalty 
of the Croatians to the Emperor and thεir brutal behavior in Italy and， 
since Septεmber， in Hungary had by the beginning of 1 849 become 
notorious. By this time， the cause of the Austrian Slavs was not one that 
aroused much sympathy among democrats and liberals. 

Whatwas worse， Bakurul，1’s own pan-Slavic sympathies had surfaced 
at the Prague Congress. According to the largely sympathetic Soviet editor 
。f his works， 1. M. Stek1ov， Bakurun and the circle of friends he had 
recruited at the Prague Congress had originally intendεd to attend a 
congress of “Young Slaγs" in Agram (Zagreb) in Septembεr of 1 848. 
When Bakunin was arrested a letter was found in his possession from 
Ludwig Shtur， a Slovenian pan-Slaγ1St and opponent of Hungarian 
independence. The letter reproached Bakurun for not showing up in 
Agram as he had promised.20 There is no indication that anyone knew 
anything at the time ofBakunin’s links with the Southern Slav nationalists 
whose leader was so heavily Ìnvolv，εd in the suppression of the Hungarian， 
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Austrian and Italian reγolutions. But Bakunin had not bεen shy ab( 
advocating pan-Slavism at the Praguε Congress. 

Bakunin authorεd three resolutions at Prague. “The Principles of a 
New Slavic Polity，" “Principles of the Slaγic Federation，" and “Internal 
Relations of the Slavic Peoples."21 What he outlined in as clear a form as 
had yet appeared 、;vas what was to become known later as a “、rölkisch"
nationalism. That is he proposεd a national identity basεd not on the 
equality of citizens in a more or 1εss homogeneous linguistic and economic 
unit but on membership in a more or 1εss mythical “volk." Such an entity 
had to be bound together then as now by hatrεd of the enemy. In 
Bakunin’s case thε enemy was the German and to a 1εsser extent the 
Magyar. 

That race was the cement and not a common languagε or culturε is 
apparent in an anecdote concerning Bakunin reported by a German left 
democrat， Alfred Meissner. In an article in the Kò'l11ùche Zeittmg Meissner 
gave an account of a discussion with a “Russian émigré" w삐le traveling to 
P�쩡ue. In his memoirs published later he identified his fel10w travεler as 
;Bakunin.22 

Meissnεr was trεated by Bakunin to a fu끄 blast of his racist Pan
Slavism. This kind of race-based nationalism was relatively new and 
Meissner， apparently not q띠te understanding what was re싫ly inγ。lved，
rεplied as a democrat of 1 848 might be expected to rεply. He pointεd out 
that the Slavs did not have a common language， one of the pdnciple 
distinguishing characteristics of a “nation" as most liberals and democrats 
of 1 848 understood 버e concept. Bakunin replied that 따1 Slavs understood 
the phrase “Zarahbte niemce"; down with the Germans. 

In 남11S γersion of “völkisch" nationalism， as in the later models， 
racial solidarity against the outsider logically req띠red the suppression of 
class struggle within the Slavic “tdbes" as Bakunin calls them. At one point 
in his draft resolutions for the congress Bakunin took up the case of the 
Ukrainian jacquεrie of 1 846. π1Ís is 난1e passagε in which Bakunin 
addressεs the “blind Tsar" whose claims to represent the Slav people is 
repudiated. It is interesting that the Tsar should eγεn be considered for this 
role by a self confessed “dεmocrat" given the political climate at the time. 

In part， 산lÌs was a question because there were pro-Tsarist pan
Slavists at the congress but as later events were to indicate， Bakunin was 
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also debating his own pro-Tsarist tendency. At Prague， however， he raises 
this possibility only to refute it. The only real salntion for thε Slavs is the 
peasant revolt conceived as a destructive assault on all order and 
civilization. 

But for participants at thε Congress， espεcially the Poles， the most 
recent example of such an uprising was the 1 846 assault proγ。ked by 
Metternich. Bakunin， for some reason which is unclεar， places the blame 
for this action on the Tsar rather than the Hapsburg Empεror. 1n 
Bakunin’s γiew the uprising was wrong becausε it was directed against 
freedom loving Slavs. 

Agrεed， the peasant uprisings in Galicia wεre bad bεcause 
at your [the Tsar’야 instigation they werε turned against a 
democratically-minded gentry sympathetic to freedom.23 

This was the same Polish gentry 50 virulently condemned by Marx 
and Engels because their subordination o f  the national movement to their 
class interest amounted to a betrayal of thε Polish national cause. 

But there was no room in Bakunin’s Appeal for an idea like “the 
main εnemy is at home" because his “reγ。lution" 、.vas a revolt against 
modernization by “freedom-loving" Slavs not a revolution that would 
destroy the remnants of feudal backwardness and bring tlle social ordεr of 
the Slavic speaking pε。ples closer to that of the “decadent West." 

Bakunin’s scheme for a Slaγ federation was spelled out in a nine 
point “constitution" tllat centered on an ail-powεrful “Slaγic Council." 
According to poìnt nine: 

No iildividual Slaγic tribe mav form an alliance with anv 
forei힘1 peoplξ that righr belongs exclusively to the 
Council; nor may any individual tribe order Slavic armed 
forces into action 찍ainst anothcr peo펴e or a foreign 
statc.24 

This “Slavic Couocil" was， of coursc， to ìnclude the largest Sla피C 
people， the Russians. Bakunin insisted in this γersion of Pan-Slavism that 
it would be a democratic Russia without b εing too clear on how the 
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transformation from autocracy t。 냥emocracy was to be acrueved in the few 
months， or weeks， that remainεd before the Russian invasion of 
revolutionary Europe that all expected. 

How would a democrat， especially a Polish democrat， be expected 
to respond to this kind of t외k? 1t is not an idle question. The Prague 
Congress had been divided into three sεctions. The Northern section 
included the Poles and Ruthenes (Ukrainians)， of whom there were sixty 
most of them Polεs， and the Russians， of whom there were two， Bakunin 
and a priest of the heretical sect of Old Beliεvers. 

As wε have seen the Poles tended to divide up into two political 
tendencies. The conservative faction sought to use the internal differences 
。f the occupying powers to their advantage. 1n particular， 낭ley looked to 
Prussia as an ally which would bε faγorably disposed towards a Polish 
buffer state based in what was Prussian occupied Poland. The left placed 
its hopes in a social revolution and looked for allies among the German 
democrats and Hungarian reγolutionariεs. Polish öfficers were sεrving at 
that moment with the Hungarian army (、;vithout the permission of the 
“Sla:γ Council.") πle respective causes of the two nations were so close in 
버e eyes of European public opinion that Engels could refer to “the 
Magyar-Polish . . .  revolutionary army." How would either left wing or right 
wing Polεs be expected to react t。 버e proclamation of a holy war of the 
“Slavs，" including the Russians， against the Germans and Magyars? 

The reaction of the Poles to Bakunin’s pan-Slavism is probably 버C 
cause of one of thosε minor scandals that pepper the rustorγ 。f thε radical 
movement. The Slav Congress was dispersed by counterrevolutionary 
다。ops on June 1 2， 1 848. On July 6바 the NRZ carried a report that a 
rumor was circulating among somε Poles concerning Bakunin. According 
to the rumor the writer George Sand had evidence that Bakunin was a 
Russian agent. The NRZ invited Bakunin to reply， and printed his outraged 
response as well as Gε。rge Sand’s statement 남lat she had no such 
information. On J벼y 1 6th the NRZ printed a retraction. Later， the issue 
was raisεd again by Bakunin’s supporters as ammufÜ성on against Marx 
during thε fracas in the First 1mernational. It is in thís connection that the 
rumor has repeatedly resurfaced. And it 1S often also used as an example 
of the notorious tendency of radicals to spread scurrilous gossip about onε 
another. Bakunin’s biographer E. H. Carr， no friend of M 
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that the eclitors of the NRZ in this case behaved correctly.25 But neither 
Carr nor anyonε else has treated this incident as anything more than a 
trivial personal quarrel. 

\'V'hat 1 have neγer found is any attempt to cliscover who the Poles 
were who were responsible for this rumor or why they were hostile enough 
to Bakunin to spread it. The timing wou1d inclicate that it was provoked by 
Bakunin’s pan-Slavic stand at Prague. This was not the first time such 
rumors had been circu1ated. In 1 847 Bakunin was persuaded to giγe a talk 
on Poland to Democrats in Brussels. Accorcling to Bakunin’s own report 
the talk gaγe rise to some concern because in it， while full of enthusiasm 
for the freedom-loving Po1es， he insisted on the necessity of an alliance 
with a (non-existent) Russian democracy.26 Not realizing that Bakunin liγed 
a good deal of the time in a fantasγ wor1d where all things were possible， 
the Poles wεre understandably suspicious of such a call for Slav unity. 

The accusation that somεone or another was in the pay of some 
foreign office or another was common enough. So was the inferential leap 
from thε fact that someone took a pro-Tsarist position (or one that might 
be construed to be so) to the bεlief that the par다， in quεstion was in the 
pay of the Tsar. Unfortunately， the politics behind the 1 848 accusation 
against Bakunin never got through. Neither Marx nor Engεls， at this time， 
read Russian or any other Slavic 1anguage (clid George Sand?) and the 
delibεrations of the Praguε Congress werε only selectiγely translated. When 
Bakunin’s Appe찌 appearεd six months later there was no one to see the 
connection; except， possibly， the Polεs who had been burned by the earlier 
reaction to their spreacling of an unsubstantiated rumor. 

But in the →AD1Jeal we are not dεalinσ with an isolated incident or -:rr 。
temporary slip. Thεre is further εvidence of what Bakunin’s race politics 
meant in practice. After his dεportation to Russia and imprisonment 
Bakunin wrote his notorious Co뺑'SSψfZ addressεd to thε Tsar. In this 
remarkable document he proposed that thε Tsar p1acε himself at the hεad 
of the democratic pan-Slavist movement. Thεre is no evidence that 
Bakunin was induced bv threat or bribe to write this manifesto. 
U ndoubtedly， he was demoralized by the defeat of thε re、TOlution but， then， 
his biographer E. H. Carr demonstrates that he was pretty demoralized by 
thε time of the Prague Congress and eγen morε so by the time he wrote 
the Appe，αl 
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In one section of the α11ftα'tOη Bakunin describεs a conversation， 
perhaps ímagínary， with a fellow passenger on thε coach travεling to 
Strasbourg. The other passenger is surprised that his companion is a 
Russian revo1utionary: 

At present all the Germans are denouncing Russía， 
praising the Po1es， and preparing to march with them 
against the Russian Empire. Will you， a Russían， join 
them? 

Bakunin replies: 

God forbid! If the Germans dare but sεt a foot on Slaγ 
soil， 1 shall becomε their irreconcilab1e enemy; 1 am goíng 
to Posen ín order to resíst with all my power this 
unnatural union of Po1es and Germans.27 

The Co뺑ssiotl expands at some 1eng남1 on the nεεd to encourage the 
philo-Muscovite tendency among the Po1es. The Tsar could do this， 
according to Bakunin， by assuming the ro1e of the protector of the Polísh 
gentry from the wrath of the peasants they εxp10itεd. That is the Tsar 
shou1d seize the opportunity presεnted by Austria’s weakened condition 
and rep1ace it as， ín Engεls’ words， “the representativε 。f barbarism， of 
reactionary stability in Europe." 

What is reγealing ís the coηti11μ'Ì!y OJ ideas bεhind the reso1utions at 
Prague， the Appe껴 the Co뺑ssiot1) and the 1 862 pamph1et Pugachev) Pestel or 
fuJmat1ov) in which the possíbility of the Tsar putting hímself at the head of 
the popu1ar movement was considered serious1y again. 

None of this prevεnts people from continuing to portray Bakunin 
as the champion of thε peasantry as opposed to the “urban" Marx who 
hated and distrustεd them. 

E. H. Carr has a particularly muddled discussion of this question.28 
It occurs a1most immediately after he refers the reader to this γery passage 
。f Bakunin on the “democratically-rninded" Polish gεntry. Marx and 
Engels’ 1 847-8 statements on Po1and， as well as the NRZ articles in which 
they emphasize and rεemphasize that wíthout an agrarian rεvo1ution the 
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Polish fight for independencε was doomed， had bεen reprinted in the 
Russian vεrsion of the collected works. Carr refers often to this edition in 
。ther contexts but， apparently， he never bothered to check outwhat Engels 
and Marx actually wrote on the agrarian revolution in 1 848. 

6. Democratic Pan-Slavism 
When Engels wrote his article the Pan-Slavism of the COIifessiot1 was 

still in the future and remained a secret for decades after all participants in 
the disputes of 1 848 were dead. The Prague resolutions were mostly 
unknown. The Appeal therefore came as a shock. Bakunin was known as 
a reγolutionary. The NRZ articles refer to Bakunin as “。ur friend" and 
there is no hint of irony쉬 How to explain this article in defiεnse of pan
Slavic nationalism at this juncture? 

Engels took two different tacks. One more or less predominates in 
the first article and the other in the second. The first line of argument is a 
disaster. It goes much further than the “non-historic peoples" business. 
Engels attempts in this first article to countεrpose his own materialist 
concept of nation and nation싫ity to Bakunin’s pur상y race-based one. 

πle problem Ìs Engels was just beginning to sort through his own 
ideas at this time. We briefly touched on thεm in the earlier section which 
discussed the sketch in the Mat1짝'sto of the problem of nationality. For 
now， it is enough to note that Engels’ thinking at this time was dominated 
by two propositions. The first was that 남le triumph of the bourgeoisie over 
the remnants of pre-bourgeois society was progressiγe， desirable， and 
representεd the victory of civilization over barbarism. It was also the 
necessary prelude to the risε 。f a work，εrs’ movement. The second 
proposition was that this process required the creation of large， culturally 
unified states and 삼le consequent destruction of the patchwork of small， 
backward remnants of mediεγal polities that covered central and Eastern 
Europe (including， especially， Germany) in 1 848. 

* Years later， Marx on at least one occasion defended Bakunin’s reputatlon as a 

revoluticinary and his role in the uprising in Dresden. And their m εeting in 1 863， 

after Bakunin’5 escape from exile， was， according to all accounts， cordial. 
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Engels’ hostility to what must have appeared to him to be a variety 
of that “feudal socialism" denounced in the Maη챙'sto led him to base the 
first part of his article on the struggle between “ civilization" and 
“barbarism." In this first section， the question of class and even of 
dεmocracy is pretty much forgotten. In one passage the argument borders 
。n a defense of “Manifest Destiny": 

Or is it perhaps unfortunate that splendid California has 
been taken away from the lazy Mexicans， who could not 
do anything with it? That the enεrgetic Yankees by rapid 
exploitation of the California gold rnines will... creatε 
large cities， open up communications by steamship， 
construct a railway from New York to San Francisco … ? 
Thε “independence" of a fcεw Spanish Californians and 
Texans may suffer because of it … but what does that 
matter， compared to such facts of world-historic 
significance?29 

It would be a digression here to demonstrate why what Engels was 
getting at was not an early variant of what came to be called “Social 
Imperi싫ism." For the same reason that the whole discussion is a digrεssion 
in Engels’ article. It is hard to see the relevancε 。f the Mexican American 
War andJohn Charles Frémont’s conquest of California to the fate of the 
revolution in central Europe in 1 848. At best it is a debater’s point which 
depends for its εffect on the general sympathy felt by all democrats and 
liberals in 1 848 for thε North American republic， and an equally uncritical 
hos버ity to a Mexico dominated by the Church and the great landowners. 
Clearly， Engels’  。utrage ovεr 남le glorification of a na다。nalist m。γemεnt
that was playing a cowardly and sycophantic role as 난le gendarme of 난le 
Holy Alliance led him to seize on any argument， however 피-산lOught-out， 
남lat could be used as a weapon to j usti당 revolutionary war against these 
“reactionary peoples." 

Unfortunately， 버is partic띠ar blunderbuss blew up in Engε1s’ face 
and his wild statements in this article and in 산le revised γersíon that 
appeared in the Neìl/ YO쩌 Tribμ11녕o have provided ammunition for anti
Marxists εγer sínce. They were also subsεquently used ín a few cases to 
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justify Social Democr따ic support for a colonialist policy eγen though 
Engels， as we shall see， explicitly repudiated any such conclusion from his 
premises (without， howeγer， subjεcting the prεmises thεmselγes to a 
thoroughgoing reexamination.) 

This theoretical disa았다� has completely overshadowed the second 
part of his article. This installment， published on February 1 6， is not only 
better journalism than thε onε 。f February 1 5  but is also an excellent 
statement of Engels' socialist intεrnationalism that dεserγes to bε better 
known. 

Engε1s begins by repeating the gist of his “historic nations" thesis， 
mεntioning once again the geographic and historic factors that make it 
impossible for “the Slavs" to form γiable nations. He continues to speak 
of “the Slavs" eγen after making it explicit that he means the Austrian Slavs 
η0/ the Poles， Russians and “possibly'’ tne Slaγs undεr Turkish rulε， that is 
three-quarters of the Slavic speaking peoples. Then he proceeds t。
effectiγely repudiate the whole “historic nations" idea. 

All that， however， would still not be decisive. If at any 
epoch whilε they were opprεssed thε S1avs had begun a 
χeJ.ν reνo/;ιtiOJ1αηI histoη， that by itself would have proγed 
their viability. From that moment the revolution would 
have had an interest in their liberation， and the specia1 
interests of thε Germans and the Magyars would have 
given way to the greater interest of the European 
rεγolution.31 

The criterion is the samε one Engels had used throughout 1 848. A 
social revolution or at least a revolutionary movement is the test of a 
nation’s viability not some metaphysical fate. But Engels forgets here that 
in at least one case， that of the Czechs， an Austrian Slaγ minority hadbegun 
“a nεw reγolutionary history" in 1 848. And the lVRZ had welcomεd them 
as members of the fraternity of revolutionary nations. Thεir revolution had 
been defeated by a combination of internal and externa1 forcεs. The γictory 
ofPalacký’s reactionary， pro-Hapsburg， nationalism was the consequence 
of this defeat not its cause as Engels had argued at the time. 
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In εvery case where Engels is called upon in 1 848 to describe a real 
political struggle betweεn “pure and simple" nationalism and a socially 
reγ。lutionary national moγement， whether that case be Hunga1'Y， Poland 
or Bohemia， the “histo1'ical nations" line disappea1's. For good 1'eason. This 
idealist concεpt was of no use in analyzing a real movement. It appea1's 
onlv aftεr the fact in cases where the democratic movement has been 
defeated or， as in Croatia， never really got off the ground. And then it is 
only a simple dεscription of fact dressεd up in Hegelian phraseology. 

Thε “historical nations" line also disappears when Engels comes to 
grips with Bakunin’s Pan-Slavism. Hε effectively counters this glorification 
of race by pointing to the recent histo1'Y of the Germans. Again， it is the 
real political history that is discussed. The Germans， Engels points out， had 
fo1' decades been the me1'cenaries used to suppress other nations fighting 
for thei1' libεrty. They we1'ε “unhistoric." Now it was “the Slavs" (by which 
he means the Croatians) who were thε mercenaries. What made the 
diffe1'ence? What turned the Germans into an “historic nation" in 1 848? 
They had revolted against their own rule1's. And in doing so they had to 
1'epudiatε the kind of vã'lkisch nationalism Bakunin was adγocating for thε 
Slaγs: 

What would be said if the dεmocratic pa1'tγ in Ge1'many 
commenced its programme with the demand fo1' the 
1'eturn of Alsace， Lorraine， and Belgium， which in εγery 
1'espect belongs to F1'ance， on the p1'etext that the 
majority there is Ge1'manic? How ridiculous the Ge1'man 
democrats would make thεmselγes if they wanted to 
found a pan-Germanic Ge1'man-Swedish-English-Dutch 
alliance fo1' the “libe1'ation" of all German-speaking 
countries! . . .  The Ge1'man l'εvolution only came into 
being， and thε Ge1'man nation only began to become 
something， when people had freed themselves completely 
from these futilities.32 

The kind of fantasy that inspired 삼le Appeal to the S/，αν's was 
appropriate only fo1' nations which wε1'e not yet rεady to fight fo1' f1'eedom 
in thε 1'eal wodd. Engels went on to demonstrate that this kind of supεr-
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patriotism often turned into its opposite. In Germany， in thε 1 830s and 
early 1 840s this kind of romanticization of “German" 、raluεs and the 
Gεrman volk had found its base in the Bιrscheηschciften， the patriotic student 
societies. But their patriotism had εvaporatεd when the ques디。n of 
German unity was put on the agenda by a revolution . 

.. in the long run 상le most pronounced counterrevolution
ary frame of mind， the most ferocious hatred of 
Prenchmen， and the most narrow-minded national feeling， 
were to be found among the members of the German 
B1Irs.ιbet1sιhaftet2， and … later they all became traitors to thε 
cause for which 난ley had pretended to be enthusiastic . . .  

The Pan-Slaγism which dominated the Prague Congress and which 
was expressed in its most virulεnt form in Bakunin’s resolutions and the 
Appeal was the expression of a national movement going in the opposite 
direction from that of the Germans. 

… the democratic semblance among the democratic pan
Slavists [has] turned into fanatical hatred of Germans and 
Magyars ， into indirect opposition to the restoration of 
Poland， and into direct adherence to the counter
revolution.33 

Bakunin in a key passage had based the hopes of the Slaγ dεmocracy 
on “a life-and-death struggle" by the Slavs against the Germans and the 
Magyars . Engels replied that the expected Russian invasion of Central 
Europe would almost certainly be supported by the Austrian Slavs in a war 
against the Polish， Maσyar and German reγolutions. And thεn: 
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… thεre will be a struggle， an “inexorable life-and-death 
struggle，" against those Slavs who betray the revolution 
… not in the interests of Germany， but in the interests of 
the revolution!34 
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7. The Right of Self-determination 
Engεls continuεd to hold essεntially the samε views on national 

liberation and revolution that he held in 1 848 throughout his life. And 
there is no evidence that Marx， who wrote much less on these questions， 
was aware of any differεnce between them on the subject. 

On a number of occasions， howεγer， Engels opened up a line of 
thought which， if followed through， could easily ha'γe led to a more 
modern view of the issue of selεdetermination. 

In 1 882， Engels wrote to Kautsky explaining why the Poles and the 
Irish had first to be nationalists in order to be good internationalists. Thε 
bulk of thε artic1e reiterates 남1ε stand of 1 848. Thε viability of a nation 
depends on its ability to fight for its own independence rather than being 
used to suppress that of others. τbis in turn is determined by many factors， 
geographic and historic. Among these factors is the role p1ayed 
internationally by the oppressor nation. 

In the course of the discussion， however， Engels makes 남le 
following argument: 

Now， it is historically impossible for a great people t。
even seriously discuss any internal quεstions as long as 
national independence is hcking. … Eγery Polish peasant 
and worker who shakes off the gloom and wakes up t。
the common interest bumps right off into the fact of 
national subjugation ... Polish socialists who do not place 
the liberation of the country at the hεad of 낭le쇼 program 
strike me like German socialists who refused to demand 
first and foremost the abolition of the Anti-Socialist Law 
and freedom of the press， organization and assembly. T。
be able to fight one must first have a footing-air， light 
and elbowroom.35 

This is a note that Engels had sounded once before;36 unfortunately， 
he neγer expanded on it or attempted to int，εgrate it into a more rounded 
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view of the question of self-determination. It was not until Lenin that a 
socialist propagandist was to make this point central to the discussion. 

Still， this letter is not only Engεls’ finest statement on the relation 
of the strugg1e for national liberation to socia1 revo1ution， it is one of the 
clearest statements on the subject anywhere. The argument here does tlot 
depεnd on the general role played by either the oppressor or oppressed 
nation historically or in the immediate strugglε. The tendency of the 
national struggle to 0γerlay the class strugg1ε， to get in its way， was just as 
strong among， say， Croatians in 1 848 as it was among Irish or Poles 
throughout the nineteenth century. 

Whethεr an independent Croatia was desirable or possib1e in 1 848-9 
is beside the point as far as this argument was concerned. One could then， 
and should still， make the distinction between recognizing the right of self
determination， or cultural autonomy in somε form or another， and 
advocating that a particular ethnic or linguistic group exercise this right. 

To make clear what is involved we can try the following thought
experiment. Suppose in 1 848 the H ungarian reγolutionaries had acquiesced 
in the Croatian demand that they be allowed to use their own language in 
the Hungarian national assembly. Of course， the Hungarian government 
had already agreed to allow the use of Croatian in local administration 
(which was more than the Hapsburgs were prepared to do) and that had 
swayed neither J ellachich nor the Croatian National Assembly. 

But consider what such a proposal could haγe meant as a weapon 
of political warfare against J ellachich’s reactionary use of national dεmands. 
As Engels had stressed in his NRZ articles the Austrian Slaγs showed 
considerable sympathy towards the Hungarian reγ。，lutionaries because of 
their agrarian program and because the split betweεn Kossuth and the 
Maσyar aristocracy allied with 벼e Hapsburgs made clear what was at stake. 
때'ouldn't the adoption of a more enlightened policy on the language 
question have furthered this process of disintegrating the pro-Impεrial 
bloc? 

The point of raising this possibility， of course， is not to give advice 
to participants in a revolution defeated a century and a half ago nor to 
judgε thεm by a standard which has bεen constructed in the intervening 
period only after considεrable theoretical debate and practical experience. 
It is， howeγer， a usefi띠 way of i1lustrating wh 
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pos.뺑 of the question of national rights in 1 848-49. The “historical 
peoples" slogan left him opεn to the accusation that he was for the forcible 
suppression of a people in revolt against oppression. The charge was， and 
is， demagogic. Neither Marx nor Engels ever argued for such a policy in 
1 848 or after but Engels’ articles， endorsed by Marx， gave their enemies an 
。penmg.
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CHAPTER 3. THE SIXTH POWER 

By 1 91 4， perhaps thε best known of Marx and Engels' writings on 
war and its relation to revolution were the articles and pamphlets on the 
“Eastern Question."* While this 껴uestion" had many ramifications， it 
mainly concerned Tsarist Russia’s imperialist designs in the Balkans and 
Central Asia where the disintegration of thε Ottoman Empirε created an 
opportunity. It was Russia’s aggressive attempts to take advantage of the 
decline of the Ottomans and exploit the national revolts of thε mostly 
Slavic and orthodox subjects of the European section of 난lat empire 삼lat 
led to the Crimean War. And since 낭lat same Balkan policy of Tsarist 
Russia was a m씩or factor contributing to the outbreak of World War 1， 
these articles， suitably edited， were among the most important in creating 
the portr잉t of a fanatically anti-Tsar‘st Marx-a Marx εager to go to war 
over this “Eastern Question." 

The decade of the 1 850s was one between revolution값y moments. 
Although Marx and Engels confidently εxpected new revolutionary 
stru잃:les to break out sooner rather than later， the Crimean War and the 
conflicts bεtween the great powers in general sprang prim따ily from their 
own rivalries. Rεγ。lution appeared only as a cloud on thε horizon or as a 
possible res씨't of tl1e conflict. 

What is more， Marx and Enge1s had no publication of their own in 
which they could express their 、riews freely as they had in the NRZ during 
the 1 848 revolution. τ'hey did not even have the kind of platform they had 
after 1 864 in 삼le International Workingmen’s Association. 

Most of their writings of the time on the issues of war and peace 
were in the form of journ싫ism， εspecially for Charlεs Dana’s NeJP York 

* Eleanor Marx-l\.veling (Marx’s youngest daughter) and her husband Edward 

Aγeling printed a collection of NYDT articles under the title The Easfern Question: 
A Rψ서'lIt of Letfeκf 11'η'ttm 1853-1856 deμIh엉 wÎth the events of the Cri차ßatJ War， 
London， 1 897.  (Reprinted by Burt Franklin， New York， 1 968.) The col1ection 

included articles attributed to Marx which most scholars n。、" believe are not his. 

The aim of this collζctlOn ψas to counter the contemporary pro-Serb enthusiasm 

。f French ::tnd British public opinion 찌hich was being whipped up by the press 
as part o f  the prowar campaign o f  the Entente. Since Russia by this time ，  as a 

consequence of the pre-World-War-I diplomatic game o f  musical chaírs， 、l1as an 

ally o f  the French and British whí1e the O ttomans had embraced the H apsburg
H ohenzollern defenders of Western Civilization， Marx’s exposé of Russia’s war 

aims was useful ammunition against the prowar campaign in England. Butit  could 
also be used to bolster the anti-Tsarist campaign of the other side. 
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Dai!J Tribμηe. They werε membεrs of Dana’s stablε of “European 
correspondents." As the revolutionary ferment of 1 848 rεcεded into the 
past， there was increasing friction betweεn Dana who wanted “objective" 
reporting and Marx and Engels 、;vho， as their correspondencε indicates， 
found it a strain to tone down their political 、riews. In some cases， the 
articles were edited to the point of outright misrepresentation.1 Marx， in 
particular， regardεd thesε writings as “hack work" which served to keεp his 
family aliγe. τnat did not mean that he wrote thinπs he did not believe or b 
that he took this political platform lightly. It did mean that the articles were 
written with an eye to what Dana would accept and that he and Engels 
were not free to speak completely in their own voice. They wεre not 
writing for a re、rolutionary paper whose tone and policy they determined. 
The Ne.ν York Daψ Tribμ!1e was not the Netle Rheit1ische Zeit，ι갯g. 

Given these circumstances， it is obvious that Marx and，Engels own 
views cannot be ascertained simply by quoting passages from the articles 
in the NYDT and prefacing them with “as Marx wrote." In these articles 
what Marx wrote cannot always be distinguished from what Charles Dana 
or an unknown copy editor wrote. The articles have to bε supplemented 
by Marx and Engels' correspondence. Eγen here， while the two could 
freely state their views in 삼leÍr private letters as they often could not in the 
NYDT， those views were not expressed in rounded or detailed form and 
points of agreement were often assumed rather than stated. 

Despite 값1 this， the articles in the 1\TYDT are clear enough. When 
Potresov or other prowar socialists traced their views back to Marx and 
Engels in this pεriod， they were simply ignoring 버ε record. The prowar 
socialists of 1 91 4-1 9 1 8  simply projected their politics back in time and 
foisted them off on Marx. Lenin， like most historians lvithoμta pro- or anti
Marxist axe to grind， was simply taken in. 

1 .  Marx’s “Russophobia" 
Marx and Engels did not consider the Crimean War to be a conflict 

between two equally reactionary p。、;vers. They clearly looked forward to a 
Russian defeat which they belieγed， rightly as it turned out， would haγe 
revolutionary consequences inside Russia. The defeat of the revolutionary 
movements of 1 848 had created a vacuum which， ìn their view， was 
inevitably fillεd by Tsarist Russia using panslavism as its political weapon. 
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As the first article on 남le subject of the impending war put it: 

Let Russia get possession of Turkey and her strength is 
increased nearly by half， and she becomes superior to 싫l 
the rest of Europe put together. '" The maintenance of 
Turkish independence . . .  is a mattεr of the highest 
moment.2 

Engels， who wrote this article although Marx’s name was signed， 
concluded “In 버is instance 삼le interests of 난le reγolutionary democracy 
and of En힘and go hand in hand." 

π1Îs is just one of sever싫 articles in which Marx and Engels 
denounce the passivity and cowardice of the British government in the 
face of Russian “aggression." Marx， in partic벼aζ devoted two politic잉 
pamphlets3 to exposing what he was convinced was the betrayal ofBritish 
national interests by several British admirustrations. Marx’s anti-Russian 
sentiments are considered extreme and it is usual to treat them as a 
symptom of “eccentricity." His conviction， for example， 바lat Henry John 
Temple， Lord Palmerston， had built a popular following by pandering t。
pop버ar chauvinism whi1e， in fact， pursuing a pro-Russian policy， 1S 
genera1ly regarded as a personal crochet. The East German editors of 
Marx’s works and other Commurust scholars basica1ly avoided discussing 
this question.4 They apparent1y found it somewhat embarrassing that 
Marx’s anti-Russian politics are treated as extreme eγen by bourgeois 
Ct1t1cs. 

In several NYDT articlεs， 삼le English working class 1S held up as the 
force 낭lat will carry out the anti-Tsarist policy 산lat the bourgeoisie has 
abandoned. If you simply take these quotes and string them together you 
get a picture of Marx as a 、;var-mongering monomaruac. At least one 
authority has done this. In The Russiaη Meη'ace， a collection of Marx and 
Engels' writings on Russ1a including NYDT articles edited by Pa띠 W. 
Blackstock andBert F. Hoselitz，5 this is the Marx presented. 

In fact， Marx’s analysis of thε diplomatic maneuvering behind the 
war is much more complicated than 남1Îs .  For one thing， the French Empire 
ofLouis Bonaparte was England’s main coalition partner when war fma1ly 
did break out and it was obvious from 남1ε bε멍nning 삼lat the lines would 
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be drawn that way. Marx and Engels were notorious for their hostility to 
Bonaparte. For another， they were not ignorant of the real character of the 
Turkish empire. War would facilitate social revolution on that side too. 

A defeat for Tsarism was desirablε. Marx and Engels “wished for its 
defeat" to use one of the formulas that Lenin used later when pressed to 
define his slogan of “revolutionaη defeatism."6 1n the passage quoted 
above， Engels seems to be arguing that England would be doing the 
revolution’s work and this theme was repeated by both Marx and Engels 
in their articles .  But they did 110t see the anti-Tsarist coalition as their side 
in this war. 

They supported what Engels called 남le “sixth p。、;ver"-that is， the 
revolution. Despite their obvious anti-Tsarist tilt， they thought of 
themselves as being on the side of this “sixth power." They did not， 
however， present trus line of thought as a startling brεakthrough. It was 
certainly not a “theory." The criterion that determined their attitude， had 
they expressed it in a few words， was “what outcome (which might be the 
collapse of both sides with no clear-cut victory or defeat for either) will 
improve the chances of revolution." For them the criterion was not “which 
side is more progressive." And thεy would have been stunned to have been 
told they had to choose between two reactionarγ forces. 

Since they were revolutionaries and had been revolutionariεs for 
several years， this was all perfect1y natural. 1t was so natural that they found 
no need to proclaim it as a discoγεry. It is the notion that revolutionaries 
should enroll themselves as auxiliaries in one or the other reactionary army 
that thεy would haγe thought needed explaining. \'7hen a couple of ex
revolutionaries did just that Marx denounced them-in J\TYDT articles that 
aren’t usually included in the anthologies.' 

It should be added that one of the things that helps to confuse the 
issue is 버at Marx and Enge1s had no occasion to issue any official 
statement of policy on the Crimean War. Eγen in their private letters there 
is no statement of position as such. Of course， it is possible that such a 
statement might haγe been made in letters that are no longer extant. As far 
as wε can tell， however， in the 1 850s they were writing as observers. 1n 
1 870-71 Marx and Engels had a platform and it is much easier to make the 
distinction between their personal views， opinions and spec띠ations on the 
。ne hand， and the officíal policy they advocated f， 
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on the other. Of course， that does not mean such a distinction is always 
made. 

As we will seε later， just becausε Marx and Engels thought a 
Prussian victory in 1 870 would have progressiγe consequences they did not 
therefore urge that the working class support Prussia. Quite the contrary. 
In the case of the Crimean War also， an objectivε evaluation of the conflict 
and its possible outcomes was not the same thing as a statement of 
posltlOn. 

2. First Impressions 
To be잉n with， Marx， at least， consciously abstained from any 

judgement. In a letter to Engels ofMarch 10， 1 853， at the be잉m따19 ofthe 
diplomatic crisis， he 강l}areηψ regarded the contest with indifferεnce.8 The 
qualifier is necessary because what Marx is actually discussing is not the 
impending war so much as the problem of getting up articles for 산le 
NYDT. What Dana was interested in was the military aspect of the 
conflict. Marx tells Engels， whom he is nominating to write on 산lÎs topic， 
that he will haγe to write on “haute politique，" 남lat is， d1e political 
maneuvering of the Powers not hispolitical views. And， in fact， the analysis 
。f this “haute politique" did pr。、ride much of the content of the articles 
sent in. It is hard to read thεse articles without getting the feeling of a lot 
of journalis디C “color" in the form of geo양aphical， historical and military 
commentary with rεvolutionarγ politics introduced when and where 
possible. 

Marx goes on to say 삼lat 버1S “high politics" concerns “the 
detestable Eastern Question，" which “is primarily military and 
geographical， hence outsidε my odépartmento." That 1S， it is Enge1s’ tîeld. 
This paragraph winds up: “What is to become of the Turkish Empire is 
something 1 have no care about. 1 cannot therefore present a gεneral 
perspectiγe." Marx’s advice to Engels is “to sk.irt the 0 question 0 as such in 
favor of its military， geographical and historical aspεcts . . . . " 

Part of 삼le problem here is in deciding to what extent Marx is 
motivated by disinterest in the politics of the conflict (politics in his sεnse) 
and to what extent by the difficulty of adequately presenting his views in 
the alien and unfamiliar milieu of American bourgeois journalism. 
Nevertheless， there is no hint in 야니s letter that Marx is concerned with 
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“thε Russian Menace to Europe." There ís one vague remark thàt 
foreshadows his own attitudε in the letter. “Should there be a general 
h띠labaloo， Turkey will compel England to come in on thε revolutionary 
side， an Anglo-Russian clash bεing inevitable in such a case." 

3.  The Revolutionarγ Side 
What was the re、Tolutionarγ sidε? The first article on the question 

by 얀he firm" ofMarx and Engels9 appeared on Apri1 7， 1 853 and began by 
making the observation that whenever the threat of reγolution receded in 
Europe the “Eastern Question" thrust itself into the foreground. (This 
article ís not íncluded ín the Blackstock and Hoselitz collection.) 

Why? Why should 남le question: ‘해That shall we do wíth Turkey?" 
have domínated the diplomacy of the Powers? 1n Engεls’ view， for ít was 
he who wrote thís section， the French Re낭。lution taught the European 
go‘vernments one lesson. All theír díplomacy had to focus on the 
maíntenance of the status quo. Maintaining things as they happened to be by 
chance was the only alternative to revolution. As Engels put it: 

Napoleon could díspose of a whole continent at a 
moment’s notice; aye， and dísposε of ít， too， ín a manner 
that showed both geníus and fixedness of purpose; the 
entire “collective wisdom" of European 1εgítimacy， 
assembled in Congress at Vienna， took a couple of years 
to do the same job， got at loggerheads over it， made a 
verγ sad mess， índeed， of ít， and found ít such a dreadful 
borζ that eγer since they haγe had enough of it， and haγe 
neγer tried their hands at parceling out Europe. 

Turkey， however， was “the living sore of European legitimacy." A 
polyglot empire of mostly Christian subject peoples ruled over by an 
1slarníc rnínority， European Turkey was ín a permanent state of decline. 
Maíntainíng the status quo there was ín Engels’ pungent phrase like trying 
“to keep up 남le precise degree of putridity imo .which the carcass of a dead 
horse has passed at a gíγen time， - - - ”  

1n such a sítuation， the Orthodox Tsar of Russia appeared as the 
natural protector of thε South Slavic population 、:vhose language was 
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similar to Russian and most of whom adhεred to the Orthodox faith. 
Engels， given his previous articles on the subject of panslaγism， some of 
the most γirulent of which had appeared in this same publication less than 
a year earlier，10 might have ‘ been expected to veer off here into a 
denunciation ofTsarism and pansla띠sm. There is plenty of that especi잉ly 
in later articles but not so much hεre. lnstεad he strikes a γεry different 
note which has largely been ignored by Marxologists and which was to 
bεcome increasingly important in Engels’ 산1Înking. The political point 
made in this article is that to the εxtεnt 삼le “Graeco-Slavonian pop띠ation" 
becomes independent ofTurkish rule it also tends “by and by [to] 횡ve birth 
to an anti-Russian progressive party." * 

The specific example which Engε1s 양ves is that of the liberal party 
in quasi-independent Serbia headed by Iliya GarasanÌn. Partγ in 뻐s article， 
of coursε， is used in Marx and Engels' usual sense-that is， a political 
tendency， not necεssarily an organization or electoral machine. According 
to the notes in MEC�κ1 1 Garasanin was a mild reformer whose anti
Tsarism took the form of a pro-Anglo-French “버t." His principle 
revolutionary blow in defense of indεpendence was to get himself fired as 
Foreign Minister. It is not important for our subject to detern1Îne whether 

* Engels had decided somεwhat earlier that， in view of the importance of Russia 

as the gendarme of reaction and its inf1uence among the Slavic-speaking peoples， 

“one o f  us should be acquainted with the languages， the history， the literature and 

the details o f  the social institutions o f  these nations .. . . " (Engels to Marx， March 

1 8， 1 852. ME W 28:40.) This implies that the articles o f  Engels and the coverage 

of the South Slav question in the NRZ was not based on a thorough study of the 

matter. Indeed， Engels goes on to c omplain， referring to B akunin’s 1 849 

pamphlet， that “Actually， B akunin has b ecome something only because no one 

knew Russian." 

There is no indication in Engels or Marx， at least in what we have， that they 
consciously changed their views on the γiability of national movements among the 
Slavic peoples. Engels in this instance may not have been aware of any change. 

Perhaps， he simply felt he had learned m ore. In any case， as already noted， Engels 
had already left open the possíbiliry of a genuine liberation movement on the part 

of the Slavs. In this sense， his line on the independence movement of the South 

Slaγs in the Crimean War was a development o f  a line o f  thought he had already 

stated. 
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Engels' estimation of Garasanin was warranted or not. What is important 
is 삼lat the political side Engels supports in the Crimean conflìct is that of 
the “Graeco-Slavonian" subjects of the Ottoman Empire. Their 
independence movement is inherently-“by and by"-anti-Tsarist as well 
as anti-Turkish. Engels also mentions the Wallachians and 
Moldavians-that is， the present-day Romanians-as an example of a 
people whose “semi-detachment" from Turkey led them in a democratic 
and anti-Tsarist direction. The "revolutionary side" in this article is tl1e side 
of the “unhistoric peoples" who are in the process of becoming “historic 
peoples" by asserting their independεnce. 

1n this very first article on the Crimean War， Marx and Engels 
underline the argument that will characterize the whole series. All the 
powers， not just Russia， feared reγ。lution. They all sought to maintain in 
so far as possib1e the decaying state structures they had cobbled together 
in 1 81 5. Any movement， in any of the polyglot empires， by any of the 
oppressed nationalities， threatened 벼em all. 

4. The Peace Party in England 
There is no doubt of the prowar “fεel" of many of the NYDT arti

cles on the Crimean War. One of the major themes in the series is the 
exposé ofBritish military incompetence and the official policy of what we 
today would term “appeasement" of Tsarist Russia. What is more the 
articles are fu11 of contempt not on1y for the administration but also for thε 
‘peace party." 

This critical attitude to the peace party， in fact， pre-dated the crisis 
。f 1 853. 1t flowed from Marx and Engels' view of the class line up of the 
British political parties. 

1n an August 25， 1 852 article on “The Chartists"12 Marx 디ed the 
foreign policy of the Manchester Free Traders to tl1eir general hostility t。
the cost of government， whose commanding heights wεre dorninated by 
tl1eir clerical and aristocratic opponents. A large standing army and national 
wars were linked in 버is article with royalty， the House ofLords， and a State 
Church. They all cost money and represented a t�'{ on the “productive 
classes." From the point of view of the industrial bourgeoisie， England 
could exploit foreign nations more cheaply when she was at peace with 
tl1em. 
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In this article， Marx was discussing the possibility of war arising out 
。f the conilicts between Britain and Bonapartist France. War with Russia 
isn't the issue herε， but the politics of 야le peace party exhibited the same 
contradiction that was to show up during the Crimean War. It was the 
liberal， anti-aristocratic party 냥lat counseled moderation and appeasement 
of a foreign despot even more strongly than their opponents who were in 
mε government. 

It would be a great mistake to suppose that the peace 
doctrine of the Manchester School has a deep 
p삐losophical bearing. It only means 야lat the feudal 
method of warfare sha1l be supplanted by 남le commer디al 
one-cannons by capital. The Peace-Sodety yesterday 
held a meeting at Manchester， where it was a1most 
unanimously declared， that Louis Napoleon could not be 
supposed as intending any상1Íng against 따 safety of 
England， if the pms wou/d b.μtdiscoηti.지μe its odioμs Cet1S1lreS 0η 
his Governmeη지 and become fJJtlte! 13 

For Marx the British govemment’s floundering policy in the dispute 
between Turkey and Russia was a result of its being p버led in several 
different directions at once. On the one hand， the dismemberment of 
Turkey at Russia’s hands not only threatened the status quo and the 
balance of power， it directly threatened England’s intεrests in the 
Mediterranean and， ultimately， India. On the other hand， a gεneral war 
would have 삶1 sorts of unpredictable consequences 삼le least desirable of 
which would be the collapse of Russia as the guardian of order. En힘and 
had counted on Russia to play that role since the French Re、Tolution.
Russian despotism on the continent was what made possible the 
“e띠ightened" pacifism of the Manchester School. 

5. Thε Russian Menace 
Given this perspective， Marx and Engels looked forward to a clash 

between Russia and England; for the same reason that the British 
bourgε。isie and aristocracy feared it. 
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Engels arricle “The Real Issue in Turkey，"14 야1e second he sent in on 
the subject， began with a sweeping geopolirical survey of Russia as a great 
power and dεmonstrated the inεvitability of its challenge to England’s vit외 
interests in the area. It is only at the εnd of the arricle that Engels rips his 
hand and reγeals his interest in this conflict. 

Russia was the great， conquering narion until 1 789 when 
a new antagonist appeared. 
We mean the European Revolution， the explosiγe force 
of democratic ideas and man’s narive thirst for freedom. 
Since that epoch there have been in re외ity but tw。

powers on the continent of Europe-Russia and 
Absolurism， the Reγolution and Democracy. 

For that reasoη a Russian γictory would bε a calamity. For that reason 
“the maintenance of Turkish independence， or in the case of a possible 
dissolurion of the Ottoman Empire， the arrest of the Russian scheme of 
annexarion is a matter of the highest moment." 

Engels concluded with the asserrion 삼1at “in this instance" 난le 
interests of England and the revolutionary Democracy went hand in hand. 

The reluctance ofεither the Brirish governing party or its bourgeois 
opponents to defend their own interests meant 삼lat the country gradu잉ly 
became drawn into a war it could not prosecute successfully and the 
incompetence of the Brirish cì찌lian and military au남lorities in the 
administration of the war effort became a European scandal. To 버1S day， 
it is the one 버ing for which the Crimean War is remembered. 

Engels and Marx were as scathing in their attacks as anyone else but 
for them it demonstrated 삼le impossibiliη of defending “European 
cì떠lization" against barbarism by relying on the defenders of Order because 
the men 이Order themsef.νes relied 0η that barbansIJJ. 
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As for the Brirish aristocracy， represented by the 
Coalirion Ministry， 남ley would， if need be， sacrifice the 
national English interests to their parricular class 
interests， and permit the consolidation of a juvenile 
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for thεir valetudinarian oligarchy in the Wεst. As to Louis 
Napoleon he is hesitating. All his predilections are on the 
side of the Autocrat， whose system of governing he has 
introducεd into France， and all his antipathies are against 
England， whose parliamentary system hε has destroyed 
there . . . .  On the other hand he is q띠tε sure of the feelings 
。f the Holy Alliance with regard to 삼le “parvenu Khan."15 

A nεw note is introduced in July of 1 853 by Marx.16 If the. ruling 
classes are completely hopeless， then the working class will have to defend 
the common interests of England and the revolutionarγ Democracy. On 
July 7， the Manchester peace party held a rally in support of 산le foreign 
policy of the Aberdeen government. Marx notes that Queen Vlctoria was， 
coincidentally， entertaining members of the Russian royal family in the 
samε week. Ernest J ones 산le Chartist leader who was organizing in the arεa 
at the time appeared at the meeting and proposed an amendment. 
According to Marx the amendment pledged 삼le people to war and declared 
that before liberty was established pεace was a crime. Marx rεports that 
there was a furious debate but 산lat Jones' amendment carried “by an 
inlmense majorlty." Marx makes no further comment on this resolution. 
Is he pledging h쩌'se!f to a prowar p olicy? We shall see later that Marx 
actually condemned those who did so.  To anticipate 삼lat discussion， it has 
to be noted 남lat what Jones proposed was an al1썽overt1tJ1e11t resolution. It 
was not a motion of support for the g。γernment’s policy but a 
condemnation of 1t. Marx and Engels were to emphasize more and more 
삼lat “while an enlightened English aristocracy and bourgeoisie lies 
prostrate before the barbarian autocrat， the English proletariat alone 
protests 짱외nst the impotency and degradation of the ruling classes." 

What policy were Marx and Engels ur.횡ng on the British 
go‘vernment? Engels spelled it out as clearly as could be expected in the 
context of an “objectiγe" newspaper article. 

It begins wi남1 남le head ‘'What is to become ofTurkey in Eur.ope?"17 
The maintenancε of 버e status quo-낭le coαnti따inue려d T‘u따lrk힘lsh rule 0γεr 
oppressed Christian S잉lavs.응-’ 
。f Ts잃aris얀t politica외1 influence according to Engels. Turkεy’s power over its 
European possessions， therefore， had to be broken and a free and 
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independent state of the Slaγ Christians had to be erected on its ruins. The 
Powers coilld not support such a policy. Hence， “the solution of the 
Turkish problem is reserved， with that of other great problems， to the 
European Revolution." At this point Engels still proclaims that England 
has to support this policy in its own interest but increasingly the emphasis 
is on the inability of an England， or a Europe， governed by the then ruling 
classes to oppose Tsarist absolutism. 

What Marx and Engels were both proposing was what later came to 
be called a “transitional demand." The proposal to support an independent 
Slaγ state as against both the collapsíng Ottoman Empire and the 
a잃ressiγe Tsarist one clid not direc.까’ challenge the ruling classes in 
England. 1ndeed， it was consistent with their own ideology， propaganda 
and material interests. 1n fact， howeγer， as Marx and Engels increasingly 
emphasized， these classes were no longer able to act effectively in their 
。，wn interests or in defense of their own ostensible ideals. 'rhey could no 
longer defend the national interest. It was only the working class， the onl1' 
real opposition party， that could actiγely pursue a progressive policy. 

Marx crossed 삼le t’s and dotted the i’s in a passage that sticks out 
like a sore thumb in an otherwise “。bjective" article. 1 8  He begins by 
ricliculing the anti-Russian monomaniac and conspiracy theorist David 
Urquhart: 
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“There is no alternative. Either the 1aws of England have 
to be exercised in 남leir penal rigour upon the persons of 
the four traitors끼Aberdeen， Clarendon， Palmerston， and 
Russell)， “or the Tsar of Russia commands the world." 
Such a declamation as this uttered in The Mo찌i쟁 
Adν'ertiser， by D. Urquhart， is good for nothing. Who is t。
judge the four traitors? Parliament. Who forms that 
Parliament? The representa디ves of the Stockjobbers， the 
Millocrats， and 남le Aristocrats. And what foreign policy 
do these representatives represent? That of the paix 
partollt et totijours. And who execute their ideas of foreign 
policy? The identical four men to be condemned by thεm 
as traitors， accorcling to the simple-minded Mornù쟁 
Advertiser." 
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Marx’s conclusion is: 

One thing must be evident at least， that it is the 
Stodψbbers， and the Peacemongering Bourgeoisie， 
represented in the Government by the Oligarchy， who 
surrender Europe to Russia， and that in order to resist the 
encroachment of the Tsar， we must， ab。γe all， overthrow 
the inglorious Empire of those mean， crin힘ng and 
infamous adorers of the νea.μ d’or. 

What would Marx and Enge1s have clone if the British ruling classes， 
pressed to the wall， had pursued the policy the two reγolutionaries 
adγocated? \X1hat if 난ley had gone to war to defend an independent Slav 
state? W ould Marx and Enge1s haγe supported that effort? And how? It is 
difficult to answer the question because that war neγer happened. One 
major reason was 산lat Russia too feared a general European war and its 
unforeseeable consequences. The Russians too p벼led 산leir punches. In the 
war that did happen Marx and Engels were hosti1e to both sides. 

whεn war did come both sides soon were b。잃ed down in a series 
of marches and counter-marches， feints and counter attacks which were no 
less bloody for being meaningless and indecisiγe. As Engels noted 
“Napoleon the Great， the ‘butcher’ of so many millions of men， was a 
model of humanity in his bold， decisive， home-striking way of warfare， 
compared to the hesitating ‘statesmen-like’ directors of this Russian war 

6. Two Ex-Revolutionaries 
On at least two occasions Marx took the opportunity to condemn 

revolutionaries of the 1 848 generation who took a position of support for 
the anti-Tsarist coalition similar to the one later historians have attributed 
to Marx and Engels themselves. 

The first case was 난lat of Louis Kossuth， the leader of the 
Hungarian re、Tolutionary party in 1 848. Kossuth， like other émigré 
re、Tolutionaries of 삼le 1 848 generation， including Marx and Engels， looked 
for a way to use this crisis to advance his cause. In Kossuth’s case 뻐S 
cause was not a European revolution but the narrower one of Hungarian 
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independence. Kossuth， according to Marx’s report，zo suggested that 
Hungary ally itself with Russia if England supported Austria. Austria， was 
of course， Hungary’s immediate enemy and， in Kossuth’s narrow view， that 
justified his support even of Russian despotism as against liberty. It was 
Kossuth， it must be emphasized， who posed the question this way. It was 
he who was saying that in the interests of Hungary he would al1y himself 
with despotism. 

Given Marx’s views on the threat ofRussian Tsarism， and given the 
strong support the Ne.ιe Rheinische Zeitu.갯g had shown for Kossuth and the 
Hungarians in 1 848 prεcisely because， in that conflict， they did not place 
their national cause above the interests of the revolution as a wholε， Marx 
could be expected to come down hard on this stand by Kossuth. And he 
did. What wasn’t as pred1ctable was Marx’s criticism of Kossuth’s 
description of the war of the coa1ition against Russia as a war betwεen 
liberty and despotism. That was “equally a .mistakε." For one thing， Marx 
pointed out， that would make Bonaparte a represεntative ofliöerty. But he 
went on to raise the more fundamental question of what the war was really 
about: 

. . .  the who1e aγowed objεct of the war is the maintenance 
of the balance of power and of the Vienna trεa
tiεs-those γery treaties which annul the liberty and 
independence of nations."21 

Marx was to expand on this point in an article of July 1 0， 
1 855-almost at the end of the war: 
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Russia’s prεponderance in Europe being inseparable from 
the Treaty of Vienna， any war against that power not 
proclaiming at the outset the abolition of the Treaty， 
cannot but prove a mere tissue of shams， delusions and 
col1usions. Now， the presεnt war is undertaken with a 
view not to supersede but rather to consolidate the Treaty 
ofVienna by the introduction， in a supplementary way， of 
Turkey into the protocols of1 81 5. Then it is expected the 
conservatiγe millenium will dawn and the aggregate force 
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ofthe Goγernments be allowed to direct ítself exclusívely 
to the “tranquillizatíon" of the European mínd.22 

Marx then cítεd docu.mentary evídence which he believed proved 
that the Congress of Vier.lna ítself consídered that 삼le maíntenance of 
Turk，εy was “as much ínterwoγen wíth ‘the system’ as the partítíon of 
Poland." 

[Bonapartε] ís províng to thε world that Napoleorusm 
means war， not to emancípate France frol1J， but to subject 
Turkey to， the Treaty ofVíenna. War ín 삼le ínterest of the 
Treaty of Vienna and under the pretext of checkíng the 
power of Russía!23 

Can the posítíon Marx outlines ín trus artícle be descríbed as 
“supporψ19 onε of two εqually rεactíonary powers"? 

It is interestíng that Blackstock and Hoselítz’s The Russiaη Meηace 
does not include Marx’s attack on Kossuth. Nζithεr does the col1ectíon 
published in England by the Commurust Party called Marx양까， Natioη씨p 
aηd Wa14 wruch purports to give the officíal “Marxist" line on the 
question. Eleanor Marx-Aγeling and Edward Aveling didinclude this artícle 
in their col1ectíon. None of these col1ectíons， however， mentíons the 
second occasion when Marx commented in 버ε NYDT on a prowar stand 
by a rεvolutíonary or in 남1Ís case， as Marx insisted， ex-revolutionary. 

Armand Barbès was a revolutíonary of the pre-1 848 gεneratíon. A 
long-time assocíate of Blanqui he broke wí남1 the later while both werε ln 
prison as a result of their particípation in thε revolutíon of 1 848. They were 
treated morε harshly 난lan others because in the eyes of the public they 
wεre the representatíves of산le reγ。lutíonary workíng-c1ass. For a tíme 산ley 
were riγals in thís respect. In October of 1 854 Marx 1ζported that “The 
Moηiteurof the 5th October， announced that Barbès， for 삼le last three years 
a prisoner at Bel1e-île， has been unconditíonally freed by Bonaparte on 
account of a 1εtter in wruch he expressεs anxious feelings of hope for the 
success of Decembrist [i.e.， Bonapartist] ciγilizatíon agaínst Muscovite 
cívilization . . .. "25 
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The background of this incident is sketched in a note in MEGκ26 

According to the note Napoleon III’s order of October 3 rεleasεd Barbès 
from a life sentence. The authorities had intercepted a private letter of 
Barbès’s written September 1 8  in which “he welcomed the war with Russia 
and wished the French troops success in ‘the name of civ표ization."’ The 
papers carried the news on October 5. Barbès was released October 1 1 .  He 
then wrote a letter to the government organ that had published his letter 
acknowled멍ng its authenticity and stating that “the greatness ofFrance had 
혀ways bεen his reli힘。n" but that he was still an enemy of the Bonapartist 
regime. This letter was published on October 1 3  and reprinted in many 
places. It was pretty obviously part of the deal that Barbès had struck in 
order to obtain his freedom while preserving at least some of his dignity. 
But Marx bases his article only on the first report. He may not have seen 
the Barbès letter of October 1 3  before he sent his article off. In any case， 
his response to this manifestation of prowar sentiment is cutting. After 
citing this incident Marx concludes that Barbès is no longer a re、Tolutionist:

From this moment Barbès has ceased to be one of the 
revolutionary chiefs of France. By declaring his 
sympathies for the French arms in whateγer cause， and 
under whatever command they may be employed， he has 
irretrievably associated himself with the Muscovites 
themselves. Sharing their indiffcεrence as to the object of 
their campaigns . . . .  The fact of his letter and of 
Bonaparte’s order decides the quεstion as t。 、;vho is the 
man of the revolution [Blanqui or Barbès] and who is 
not.’’ 

Once again， Marx explicitly condemns the position he is alleged to 
have held. Even more important， in this short notice， he makes the 
fundamental point that Lenin was to hammer home in World War I. The 
most important question to settle is: ‘떼'hat is the political 없m [objec야 of 
this 、;var on the part of the belligerents?" Marx clεarly regarded any claim 
that the coalition partners 、;vere fighting for liberty to be demagogy. Their 
refusal to support the independence of the South Slavs and their attempt 
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to patch up the Ottoman Empire made that clear. Neither side deserved 
삼le support of revolutionaries. 

These two instances of Marx’s antiwar position were long a matter 
of public record as they appeared in the same NYDT series whlch is the 
basis of the allegations that Marx and Enge1s supported 바le war. τnere is 
no excuse for leaving them out of the picture. Marx’s correspondence wi남1 
Engels， which has not been as easily available， adds something new. It 
documents Marx’s active opposition to the war once it began. Marx boasts 
about 남니s activity to Engels. 

On November 22， 1854， Marx in a letter to Engels，27 described an 
aborted plan by the German radical Kar1 Blind to hold an anti-Russian rally 
of German émigrés. Blind had been a left-republican in 1848 who in exile 
moved toward a garden-variety version of liberalism. Marx brags that he 
and Georg Freiligrath “frustrated" this plan although he does not say how. 
A preliminary meeting organized by Arnold Ruge， anothεr 4 8er turned 
liberal， apparently blew up. Marx mentions 버at he was prepared to 
organize a riγal meeting together wi남1 상le Chartists if the German émigrés 
“should causε a stir with their meeting and unduly compromise ‘Germany’ 
by licking English boots . …” 

If Marx and Engels' position a.fterthe war began can be summed up 
in a phrase it would be “a plague on both your houses." Their general 바le 
was that the war had become a tra힘-comedy of incompetence on all sides 
and the bigger the smash up 버e bettεr because the general humiliation of 
the representatives of the old order could only increase the rage and 
contempt of the people.28 There is a good deal of ovεr1ap， naturally， since 
Marx and Engels were working out their policy as eγents developed， but 
more and more as the war went on Marx and Engels’ commentaries dwelt 
on the role of a general European War in opening up the path for the 
revolution-the sixth power. 

7. The “Sixth Powεr" 
The war aim of the allies， wrotε Marx in August of 1853/9 was “t。

maintain the status quo， i.e.， the state of putrefaction which forbids the 
Sultan to eman디pate himself from 야le ‘Tsar， and 난le Slavonians tl。

emancipate 버emselves from the Sultan." 
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Given this descríprion， how could Marx have been expected to 
support thε Western Powers? “The revo1urionary party can on1y 
congratu1ate itse1f on this state of things. The humiliation of the reactionarγ 
western governments， and their manifest impotency to guard the interests 
ofEuropean civilization against Russian encroachment cannot fai1 to work 
out a who1esome indignation in the peop1e who have suffered themse1ves， 
since 1 849， to be subjected to the ru1e of counter-revo1ution." 

The disgust of the working c1ass occasioned by the corruption and 
incompetence of the government and its bourgeois opponents was rea1. It 
díd not， however， as Marx and Engεls expected or hoped， resu1t in an 
immediate exp10sion which wou1d haγe combined with unrest in the 
co10nia1 and semi-co10nia1 wodd to topp1e the old regime wodd-wide. In 
the next decade， however， the genera1 disgust with bourgeois “politics as 
usua1" 1ed to the reviva1 of the workingc1ass movement. The Interf1afÌo.ηal 
Worki.쟁'!JetJs’Associa빼η p1ayed a major ro1e in that revival. And one of the 
aims of that Association， Marx insisted， was to enab1e the working c1ass t。
work out its own foreign policy independent of the possessing c1asses. 

In Pebruarγ of 1 854， Engels summed up “the firm’s" perspective on 
thε war: 
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. we must not forget 버at there is a sixth power in 
Europe， which at any giγεn moment asserts its suprεmacy 
ovεr the whole of the five so-callξd “great" powers [that 
is， Eng1and， Prance， Russia， Prussia and Austria] and 
makes them tremble， every one of them. That power is 
the revolution. Long silent and retired， it is now again 
called to action by thε commεrcia1 crisis， and bγ the 
scarcity of food. Prom Manchester to Rome， from Paris 
to Warsaw and Pesth， it is omnipresent， lifting up its hεad 
and awakening from its slumbers. Manifo1d arε the 
symptoms of its returning to life， eve다rwhere γisib1e in 
the a양tation and disquietude which have seized the 
pro1εtarian c1ass. A signa1 on1y is wanted， and this sixth 
and greatest European power will come forward， in 
shining armor， and sword in hand， like Minerva from the 
head of the 01ympian. This signa1 the impending 



European war will 잉γe， and then all calculations as to the 
balance of power w퍼 bε upset by the addition of the new 
element which， ever buoyant and youthful， will as much 
baff1.e the plans of the old European powers and theír 
Generals， as it did from 1 792 to 1 800.30 

This passage deserves to bε better known. Y ou could not ask for a 
clearer repudiation of the γiew usually attributed to Marx and Engels. What 
is more important， it is a glimpse into the ori힘ns of the antiwar and anti
imperi띠1St tradition of the socialist and democratic movements of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 





CHAPTER 4: PULLING THE PLUG 

When Louis Napoleon . . .  vaultεd to a 남ltone by perjury 
and treason， by midnight conspiracy and the seizure of 
the incorruptible members of the Assembly in their beds， 
backed by an 0γerwhe1ming display of military force in 
the streets of Paris， the sovereign princes and great 
land。、;vners， manufacturers， rmtiers， and stoc셰obbers， 
a1most to a man， exulted in his success as their own. “깐le 
crimes arε his，" was their gεnεra1 chuckle， “but their fruits 
are ours. L。띠s N apoleon reigns in the Tuileries; while we 
reign even more securely and despotically on our 
domains， in our factories， on the Bourse， and in our 
counting-houses . . . .  Vive l'E"챙ere.ιr!’1 

Marx wrote thεse words in an article for the NeJIJ York T ribu.ηe on the 
war crisis pr。γ。ked by Louis Bonaparte in 1 859. He goes on to describe 
the obsequious flattery addressed to this upstart adventurer and make
believe Napoleon by 값l thε representatives of the af1cietJ 1쩡'Îmeinclu버ng남le 
Pope and a French-hating British adstocracy. τney thought theywere using 
him. But then， at a strokε， Louis Bonaparte plunged 버is whole world， 
whose stability he had seemingly guaranteed by crushing the French 
Republic in 1 852， into economic and politica1 panic. 

Seemingly out of the bluε， with no provocation whatsoever， he 
deliberate1y challenged one of the major powers of the day， the Austrian 
empire， in its strate멍cally vit싫 province of Nor냥lern Ita1y. 

Suddenly， Marx notes， “산le roya1ties and bourgeoisies" rea1ized that 
Bonaparte had beεn using them. He seriously intended， it seemed， to imitate 
his uncle and create a new French empire in which Ita1y was to become a 
“French satrapy" and Great Britain， Prussia and Austria、;vere to bε “mere1y 
satellites revolving around and lighted by the centra1 orb France， the 
Empire of Charlemagne." 2 

Marx concludes: 

τ'hey know him now， what the peoples k.'1.CW him long 
since-a rεckless gambler， a desperate adventurer， wh。
would as soon dice with royal bones as any other if the 
game promised to leavε him a winner.3 
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Such sentiments may appear “un-Marxist" to those who insist that 
imperialist adventures and wars must have a more important cause than the 
character flaws of a particular leader. But neither Marx nor Engels were 
that kind of “Marxist." At one point， Marx goes out of his way t。
emphasize that one of the driving forces behind the war was Napoleon 
III’s half-superstitious fear of assassination attempts by the secret society 
of Italian revolutionaries to which he had once belonged.4 

There were， of course， more powerfi띠 forces at work. Bonaparte 
was driγen forward not only by his own character but by his inability to 
resolve any of the domestic or foreign conflicts besetting French and 
European society. And both the traditional ruling classes and the upstart 
bourgeoisie relied on him because thry had ' no solutions either. The 
domination of the continent by this nonentity was the direct result of their 
lnCapaC1ty to g。γem.

In the event， Napoleon III was driven forward， like his uncle， until 
he had changed the face of Europe at the cost ofhis own throne. And the 
new Europe was a very dangerous place. The relative stability that followed 
the Congress of Vienna and had survived， somewhat shaken， the 
revolutions of 1 848 was replaced by a Europe dominated by a Prussian 
militarism as reckless as Bonaparte himselfbut militarily and economically 
far more threatening. After 1 870， as Marx and Engels immediately saw， this 
Prussian militarism had to bring into being a counter force-a Franco
Russian 뻐ance. And the tension between these two forces created an 
unstable equilibrium 낭lat could only end in a devastating European-wide 
war. 

One of 낭le casualties of this new series of wars was to be 낭le old 
politics ofMarx and Engels on the question of war and peacε. In 1 848， war 
between the great powers was eagerly anticipated as the harbinger of 
reγ。lution. In the Crimean War Marx and Engels also looked forward to 
a conflict betwεen England and Russia for the same reason. But a new note 
began to creep into their public 없d private discussions of this new crisis. 
They did not change their views 。γernight. Traces of the old views lingerεd 
。n and were not to be definitively abandoned until after 1 870 as we sh찌1 
see in the next chapter. 
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1 .  The Demagogy of “National Revolution" 
Bonapartε， like similar adventurers later on， cloaked his military 

project in the guise of a war of‘ liberation. And， like many similar 
adventurers later on， he found it easy enough to do so. Austrian rule in 

Northεrn Italy was brutal by 야le standards of those days. Flo짧ng was 

common and the regime was hated by the people especially in the towns. 

But the revolutionary movement was unexpecte배y weak. Bonaparte found 

Italian collaborators in two quarters. 

One was a minor Italian princeling with a liber려 reputation-the 

King of Sardinia-who was happy to enhance his holdings and prestige 

with French help. In the en떠1펴d-wh띠1η깨y shou띠1괴ld a때nyo。αne b야e surφpr떠i싫se혀d-’-‘ 

u바ttl야e land and his prestige was dimin띠ùs뼈he려d. In a peace treaty at which the 

Kingdom of Sardinia was not even represented， Lombardy was ceded by 
the Austrians to Sardinia but， in return， France gained tWo provinces which 
had been part of the Kingdom of Sardinia-Nice and Savoy. The later 
province was the ancestral possession of 산le Sardinian dynasty. The Duchy 
of Venice remained under Austrian control. What was more important， the 

Papal States and large areas of central Italy remained for 남le moment under 

control of the dynasties established or re-established at the Congress of 

Vienna. The revolutionarγ committees that sprang up partly as genuine 

expressions of pop띠ar m。γements and partly as agents of the Sardinian 

government were dissolved with 남le aide of Austrian troops. ’The Sardinian 
prime minister， Camillo Benson， Count Cavour， who had been the driving 
force behind the French alliance and the ally， sometimes instigator， of the 
reγolutionarγ committees was forced to resign. 

Bonaparte’s other Italian collaborator was the national movement 

itself. Like the Sardinian king， it was unable to make a bid for power 
unaided. Its fundamental weakness， in Marx and Engels' view， was its 
narrow social base. Reporting on the “cordial reception" 횡γen 삼le 
Austrians in the re힘。n ofLomellina then a possession of Sardinia， Engels 
qπltes: 

... the hatred of 남le peasantry in the Lomellina， as well as 
in Lombardy， against the landlords far exceeds their 
aversion against the foreign oppressor. Now， the 
l없ldlords of the Lomellina (formerly an Austrian 
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province) are mostly s.μdditi tJl강찌 mixed subjects， 
belonging to AusttÏa as well as Piedmont. All the great 
nobles of Milan haγe largε possessions in the Lomellina. 
They are Piedmontese and anti-Austrian at heart; and， by 
contrast， the peasantry of the pr。γince rather lean toward 
Austria.' 

There was a third， silent， partner in Bonaparte’s camp. That was 
Prussia; or at least a political tendency "，.ithin Prussia. From a narrow 
dynastic point of view， the humiliation of AusttÏa would enhance Prussia’s 
status within the German Confederation. For those who sought a “little 
German" solution to the question of German unity-that is， a Germany 
which excluded AusttÏa and was， therefore， dominated by 
Prussia-Bonaparte’s adγenture provided an opportunity. As we shall see， 
Ferdinand Lassalle became one of the most outspoken champions of this 
view. But the German people were less enthusiastic. 

There was， of course， the usual chauvinist response to a “French" 
attack on a “German" state. But there was more to it than 버at. For thε 
sm띠ler German states， especially in the south and west， Austria was their 
traditional guardian against Frεnch expansionism. There was a real fear， 
throughout Germany， 남lat the real aim of the war was to force a defeated 
AusttÏa to make concessions on the left， German speaking， bank of the 
Rhine. There was also a good deal of suspicion 산lat Prussia was agreeable 
to such a settlεment. The Kingdom of Prussia at that point， like the 
Kingdom of Sardinia， was 、;villing to sactÏfice national interests to its 
dynastic interests-in the name of protecting “Germany'’ of course. Both 
the fears and the suspicions of the Gεrman public were justified. 

In general outlines 남le position of Marx and Engels was simple 
enough. They were for the unification and liberation of 버e German and 
Italian peoples 버rough a revolution against all the dynasts. But that 
abstraction was not sufficient to decide what policy German socialists and 
democrats should take towards this particular war. What policy should be 
followed that would encourage a revolutionary outcome? 

For Italian revolutionaries the path was fairly clear. All 난ley had to 
do was to take advantage ofBonaparte’s inγasion to launch a revolutionary 
war against all the Italian dynasties， including ones that were， like the Papal 
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States， French client statεs. Mazzini’s proclamation on L.a Gue1γ'a in the 
London magazine Pensiero ed A칸oηe took just such a position and Marx 
translated it iη toto for the NYDT， in effect， adopting it as his own.6 This 
despite his lack of respect for Mazzini as a reγolutionary statesman. 

2. PO and Rhine 
For many Germans， howεver， the French invasion reprεsented not 

an opportunity but a threat. An Austrian defeat threatened the，η'1， not just 
the Hapsburgs. 

Marx commented at 1εn양h on 산1ε war in 삼1ε columns of삼le ]\α'DT 
but it was Engels who 1띠d out their position in det따1 in two pamphlets -
PO μηd Rhine and 5 aψ1m， Nizza 11ηd μ'er Rhiηe (PO and Rhine and S，ανf!Y， Nice 
aηdthe Rhi;ηe.) Both Marx and Engels felt thaζ 양γen the poli디cal climate in 
Germany， their viεws would not receiγe a hearing if presented openly as 
their views. It was only a few years earlier that former members of the 
Communist League had been the victims of a vicious witch hunt. Marx had 
been their main， practically their only， prominent defender. And 삼lÍs only 
reinforced his image as a wild-eyed rε、Tolutionary of the 1 848 generation 
which was rapidly becoming a shameful memory for respectable Germans. 
All this accounts for the pe띠iar style of the two pamphlets， especi외ly the 
first. Engels posed as an anonymous “n피itary expert，" presumably a 
military man. Like many of 산le NYDT articles by Engels， the pamphlets 
start out as what appεar to be impartial technical analyses and only 
gradually lead the reader into the revolutionarγ politics .  Engels was to use 
this dodge on later occasions too when the combination of government 
censorship and Social Democratic timidity made it impossible to start out 
with a clear statemεnt of the politics. It worked for the most p따t because 
Engels really was well vεrsεd in the field of military science but the result 
is that， especially in the opening passages， the going is heaηT for the 
modern reader. 

In this case， Engels be양ns with an explicit statement of his opinion 
on the military question. 

Since thε beginning of this year it has become 남le slogan 
。f a large part of the German press 삼lat the Rhi.ηe ι'1l1st be 
뺑ηded oη the Po. 
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πlÌs sl앵an was fully justified in the face of Bonaparte’s 
war preparations and threats. It was sensed in Germany， 
with correct instinct， that although the PO was Louis 
Napo1eon's pretext， in any circumstances the Rhine could 
not but be his ultimate goal. ' "  
In this sense the whole of Germany was indeed interested 
in the defense of the Po. On the eve of a war， as in war 
itself， one occupies every position 남lat can be used to 
threaten 삼le enemy and do him damage， without enga양ng 
in any moral speculations as to whether it is consonant 
with eternal righteousness and the principle of nationality. 
One simply fights for one’s life.7 

Engels then goes on to point out 버at this extreme emergency is tJot 
what military commentators had in mind when they argued thát “the Rhine 
had to be defended on the Po." πley meant that 삼le Po--that is Lombardy 
and Venice， all of Northern Italy-had to be treated as “an indispensable 
strate멍c complement and， so to speak， an integral part of Germany."8 The 
most fanatical defenders of this position were， naturally， German 
chauvinists who felt Germany could only be safe in an empire stretching 
from Alsace and Hol1and to the Vistula and including Italy and the Slavic 
lands as dependencies. But Engels disnlÌsses 산너s fantasy as irrelevant. The 
serious milit앙y question is “in order to defend its southwest border， does 
Germany req띠re possession of the Adige， the Mincio and the Lower Po， 
wi삼1 the bridg당leads of Peschiria and Mantua?"9 Engels sets himself the 
task of refuting 상lÌs opinion eγen though it is held “by m퍼tary authorities 
. . .  among the foremost in Gεrmany." 

A1most 바le entire next section is devoted to defending his position 
strictly from the point of view of !I).ilitary science. The relevant volume of 
the MEClγ even has a nice map so you can fol1ow the discussion more 
easily. In order to judge the validity of Engels' argument you would， of 
course， have to deγ。te some time to studying other militatγ authors of the 
time. Personally， 1 would rather take Engels' word for Ìt. 

Towards the end of this second section of the pamphlet the politics 
start to creep in. Why， asks Engels， should the Italians be expected to serve 
as a buffer against French rule when the Germans on the 1eft bank of the 
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Rhine refused to providε the same service for the French? And， he 
emphasized， the real threat to Germany was its own disunity and weakness 
whose root cause was 버e German people’s continued submissíon to the 
German princes. 10  

The entire third section is deγ。ted to an exposition of the military 
reasons why the French had even more to fear from their exposed frontier 
。n the Rhine than the Germans had to fear an unprotected southern f1ank. 
Why shouldn’t the French have the right to occupy neutral Belgíum if thε 
Germans had the ríght to occupy northern Italy? Engels prescient1y ar용lεs 
that ín any serious war Belgían neutrality “amounts to nothing more than 
a scrap of paper." 1 1  

By now we have seen where the theory o f  natural 
frontiers advanced by the Central European great-power 
politicians leads us. France has the same right to the 
Rhíne 버at Germany has to the Po. If France should not 
annεx nine million Walloons， Netherlanders and 
Germans in ordεr to 0 btaín a good military position， thεn 
neither have we the ríght to subject síx million Italians for 
the sake of a military posítion.12 

Engels conc1udes by pointing out that German unity is the real key 
to the defense of the country and that with unity， the subjugation of 
foreign peoples， and 남le hatred engenderεd thereby， could easily be 
dispensed with. A contemporary reader would have understood the anti
Prussian thrust of 버is argument. 

3. Lassalle’s Appeasement Policy 
Prior to thls crisis Marx and Engels had been unaware ofFerdinand 

Lassalle’s devolution into a pro-Prussian “kleindeutsch" democrat.13 They 
still thought of him as a party comrade eγen though by 뻐s time 남ley had 
come to consider him person외1y unreliable. They did know from Gustav 
Lewy of the suspicion entertaíned by many old comrades. In particular they 
accused him of f1irting wi삼1 the aristocracy. But his full blown pro
Prussian， pro-Bonapartist position came as a surprise to them. 
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Initially， Marx saw the coming war， a war basically between 
Germany and France eγen if fought initially on the soil of Austrian
occupied Italy， as having nothing but reactionary consequences In a letter 
to Lassalle on February 4， 1 859 he frankly expressed his fear of the 
consequences if war came: 

The war would， of course， have serious， and without 
doubt ultimately reγolutionary consequences. But initi값1y 
it will maintain Bonapartism in France， set back the 
internal movement within England and Russia， revive the 
pet디est nationalist passions in Germany， etc.， and hence， 
in my view， [havε first  and foremost a 
counterrevolutionaty effect in eγery respect] its initial 
effect will everywhere be counter-revolutionary . . . 1 4  

This was one of thε earliest statements by Marx of a new outlook on 
the consequεnces for the revolutionary moγement of war between the 
powεrs. In particular， Marx saw Bonaparte’s use of the national aspirations 
of the Italians as pure humbug. He compared those γeterans of 
1 848-including Kossuth and Garibaldi-whose anti-Austrian passions led 
them to endorse Napoleon III’s pose， to pet monkeys. 1 5  But the national 
passion aroused both in Italy and in Germany threatεned to turn thε war 
into a real national war of libεration and Marx changed his mind. 

A few 、lIeεks latεr he wrote Lassalle in another 1εtter “1 am now， 
。after all。

’
beginning to beliεve that the 、lIar might hold out some prospects 

for us as well." “ 

The statesmen of the potential belligerents also began to sense this 
revolutionary potεntial and that induced a sense of caution in their 
maneuγers. As earlier in the case of the Crimean War， the onset of war was 
delayed by maneuver and bluff， the conduct of the war when it did come 
was marked by costly and bloody blunders， and the resulting peace was 
humiliating to all sides. 

Throughout this drawn-out and complicated diplomatic and military 
charade， Marx and Engels maintained a very simple line. A “red thread" ran 
through all their public and private comments. No support could be giγen 
to any of the governments involved without betraying the revolutionary 
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aspirations of both Gεrmans and Italians. Both peoples should seize the 
opportunity and take their destinies in their own hands. 

And then Lassalle， known at the time as their political friend， a man 
who was then acting as their literary agent in Germany， published a 
pamphlet， without any warning to Marx or Engels， which proposed， not 
on1y to support Bonaparte’s fraudulent liberation campaign but urged 
Prussia to enter the war itself-on the sidε 。f France and Piedmont. But 
Lassal1e did not propose a dirεct dec1aration of war on Austria. Instead， 
Lassalle urgεd 삼le I십ng of Prussia to imitate Bonaparte and the King of 
Sardinia and “liberate" Schleswig-Holstein from the Danish monarchy in 
the name of German unity.17 Since Austria also had some claims to this 
territory and in any case was a member of the German Confederation 
which alone， from a legal point ofγìew， should haγe decided the Schleswig
Holstein question， this unilateral action by Prussia would haγe the effcεct 
of shoving German speak:ing Aust!Ìans out of Germany. Such a coup 
would also have had 삼le εffect of tγing down the considerable number of 
troops Austria had stationed in Germany. In the e、Tent， the Prussian 
governmεnt did not yet havε the initiatiγe or ima멍nation to carry out such 
a bold plan. Lassal1e’s soon-to-be political ally， Otto von Bismarck， was not 
vet Chancel1or. 

Lass잉le used the very real atrocities comrnitted bγ the Austrians t。
justi터T Prussian aggression against Denmark. πle Napoleonic threat to the 
south German states was made light of， at least for the moment， because 
with the destruction of Austria， PrtlSSia would become 남1εlr “protector" 
against the “French menace." Lassallε’s pamphlet on the war was based on 
the classic demagogy which has since been labeled “appeasement." 

In the first place， everything was narrowed down to support for or 
。pposition to one of the two sides in the war. Lassalle， in his 
correspondence， consistendy accuses Marx and Engels of supporting the 
pro-Austrian parties in the war* even though they ridiculed thεse fanatics 
both in their NYDT articles and in PO t，찌dRheiη.1 8 Hε even argued that their 

* This slander has been repeated in most historical accounts. The source， acknowledge 

in some cases， unacknowledged in others is Mehring's biography. For a more detailed 

analysis o f Mehring’s biography see Special N ote C in KMTR 4. 
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posi디。n led them to support Prussia’s entry into the war on the Austrian 
side. 

How could he get away with this? He resorted to the samε dodge 
that has been used before and since in the same situation. Since all 
“practical" people understand that the only choice is between the 
governments， refusal to support the side the “hard-headed， practical" 
demagogue is supporting means you “objectively" support the other. The 
peculiar twist this takes in the case of an appeasement policy is that support 
for one side in the war talζes the form of urging non-intervention on other 
great powers. Lassalle’s pro-Bonapar디st position took the form of 
。pposing Prussia’s entry into the war on Austria’s side as the various 
proponents of a “Greater German Empire" advocated. Since Marx and 
Engels refused to endorse Bonaparte’s phony war of liberation， Lass띠le 
accused them of “objectively" supporting the “Greater Germany" policy 
of the pro-Austrian camp. 

Quite typically， a뿔in， Lassalle made light of the threat to Germany 
represented by Bonaparte. This allowed him to denouncε the anti-French 
a멍tation in Germanywithout reservation. His position appeared to bε even 
more antiwar than 산lat of Marx and 힘ngels .  But in fact it was the opposite. 
If your antiwar stance depeηds on minimizing the danger represented by an 
。pposing power what happens when a war threat becomes serious? Lass외le 
died before Prussia made its move to unify Germany in a Prussian Empire 
and provoked a real war with Napoleonic France. His successors became 
ardent chauγinists who used the “French menace" for all it was worth. 

4. Germany’s Unification in “A Prussian Barracks" 
Wi남1Ín a few years of the peace of Villafranca di Verona at which 

both the Sardinian king and the Hapsburg emperor were humiliated， the 
Prussian government embarked on the course which Lassalle had urged. 
It did take adγantage of the military and diplomatic embarrassment of the 
Hapsburgs， first to force them into a war with Denmark which isolated 
난lem diplomatically from England and Russia， and then to use the ensuing 
imbroglio over the division of spoils (including the province of Schleswig 
with its larg'ε Danish-speaking minority) as a pretext for driving the 
Austrians out of Germanyaltogether. But the new Germany created on the 
ruins of the old federation was not a weak， economically backward， state 
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like the new Italian monarchy. Under her new chancellor， Otto von 
Bismarck， a pupil in some sεnse of Lassalle’s， Prussia seized the 
opportunity the Hohenzollern monarchy had been too timid to seize when 
Lassalle first proposed it. 

5. Bismarck’s Coup 
Prussia， like most German states in 1 860， was relatively weak 

militarily comparεd to the great powers that surrounded her: the Prench， 
Austrian and Russian empires. The dangers which threatened the country 
drove W파lelm 1， the recently crowned king of Prussia， to propose a 
sweeping， and expensive， military reform. The keystone of this proposed 
reform was a significant expansion of the system of universal conscription. 
πle liberal majority of the lower House of the Prussian Diet responded 
with proposals of its own to restrict the powers of the monarch and his 
army. These proposals would have m。γed Prussia in the direction of a 
constitutional state with an εffective parliament. Humiliated by this show 
。f independence the king countered with a decree dissolving the Diet and 
calling new elections. What he got in return was a Diet with an even larger 
liberal majority. 

With his back to the wall， the king called Otto γ。n Bismarck t。 버e 
chancellorship of Prussia. Bismarck’s unusual combination of political 
intelligence and a Prussian Junker’s conservative social outlook had long 
aroused suspicion and distrust among his colleagues; the libetals distrusted 
him because of his origins and his fellow Junkers distrusted him because 
of his intelligence. But it was just this combination that was required if 남le 
Prussian monarchy was to survive 남le tumultuous decade 낭lat ended witl1 
남le unification of Germany. 

As Lassalle had urged， Bismarck began by utilizing Bonaparte’s 
“principle of nationalities" - the demago힘c demand that the modern state 
should be based， not on dynastic clainls， but on a more or less 
homogeneous， more or less imaginary， “nation외ity" - to demand the 
secession of Schleswig and Holstein from the Danish monarchy. With the 
secret acq띠escence ofBonaparte， who effectively neutralized 버ε Russian 
and British protectors of the Danish monarchy，19 Bismarck forced Austria 
into a joint attack. After a brief and， from the German point of view， 
successful conflict the German Confederation was faced with the problem 
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of administerìng the conquered territories. None of the statesmen， of 
course， considered the possibility of a dεmocratic decision by the people 
inhabiting thε two terrìtories. It was never completely clear what LOu1S 
Bonaparte meant by the “prìnciple of nation싫itiεs" but whatever it meanζ 
it definitely did not mean 삼le rìght of a pop떠ation to choose its own 
constitutional arrangements. After all， Bonaparte never meant to extend 
남lat right to the γery model of a modern nation-France. 

At first， the two conquered proγinces were administered jointly by 
the Austrìans and the Prussians. F ormerly the proper다T of the Danish 
monarch， they now became the joint property of the Hapsburg and 
Hohenzollern monarchs neither of whosε empires were based on the 
“prìnciple of nationalities." After 1 865 thεAustrìans ruled Holstein and the 
Prussians Schleswig. Obviously， this-was an unstable arrangement whlch 
is what Bismarck intended. 1t gave hlm thε opportunity óf provolcing a war 
which would driγc 남le Hapsburgs out of Germany and make it， not a 
unified country， but a Prussian fiefdom. 

Bismarck’s campaign naturally included the usual diplomatic 
maneuvering. 1t was only fair that in return for standing aside whlle 
Bismarck drove the Hapsburgs out of Germany， Bonaparte should rεceive 
some compensation. 1n particular， France needed a more defensib1e border 
to its east. Bismarck kept offerìng Bonaparte Belgium and Bonaparte kept 
asking' about Baden. But 낭1Îs kind of maneuvering was not what really 
decided the war. Bismarck more than any other statesman had learned 
from Bonaparte 낭le art of manipulating public opinion in a new 
“democra디c" Europe. Bismarck’s fundamental solution to Prussia’s forei짱1 
and domεstic crìsis was neither diplomatic .nor militarγ. Wbat he did， what 
won him 삼le victory， was to put 납1ε king of econon1Îcally backward， 
soci떠ly conservative， politic삶ly reactionary， Prussia at 남1ε head of 남le 
movemεnt for a united Germany. To 버e consternation of the Prussian 
king hlmsεlf， Bismarck proposed that the question of Gεrman unification 
be decided by an all-German Diεt whose delegates would be elected by 
universal， direct， equal， manhood， suffrage. 

。utmaneuγered bγ 버1S unexpectedly radical proposal of a 
conservati.γeJunker， 남le liber외s found themselves in a tight corner. τbeir 
majority in the Prussian Diet depended on an elaborate and γerγ 
undemocratic electoral system. Delegates were elected， not directly， but bγ / 
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three bodies of electors. One body was εlected by voters paying the most 
taxes， the second by those in the middle tax brackets and the 삼urd by those 
paying the least taxes. Each of the 난J.ree electoral bodies elected one-남urd 
of the delegates to the Diεt. Through 뻐s complicated mechanism the 
landed classes and the bourgcoisiε were able to exercise a political power 
out of all proportion to theÏ1! numbers. Even 남le most progressive liberals 
found it difficult to abandon a scheme in which they were not only over 
rεpresεnted but in which they enjσyed an almost automatic majori다. But 
this allowed Bismarck and his supporters to pose as the champions of 
democracy and the pop띠ar， εven revolutionary， cause of German 
unification. 

6. “표e Prussi없1 M피tary Quεstion and the Gem1an Workers’ P와ty" 
Lassalle had preceded Bismarck on the diplomatic front; he had 

proposed using the distraction provided by the 1 859 war between France 
and Austria to cover a unilateral seizure of Schleswig-Holstein by Prussia 
a good four years before Bismarck made his first move in 버at direction. 
But more importantly he also demonsσated 상le power of a demagogic 
campaign for universal suffrage. By the time Bismarck made his move， 
Lassalle was dead. His energetic successor，Johann Baptist γ。n Schweizer， 
however， proved more than capable of completing his work. Mainly 
through his control of thε newspaper， 난1e Soci，αI-Dc1JIocrat， Schweitzer took 
oγer the main Lassallean organization-the ADVA (A11gemeine Deutsche 
Verein der Arbeiter or General Association of German Workers)-and 
steεred in an openly Prussian dirεction. M았x and Engels had ori횡nally 
agreed to w-ritε for the newspapεr despite their suspicions of Schweitzer. 
But the lattεr not only openly campai힘1ed for German unification under 
난le Prussian monarchy， he refused to print Marx and Engels’ 。pposing
views. They were to supply the “남1ε。rεtical" and “p퍼losophic와" weapons 
쟁때1St 남lC capitalist system; “practic려" political questions-like whether 
。r not to attack 삼le precapitalist landed classes which were the base of 남le 
Prussian monarchy-was to be 1εft to people in Germany. Like Schweitzer. 

Under 남le circumstances， Marx and Engels had no choice but t。
resign from the Social-Det11ocrat and publish thεir γiews independently. 

In 1 865 Engels published a pan1phlet in which he e뿌licitly attacked 
the campaign for uniγersal suffrage 난len being waged by Schweitzer’s 
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A VDA. This was not an ill-considered， off the cuff， minor piece by Engels. 
Although li얀le known today， this was a joint product in which Marx and 
Engels defended their public break with the pro-Prussian politics of the 
ADV A and its spokesman. And it was Marx who， prior to the break， first 
proposed the idea to Engels as a way of opening up an attack on the pro
Prussianism of the Lass떠leans.2o 

Engels' opposition to the A VDA demand for universal suffrage had 
nothing in common， however， with that hos버i다T to uniγersal suffrage and 
“bourgeois democracy" that has become a badge of honor for many self
styled “Marxists" since at least 1 895 when Engels died. As volume three of 
this work demonstrated Marx and Engels were familiar with this kind of 
“leftist" hostility to popular rule from the beginning of their political 
careers . From the early 1 840s， when their political views on most major 
issues jelled， until Engels' death in 1 895， they were outspoken in their 
hostility to this kind of “leftism." In 1 865， in Prussia， their opposition to 
universal suffrage meant at least a qualified d�빼se， not eγen of bourgeois 
democracy， but of bourgeois liberalism. 

The Prussian government was offering uniγersal suffrage to the 
working classes as a plebiscitarian deγice to blunt the half-hearted assault 
by the ‘ libera1s on the prerogatives of the absolute monarchy. What 
Schweitzer was adγ。cating was an alliance with the monarchy aga껴st the 
liberals. Engels pamphletwas a qualified-heaγilyqua따lified-
a limited united front with 당1ε liberals instead. 

According to Schweitzer’s biographer， Gustav Meyer， Lassalle’s 
campaign for universal manhood suffrage met with real enthusiasm in his 
working class audience. Schweitzer made explicit the promonarchical 
politics of this campaign. Whether Bismarck could have defeated 바le 
liberals without the weapon üf working class support cannot be known. 
Certainly， bourgeois public opinion soon rallied to his side and liberal 
opposition collapsed. At the very least， however， the agitation of Lassalle 
and the A VDA neutralized working class opposition to the monarchy and 
allowed Bismarck to appear before the bourgeois public as a man wh。
could rally the “dangerous classes" to a united， powerful， but socially 
conservatiγe， Germany. 

Now， obviously， what the Prussian liberals should haγe done in 버is 
situation was to put thet.ν:selve:s at the head of a mov 
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democratic and constitutional Germany. They should have combined their 
demands for constitutional restrictions on royal authority with the demand 
for universal suffrage， beginning with Prussia itself.21 Bismarck’s Achilles 
heel was that he had no intention of replacing Pr;{ssia's three-class electoral 
system with one based on universal suffrage. A representative body elected 
。n such a basis would haγe represented a serious and direct threat to the 
Prussian monarchy which was not what he intended. But the German 
bourgeoisie， including its liberal wing， had made clear in 1 848 that it had n。
desire to unleash a popular and potenti삶ly reγolutionary movement for 
constitutional governmεnt. 

7. Engels on Universal Consζription 
Engels' pamphlet is divided into three sections. In the first section， 

he raises an issue on which he was to elaborate at length later. And that is: 
the fundamental contradiction between a citizen army intensively trained 
for a short period but liable to a long period of reserve service and an army 
based on a caste of profìεssional soldiers alienated from the civilian 
pop벼ation and disciplined to unquestioning obedience. Engels believed 
that the first type of army had proved its superiority militarily in the French 
Revolution and then in Prussia’s national uprising against Nap이eon. No 
country could do without such an army. At the same time such an army 
was worse than useless against the “enemy within." 

In this article 버is political point is γery much obscured for the 
modern reader because Engels spends most of his time on the technical 
det잉1s of military reorganization.* In particular， he goes into great detail 
to prove 삼lat the reforn1s proposed by the conservatiγes did not add up to 
real uniγersal conscription. In fact， he argues， the monarchy could not 
introduce real universal conscription. 

Engels' conclusion is that the mess 산le Prussian army was in was a 
result of an attempt to combine two contradictory organizational forms. 

* In part， the obscurity of the first section is intentional. Too direct an attack on 
the Prussian government could haγe led to the confiscation of the issue of the 

Social-De.끼okrat for which the article was originally intended. It was Marx wh。

suggested to Engels that the first section take the form of a technical discussion 

by a “military expert." The politics could be concealed under this guise. 
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The emphasis on parade drill-Engels found the goose step a particularly 
ridic띠。us excrescence22-and a humiliating， at times brutal， discipline 
aimed at breaking in recrwts the way horses are broken to the saddle， could 
only demoralize ciγilians and further alienate them from their officers. 
Civilian reservists， who in an emergency would comprise the overwhelming 
majority of the troops under the system of uniγersal conscription， simply 
would not fol1ow oÐ표cers who relied on these methods. Engels does admit 
that there must be an exception ri1ade for the cavalry since years of 
experience are reqwred before a cavalryman is complet리y at ease on 
horseback. Enge1s discussion of this issue is particularly reγealing. 

We shall be criticised by members of the [liberal] 
。pposition on the grounds that this would mean a cavalry 
made up exclusively of mercenaries who would lend 
&εmse1ves to any coup d’etat. We would reply: that may 
wel1 be. But in present conditions the cavalry 、:vill always 
be reactionary . . .  ， just as the artil1erγ will 려ways be liberal. 
That is in the nature of things . . . .  cavalry 1s useless on the 
barricades anψ;vay; and it is the barricades in the big cities， 
and especial1y the attitude of the infantry and ar비lery 
towards them， which nowadays decide the outcome of 
any coup d’etat.23 

W'hat Engels， and others， werε anticipating in trus crisis， then， was 
an attempt bγ the monarchy to suppress the Diet by force. And the 
。utcome of such an attempt would be decided by an army heavily weighted 
with civilian draftees from the bour2"eoÌsie and the workin2" classes. 1n 。b
hindsight， we know that this confrontation did not take place. But that is 
because the liberals collapsed. No coup d’etat was necessary. 

8. A Bourgeois Bluff 
1n the second chapter of his pamph1et， Engεls addresses this 

ques디on himsε1f. Carried away by their own rhεtoric， the liberals had 
oγerreached themse1γes he arguεs. By refusing the monarchy thε militarγ 
means reqtúred to pursue the grandiose foreign policy which the Prussian 
libera1s themselves supported， and even demanded， of the government， the 
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liberals had themselγes created the crisis. But， since 1 848， they had tried to 
avoid just such a split with the monarchy. 

By overestimating its own streng삼1， the bourgeoisie has 
got itself into the situation of having to use 남llS military 
question as a test-case to see whether it is the decisive 
force in the state or nothing at 외1. If it wins， it will 
simultaneously acq띠re the power of appointing and 
dismissing ministers， such as the English Lower House 
possesses. If it is vanq띠shed， it will never again achieve 
any kind of significance by constitutional means.24 

Engels concludes this section as follows: ‘'We fear that on this 
occasion too the bourgeoisie will have no scruples in betraying its own 
cause." 

9.  The “Workers’ Party" and Universal Suffrage 
It is in the last section-on the appropriate response of the workers’ 

paπy* to this crisis-that Engels takes up the issue of universal suffrage 
and what the response of the workers’ party should haγe been. He begins 
by emphasizing the greater significance of universal conscription. 

The German prolεtariat will never have any truck with 
Imperial Constitutions， Prussian hεgemonies， trψartite 
systems and the like， unless it be to sweep them away; it 
is indiff;εrent to the question of how many soldiers the 
Prussian state nεεds in order to prolong its vegetable 
existence as a great powεr. … On the othεr hand it 
cεrtainly cannot remain indifferent to the quεstion of 
whethεr or not universal conscription is fi띠1y 
implemented. The more workers who are trained in the 

* Engels does not mean here the A VD A with whose leader he and Marx had 
already broken. “Partv" here is to be taken in the much broader sense that he and 

Marx o ftεn used. 
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use of weapons the better. Universa1 conscription is the 
necessarγ and natura1 corollary of universa1 suffrage; it 
puts the voters in the position of being ab1e to enforce 
their decisions gun in hand against any attempt at a coup 
d’etat.25 

This was the big difference， the deciding difference， between 
universa1 suffrage as a p1ebiscitarian device-what Wilhelm Liebknechtwas 
going to 때1 a “fig 1eaf covering the nakedness of abso1utism"-and 
universal suffrage as a means by which the people rε따ly effect their will. 
For the rest of his life Engels was to connect universal conscription in this 
way with universal suffrage. Without the former the 1ater was a safety γalγe， 
a means for rallying the peop1e to a preconceiγed project of the authorities. 
In the Prussian case， Engels argued， ap assemb1y and an electoral system 
established by roya1 decree cou1d just as easily be abolished by royal 
decree.26 

And， Engels insisted， in the constitutional crisis of 1 860 it was the 
bourgεois liberals who， in their half-hearted fashion， were attempting t。
tt，껑ose a limited form of representative goγernment on the semi-feuda1 
monarchy by exp10iting its momentary weakness. In doing so they were 
fighting for the interests of the working class eγen more than their own. 

1 0. “Bourgεois Freedoms" 
In Prussia the aristocracy and the bureaucracy had little need for 

representative government. The army and the civil ser、rice were in their 
hands and that was sufficient for their needs. But the working class and the 
bourgeoisie cou1d only exercise power through parliamentary 
representatiγes wi삼1 real power; especially power over the opurse stringso. 
Whatwas 상le point of uniγersal suffrage if it gained the working class entry 
into an assemb1y with no real influence?27 If the Prussian liberaJs were 
defeated that wouJd be a victorγ for Bismarck not for the workers wh。
wouJd 10se more 낭lan thc bourgeoisie. Without freedom of the press and 
association， without local self-government the bourgeoisie “can get along 
passably" but the working class “can never win [its] emancipation" without 
these freedoms.28 In another passage Engεls describes these “bourgeois 
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freedoms" as proγiding “the environment necessary for its [the workers' 
party’s] existence， . . .  the air it needs to breathe객9 

These sweeping statements are based on a gεneral analysis of thε 
position of the wage worker in modern society， but there were further 
difficulties with Bismarck’s sham assembly which were peculiar t。
Gεrmany in 1 865. Two thirds of the German working class were direcdy 
exploited not by capitalists but by the aristocracy. Day laborers and tenants 
were dependent on thεir masters in this patriarchal economy to a degree 
that the urban worker was not. And nowhere was 삼니s more true than on 
the estates of eastern Prussia whεre Bismarck’s fellow Junkers ruled. These 
rural workers， lacking the right to organize， poorly educated， systematically 
indoctrinated by the clergy of a state-established church， and， 힘ven 남le 
absence of a free press， isolated from 상le largεr world， would be nothing 
but γoting cattle herded to the polls by the 띠llage curate and the bailiff.30 
Eγen in the France of the Second Empire， where the peasantry had long 
since freed itself from this kind of aristocratic 없d clerical tutelage， 
universal suffrage had done little for the worker in the absence of freedom 
。f the press and association. 

The battle against feudal and bureaucratic reaction-for 
the two are inseparable in our country-is in Germany 
identical with stru잃�e for the intellectual and political 
emancipa디。n of the rural proletariat-and unti1 such time 
as the rural proletariat is also swept along into the 
m。γemenζ the urban proletariat cannot and will not 
achieve anything at all in Germany and universal suffrage 
will not be a weapon for the proletariat but a mare.31 

So important did Engels consider thís point 버at he concludes his 
pamphlet wi남1 the statement that even ift in the worst case scenario， 난le 
bourgeoisie itself gave Up， the workiαg class would have to fight on alone 
to win these “bourgeois freedoms."32 Meanwhile， the interests of the 
working class lay in supporting the liberals， indeed of driving them on， in 
their fight with the monarchy. If the bourgeoisie should win the workers’ 
party would win a greatly expanded field in which to carry ort its struggle 
against its capitalist aηd aristocratic εxploiters. If 삼le monarchy should win 
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the proletariat would gain nothing. The monarchy might demagogically 
exp10it the resentment of the pro1etariat against the bourgeoisie but it 
wou1d not deprive the bourgeoisie of politica1 freedom only in order to 
turn around and grant it to the working classes.33 

We can only note in passing that the German Socia1 Democracy 
never did abandon the Lassallean project and fight the bureaucratic state. 
In particular， it never did make a serious attempt to organize the rura1 
1aborers of East Prussia against their Junkεr overlords 

1 1 .  Enge1s as “Military Expert" in 1 866 
We haγe mentioned before， and will have cause to mention again 

Engels’ deserved reputation as a student of military science. But this 
reputa디on 、.vas not well served by Engεls’ articles and 1etters at the 
begin띠ng of the 1 866 war between Prussia and Austria. He consistently 
oγerestimated the abilities of the Austrian General Staff and predicted a 
Prussian debacle. On1y 1ate in the day did he acknowledge his mistake. It 
is one of the clearest examp1es of 표ngels’ tendency to 1et his political 
enthusiasm overwhelm his critical faculties. 

In a five-part series under the title “Notes on the War in Germany" 
written for the Maηchester Gμardian， Enge1s claimed， in the opening 
paragraph of Notε 1， to be commenting “impartially， and from a strictly 
military point of view， upon thε currεnt eγents."34 

The rest of Note 1 is spent disparaging the capabilities of the 
Prussian forces and in particular their commander-in-chief “a parade 
soldier of at best γerγ mediocre capaci디es， and of weal‘’ but often obstinate 
character.’’35 

1 1 8  

This much is certain: Monsiεur Bismarck has ridden into 
a morass with which neither he nor any of the present 
re멍me can cope. If things are settled peaceab1y， he will 
have burnt up the available funds and therefore he will no 
10nger be able to he1p himsε1f， and if there is a war， he 
will have to Acheroηta !JJovere [set those be10w in motion 
EH]， who will cεrtainly consume him. In these 
circumstances， εven a direct victory of the Chamber-
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burghers will bε revolutionary in character and 1s bound 
to lead to other things.36 

Engels' articles and correspondencε 。f this period are full of 
preclictions of Prussian defeat and reports on pop버ar outbursts of anti
monarchical sentiments in Prussia.37 But this rebellious spirit to the extent 
it existed at 외1， never rεpresented a sεrious threat to the Prussian army. 

Engels， in his comments on the war， almost up unti1 the end failed 
to realize the degree to which Bismarck had managed to exploit 삼le 
hos버ity of the German people against the petty dynasts who kept the 
countrγ clivided and weak in the interests of one of those dynasties， 
namely， 남le Hohenzollern. 

But Engels clid come to realize 난1Îs by the end of 삼le success ful 
Prussian campaign and he was to spend the rεst of his life t다ring to work 
out a political response to the new and dangerous Europe clivided int。
belligerent， and well-armed， nation states. 
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CHAPTER 5. “THE DESPOTS OF AlL COUNTRIES ARE OUR ENEMIES"l 

Thε prevailing view， you might even call it the unopposed view， is 
that Marx and Engε1s together with 남le majoriη of the German socialist 
movement were at least reluctant， and often enthusiastic， prowar patriots 
during the Franco-Prussian war.2 If you were to ask what is 삼le single most 
important work in the literature， the one 남lat did the most to entrench this 
view in the history books， the answer would have to be a brilliant 
Lassallean anti-Marx p01emic that masqueraded as a sympathetic biography 
of Karl Marx. The p01emic was called Karl Ma찌 The 5toηI of His Life and 
the author was Franz Mehring-a prominent 1eft-wing journalist and 
author， 1eader of the prewar Social D emocracy and cofounder of the 
German Communist party.3 

1 .  The 1 870 Split in the German Social Democracy 
Mehring describes the division in the German socialist movement 

at the beginning of the war， a division which split the party into three 
factions， in very simp1e terms.4 On the one side were August Bebe1 and 
W파lelm Liebknecht who， isolated from and opposed by their own closest 
comrades， abstained from voting war crεdits. Mehring ridicu1εd this act as 
“but a moral protest which . . .  was not in accordance with the political 
exigencies of the situation.’'5 On the other side were not only the 
Lassalleans but also the 1eading committee and the majority of Bebe1 and 
Liebknecht’s own paπy. Marx anâ Enge1s， according to Mehring， led the 
theoretical assault on Liebknecht.6 

But， contr았Y to Mehring， the record， which no one so far has tried 
to look at as a whole， presents us with a much more complicated picture. 
τ'here were really not two posi디ons but three-and-a-half. At one pole were 
the or삼lOdox Lassalleans， organized in theA뺑etltet.ηeDe.ιtscheArb앙'ter VereÌtl 
or ADA V and led by J ohann Baptist γ。n Schweitzer， a man who receives 
very faγ。rable treatment in Mehring’s book. They took an unabashed， 
prowar and pro-Prussian stand. That was nothing new for them.7 
Liebknecht， at the other pole， treated the war as simp1y a dynastic conflict 
whose outcome was of no consequence for the peop1e or working class of 
either country.8 The Executive Committee of the party to which 
Liebknecht be1onged， the 50껑;aldemokratischer Arbeitepartei or 5DAP， 
dominated by former dissidents who had 1eft the Lassallean group over 
issues unre1ated to the one at hand， took a stand that “split the difference" 
between Liebknecht and Schweitzer. (fhat makes two-and-a-half 
positions.) Marx and Enge1s differed from all of the above. And， at one 
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point， 버ey disagreed wìth one another. (Does that make three-and-three
quarters posirions?) 

What Mehring did， by selecrively quoting from Marx and Engels’ 
private correspondence which was not generally available9 and ignoring 
their public statements， was to portray them as defenders ofSchweitzer. It 
was part of his campaign to prove that Marx’s criricism of Lassalle and 
Schweitzer was largely personal and there were not really substantial 
politic따 differences between the two facrions. 

The irony is that Mehring wrote this book in 1 91 3  at a rime when 
he was moving rapidly to the right， back to the pro-Prussian， pro
Lassallean stand he had defended before he joined the Social Democraric 
Party. But， whεn the war came， h1S disgust with the useless slaughter 
pushed him back to the left. He became an opponent of the war and， as we 
said， a cofounder of the CommullÏst Party. 

After the Prussian state Mehring had spent a great part of his 
polirical life defending collapsed in 1 9 1 8， his biography of Marx could 
fin싫ly be published. This pro-Prussian polemic was accepted as a left wing 
defense ofKarl Marx， a reγ。lurionary opponent of the Prussian state since 
his youth. Mehring’s polirical evolution after he wrote 삼le book is almost 
certainly responsible for its general acceptance later as a standard biography 
of Marx， if not the standard biography. A cofounder of the German 
CommullÏst Party a pro-Prussian patriot as late as 1 913 !  Who could belieγe 
it? No 、‘lOnder the historical record is so confused. 

The next prominent， sympathetic， biography of Marx was written 
by Boris Nicolaeγsky， a Russian Menshevik， in collaborarion with Otto 
Mänchen-Helfen.10 While he quoted two of the many anti-Prussian 
statements of Marx， Nicolaevsky pretty much echoed Mehring’s 
assessment. Adding only 남le by now standard， and unsupported， assertion 
that Marx considered war an en힘ne ofhistorical progress and believed that 
the proletariat could not be “indifferent" to which side won. Nicolaevsky 
states that Marx “rejected the idea of a띠thing in itself being 
‘reacrionary."’1 1 Nicolaevsky is so confident that this is what Marx believed 
that he doesn’t eγen fe리 the need to refer to anything specific the man 
wrote. τbis is， of course， nothing morε than a reperirion of the line used 
by 외1 sides in the debates between prowar and anriwar socialists in W orld 
War 1. All agreed without evidence that Marx supported “cγεn reactionary 
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governments" at tímes.12 Not a whisper ofMarx’s antíwar positíon in 1 870 
from the first day on can be heard in this book. 

J ames Guillaume’s K깅rI Marx Pan-Germaniste differed from the 
biographies of Mehring and Nicolaeγsky in that it was openly hostile to 
Marx-from a ‘libertarian’ point of view. As such it is often referred to as 
a ‘left’ critícism of Marx. Since i따t않s main the야sis reinfo。야rκce려d 남버le acc∞。αount않s b바 y 
sympathetíc social democra았t않s-’-’-’’.’ 
impression that '“everyonε knew" about Marx’s pro-Prussian sympathies. 
But Guillaume， Bakunin’s organizatíon man in the politícal attack on Marx 
(and the Lηteηatio11찌 and floor leader of Baku떠n’s factíon in the Iκnι4 
Congress at the Hague in 1 87213 had， by 1 9 1 5， become an ardent French 
chauvinist. τbe avowed purpose of the pamphlet was to provide a ‘left’ 
defense of the French g。γernment in World War I. It is， in fact， a bizarre 
slander arguing that Marx was Bismarck’s conscious agent whose aim was 
to turn the Internatíonal moγement into a shill for Prussian imperialism. 

In his campaign against Marx， Guillaume charged that Marx in 1 870 
had believed that the immediate cause of the war was an attack by Louis 
Bonaparte on Germany. That was true. Marx did beliζve that Bonaparte 
sought to reγersε the unification of Germany 버at had follow려 남le defeat 
of Austria in 1 866. And he did concede 난lat Germany had a right to defend 
itself. Guillaume， of course， ignored t섰e fact that Marx only shared the view 
。f most people at 버e tímε. This included the French sectíon of the 
nνnι4. By the tíme Guillaumε wrote his book 삼1ε evidence that Bismarck 
had deliberately provoked the French attack was very sttong and well 
known. In large part， it was well known because of the investígatíγe 
reportíng of 낭le German soci머ists and in particular W파lelm Liebknecht. 

When the First W orld War broke out and the soci외ist movement 
split over the questíon of whether or not socialists should rally to the side 
of their respectíve governments in ordεr to ‘defend the natíon' both sides 
had to deal with 산le fact that Marx had clearly stated that the war in 1 870 
was one of self-defense on Germany’s part at least to be양n with. Prowar 
socialists attempted to use this as support for their policy of abandoning 
때1 actívity that mïght hindεr the war effort. They tried to show that Marx 
would have chosεn 남leir course and suspended 남le class struggle for thε 
duratíon. Antíwar soci 
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no regard for the context. Nobody has been interested in the real history 
。f politica1 developments inside the movεment in 1 870. 

There is one exception to this statement. One book dO.es attempt a 
rounded treatment of the whole episode. That is Heinz Beike’s Die De.μ'fsche 
Aψeiterbe.쩡뺑 u.ηd der Krieg von 1870/ 1871.15 This is the most thorough 
single reference on the politica1 dispute in the German movement. Its 
interpretation is confused， however， because Beike， whether from 
conviction or necessity， writes as if Marx and Engels were not only 
infallible but a1so a1ways in agreement with one another. And， of course， 
being infallible， 바ley never had to change their minds about anything. 
Beike， therefore， has to present flatly contradictory statements side by side 
and at least pretend not to notice the contradiction. This hagiographic 
methodology is especi떠ly misleading in this instance because the only way 
to make sense of Marx and Engels’ discussion of the war policy of the 
German section of the Internatioηalin 버1S crisis is to understand that they 
disagreed at a crucia1 juncture on what the party’s position should be. 

τbe result of all this is that from this large， tendentious and 
polemica1 body oflitεrature it is a1most impossible to get a coherent picture 
of what was really going on inside the German socialist movement in 1 870. 

2. Marx and Engels' ‘Defensism’ 
There is no question that both Marx and Engels initi따ly saw the war 

as one of self defense on the part， not so much of Prussia， but of 
Germany. That was the γiew of most observers at the time. 

The German Empire created by the Prussian victory in 1 870 was to 
become the most a앓양essive and powerfi띠 imperialist stat，ε in Europe 
through 1 945. We know that. In 1 870 no one did. In 1 870 the ‘aggressor’ 
was not Prussia but the Second French Empire. I t was France that declared 
war. The French cas짜 belli-the ‘insult’ offered the French Emperor when 
Prussia toyed with the idea of accepting the offer by a revolutionary 
Spanish military junta to install a Hohenzollern Prince as Spanish 
monarch-was a traditiona1 dynastic one. The demand that the North 
German Federation make territoria1 concessions was justified on similar 
grounds. On the French side at least there was none of the democratic 
rhetoric that has been req띠red by militarism since 난le be멍nning ofWorld War 
I. 표앉e was no pre않nse 낭lat the German people were being deliγ'ered from a 
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tyr때nical government. That Bismarck desired the war and wa양d an active 
campaign to provoke the French to declare it was a fact not as well known 야1앙L 
and certain1y not as well-documented， as it has since become.* 16 But there was 
a more gεneral consideration behind Marx’s characterization of the war as one of 
defense on Germany’s part. 

In Marx and Engels’ view， but not only theirs， Louis Bonaparte’s 
exploitation of the Napoleonk tradition domestically and the maintenance 
o f  a large standing army， also for domestic proposes， created a constant 
pressure driving him to military adventures. At the same time both Marx 
and Engels had a low opinion of the real fighting ability of 버is imitation 
of 버e Napoleonic Graηde ι4r!née.17 Certainly， by 1 870， the French army 
represented no revolutionary threat to the stability of the monarchies， 
except in so far as war in general has 버e poten디al ofprovol어ng revolution. 
Bonaparte’s policy in Europe was one of shifting alliances aimεd at 
preventing the growth of any serious opponent. In particular it meant 
keeping Germany in a state of disarray with P1Ussia dependent on Russia 
and the south German states dependent on Austria. Although he cloaked 
himself in the mandε of Napoleon， Bonaparte’s aim， and only hope， was 
to maintain the division of Europe settled on at the Congress of Vienna. 

* There were those who were suspicious o f  course. Marx ftl장I have been one o f  

them.  T h e  minutes o f  the February 1 4， 1 87 1  m ι eting o f  the GC report a long 

speech by Marx. In the course of it he summed up his view of the causes and 

progress o f  the war. The general line is the same as that in the two addresses he 

wrote for the Gc. The war began as a defensive war but after B on aparte’s defeat 

at Sedan j:his was no longer so. He then goes on to say “1 kn。、11 that Bìsmarck 
worked as hard to bring about the war as Napoleon， the defen5e was only a 

pretext. But after Sedan he wanted a new pretext." 

U n fortunately， we cannot be sure that Marx actually said this because at the next 
m eeting on February 21 he repudiated the minutes i.η 1010. He claimed that the 

minutes were 50 inaccurate that he could onlγ correct them by repeating the 

whole speech.16 There is no way of knowing whether he repudiated this particular 

sentence or not. There is certainly no other statement prívate or public in whích 

either Marx or Engels deníed that the war was ínitially a war of defense on 
G ermany’s part. On the other hand， the argument that Bismarc/e was using the war 

as a pretext for his annexationist plan5 is perfect1y consistent with everγthing 

Marx and Enge15 wrote.17 
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A defeat for LOu1S Bonaparte， the Napoleonic legend， and French 
chauvinism was a1most as important for Marx and Enge1s as the defeat of 
Tsarist Russia. Indeed， since both p。、;vers worked to preserve the same 
system， a defeat for either amounted to the same thing. Giγen this view of 
the historica1 eγolution of the European state system， it was natura1 that 
the war was seen as a defensive one on Germany’s side. It was not on1y a 
question of who was ‘난le aggressor，’ although， obviously， Marx’s response 
to the war was conditioned by the almost universa1 belief that Bonaparte 
was playing 삼lat role. 

What politica1 conc1usion did Marx draw from all of this? Marx did 
not welcome a war. And he certainly did not endorse either side. In the 
First Address on the war which he drafted for the General Council of the 
IW7'v1A， he conceded that the war was defensive in nature on the German 
side. He 삼len proceeded to heavily qualify the concession， urged the 
members of the lWi\ι/:1. to oppose the war， and held up as examples the 
antiwar activity of both the French and German sections‘. 

This was not a new departure for Marx. He had struck the same 
note in 1 868 in his advice to his politica1 allies J ohann Georg Eccarius and 
Friedrich Lessner who were delegates to thε Brussels congress of the 
Ifνnι1. The context was a proposed rεsolution of 삼le ILν1\ι/:1. on war put 
forward by J. P. Bεcker， who was 따so a politica1 friend of Marx. Becker’s 
resolution presented on beha1f of the German de1egation stated that “any 
European war， and especially anywar between France and Germany， must 
be regarded today as a ciγil war main1y for the profit ofRussia . . .  " 18 Marx’s 
advice was: 
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Thε decision to be adopted on this question seems to be 
simply thiS: that the working c1ass i8 not yet sufficiently 
organized to throw any substantia1 weight into the sca1es; 
that the Congt않s， howeγer， protests in the name of the 
wor싫ng c1ass and denounces the instigators of the war; 
that a war between France and Germany i8 a civil war， 
ruinous for both countries and ruinous for Europe in 
genera1. A statement that war can on1y benefit the 
Russian G。、Ternment will scarcely 、mn the endorsεment 
。f the French and Be1gian gentlemen.19 
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This was the line Marx was to follow throughout the war crisis in 
1 870. Hos버ity to the ‘inscigators’ 。f the war by the IJ.f:7i\M as a power 
independent of and opposed t。 때 belligerents was the policica1 emphasis 
in Marx’s statements on the war， private as well as public. His comments， 
especially his private comments， on the relacive merits of the two sides， on 
the reaccions of the French and German workers and the non-working 
class populacions of the two countries， his hopes as to the outcome of the 
war， even his prognoscicacions as to the outcome of the war， haγe all been 
mined by Marxol。잉sts trying to dig out Marx’s ‘rea1' posicion. Usually， 
these comments are used t。 ‘prove’ that Marx was ‘really’ a pro-German 
patriot. The attempt has met with some success because most 
commentators simply ignore Marx’s explicit statements to thε contrary. 

\X'hat is especially interescing about this 1 868 incident is Marx’s 
ad찌ce to his friends to tone d01V.η the anci-Tsarist language of the proposed 
resolucion. Obγiously， Marx shared Becker’s hosci1ity to Tsarism. But， he 
wanted an anciwar resolucion that would unite rather than divide this newly 
formed movement. 

3. Marx and Engels’ ‘Changε 。f Position"’ 
The conγentiona1 explanacion for the ambiguicies and contradiccions 

in the statεments on the Franco-Prussian war by Marx and Engels holds 
that thεy changed their posicion after Bonaparte’s surrender at Sedan on 
Sεptember 2， 1 870. Beforε then they supported Germany and after 산ley 
supported France.20 This is a convenient schema and Engels himself is 
partly responsible for its spread for reasons that wil1 become clear later.21 
All sides in the debates of the socialist movement before， during and after 
World War 1 acceptεd the proposicion. But the record indicates that Marx 
dεclared his opposicion to Bismaγ'CIεf role at tl1e γery beginning of the war 
and praised the German seccion of thε Ilnι4. for what Marx a11eged was 
its anciwar stand. 

One reason for the ambiguity in Marx’s pμblic pronouncements is 
that in thεm he was performing a diplomacic ba1ancing act. The trick was 
to write a defiant anciwar address hos버e to both governments which 
would carefully avoid， as much as possible， anything that could provide 
ammunicion for the inevitable chauvinist backlash against the nacional 
seccions of the Iff'l\lL4. or undermine their mutua1 solidarity. Recall that， in 
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낭le 1 868 letter to Eccarius quoted ab。γε， Marx was already advising his 
friends not to include a direct attack on Russia in the Intelηαtioηa/reso1ution 
on war not because he disagreed with such a statement but because a fight 
。γer the issue with the French and B elgians would make it difficult to pass 
an antiwar reso1ution. 

This is an easy thing for most commentators to miss.  The 
overwhelming m떠oriη of Marxo10gists are academics with little or no 
。rganizational expei:ience in the 1abor movement or any mass m。γement.
τ'hey simply don’t understand how easy it is to b10w up a promising 
organization by insisting that everγ ‘t’ be crossed and eγery ‘I’ dotted. 1n a 
pe1'iod where even the best people a1'e unde1' t1'emendous p1'essu1'e， as all 
were during the c1'isis of the Franco-P1'ussian wa1'， it 1'equi1'ed en01'mous 
tact to wo1'k out a public stand that sections of the Hν'MA in thε diffe1'ent 
bellige1'ent count1'ies could adhe1'e to and defend. Marx explicitly stated the 
p1'ob1em in a 1ette1' to Engεls accompanying a copy of the d1'aft of the 
SecondAddress of the GC: 

Y ou must not fo1'get that the Gεne1'a1 Council has to deal 
with osusceptibilities f1'om all sideso and hence cannot 
w1'ite the same way we two can in ou1' own name.22 

Yet， the add1'esses of the Gene1'al Council d1'afted by Ma1'x a1'e often 
t1'eated as 1f Ma1'x were stating his own position without 1'estriction. 

His private comments， where he could mo1'e f1'eely exp1'ess h1s own 
opinions， were 1ess 1'eadily aγailab1e. H。、;veve1'， eγen before World Wa1' 1 
the1'e was enough evidence to make clear that the 잉leged ‘change of‘ 
position’ afte1' Sedan simply didn’t happen. 

From the day the war broke out Marx urged both the French and 
German sections of the IU7.2\ι4. to organize against their own governments. 
Eγen at 버is date， when public opinion， especially in England， sympathized 
with Germany， Marx warned of Bis"νarck 's annexationist p1ans. 1n the 
meetings of the Gεne1'al Council Marx repo1'ted on eγery sign of 
opposition to the war on thε part of the Ge1'man and F1'ench sections. The 
public addresses of the GC which he d1'afted also emphasized this 
opposition to both sides. With one exception， Liebknecht’s refusal to vot，ε 
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for war credits in the Reichstag， both Marx and Engels unreservedly 
supported such actions. 

In the case of Liebknecht， Engels at one point did express priγate 
reservations concerning the Reichstag vote. Engels’  letter in which he 
attaëked Liebknecht was used by Mehring and is s버1 used to argue that both 
Marx and Engels repudiated Liebknecht and urged support for the German 
side before Sedan. But Marx， before and after Engels' criticism， not only 
endorsed Liebknecht’s action but also used it frequently as evidence of the 
hostility to Bismarck 's war on the part of the German working class. In a 
report to thε GC at the first meeting after the vote he mentioned it as one 
of a number of antiwar demonstrations by the German section.23 Marx 
always boasted of this particular act'of protest by the Gεrman section of 
남le Ifνnι4 and Engels very shott1y came around to this view of 
Liebknecht’s behavior himself. 

4. Marx’s ‘Pro-Prussianism’ 
In order to buttress the case for Marx’s 혀leged pro-Prussianism at 

the beginning o f  the war and associate him \vith Engels' attack on 
Liebknecht resort has to be made t。 삐s private correspondenèe. That is 
because there is no evidence for 산lÍs 외leged pro-Prussian sentimεnt in 
Marx’s public statements as spokesman for the Gc. 

The French declaration of war on J띠y 1 9， 1 870 happened to fall on 
the same day as a regularly schεduled meeting of the General Council of 
the IW'J\，ε4. The Paris Section of 난le organization had already published an 
antiwar declaration on July 1 2  calling on the French， German and Spanish 
workers to unitε in opposing the p olitical �mbitions of the ruling classes. 
In particular， they opposed any division between French and German 
workers which could only “result in the complete triumph of despotism on 
both sides of the Rhine." 24 Marx read a translation of tllis declaration into 
the minutes. He also read excerpts from a “private letter" (from Paul 
Lafargue) which reported on the lack of war feeling in the proγincεs and 
the manufactured enthusiasm in Paris.25 

Unfortunately， thε sections of the nν7'V:L4 in France werε weak and 
disorganized， in large part because o f  police persecution， and Marx was well 
aware of the rea1 strength of French chauvinism. Pop띠ar support for 
Bonapartε swept over the country. In a letter to Engεls the day after the 
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GC meeting in which hε had rεported on the antiwar manifesto Ouly 20) 
he noted that in the same journal， La Réveμ; in which the declaration of the 
Paris section had appeared the lead articles by the editor， Charles 
Delescluze， took a general1y prowar line-while continuing to oppose the 
govεrnment， of course. Delescluze was an old and honorable Jacobin 
reγolutionary (nonsocialist) from 1 830 on， a courageous opponent ofLouis 
Bonaparte， and a man shortly to die a hero’s death in the defense of the 
Commune. If even he was succumbing to the outpouring of popular 
prowar sentimεnt things were in a bad way in France. 

This recrudescence of chauvinism among the French people， and in 
particular in the French left， provoked an outburst from Marx. 1n this lettεr 
Marx sounded a theme which he and Engels were to repeat throughout the 
war in their private communÍC'ations. * Partly as a result of Bonapartism aηd 
the c.ψitulation to it of that section of the French left (the largest section by 
far) which looked back t。 버e old tradition of 1 793， Marx and Engels came 
to believe that the French had ceded the leadership of the re、rolutionary
movement， at least temporarily， to the Germans. 

… the paper [μ Réψe껴 is also interesting on account of 
the leading articles by old Delescluze. Although he 
opposes the government [he represents] the ful1est 
expression of chauvinism， car Ja Fraηce eJt le Je.씨pqy’‘f de 
l'idée (namely， the ideas it has about itsel잉 . These 
republican chauγinists are put out on1y by the fact that 
산le real expression of their idol-Louis Bonaparte .. . does 
not correspond with their fanciful picture of him. The 
French neεd a thrashing. If the Prussians win， thεn the 
centralization of the state power [w-ill b어 usef버 for the 
centralization of the German working class. German 
predominance would， furthermore， shift the center of 

* Engels after the war was to repeat a similar theme ín two public statements. His 

pamphlets on Tbe HrJJlsi.뺑 QJ/estiofl and Tbe Prograt，ι oj‘tbc B/anquists were directed 

in large part at the outlivcd tradition of French radical nationalism. By this time，  

however， the íssues which had occupied public attention before the fall o f  the 

Empire 、‘rere ancient hístory. 
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gravity of the Western European working-class 
movement from France to Germany， and onε has only to 
comparε the movement in both countries from 1 866 버l 
n。、11 to Sεe that thε German working class is superior to 
the French theorecically and organizacionally. Its 
predominance over the French on the world stage would 
at the same cime mean the predominance of our theory 
over that of Proudhon， etc . . . .  26 

This passage is the strongest evidence for Marx’s ‘pro-Prussianism’ 
and the one most often used to convict him of being a supporter of the 
war. He wants to see the French “thrashed!" He looks forward to a Prussian 
victory because it would assure his theorecical ascendancε The 
background， the explosion of Frεnch chauvinism， is ignored. 

A much more balanced analysis appeared in a letter the same day， 
July 28， to Paul and Laura Lafargue. Marx inc1uded two clippings from Der 
Volksfaat (Liebknecht’s pape에 and commented “Y ou will see that he and 
Bebel behaγεd εxceedingly well in the Reichstag." Then he outlined， in 
softer tones than the earlier letter to Engels， his speculacion on the 
beneficial effects of alPrussian victory 

For my own part， 1 should like that both， Prussians and 
French， thrashed each other alternately， and that-as 1 
believe will be the case-thε Gem1ans got u.써'1ate/y the 
better of ít. 1 wish this because the definite defeat of 
Bonaparte is likely to provoke Reγolucion in France， 
while the definite defeat of the Germans would only 
protract the present state of things for 20 years.27 

Both of these passages should be comparεd to Marx’s 1 859 letter t。
Lassalle in which he warns of the reactiona1J’ consequences of a war between 
France and Germanv. And there are other statements in 1 870 on the 
reaccionary results of a German victory which ha:γe to be taken into 
account if one wants a balanced view of Ma1'x’s speculacions on the 、lIa1'.
Engels， especially， in latεr years emphasized the reaccionary consequences 
of the γictorγ and， as we shall see shortly， eγen in the very first stages of 
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the war Marx made opposition to the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine， which 
he and Engels anticipated， a key point in the resolutions of the Lηtftηatiol1al. 
What is clear from 야lese letters is that Marx and Engels wer.e thinking out 
loud about the war as it was developing. This ‘남ùnking out loud’ did not， 
however， determine what official policy Marx urged on the IWMA. 

But it is not only Marx’s public antiwar statements that are ignored. 
Those private letters which express his contempt for the Prussian king， for 
Bismarck and for German nationalism at the very begin껴I1g of the lvar als。
disappear in most accounts. 

1n his July 28 Ietter to Engels， barely a week after the war began， 
Marx expressed his deep èontempt fc。ε the Prussian sidε. His remarks were 
provoked by the conttast betw양nthe “。pening ceremonies" of the war on 
the respective sides. 1n France， naturally， the Marseillaise was the 
background music. It was parody Marx said “just like the whole Second 
Empire." But at least “that dog" knew he couldn’t get away with his 
favorite imperialist hymn “On to Syria." W파lelm 1 and Bismarck， h。、;vever，
had no need of “such tomfoolerγ" because of the backwardness of 
German public opinion. They sang an old Protestant hymn reminding the 
world that the soon-to-be German Empire was not on1y not a republic but 
was not even a modern nation state. It was the fiefdom of a Protestant 
dynasty whose ideology was not on1y aliεn to the incrεasingly secular 
society of nineteenth century Europe but offensive to the large number of 
its subjects-to-be who were Catholic. 
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Marx commented on the enthusiasm 、.vhich greeted this display: 

The German philistine seems absolutely delighted that he 
can now unabashedly giγe 、rent to his innate servility. 
Who WOl.ùd have thouQ'ht that 22 γears after 1 848 a 。 “ 
national war in Germanv would take on α찌 theoretical 
expression!28 

The good news was that the working class was not taken in: 
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. . .  fortunately the war of classes in both countries， France 
and Germany， has developed to such an extent that no 
war abroad can seriously turn back the wheel of history. 

Marx could be accused here of overestimating the strength of the 
working class opposition to the war (although in light of the subsequent 
explosion of 버e Commune his op따nism may haγe been based on better 
judgement than 산le cynicism of the manipulators of public opinion) but he 
cannot be accused of pro-Prussianism. 

5. The “Neutrality Spirit' 
If Marx at first ‘wished for’ a Prussian victory as the most desirable 

。utcome， he never wavered in his conviction that 산le 1l1ternatiot1al and 상le 
organized working class had to oppose both sides. In the very same week 
in which Marx expressed his γiolent reaction to French chauvinism he 
continued his campaign of pμblic support for and emphasis on the antiwar 
activity of the French and German working c1asses. At the second meeting 
òf the GC after the war began， this was on July 26， Marx presented the 
draft of The First Address oj the Geηeral Council oj the International Work썽 
Mm 's Associatioη oη the War. At 삼ús same meeting he reported on the arrest 
ofTolain and 1 5  other members of the Internatiol1al by the Paris police， a 
peace demonstration at Lyons suppressed by the military， and a strike by 
miners in Alsacε “who cared nothing about 낭le war." It was at this meeting 
also that he reported on the refusal of Bebel and Liebknecht to vote for 
war credits in the Reichstag of the North German Confederation. There 
is not a hint in public of any pro-Prussian sentiment. What is more to the 
point， there is no hint that the conviction that 난le 、;var was at least paltly a 
war of defense meant 남lat Marx thought 삼le Lηternatioηalought to support 
the German side in some way. Even the statement in the First Address that 
the war began as a war of defense for the Germans did not lead to any call 
for support to the German side. Quite 삼le contrary. But there was more. 
In the very letter to the Lafargues in which he expressed his wish 삼lat the 
Prussians “ultimately" prevail Marx expl때led what he was 띠Ting tO do in 
삼le 1κnι4: 
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As to the English workmεn， they hatε Bonaparte more 
than Bismarck， principally because he is the aggressor. At 
the samε timε they say: “The plague on both your 
houses，" and if the English oligarchy， as it seems γery 
inclined， should take part in the war against France， there 
would be a “tuck" at London. For my own part， 1 do 
everything in my power， through the means of the 
Intemational， to stimulate this ‘Neutrality’ spirit and t。
baffle the 'paid (paid by the ‘respectables’) leaders of the 
English working class who strain eγery nerve to mislead 
them.29 

That certainly makes it clear enough. But there is another issue 
raised in 산디s letter which has been 0γerlooked and should be mentioned 
before we leave it. That is the 、;var that did not happen. Namεly， the 
English intervention on the German side which Marx anticipated. J ust 
before the passage quoted above Marx expanded on this threat: 

The English upper classes are full of indignation against 
Bonaparte at whose flεet they haγe fawned for 1 8  years. 
Then they wanted him as the savior of their privileges， of 
rεnts 옥nd profits. At the same time， they know the man 
to be seated on a volcano the which unpleasant position 
forces him to trouble peace perio버cally ... Now they 
hope 삼lat to solid Prussia， protestant Prussia， backed by 
Russia， will fall the part of keeping down re、Tolution in 
Europe. It would be for them a safer and more 
respectable policeman.30 

This is not an isolated observation. Marx had made the same point 
in the letter to Engels of the same day and he repeated it again in a letter 
to Engels of August 1 .31 There he applauded the hostility of the English 
working class public to “That damned German dynasty of ours" which 
“wants for farnily reasons to involve us in the continental war . . . .  " This 
hostility was widespread despite the fact that Bismarck “has duly bought 
up part of the London Press." Marx reported to Engels that one of these， 
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Rryηo/d상， was demanding the dismembermεnt ofFrance. His comment on 
this sudden abandonment of Bonaparte by the English establishment? 
“Thεse swine manage their flipf10ps crude1y." 

As an explana디on of the pro-Prussianism ofEnglish public opinion 
at the beginning of the war 난lÎs is interesting. But things did not turn out 
the way Marx ori힘nally thought they would. The unexpected， 
overwhelming victory of Prussia and the exposure of France’s wealmess 
pushed England and Russia into an alliance wi삼1 France against 삼le new 
German Empire. And it soon became clear to Marx and even more to 
Engels that this was going to be the pattern that dominated the future. 
Nevεrtheless， at the very beginning of 낭le war， when Marx still saw it as a 
war of defensε on Gεrmany’s part he was prepared to lead a fight against 
English intervention. His speculations about the war， even his recognition 
of the superior claim of one side did not lead him to advocate support for 
any of the governments involγed. He bent his efforts to maintaining and 
asserting the independence of the international workers’ m()vement. 

6. The Trouble With Wilh려m Uebknecht 
The refusal of August Bebel and Wilhelm Uebknecht to vote for 

war credits on July 20， 1 870 was one of those acts that defme a political 
pa띠T. As we have seen Marx immediate1y seized on it as a symbol of 
working class antiwar resistance in Germany and continued to use it as 
such in 외1 public statements. After the war， at least up until 1914， the 
majority of German socialists pointed to this dramatic demonstration of 
intransigent opposition to Bismarck with pride. This was how socialists 
were supposed to act. Marx certainly endorsed that view. At the time， 
however， the action was highly controversial in the German party. And 
Engels also opposed it briet1y. 

The Lassallean delegation to the Reichstag， headed by Schweitzer， 
enthusiastically voted for the credits. A lead article in the Lassallean paper， 
Soα;al-Democrat， declared 산lat “every German who throws himself against 
the breaker of the peace [Bonaparte] fights not only for the Fatherland … 
[bu야 for Ube띠T， Equality and Fratεrnity."32 πlÌs confusion ofWilhelm the 
First， King of Prussia， with Robespierrε came naturally to the Lassalleans 
since their whole policy was basεd on an alliance with the Prussian 
monarchy against the bourgeois liberals. τbey had no qu따ms or difficulties 
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to OVεrcome and welcomed the chance to put themselves forward as the 
most patnotlc party. 

More problematic was the prowar response of members of 
Liebknecht’s own party， the SDAP. Reluctance to face up to the waγe of 
popular chauvinism sweeping the country played a role， of course， but part 
of the problem was thε existence of a significant number of ex-Lassalleans 
within the paπy. These dissidents had broken with Schweitzer 0γer his 
insistence on maintaining his personal dictatorship 。γer the party and the 
infant trade union movement (à μ Lassalle himself) . When the opportunity 
for merger presented itself in 1 869， less than a year before the war broke 
out， Liebknecht and his friends， shrinking from a confrontation 0γer the 
matter， ignored the pro-Prussianism instilled in their new comrades by 
Lassalle and Schweitzer. (The same pattern was repeated in 1 875 when the 
two parties united and the issue was neγer.resolγed right up to 1 9 1 4  when 
the party split over it.) 

The pro-Prussian， patriotic tendency of most members of the 
executiγe committee of 난le SDAP residing in Brunswick* quicldy 
surfaced. They called a public meeting on July 16， just before the 
declaration of war， and passed a resolution regretfullγ accepting the “war 
of defense as an unavoidable evil.’영 Four davs later thev informed 
Liebknecht that he was to align the editorial policy of his paper， Der 
Volkstaat， with that of the Brunswick resolution. On J uly 24 they amplified 
남leir position in a leaflet committing the party to the defense of the 
father1and as long as the country was menaced by Frεnch troops， 
supported the “striving of the German people for national unity" and 
“hoped" 남lat the new state would be a social democratic People’s state 
rather than a dynas디c， Prussian one.34 

What created more of a problem for Liebknecht was that when he 
attempted to use the First Address of the GC as a weapon against the 
Executive Committee 산le latter sought the advice of Marx and 
Engels-and Engels tended to side with the Brunswickers at least in so far 

* The Germans ca!l this town BraιI1schwe쟁. But in a!l the English translations o f  

Marx a n d  Engels' writings the Cental Committee i s  referred t o  collectively a s  “the 

Brunswickers." To avoid confusion I will use the English term. 
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as their cricicism of Liebknecht was concerned. The letter that was sent in 
reply bore Marx’s signature but it was written with Engels' collaboracion.35 

The posicion outlined in this joint lettεr differed significantly from 
both the Execucive Committee posicion and 낭lat of Liebknecht. While the 
Brunswick committee 싫지행'ed the defense of Germany with that of 
Bismarck’s war and Liebknecht denied 산lat there was anything involved 
eχ때ta dynascic conflict， Marx and Engels saw a more complicated pattern. 
What they saw was Bismarck usi;쟁 the real issue of German unity as a 
pretext for his dynascic-imperial purposes. The JJlain task of the German 
working class-and this repeated the theme of the First Address-was to 
frustrate Bismarck’s annexacionist designs on France. 

But if Germany’s nacional integrity really was threatened， shouldn’t 
socialists have supported the war at least up to a point? 

In rus letter to Marx on the matter Engels sharply attacked 
Liebknecht’s statement to the Reichstag and， however indirectly， 난le line 
taken in the First Address by Marx rumself. Marx， in response， defended 
Liebknecht only lukewarmly. 

What was agitacing Engels was a longstanding disputε between the 
Londoners and Liebknecht over a number of issues combined with a 
genεr혀ly low opinion of Liebknecht’s policical acumen. As we saw in the 
last chapter， while Marx and Engels had come to the conclu
sion-reluctantly-that German unity was to come at the hands of 
Bismarck， Liebknecht refused to accept 난lat fact. Liebknecht paid lip 
service to the 1 848 ideal of a Germany united by a democracic re、Tolucion
but， sincε that was not in the cards， in praccice he flirted with the South 
German liberals， who hoped to countεrbalance Prussian might by shoring 
up the petty princelings， and even with pro-Austrian clerical reaccionaries. 

Marx and Engels would haγe nothing to do with such policics. They 
wanted to see an a앓양:essive， independent soci싫ist party use the new united 
Germahy as a battlefield; a far more favorable one for the working class 
movement 버an 버e old semi-feudal German Co뺑deratioη had been. Judged 
by 남니s standard， Schweitzer and his Lassalleans wεre often closer to the 
mark than Liebknecht， even if Marx and Engels opposed Schweitzer on 
more basic principles. 

In this case we haγe an instance of a general pattern. While far 
more sympathecic to Liebknecht at a fundamental level， Engels feared 남lat 
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his blindness to thε real benεfits of German unification would lead him to 
bungle the attack on Bismarck’s annexationist schemes. And， in Engels' 
opinion， Marx had helped mislead Liebknecht. 

7. Engels’ Attack on Liebknecht 
In order to straighten out the tangled politics of the German party 

Engels had to think through his own position on the war. Marx， in his 
capacity as political leader of the General Co쩌cil， had been req띠red to come 
up with a minimum statement that all sections of the Interηatioχal could 
support. What he and Engels were now called on to do was to elaborate a 
political program for a workers' party in a country involved in the war and 
facing political isolation. How could the party regain the initiative and 
re、rerse the waγe of chauγinism that threatened to overwhelm it? 

Engels’ attempt， outlined in detail in a letter to Marx on August 1 5， 
was the first， and only， statement by either man that contemplated support 
to onε side in the war. He proposed to support the German side while 
opposing the Prussian government. His target was what he called 
Liebknecht’s “abstention."36 

The principle argumεnt advanced by Engels was similar to the one 
he was to make later in the letter to Kautsky of 1 882 which was quoted in 
an earlier chapter.37 It was the same argument that Lenin was to make the 
basis of his def，εnse of the right of nations to self determination. Engels 
concluded that if the war was one for national existence then Germany’s 
defeat would set back the workers’ movement because the national 
question would overlay and suppress the social question. The German 
party therefore had an obligation to support this war of self-defense up to 
a pOlnt: 
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Germany has been driven by [Bonaparte] into a war for 
national existεnce. If [Bonaparte] defeats her Bonapart
ism will be strengthened for years and Germany broken 
for yεars， perhaps for generations . In that event there can 
be no question of an independent German working class 
movement ei산ler， the struggle to restore Germany’s 
national existence will absorb eγerything . . . .  If Germany 
wins French Bonapartism will be smashed， the endlεss 
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row about the establishment of German unity will at last 
be got rid of， the Gεrman workers will be able to orga
nize on a national scale . . .  and the French workers， 
whatever sort of goγernment may succeed this one， arε 
certain to havε a freer field than under Bonapartism.38 

Like the Poles and the Irish， the German workers needed national 
independence to give them “footing-air， light and elbow-room." 39 Engels 
asked sarcastically how a nation that allowed itself to “suffer kicks and 
blows" could be expected to make a social revolution. Given this starting 
point Engels had to oppose “total abstention à la Wilhelm."* After a 
sentence or two emphasizing thε chauvinism “of the mass of the French 
pop띠ation" and the impossibility of peace until this chauvinism is 
“knocked on the head，" he gets down to what he proposes against 
Liebknecht: 

1) join thε national movement-you can see from 
Kugelman’s letter how strong it is-in so far and for so 
long as it is limited to the deflεnsε of Germany (which 
does not exclude an offensiγe in certain circumstances， 
until peace is arrived at); 
2) at the same time emphasize the differences between 
German national and dynastic-Prussian interests; 
3) work against any annexation of Alsace and 
Lorraine-Bismarck is now intimating an intention of 
annexing them to Ba:γaria and Baden; 
4) as soon as a non-chauγinistic republican government 
is at the helm in Paris， work for an honorable peace with 
lt; 

* It is not clear whed1er Engels at ilie time he wrote iliis letter was aware iliat ilie 

declaration made to ilie Reichstag was actuaJly Bebel’s and not Liebknecht's. 
Liebknecht had originally intended to oppose 낭le motion to vote war credits. Bebel 
convinced 비m to abstain on 야le vote instead precisely because a “no" vote could be made 

to look 파‘e backhanded support to Bonaparte. 
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5) constantly stress the unity of interests between the 
German and French workers， who did not approve of the 
war and are also not making war on one another;40 

The key t。 버is proposed program is the emphasis on A1sace
Lorraine. For Engels， opposition to the annexation of this region ofFrance 
by Prussian militarism had to be part of the policy of German sod성ists. 1t 
was the key to a working class alliance against both Prussian militarism and 
French reγanchism. Engels emphasized its importance throughout the war 
and for the next couple of decades-until the end of his life. 1t was the 
issue which in practice separated the dynastic-Prussian and national
German interests. As opposed to what he saw as Liebknecht’s attempt t，。
hide a policy of abstention behind revolutionary rhetoric (something 
Liebknεcht had done before and would' do again) Engels proposed to 
attack Bismarck at a political weak point. 

1t should not bε supposed， however， that Engels was advocating 
support for the Brunswick committee. His position was as far from 남leirs 
as it was from Liebknecht’s. The Executive Committee had not dis디n
guished its prowar policy at all from that of the g。γernment except in so 
far as its support for the war was reluctant rather than enthusiastic. The 
Brunswick declarations had not opposed Bismarck’s annexationist plans. 
1ndeed， they had not even hinted that such plans existed.41 But， thεn， Bebεl 
and Liebknecht had not made anything of this issue ei버er. 

Engels tactic made sense 잉γen two conditions. The first was that a 
Prussian defeat remalned a real possibility. 1n 남lat case she would have 
been thrown back into an 띠liance with Russia (a danger Marx had warned 
against in the Firsf Address) and Germany would have reγerted back to its 
pre-1 866 state. The second condition， related to the first， was 낭lat 
Bismarck continued to hold the high ground politic외ly as against the 
increasingly isolated Bonaparte. 

And 삼lat is what is the most interesting， and confusing， Dεature of 
Engels’ letter. 1n the second half of it， after a couple more paragraphs 
spent bashing “Wilhelm，" he shifts gears and be힘ns to describe what is 
going on in France. 1t is clear 낭lat Engels understood that， by 삼ûs time， 
Bonaparte was well on the way to losing the war. That is， the situation in 
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which Engels' propos외s made sense was past， or  at  any rate， very close to 
being so. 

At the start of the war Engels had contracted、m.th a Iρndon journal， 
The Pa.ιMall Gazette， to write a serìes of articles repolπing on the military 
operations of 버e two armies. The series lasted from July 29， 1 870 to 
February 1 8，1871 and consisted of some 52 양ticles. By mid-August Engels 
was describing in detai1 to his readers just how bad a shellacking the 
Bonapartist armies were taking. The second part of his letter to Marx is a 
snapshot of the situation as he saw it. 

The debacle in France seems to be frìghtful. Everything 
squandered， sold， swindled away. The ιhassepots are badly 
made and miss fire in action; there are no more of them 
and thε old flindocks haγe got to be hunted out again. 
Nevertheless a reγ。lutionarγgovernment， ifit comes soon， 
need not despair. But it must abandon Paris to its fate 
and carry on 삼1ε war from the South. There would then 
s버1 be a possibility of its holding out until aqns have 
been brought and new armies organized which would 
gradually force the enemy back to the frontier.42 

τbis is a most peculiar 1εttεr. In its first half Engels goes as far as 
either hε 。r Marx eγer had towards ope떠y supporting the German side in 
the 、;var. In the second half he writεs as a milita다T partisan of the French 
revolutionary government hε expected and hoped to see soon aga셔st the 
same Prussian armies which were defending Germany’s national existence 
only a few short sentencεs before. 

The causε of this jarring transition has to be sought in the rapid pace 
of εvents. This letter was written less than a month after the war began. 
Engels， along with Marx， found himself drawn into an internal debate in 
the German movεment which arose in the first days of the war. As usual 
his old friend Uebknecht， who was often sεen as his and Marx’s contact 
and even representative in the German m。γement， had taken a position 
which was too closε to being right to be denounced but not close enough 
to being right to be endorsed. This is the problem Engels was asked to 
solγe and the first half of the letter attempts to solγe it by oudining what 
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Liebknecht’s position shoμId have been in the beginningwhen all believed that 
there was a real threat to Germany. But by mid-August， as Engels knew 
better than most， the threat to Germany， if it ever had been serious， was so 
no 10nger. As a consequence， the letter 100ks in two directions. One toward 
the be멍nning of the war， the other toward the present and the immediate 
future. 

1n the meantime， the Executive Committee of the SDAP awaited 
the rep1y from London to their letter. 

8. Marx’s Reply to Engε1s 
Marx clearly recognized that Engels was criticizing not only 

Liebknecht but his own enthusiastic and unqualified endorsement ofBebel 
and Liebknecht’s Reichstag vote. 1n a sense it was the First Address of the 
GC written by Marx that had sparked off the debate in Germany. 
Liebknecht had translated the address  (badly Marx claimed) and reprinted 
it in Der Volkst.αat. Its forceful antiwar phrases and its hostility to Bis
marck-something that was 1acking in the Brunswick Committee’s original 
resolution-1ent credit to Liebknecht’s claim that it was he and not the 
Brunswick Committee who represented the view of the international 
moγement.* 

Furthermore， Liebknecht’s publica디。n ofMarx’s statementwas not 
an isolated incident. 1t was part of a campaign. 1n order to get around the 
Eχecutive CommÌttee’s insistence that he edit Der Volkstaatin accord with 
the party policy it had set， Liebknecht had taken to filling his columns with 
“news reports" of everγ manifestation of antiwar sentiment among 
German workers he could dig up. Apparently， there were a good many.43 

* There is another aspect to this fight. The main reason the Lassallean dissidents 

had split from Sch、veitzer was his dictatorship over the ADA V. In particuJar， he 

wrote what he pleased in the paper without regard for the opinion of the majority 

。f his party. N 。、11 Liebknecht was using the main paper of the SDAP to agitate 

for his antiwar p osition whilε the elected leadership of the party was prowar. The 

ex-Lassalleans accused Liebknecht of setting up the same kind of intra partγ 

dictatorship that Lassalle and Schweitzer had. O f  course， they had not been 

elected to their positions on a pr。、lIar platform. N either they nor Liebknecht had 

any mandate to speak for the party as a whole. 
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Now， in fact 남le First Address had not ope띠y taken a stand on the 
internal German pa얀y dispute. It did not advocate any practical policy for 
the German party-beyond protesting the war-any more than it did for 
the French. But it was obviously written with the debate in Germany in 
mind. 

It began with a quote from the Ina.짱�ralAddress of the IIV1κ4 which 
denounced “piratical wars，" proceeded to an attack on 1ρuis Bonaparte 
and his “war plot" and then strongly emphasized the opposition t.。 버e war 
and to Bonaparte by the French section of 난le 1nternational. Only then， 
half-way through did it mention 산lat the war was one of self-defense on 
Germany’s part. But it was a qualified endorsement of 버at vi양T; 

On the German side， 산le war is a war of self defense， but 
who put Germany to the necessity of defending herself? 
Who enabled Louis Bonaparte to wage war on her? 
Prt，αria! 1t was Bismarck who conspired with that γery 
same 1ρuis Bonaparte for the purpose of crushing 
opposition at home， and annεxing Germany to the 
Hohenzollern dynasty . . . .  The Bonapartist re힘me， which 
버1 then only flourished on one side of the Rhine， had 
now got its counterfeit on 낭le other.44 

This whole passage was an indirect refiεrence to the quarrel between 
Bebel-Liebknecht and the Brunswick Committee. Marx was quoting Bebel 
and Liebknecht here and not only their statement to the Reichstag. The 
same anti-Bismarck language characterized a declaration issued in 
Chemnitz by a re횡onal congress of the SDAP hurriedly organized by the 
two Reichstag deputies on July 20. This was their response to the 
Executive Committee’s prowar rally of July 1 6. π1ε antiwar resolution 
passcd by the congress was， of coursε， published in Der Volkstaat.45 \XTh。
could question its newswort:hìness? 

Marx also reprinted thc section of the Brunswick Committec’s 
resolution ofJuly 1 6  which expressed its sorrow and grief over having t。
fight a ψar of self-defense but he coupled it with excerpts from the 
diamεtrically opposed resolution of the Chεmnitz congress. That assembly 
had declared the war “exclusively dynastic" and swore never to forget “that 
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the workmen of all countries are our fiieηds and the despots of all countries 
are our e.ηeJ;껴'es."46 And 낭너s is 산le section Marx chose to quote in the First 
Address. 

But Marx made no mention of the Bebel-Liebknecht Reichstagγote 
in the First Address although he certainly knew of it by then and had already 
publicized their protest at the July 26 meeting of the General Council.47 1t 
is hard to avoid the conclusion that he included excerpts from both 남le 
Brunswick and Chemnitz resolutions in the First Address because he 
wanted to stress that aι sections of the Gεrman movement opposed 남le 
government and， in some sense， the wat. For the same reason， Marx may 
not havε mentioned the vote because he knew it was a point of contention 
and he did not want to emphasize 난le differences in the German section. 
A split of the German section into a prowar majority and an antiwar 
minority would haγe undermined the Inte1ηatioηal and destroyed the new 
German party as well. 1n order to avoid that， Marx had to win over 버ε 
Brunswick Committee not driγe them out. His inclusion of a passage from 
the Executive Committee’s official resolution that sounded at least mildly 
critical of the war was a way of associating them indirectly wi난1 his own 
antiwar stand. 

What then was the responsibility of the German working class? To 
prevent the war from degenerating into one against the French people 
according to the First Address. This political point was the specific 
contribution of Marx and Engels. 1ts strong antiwar thrust was more 
consistent with Bebel and Liebknecht’s stand in the Reichstag than the 
Brunswick Committee’s reluctant commitment to the war of defense. One 
could εven argue 삼lat it was a sharpεr and better focused attack on 
Bismarck than the Bebel-Liebknecht resolution because it directly 
challenged his pose as innocent victim of aggression. Certainly， Bismarck 
took this challengε as a hostile act. 

All and all， even if the Reichstag γ。te was not πlentioned directly， 
it was ob、TÍous that， in style and substancε， the First Address was closer t。
Liebknecht and Bebel than it was to 남lat of the Brunswick Executive 
Committeε. Liebknecht had eγery right to appeal to it in his defense. 

We also know that， in priγate， Marx had already εxpressed his 
reservations about the Brunswick resolution in a letter to Engels ofJuly 20. 
He enclosed with that lettεr a copy of the resolution and added that he 
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agreed with Kugelman’s criricism of its undiplomarié insistence that the 
French workers overthrow Bonaparte as a proof of their solidarity.48 

As for Schweitzer， Marx had dismissed rus followers as inconse
quenrial in his letter ofJuly 28 to Engels: “The working class [of Germany] 
with the exceprion of the direct supporters of Schweitzer， takes no part in 
it."49 [By it Marx refers to the chauvinist demonstrations of the German 
bourgεoisie] . πle important 버ing for Marx was that the majority of the 
German movement， including the Brunswick committee， was suspicious 
ofBismarck and reluctant to join in the narional prowar euphoria. He was 
trying in the First Address to encourage this “neutrality spirit." 

Engels obviously disagreed. Although he did not argue that the 
posirion of the Lηtet"，μational should be changed， his letter was a warning t。
Marx that the FirstAddress had sent Liebknecht the wrong signal. The stick 
had to be bent the other way‘ 

Marx defended rus acrions in moderate tones but he did not change 
rus view. He could not simply ignore Engεls’ criricism of Liebknecht. 1t 
was too close to his own view of the man and he had too often been 
politically embarrassed rumself by Liebknecht. But he also couldn’t aγoid 
버inking of 삼le intemational repercussions of the fight in the German 
movement. The French sections， sharing the gεneral French indifference 
to the politics of foreign countries， couldn’t haγe cared less about the 
disputes between South German particularists and pro-Prussians. For them 
an emphasis， such as Engels proposed， by a German party could be seen 
as a concession to German chauvinism. 

What Marx told Engels was that it was not “a quesrion of Willielm 
but of directi.ν'es 011 the attit.μde [toward the war] jòr the GeηrJ，aη workers." 50 He 
낭len distanced himself from Liebknecht on the grounds that 1) 
Liebknecht’s use of the First Add.깨fS as a buttress to rus position was 
dependent on the latter’s first translating it into “Willielmese" and 2) his 
endorsement of the Bebel-Liebknecht stand on war credits in the Reichstag 
could not be taken as an endorsement of Liebknecht’s general position. 
The second point is particularly confused in the letter: 

That was a “moment" when sticking for principle was μ'11 

acte de courage， from wruch it does not follow at all 버at 삼le 
moment s버1 conrinues， and much less 삼lat the posirion 
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。f the German proletariat on the war which has become 
a national war is comprehended in Wilhelm’s antipathy to 
Prussia. 1t would be just as if， because at the appropriate 
moment we had raised our γ。ices against the 
“Bonapartist" liberation of 1taly， we should want to 
reverse the relative independence which Italy obtained as 
a result of this war.51 

The problem with 삼ris argument is 산lat the riming is all wrong. 
Actually， the riming is backwards. At야e begi.η찌찌g ofthe ψaη when Bonaparte 
still had to be taken seriously and was taken seriously by everybody， Engels’ 
critidsm ofLiebknecht had some merit. But it was predsely then that Marx 
himself had made so much oJ the protest by the two Reichstag deputies. 
By nrld-August， when these letters were being written， Bonaparte’s military 
pr，。、;vess was revealed to be the hollow boast it probably had always been. 
1n hindsight， we know that BisflJa1τk had nevεr been thatworried about the 
n피itary potential of thε French. For that matter， Marx himself， in the 
SecondAddress， claimed that “eγen bεfore war operations had actually set in， 
we treatεd the Bonapartist bubble as a 삼lÍng of the past." 52 

As far as German unity and independence were concerned， by this 
time Prussian victories had already dedded the issue and Liebknecht 
himself soon accepted the new p olitical reality imposed by Bismarck’s 
triumph. 1n fact， for the next couplε of decades Marx and Engels， and then 
Engels alonε， found thεmse1ves fighting Liebknεcht’s tendency to adapt 
himself and 삼le pa띠T to this new reality. Just as they had preγiously had to 
fight his tendency to accommodate the pr。、rindal prejudices of the SOU삼1 
German liber때s. 

However confused Marx’s reply to Engels was in detai1， the main 
thrust of his argument was clear. L상싫e찌감follies are η01 that 껴ortant. 
Engels’ objections to Liebknecht 0η this ι'Jatter were passé by the time he 
wrote his letter to Marx and thεy apparent1y did not show Up in the reply 
to the Executiγe Comnrlttee in Brunswick. The letter to the Brunswick 
Committee which Marx and Engels wrote over thε next couple of weeks 
was if any남lÍng more hostile to Bismarck and Prussia than anything 낭ley 
had 、:vtittεn before. 
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In one sense Engels was prov.εn right. The definitive victory of 
Prussia in the war laid the question of German unity to rest. For the 
German movement there was now one clear enemy. 

9.  The Letter to the Brunswick Committee 
The letter that Marx and Engels worked on between August 22 and 

August .30 is not extant. However， a substantial section of it was quoted 
γerbatim in a leaflet issued by the Brunswick Committee on September 5， 
1 870 때d published in Der Volkstaat on September 1 1 ，  1 870.53 The dates 
are significant. While the leaflet was published after Bonaparte’s humiliat
ing surrender at Sedan on September 2 Marx and Engels' letter was written 
when the issue was still in doubt. But even then it was not much in doubt. 
Engels wrote two articles at the same time he was working on the reply to 
the Brunswickers. The first on August 27 and the second on August 31 .54 
Neither of these articles say explidtly that the French army is through but 
both clearly antidpate a defensive war by the French. For the next several 
months， 산lrough the rniddle ofFebruary 1 871，  Engels' articles-despite his 
pose as ‘objective’ militaπ expert-are frankly pro-French. The issue 삼lat 
had diγided the SDAP was no longer relevant. 

Marx and Engels’ letter， as excerpted in the Brunswick leaflet， did 
not mention the defense of Germany against the Bonapartist threat. τbat 
doesn’t mean it wasn't in the original. Since Bonaparte had surrendered 
three days before it was written and probably more 산lan a week before it 
was published55 it is cert잉퍼y possible that the Committee exdsed any 
reference to Germanγ’s self-defense as yesterday’s news. But it doesn’t 
seem likely 남lat there was any reference to ‘defensism’ in the letter given 
what Engels was writing in Tbe Pall Maι Gazette. 

。삼ler sections of Engels’ letter to Marx of August 15 are strongly 
reflected， however， in the Brunswick leaflet. The main thrust of the leaflet 
was a blast at the growing popu1ar enthusiasm in Gεrmany for the 
annexation of Alsace and Lorraine: 

. The military camarilla， the professoriat， 상le dtizenry 
and pothouse po버dans maintain 바lat 삼1Ís [the annex
ation of Alsace-Lorraine] is the means of forever protect
ing Germany from a war "\vith France. On 난le contra다TÌt 
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is the best-tested way of turning this war into a Europeaη 
쩌stitutioη * 

Neither in their July 1 6  address nor in any other public pronounce
ment had the Brunswick committeε raised the issue of annexation. When 
they includεd this excerpt in the September 5 leaflet it was a first. Bebel 
and Liebknecht， of course， had attacked Bismarck’s aggressive desígns 
from the begínníng 

Echoing theìr denuncíations of Prussían policy ín 1 848 Marx and 
Engels predicted that Alsace-Lorraine would become “a Poland of the 
west" that ís， not on1y a forcíbly oppressed coun띠T but “the surest way of 
perpetuating military despotism ín the rejuvenated Germany." 

What was worse the natural reaction of“a víable people" would on1y 
encourage the growth ofFrench chauvìnísm as the Prussíans ought to have 
learned from theír own experíence under Napoleon's occupation. The 
letter even argues that a chauγiníst reaction ín France was partially ju.stified: 

If French chauvinism， as long as the old state system 
exÌsted had a certain material justification ín the fact that 
since 1 8 1 5  France’s capital París， and thereby France 
herself， has lain defenceless after a few lost battles， what 
new nourishment will this chauvinísm not imbibe as soon 
as the border runs at the Vosges mountains on the east 
and Metz on the nor남1.56 

The danger that chauvinísm and the thirst for revanchewould become 
per!JJaηeηtfeatures ofFrench politics as a result of the annexation of Alsace
Lorraine preoccupied Engels for the rεst of rus life. Príor to the Franco
Prussian war imperíalism and militarism had appeared to Marx and Engels 
prímarily as a product of dynastic ambitions. Whether traditional dynasties 

* MECW 22:260 mistranslates “diesen Krieg" ofλ1E 117 1 7:268 as “、;var." But war 
had been a “European tradition" for a couple of millenia. It is the conflict of 
German and French chauvinisms that Marx and Engels are concerned about here 
not war in general. 
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with more than one foot in the feudal past like the Hapsburgs， Hohenzoll
erns and Romanovs， or upstart pretenders like 버e Bonapartes， they had 
some difficulty‘ presenting themselγes as defenders of thε people and the 
nation. Their quarrels were not the peoples’ quarrels. 

What loomed ahead were “peoples’ wars，" wars in whlch the nation 
itself was threatened or felt to be threatened. Such wars would cut the 
ground out from under the trend towards mternational solidarity and 
provide a powerfi띠 political weapon against militant class struggle at home. 
The attention Engds devotεd to 남나s phεnomenon in the last decade or so 
of his life as W orld War 1 incubated will be the subject of the next chapter. 
1 mention it now because it is easy for us to underestimate how new 야llS 
problem was for Marx， Engels and the soci외1st movement. For us， 
unfortunately， it is 며1 old hat. 

Since the war was not over-Ít was going to go on until mid
February and was in fact not nearly half over-there was still time for 
Frεnch military resistance and German working class opposition to 
forestall the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine and the disasters that would 
follow. 

Thε letter to the Brunswick committee put the choice starkly bεfore 
the German movement. As we well know， 남le choice was， indeed， as fateful 
as Marx and Engels stated it. 

Anyone who is not entirely deafened by the clamor of the 
moment and who has n。 저'lterest in deafening the German 
people， must perceive that the war of 1 870 is pregnant 
with a ivar betwee.η GerJJl짜I atld Russia just as necessarily as 
the war of 1 866 was pregnant with the war of 1 870.57 

If the Germans “grabbed" Alsace-Lorraine then France would fight 
alongside Russia in the war whlch Marx and Engels saw coming. “It is 
unnecessary to point out thε disastrous consequences." On the other hand 
if an honorable peace were concluded then France’s legitimate national 
claims would not cover for Russia’s dynastic pretensions. In that case， and 
with thelmportant proviso that social reγ。lution in Russia might derail the 
。ncoming war， the results of a confrontation between the new Prussian 
Empire and Russia would be generally progressive: 
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. then that war will emandpate Europe from the 
Moscovite clictatorship， will bring about Prussia’s clissolu
tion into Germany， will allow a peaceful deγelopment in 
the western part of the Continent， and finally will help the 
breakthrough of the Russian social revolution . . .  58 

This leafletwas far closer to the militant antiwar stance of the Bebel
Liebknecht statement to the Reichstag and the First Address than to the J uly 
1 6  resolution of the Brunswick committee. In fact it is the first aηti;μ'ar 
statement of the united party. If the Brunswickers now joined Bebel and 
Liebknecht in opposition to the war and the government it was not 
because 버ey no longer need fear a pop띠ar backlash or government 
prosecution. The German people were more intoxicated with chauvinism 
not less after the smashing victory at Sedar.1 and the goγernment shortly 
inclicted the Brunswick committee for treason and shipped them off to an 
East Prussian fortress in chains. Bebel and Liebknecht were soon to be 
inclicted for treason also. The explanation for ' the complete political 
capitulation of the Brunswick leadership has to lie partly in the prεstige of 
Marx， Engels and the 1ηtematioηal and in the convincing force of Marx’s 
letter. But political reality had changed too. As the letter went on to say: 

The present war opens up a new world-historical epoch 
because ofGermany’s proof that， e、Ten exclucling German 
Austria， she is capable of going her own way， indepeηdeηt 
if other counmes. The fact that she is fincling her unity in 
P7'fISS낀η ban깅cks is a punishment that she tichly deserves. 
But one result has been immecliately gained， by this very 
fact. The pe얀y trivi외ities， like for example， the conflict 
between the National-Liberal North Germans and the 
South Germans of 버e People’s Pa야y， will no longer 
stand uselessly in the way.59 

This last was a parting shot at Liebknecht whose dalliance with the 
People’s Par디T was well known and used against him by the Lassalleans. 
τbis not only put Marx and Engels on record as opposing Liebknecht’s 
policy where it was wrong but also， undoubtedly， made it easier for the 
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Brunswick committee to accept a statement on the war which was much 
closer to the Bebel-Uebknecht position 난1an their or썰n따 。ne.

Finallγ， this was their way of saying that German unity was a step 
forward but that what was most progressive about it was that it was 싫ready 
finished. The issue had been， in Engels’ words， “got rid of." There is no 
reason to doubt that Bonaparte’s declaration of war had aroused real fear 
for Germany’s safety in the 1eadership of the SDAP. This letter said: that 
is over and done with. And so is your dispute 、m.난1 Uebknecht. 

The most serious consequence of the war and of German unifica
tion， according to the letter， was thε increased responsibility it placed on 
the German movement. “This war has shifted the center of gravity of the 
Continental working-class movement from France to Germany" Marx 
claimed. The Germans therefore had a greatεr responsibility to raise their 
voice against “the knaves and foo1s" who wished to continue their “mad 
game." 

1 O. What Changed at Sedan 
We can now see just how 0‘versimplified thε usual claim that Marx 

and Engels changed their position after Bonaparte’s collapse is. Certainly， 
the European balance of power was significantly altered by Bonaparte’s 
defeat and Marx and Engels recognized that as soon and as clearly as 
anyone else. But the claim is that Marx and Engels both supported the 
German government until Sedan and only opposed it after Bonaparte’s 
defeat. And tl1at is what is not true. Marx never， in public or in private， 
urged any practical course on the German pa깐y or any other section of the 
Iηternationalother than opposi다on to the war policy of its own government. 
His early and enthusiastic endorsement of Uebknecht and Bebel makes 
that clear. Engels may have been right to insist that if Germany were 
threatenεd with dismemberment as all belieγed initi값ly 삼1en Liebknecht’s 
position was a mistake， however honestly made. And， by 상1Ìs line of 
reasoning， Marx was wrong to support him so uncritically. The abstention 
ofBebel and Uebknecht in the Reichstag， again following out Engels' line 
of thought， did lay them open to the demagogy of the Lassalleans and 
Bismarck and did place the par다T in an untenable position. We cannot 
know what course this discussion between Marx and Engels might have 
taken had the war lasted 10ngεr. As it was， the matter was simply dropped. 
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What changed at Sedan， and eγen before Sedan， was not Marx’s position 
on the war but the relevance of Engels’ objection to it. 

Engels himself apparently realized this. In December of 1 870， he 
wrote to Liebknecht’s wife， Natalie， in response to the news 야lat Bebel， 
Liebknecht and Adolph Hepner had been arrested: 

It [the arres야 is 남le reγenge of 버e Prussians for the 
moral defeats suffered by thε Prussian Empire at the 
hands of Liebknecht and Bebel even before it was born. 
We all rejoiced here at the courageous behaviour ofboth 
of them in the Reichstag under circumstances where it 
was really no small achievement to put forward our views 
freeψ and defiantly . . . .  in view of the really admirable 
reaction of the German workers which has even com
pelled 낭lat swine Schweitzer to acknowledge the leader
ship of Liebknecht and Bebel， 버1S coup de、jòrce may well 
completi라y miss the target … 

1 1 .  Postscript 
Marx was furious at the publication of some of the excerpts from 

his letter in Der ιμéstaatand their clear attribution to him. He complained 
to Engels that he had sent the letter as a set of political guidelines 
expressed in frank language (Marx uses the adjective “brutal") that was not 
meant to be published.60 The only specific objection he makes is to the 
inclusion of the passage describing the shift of the center of graγity wi남ùn 
the workers’ movement from France to Germany. This was meant t。 “spur 
them [the Germans] on" but should neγer haγe been published because of 
the possible inflammatory effect on the F rench. Engels thought little harm 
had been done since that is 바le only point 남lat could be objected to in the 
leaflet.61 

In the meantime， the French section， legal now and able to function 
。penly and freely for 산le first time since the war began， had sent out a 
manifesto appè잉ing to German workers’ to wi산ldraw immediately “back 
to the Rhlne" or face a war in which “we will haγe to shed your blood." 62 
Eγen ignoring the brag잃gado야c디io-←←-
s없ma잃sh삐in명1핑g d야lefea았t a빠fte앙r a뻐l끄l-t야hel밟e앉얹tte앉r wa없s ob비바jec며d띠。αon없lab비바le b야야c야cal때없u밍1갱se앙it was likely 
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to inflame German national feeling. The left bank of the Rhine had been 
German-speaking for cεl1turies: 

To top it off both the Germans and the French had translated 삼leir 
respective manifestos into the other’s language and sent copies to the 
appropriate addresses. Liebknecht duly published the French leaflet in Der 
Volkstaat. Marx had eve1'y reason to fea1' an outburst of chauvinist 
recriminations on both sides which was just what he had been trγing to 

avert sincε day one. 
But nothing happened. Partly， it was because both sides. were used 

to ringing dedarations whose specific political content was not meant to 
be scrutinized dosely or taken too seriously. Partly， it was because， as 
Engels pointed out in his 1'eply to Marx， the French had other things on 
their mind as 삼ley faced the German invasion and occupation of their 
country.63 Fo1' that matter， the Germans we1'ε undoubtedly preoccupied as 
well by their upcoming treason tri삶. In the end the witch-hunt that 
descended on the socialist and labor movements， not only in Germany and 
F1'ance but in all of Europe， unitεd the militant sections of the labor 
movement despite thei1' poli삽cal diffe1'ences. Y ou could not very well 
accuse fo1'eign comrades of a lack of solidarity as their own government 
carted them off to prison. 

12. “How to Fight the Prussians" 
Neithe1' Marx no1' Engels ever spelled out what political conse

quences followεd from thei1' conviction that the war in Germany’s case was 
defensive to begin with. Had Bonaparte put up a better fight perhaps they 
would have. One might infer from Engels' attack on Liebknecht that he 
thought something along the lines of an amendment to， 01' substitute fo1'， 
the government motion should have been made in the Reichstag. The 
SDAPcould have agreed to the voting of war c1'edits but with 1'estrictions 
that would have prevented 남le government from ca1'ηing on the war 
beyond the point where it ceased to be a defensive one. Such an amend
ment or substitute motion would ce1'tainly have been voted 
down-probably it would have been howled down-but Bismarck would 
have had to show his hand. τne SDAP would have turned the tables on 
him politically， demonstrating its willingness to defend Germany’s 
le잉timate national inte1'est while exposing “the purely dynastic policy" that 
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lay bεhind Bismarck’s machinations. This is the kind of parliamentary tactic 
Engels was to urge on the German Party in the fu따ltur야e.6이4 But this i섭s 떠l 
Sψpe야culation. 

We do not have to guess， however， what specific actions Marx and 
Engels would have proposed during the remaining five and one-half 
months of war. Engels’ articles in The Pa.ιMaι Gazette which Marx， as we 
know from his correspondence， followed closely and collaborated on， 
comprise a little textbook on 양ler퍼a warfare. Their common theme is 
summεd Up by the title he gave to his article of September 17，1 870. The 
article was called HOJv 10 F.쟁M 껴e PrtISS.낀l1S. 

The irony is that the furious debate over Marx and Engels' 외leged 
‘defensism’ centers on their qua.행.ed characterization of the war as one of 
national defcεnse from the German side in the be멍nning. Everyone ignores 
their μnqualifìed support of the war of the French Republic against the 
Prussian inγasion from September 4 until the end in Fεbruary 1 87 1 . They 
were active in the attempt to gain rεcognition for the new Republic by 
。ther European governments and especially the government of England. 
Engels’ articles were intended partly to advise its defenders. If you wanted 
a precedent for a ‘defensist’ position in the First World War these 
unambiguous articles would be far more usef띠 than the earlier material. 
But for a number of reasons they haγe largely been ignored.65 

1n the first place， these articles were written before the revolt of the 
Paris Commune. The Republic whose military cause they championed and 
in whose intεrest they were written was the same Republic in whose name 
thε defenders of the Commune were massacred. Manv of the members of 
thε first administration of the nεw Rεpublic were responsible for the 
assault on the Commune and the subsequent murder of prisoners and 
other atrocities. Even without this， the dramatic events surrounding the f:잉l 
of the Commune would have overshadowed the Republic’s war against the 
Prussian invaders. 

1n the second place， there werε problems with these articles for both 
sets of prowar soci따ists in 1 9 1 4. On the one hand， in France， Marx’s 
writings had neγer beεn treatεd with the same reverence as they had in 
Germany and French ‘defensists’ in the First World War found the 
tradition of 1 793 a more useful ideological tool. Besides， there was the 
aforementioned reputa디。n of the Third Republic as the butcher of the 
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Commune. On the other hand， for German prowar socialists， Engels' 
‘defensist’ articles in The Pallλ!/.all Gazette which praised French guerrillas 
who were sniping at “German boys" and damned the Prussian invaders 
would not have been all that useful. 

The fundamental difficulty with thεse artic1es， howev，εr， was that 
Engels based his whole series on the 산lesis that the Prussians could only 
be beaten by revolutionary means which would seriously threaten 산le 
bourgeois republic itself. And in fact that is what happened in Paris. The 
insurrection began when the Parisian population took the defense of the 
citγ into its own hands and found that the politicians of the Third Republic 
preferred defeat at the hands of the Prussians to γictory as the leaders of 
a reγolutionarv movement.* 

Prowar socialists in 1 9 1 4  were not interested in that kind of 
precedent. They wanted a precedent 난lat endorsed their policy of 
collaboration 떠th the military government and the suppression of all 
independent activity by the working classes for the duration. The articles 
by the “military expert" of The Pall Mall Gazette were clearly the wrong 
place to look for that. 

1 3. Treason 
This much neglected series of articles by Engels deserves some 

treatment at len햄1 bεcause its approach to the wh이e problem of the 
relation between war and rεvolution is at the base of Engels’ 난linking 
throughout 버e nεxt couple of decades .  We will turn to that issue in the last 
chapter. But a little postscript to this chapter is in ordεr. Therε was a 
byproduct of these articles which was to cause some embarrassment for 

* Much has bεen made of Marx and Engels' repeated warnings that a 

workingclass uprisingwas premature. Some have attempted to use thesε warnings 

to demonstrate that they were not ‘really’ in favor of the Commune. They have 

。ften been used by reformists to show that Marx and Engels were as frightened 
as they were of a ‘premature’ reγ。lution. A ‘premature’ revolution being defined 
by reformists as any revolution occurring in their 1ifetime. 

Al1 that Marx and Engels were doing in these letters， however， was expressing 

their distrust of the bourgeois po1iticians leading the defense of the country 
against Prussia. They feared just the kind of betrayal that did happen. 
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the German Social Democratic P았다 later. It is worth mentioning both for 
the light 낭llS episode throws on Engels’ rεputation as an 값leged pro
German patriot and for the light it throws on the subsequent evolution of 
the Social Democracy especi때ly in Germany. 

Toward the end of 1 870 Engels apparently drew up a plan for the 
defense of the French Republic against the Prussians based on his study of 
the Prussian military system. Engels' qu때fications in this field were 
apparεntly quite real and his writings were actually studied by Prussian 
students of military strategy and tactics themselγes.66 This is not a case 
where a political leader’s 값leged talents in diγerse fields are ‘puffed’ by his 
sycophantic followers. 

According to Engels' biographer， Gustav Mayer， a rough draft of 
this plan was found in Engels' papers by his litεrary executors， Eduard 
Bernstein and August Bebel (in a later incarnation)， and they burned it. 
Mayer attributεd this action to a flεar that the party could be charged with 
treason even though no one but Engels was actually rεsponsible for this 
document or even knew about it. Confirmation of this report by Mayer， 
which was based on several conversations with Bernstein from 1 920 on， 
can be found in the Engels archiγes where the following note was found: 
“Packεt no. 38 was destroyed today， by joint decision， by A. Bebel， Eduard 
Bernstein， London， July 24， 1 896까7 

Boris Nicolaeγsky 외so looked int。 뻐s question.68 He too inter
viewed Bernstein and dated the memorandum (Bernstein’s word) to the 
winter of 1 870-71 .* 

* Nicolaevsky stated in his 1 93 3  biography Karl Marx， Man a!ld Fighter that 
“Bernstein refused to discuss the matter during the whole ofhis lifetime ... "， p.339.  
While the book was published in 1 933，  twentγ years before the IRSH article， the 
interview with B ernstein had to have taken place at least a year earlier since 
B ernstein died in 1 932‘  Maybe the manuscript was completed before the interview 
but the book clearly implies that Bernstein is dead. Since the IRSH artic1e agrees 
with Mayer’s account， it would seem to be more reliable. But why would 
Nicolaevsky remember twenty years later an eγent he had forgotten within the 
year? There is no political point to be made since Nicolaevsky does not question 
Mayer’s account. It does indicate just how blurry the line between fiction and 
non-fiction can b ecome.  
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As for the contεnt of Engels' p1an， there may bε an inclication in a 
document written by Engεls much 1ater， at 남le be잉nning of 1 877. This is 
a 10ng note to page 29 of Lissagaray’s History OJ the C01Jl1JlUt1e•69 

This whole affair was silly. Why Bernstein and Bebel thought they 
could conceal the ‘treasonous’ attitude of a man who went around 
publishing articles titled “How to Fight the Prussians" in well-known and 
easily obtainab1e journals by burning an untitled memorandum found in his 
private papers is something of a mystery. For that matter the S ecoηdAddress 
OJ the General Coμηc씨 signed by Marx， was pretty ‘treasonous’ itself. It 
denounced the war as now nothing more 남lan an attempt to clismember 
France and εxpressed fear that the opposition to the war might not be 
immecliately successful. Certainly， Bismarck considered such language 
treasonous as Bebel of all peop1e ought to have known. He spent time in 
prison for his antiwar protεst in 1 870. Y ou can only make sεnse of what 
Bebel and Bernstein clid if you realize how nervous the heritage of Marx 
and Engels made even thε best of the Social Democratic leadership. 
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Engels' writings on war and its relation to revolution in the 1 880s 
and 90s are best considered as his contribution to the dispute that split the 
Socialist 1nternational in World War I. This is not just because al1 sides in 
that dispute appealed to his authority. Engels himself was obsessed with 
the danger this threaterung war presented for the socialist movement and 
practically everything he wrote from the late 1 880s on touched on the 
question. After some rethinking， he ended by definitively burying the 
“Russian Menace" in his writings on two controversies with the leadership 
。f the Social Democratic Party that marked his last years. 

1 .  The Danger of War 
The defeat ofLouis Bonaparte at Sedan in 1 870 and the subsequent 

humiliation of the French nation did cause a radical change in the political 
approach of Marx and Engels to war and its relation to revolution. But it 
was not a change from a position of support for onε or other of the 
governments involγed to one of opposition. They could not abandon a 
position they had never held. What then was the change? 

As latε as 1 866 Marx and Engels had continued to look at interna
tional conflicts as they had since 1 848. War was a threat to the established 
。rder. The conflicts bεtween the powεrs created internal strains which 
popular movements could exploit. They treated the war between Prussia 
and Austria in 1 866， for example， much as they had treated thε Crimean 
War. It was a bloody farce that could on1y disgust the peop1e and expose 
the incompεtence and hypocrisy of the rnilitary and political establishment. 
And that was a prospect 남1εy welcomed. Consequently， while they did not 
display the callous disrεgard for human life that often charactεrizes arm 
chair analysts of military affairs， they did treat thε conduct and outcome of 
the conflict as a matter for dispassionate analysis rathεr than anxious 
concern. 

At first， that is how thεy looked at the Franco-Prussian war too. But 
a new note began to creep in， at first largely in their private correspon
dence. To one another they franldy discussed their mutual fear 삼lat 삼le 
chauvinist passions unleashed might pose a threat， not to the established 
。rder， but to the growing working class movement. And that was the main 
political thrust of their letter to the Brunswick committee in September of 
1 870. 1n that document the emphasis is on the duty of the working class， 
in this case the German working class， to counter the chauγirusm that was 
sweeping the country. 
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1n the years fo11owíng Marx’s death ín 1 883， Engels became the 
m떠。r spokesman for the international left of the socialist movement and 
his fear of the threatening world war dominated hís thinking. Contrast the 
fo11owing quote taken from a letter by Engels’ to Bebel in 1 882 with Marx’s 
letters at the beginning of the Franco-Prussian war quoted in the previous 
chapter: 

1 think a European war would be very unfortunate; trus 
time ít would really be seríous， it would ínflame chauvín
ism everywhere for years to come because each people 
would be fighring for íts own existence. All the work of 
the revolutionaríes in Russia， 、;vho are on the eve of 
victory， would be rendered useless and destroyed; our 

P앙ty in Germany would be temporarily overwhelmed in 
a flood of chauγillÎsm and broken up， and the ‘same 
would happen in France.1 

As the century wore on， Engels also became increasingly concerned 
about the devastaring consequences of modern warfare for European 
civilization itself. 1n a once wel1-known introduction to a pamphlet by the 
German socialist Sigismund Borkheim， Engels wrote: 
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And in the end， for Prussia-Germany no other war is 
possíble any longer except a world war， and índeed a 
world war of an extensiveness and fierceness  undreamed 
。fup to now. Eight to ten million soldiers will be at each 
。thers’ throats and thereby strip all Europe bare as no 
swarm of locusts has ever done. The devastation of the 
τrurty Years War … famine， pestilence， general degenera
tion of cívilization . . .  írremediable disorganization of our 
artificíal machinery . . .  ending ín general b없1kruptcy; 
breakdown of the old states and theír traditional state 
wisdom， such that crowns by the dozens 、떠11 be rolling in 
the streets and no one will pick them up; absolute ímpos
sibility of foreseeíng how all 뻐s will end and wh。 빼l 
emerge the victor …2 
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At one poínt， admíttedly ín a prívate letter and not ín a public 
statement， Engels concluded a passage ín thís veín by descríbíng hís 
posítion as “peace at any príce."3 Whatever one trunks of thís as a political 
s!ogan， it emphasizes just how grím the 、.vorld situacion appeared to the 
usua11y sanguine Engels. 

2. The Tsarist Threat 
In the 1 880s the threat of a gεneral European war seemed to Engels， 

and to many others， to come from the bizarre alliance between the French 
Republic and Tsarist absolutism. Bísmarck’s policy had， as Marx and 
Engels predicted， led to Germany’s isolation ínternationally. Domestically， 
the Prussian military and the court paπy around 삼le belligerent and none
too-bríght monarch would certainly usε the war crisis as a pretext t。
dεstroy the movement; but a victory of Tsaríst Russía ín alliance wíth a 
viciouslyanti-workingclass French Republican bourgeoisiewould pose thε 
same threat. There was only one way out for the workingclass and for 
Germany as a united nation. The socí외ist movement would have to saγe 
ítself and the nation from both ínternal and external enemies. What Engels 
had in mind was the revolucionary defense of the French nation in 1 793 by 
the mobilization of the people. Thís was a familiar model of revolution for 
Marx and Engels and for the European left; ít was a model for Marx and 
Engels long before they became socialists. 

But trus model evoked for Engels a whole series of memories of 
1 848 which were no longer rele、rant. For one 산ung， 벼e 1 848 pattern 
required Engels to see Bismarck and Prussia as dependent on Russía. In 
any serious confrontacion， the Tsar would hold the balance between 
Germany and France. He would dictate the terms. 

Quotes like the fo11。、.ving can be mulciplied: 

What Mohr said in the Círcular to the lnternational ín 
1 870， 남lat the annexation of Alsace etc.， has made 
Russia 1씨rbitre de l'ENtψζ is now at last becoming 
evident. Bismarck has had to caγe in completely， and 
the will of Russia has to be done. Thε dream of the 
German Empire， the guardian of European peacε， 
wíthout whose leave not a cannon shot can be fired， 
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is dispelled， and the German Philistine finds dlat he is 
as much a slaγe of the Tsar as when Prussia was “das 
fünfte Rad am europäischen Wagen."4 

In a long letter to Lafargue in 1 886' Engels emphasized the 
11γupoηsibility of the grεat power game. English Liberals and Prench 
Republicans 、;vere not only hypocrites who usεd the slogans of freedom 
and self-determination to glorify nationalist passions that were being 
manipulatεd， in Engels’ view， by their new ally thε Tsar for imperialist aims; 
they were risking the future of 남le continent for essεntially petty ends. * 
Throughout the last years ofhis life Engels re양lar1y used the image of the 
reckless gambler to describe the statesmen. Over and over， he uses the 
phrase va banque (go for broke) to describe their behavior. 

Nevertheless， Engels himself was obγiously aware that the Europe 
of 1 848， a Europε dominated by 낭le Holy AJliancε against revolution， was 
past. There were echoes of that past εveηwhere， not just in Engels’ hεad. 
Neverthelεss， theγ were just echoes and fading ones at 낭lat. The following 
excerpt from a letter to a Social Dεmocratic editor， is just as 다rpical of 
Engels in this period. 

1 too haγe， since 1 848， frequen남y made the statemεnt 
that Russian Tsarism is the last bulwark and the great
est reserγe army ofEuropean reaction. Neγertheless， 
much has changed in Russia in 난1ε last 20 years. The 
so-called emancipation of the peasantry has crεated a 
thoroughly revolutionary situation . . . . 6 

Engels goes on to describe the groψ라1 of capitalism in Russia and 
simultaneously of a revolutionary movement. ('Which moy，εment Engels 
expects will produce γery soon a bourgε。1S revolution.) One consequence 
of 버1s is the increasing financial dependence of Tsarism on European 
statεs. In the case discussed in this letter， it is Bismarck who is bailing out 

* For an extended díscussion of thís aspect of the prewar situation in Europe， see 
The Balkan SociaJist Traditioll， by D ragan Plavsic and Andreja Zivkovic. 
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the Tsar. “Bismarck thereby put his yoke on Russia， which eγen now gets 
no money without his say-so， .서’ 7 

Later， as we shall seε， it is the Frεnch Rεpublic which comes to thε 
rescue of the Tsar. Throughout this period， despite the echoes of 1 848 and 
the Ho1y Alliance， Enge1s more often portrays Tsarism as a “paper tiger" 
rather than the powerful “evil empirε" of 1 81 5. 

In part， Engels’ confused picture reflects his contempor양y reality 
more accurately than our anachronistic view. For us， looking backwards 
from a post World War I (and even post World War II) vantage point， the 
division of Europe into two rigid camps is a giγen. But in the 70s， 80s and 
even 90s of thε nineteenth cεntury it was by no means obγ10US to the 
statesmen themselγes what the line up would be in thε war they were 외l 
expecting. Italy， we have to remember， took so long to make up its mind 
which side it was on in W orld War I that it almost missed 산1ε event 
entirelγ. 

Despite thε confusion， in reality and in Engels' head， one major 
difference betwεen his 1 848 position and his post 1 870 stands out. In 
1 848， Marx， Engels and radicals of all political shades looked forward to a 
war by rεvolutionarγ Germany， under the 1εadership of bourgeois 
democratic revolutionaries， against Tsarist Russia. Marx and Engεls， after 
1 870， did not desire a war with Russia. They feared it. And they were 
adamant that thεy would not support any of the governmεnts in such a 
war. Th며' were for using the crisis of war to rep1ace the governments' in all 
countries be they republics or monarchies. 

The most striking statemεnt of 난lÌs position came from Engels in 
1 888. It occurred in a letter to 10n Nadejde， the editor of a new socia1-
democratic newspaper in Roumania called Conte.째oraη'ttl8 This was not a 
personal letter but a public one to the editor congratulating 산le Roumanian 
soci꾀ists on 남leir new publication. 

What he sent to the editor ψas not a routine 1ζtter of greetings， but 
a survey of the state of Europe as it faced world war. Before citing thε 
conclusion of this surγey-1etter， it should be made clear that this letter was 
as vehεmently anti-Tsarist as ever; there was not the slightest eγidence of 
any increasing softness about 삼le Russian autocracy: “Since Russia enjoys 
a strate멍c position almost impervious to conquest， Russian Tsarism forms 
the core of this alliance [‘the old Holy Alliance of the three assassins of 
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Poland’]， the greatreserve of all European reaction. To 。γerthrowTsarism，
to destroy this nightmare that weighs on 띠1 Europe-this is， in my eyes， 
the first condition for the emancipation of the nationalities of the 
European center and east." And there was more of this kind of stuff. This 
letter is one of the clearest examples of the hold the politics of 1 848 s버l 
exercised over Engels. Indeed， EngεIs informed Laura Lafargue that one 
。f 산le purposes of the letter was to d없npen any enthusiasm the 
Roumanian socialists might have for Tsarist-sponsored wars ofliberation.9 

Did 낭1Ìs mean， to Engels himself， that workers should give political 
support to war by 삼le “progressive" west against this reseπ。ir of world 
reaction? πlat is where the logic of the letter seems to lead. But the 
statement ended wi삼1 삼le following political conclusion， in view of the fact 
산lat war seemed “imminent": 

1 hope 남lat peace will be m외ntained; in such a war， one 
could not sympa삼lÌze with any of the combatants; on the 
contrary one would wish them all to be beaten if 남lat 
were possible. 

As was the case in the Crimean War， 남le “special Russian position" 
did not lead Engels to support the anti-Tsarist alliance. 

N evertheless， the my삼1 persists that Engels favored a war of defense 
against Tsarist Russia. The eγidence for this my남1 stems mainly from an 
1 891  article by Engels called SocialistJJ 까 Germoψ and the controversy 남lat 
led up to its publication. 

3. Engels’ 1 891  “Prowar" Aberration 
In the period between the French defeat at Sedan in 1 870 and his 

death in 1 895， Frederick Engels worked out an antiwar position that was 
in 외1 essentials 남lat of the Lenin-Luxemburg resolution passed at the 
Stuttg，art congress of the Second International in 1 907 and of 남le 
Zimmerwald left in the midst of World War 1. That position was: l)war， 
especially a war between France and Germany， would be a disaster for the 
workingclass m。γement and Europεan civilization; 2) none of thε 
belligerent governments could be supported in any way; 3) the role of the 
soci며ist movement was to seize the opportunity of the war crisis and 
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overthrow the governments and thε old society which they represented and 
defended; and， 4) the threat of such a revolutionary m。γement was the 
only creclible and effective deterrent to the 치nad game" of the govern
ments. Engels， of course， had no confidence 상lat a pacifist， non-violent， 
resistance could ward off the danger of war. 

There was one partial exception to 남1Ís trend in Engels' writing. For 
a brief period in 1 891 -92， Engels reverted to， or seemed to revert to， the 
poli디cs he and Marx had held b때re 1 870. In 1 891 ，  Engels clearly argued 
the view that the war that threatened to br.εak out 끼'111e，짜'atefy as a result of 
the newly formed alliance between Tsarist Russia and republican France 
would be a war to clismember Germany and crush the German socialist 
movement. In such a war， the German working class would have to defend 
the right of Germany to exist. Worse. At one point， Engels， 까 a private letfer 
to Bebel， accepted the possibility that the Social Democratic Party might 
have to break with its long stancling traclition and vote for the war budget. 
Publicly， Engels outlined his position in an article written in French for thε 
Al"νanach dtl Par양’ GtlV서erpoμ7‘ 189210 and translated later into German， with 
a new introduction and conclusion， for Die Netle Zeit. 

This article was the precedent used in 1914 by the prowar socialists， 
especially in Germany， but not only in Germany， to justify their betrayal of 
the antiwar resolutions of the International. After all， it appeared quite 
likely that， whichever side lost 벼e war， the defeated countries would be 
threatened， if not with clismemberment， 남len certainly with economic 
clisaster and political humiliation. And the working class movement would 
bear the brunt of those clisasters. Economically the working class in the 
defeated countries would be forced to pay for the indemnities and 
repara디ons exacted by the γictors， and politically the organized worlcing 
class in all countries would be threatened bγ the ineγitable chauvinist 
backlash. Engels， himself， had admitted 버at in such a case the working 
class .had to defend the nation， hadn’t he? 

All the voluminous material in Engels' other writings on the coming 
war， public and priγate， from 1 870 until 1 895 were ignored. This article 
itself was bowdlerized since， unlike Engels private communication to 
Bebε1， it clid ηot envision possible support of the Germangovermneηtin this 
mγasion which clid not happεn. It rejected such support clearly and 
explicitly. 
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There are other clifficulties wi산1 남le misuse of남ùs article， along with 
some of Engels' letters writtεn at the same time， to create a ‘prowar’ 
Engels. As usual， contrary εvidence is ignored. Other writings of Engels 
during this period， especially his letters， inclicate that he was uncomfortable 
、mth the idea to be힘n \vith. What is more， Engels insisted that the only 
possible defense had to be a revolutionarγ one; the Poles and Alsatians 
would have to be offered their freedom， the stancling army would haγe to 
be subordinated to the popular militia and clissolved into the militia as 
quickly as possible， and the repressiγe le힘slation of the Prussian state had 
to be repealed. 

In 1 914， prowar soci떠ists openly abandoned all political opposition 
in faγor of ci떠l peace， 삼le notorious B1I，쟁frieden， but here Engels proposed 
to intεnsify revolutionary political a힘tation as a means of rallying the 
working class t。 버e defense of the nation. A Prussian government with its 
back to the wall n.썽ht be forced to accede to thesε demands. If it clidn’t it 
would be pushed aside. Engels， in short， was thinlcing of a Germany in 산le 
same sort of preclicament that France had found itself in aft，εr 남1ε defeat 
at Sedan. For that matter， 삼le 1 793 analogy required there to be a 
revolutionary crisis (or opportunity) which was caused by 남le military 
collapse of the old regime. Engels， of course， clidn’t use any slogan or 
formula remotely comparable to those used later by Lenin calling for the 
defeat of “onε’s own" govemment by the enemy. But he certainly was 
saying 버at the imminence of defeat by the enεmy presented the rεvolu
tionary pa따T with the opportunity aηd ob.썽'ation to take over. 

It is worth noting that Rosa LlLxemburg， in her magnificent polemic 
against the prowar socialists， 남le ‘'Junius" pamphlet， quoted these γery 
sections of Engels’ article S ocialis!JJ 껴 GerfJJaf!)' 1 1 . And they fit in quite 
nicely. But the most significant fact is this: Engels dropped this idea of 
‘revolutionary defense’ eνeη ;mder a bou.쩡eois govermnent 값most immecliately 
and， in at least one letter，12 excused his article on the grounds that it was 
occasioned by a specific set of circumstances and was not to be used t。
construct a genεral position of ‘reγ。lutionary defensism.’ To the German 
eclition of this article， published in Die Ne，μe Zeit in J anuary 1 892， Engels 
appended conclucling remarks in which he announced that the war dangεr 
had eγaporated and Tsarism no longer represented an immecliate threat to 
Germany. 
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4. The Tsar Learns to Sing the Marseillaise 
What were the specific circumstances that provoked 버is changε of 

line on Engels' part? In 1 891 -92， 남le politic상 뻐ance between France and 
Russia that Engels had feared and predicted since before the French defeat 
at Sedan， was consummated. πle preliminary approach came in July of 
1 891 ，  when the Tsar himself welcomed a French squadron to the naval 
base at Kronstadt. Thε Tsarist military band playεd the Marseillaise， the 
same revolutionary anthem Napoleon's soldiers had sung whεn they 
marched on Moscow. That the Tsar， the policeman of reaction for most 
of the century， should welcome a Prench fleet with 버is ceremony was a 
good indication of how seriously he took the rhetoric of the bourgeo1s 
Third R，εpublic. 

The enemy， for Engels， however， was not primarily Tsarism as his 
lεtters and his article make clear. It was French chauvinism. Already by the 
mid-1 880s Engels was writing as if the relations뻐p between 삼le Tsar and 
the conservative western powεrs had been reversεd.13 Tsar1sm had beεn 
seriously wounded by its defeat in the Crimean war. Its economic， and， 
therefore， its military weakness had been revealed. And there was now， in 
Russia itself， a growing revolutionary m。γement. τ'here 1S no doubt that 
Engels， with his usu외 optimism， overestimated the stren，햄1 of 산1ε 
Narodηqya Voψa and of the hourgeois reγolutionary pressures he belieγed 
they reflectεd and represented， but his princψal claim-that the old， 
mεdieval， Russia was done for-was certain1y sound. And what followed 
was 남lat the Tsar needεd a 、;vestern ally， whether Bism�rck or the French 
Rεpublic， at least as badly as that ally needed him. 

At the same time， in France， the republican tradition had been 
thoroughly compromised by the εxperience of the Third Republic. Its 
leading figures were involved in one financial scandal aftεr another. And 
the midwife of 난lÏs republic had been the alliance of Bismarck， defeated 
Bonapartist generals， bourgε。is Republicans， and French monarchists who 
had joined together to crush the Paris Commune. That 삼le memory of the 
massacre of thε Communards did not fade with time was not only because 
the workingclass nursεd its historic grievances. Republican governments 
were as hostile to the growing workers’ movement as 남le traditional right. 
Strikes were regularly broken by the military. 
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In the 1 880s， 산le traditional monarchist right in France had found 
in new movements， in Bou1angism14 and antisemitism， the pop띠ar base it 
had previously lacked. And the cement that held it all together was anti
German chauvinism; the Jew for French antisemites at this time was a 
stand-in for the German as well as a scapegoat for the sins of the republic 
。f bankers and swindlers. This was the same poisonous mixture that was 
to explodε in the Dreyfus case a few years later.15 

τne possibility that disgust with a corrupt republic wou1d 1ead， as it 
had in 1 851 ，  to the victory of an authoritarian m。γement dedicated to 
restoring of France’s lost military glorγ was what was bothering Engels .  
Only this time， such a γictory wou1d immediately be followed by an attack 
on Germany， and that wou1d precipitate just the catastrophe he feared. 

Engels wrote his article on S ociαlism 찌 Gerχ1Ja견y in October of 1 89 1 .  
The ceremonial welcoming of  the French naval squadron by  the Tsar had 
taken place in Ju1y， and soon， in August oI 1 892， a pact calling for mutual 
consu1tation was signed. πle military adventurer Bou1anger had committed 
suicide for the second time at the end ofSeptember 1 891 ，* but there were 
now organized movements to take his place. And εven ordinary republican 
politicians had discovered how effectiγe chauvinism cou1d be as a means 
of diverting public attention from the state of the country and public anger 
from themselves. Engels was worried 남lat the French socialists wou1d be 
tempted to appease this growing mood. He had not been encouraged， as 
volume 4 of this work demonstrated，16 by their response to Boulanger’s 
agitation and he wou1d not haγe been surprised (or please이 by the 
confusion in their ranks had he lived a few more years and witnessed 산le 
Dreyfus affair. 

Engels wrote 산ùs article η'fJ/;μctant/y. As he wrote to Laura Lafargue on 
]띠y 1 2， 1 891 ，  he did not think that an article or inteπiew for the French 
press wou1d be a good idea: 

1 shou1d have to remind them of 남le fact that by 버eir 
submission， for twenty years， to the adγenturer Louis 
Bonapartε they laid 남le foundation for all the wars that 

* See KMTR volume 4 for an account of this remarkable feat. 
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have come 0γer us since 1 850， inc1uding the Franco
German War; that 삼lat war had originated， en dernier lieμ 
[in the last analysis]， in their c1aim to interfere in German 
internal aff:잉rs， a claim 버ey εven now they think 삼ley 
haγe a right to make . . .  All 뼈s might be very usefi띠 to tel1 
them ， but wi11 버ey even listen to it … ?17 

Engels clearly did not want to take on French chauvinism hin1self. 
He thought the French socialists ought to haγe done that. 

5. The Dispute With Bebel 
Thεre was something else， however， pushing Engels in the direction 

of openly espousing “revolutionary defensism." In 1 890， Engels had begun 
his long-planned offensivε against the right wing of the German Social 
Democracy. It can easily be demonstrated that， at least from the time of 
the dispute over the steamship subsidy in 1 884，18 Engels had intended to 
force this fight wi버 the intention of driving the right wing out of their 
positions within the party even if that meant a split. The details of this 
important and neglected incident wi11 be discussed in the next， and last， 
volume of this work; what is releγant to our present investigation is 삼lat 
Engels had counted on the support of August Bebel as he had counted on 
his support against the right wing throughout the 80s. 

But Bεbε1 backed away. And it was Bebel who， in 1 891 ，  was 
sounding the alarm and warning of an impending Russian invasion of 
Germany. Bebel began what amounted to a campaign against this alleged 
threat with a ιTorψdπ:rarticle on September 27， 1 89 1 .  Engels was faced with 
남le task of countering Bebel’s prowar politics without driving him further 
away. He responded to Bebel’s article in a letter written on October 1 ，  
1 89 1 .19 In it Engels outlined his view o f  the Russian threat. The bulk o f  the 
letter is spent debunking， γery diplomatically， Bebel’s article. Engels’ 
argument can be summed up as fol1ows: Tsarism does not want war; it only 
hopes to achieve its diplomatic aims by bluster， by threatening war; if war 
actually breaks out 버at wi11 be a defeat for Tsarist diplomacy; what Russia 
is trying to do is finesse some small gains in the east and when 난lat is 
accomplished 외1 the French chauvinists wi11 get is “a poke in the eye;" 
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Tsarism is facing revolution in the near future and a famine right now. And 
the letter goes on in this vein at some length. 

Enge1s then， in the concluding paragraphs of the letter， turns to the 
threat from France， which he considers more important. 1n these notes it 
is not at 외1 clear whether Eng리s is describing the conduct of a war by a 
reγolutionary government or the conduct that the socialist movement will 
force on the Kaiser’s goγernment. 1n fact， it appears 낭lat Enge1s isn't clear 
。n that point himse1f. 1t is Enge1s who is confused， not just thε writing. 
What is clear is 난lat Enge1s emphasizes the war must be waged by 
“revolutionary means." The specific measures mεntioned in this letter haγe 
to do with renouncing German claims to Alsace-Lorraine and Poland. 
Enge1s concludes: 

This much seems to me certain: 1f we are beaten， then for 
years to come every door in Europe will stand widε 。pεn
to chauvinism and a war of revenge. If we 、mn， thεn our 
party comes to power. The victory of Germany 1S there
fore the victory of the revolution， and， if it comes to war， 
we must not only wish victory but further it by every 

20 means. 

τbis is a letter. Engels is 산únlcing out loud and not writing for 
publication. Eγen so， how can Engels conclude that the 0χ'!y way Germany 
could conduct the war would be in a revolutionary way? Who is the “we" 
산lat is 바le subject of the last sentence? 1s it the German Pa띠T or just 
Germany? 1s Enge1s saying that the Social Democracy should “further" the 
war “by every means" εγen if in 남le coming world war operations on the 
German side were to be conducted， as 낭ley in fact were， by the General 
Staff and the regular army using reactionary means? Unfortunate1y， as we 
W퍼 see， Enge1s' article did not answer 버is question either. 1n both cases， 
Enge1s insists that the war can only be won by revolutionary means but is 
equally adamant 남lat Germany must win or else … disaster. 1t is easy to see 
why prowar socialists should have seized on 버1S precedent. It is als。
probably the reason 버at Enge1s began baclcing away from this line of 
argument even in his article. 
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In a rep1y to Enge1s on October 9， Bebε1 continuεd to press his 
point that a Russian attack was imminent.21 What was impliεd was that the 
party ought to be gearing up its a횡tation for this imminent deve1opment. 
Bebe1 underlined 산lat by referring Engε1s to a VOnJ;å'rts article hε had 
writtεn the same day. In it Bebe1 mentioned that “you-Marx and 
you-a1ways put forward 산le same views [as 1， Bebe1， am putting forward 
now? E테 on Russia." Bebe1 is here quite conscious1y 1aying the ground
work for what was to be the paπy’s pr。、Jlar line in 1 91 4. Engε1s countered 
on October 1 3: 

. . .  From this [Enge1s' description of the state of affairs in 
Russia] it seems clear to me that you wou1d be vulnerab1e 
if you willing1y put credencε in thε assurances of our 
military budget advocates whεn 산ley count with certainty 
。n war in the spring. J ust as it is the function of Russian 
dip10macy to prepare for war all the more active1y the 1ess 
they are heading in that direction， so too it is the task of 
thε General Staffers to humbug you by saying that war is 
cεrtain by April ‘92. . . . 
If we are convinced that it "，，-jJJ. b10w up in the spring， 
then we can hard1y be against thεse requests for money in 
principle. And this wou1d be a rather nasty situation for us. 
All thε toadying parties would exult that they had been 
right and now we had to tramp1e under foot our twenty
year-01d policy. And such an unprepared-for change of 
front would also arouse a tremendous amount of friction 
inside the party. And internationally toO.22 

Enge1s' way out of 삼1Ís dilemma was one we have seen him use 
before. He suggεsted a seriεs of demands and proposals which Bebe1 and 
the rest of 삼le party 1eadership could make which would allow them to 
shift political responsibility for the war threat on to the government and its 
parliamentary supportεrs. If the voting of the military budget was madε 
contingent on the governmεnt’s acceptance of the Social Dεmocracy’s 
demands for dεmocratization of the army， and if thε party’s agitation 
centered on 삼le renunciation of the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine as the 
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key to thwarting 남le Tsar’s political offensive， then one of two things 
would happen. Either the goverrunent would oppose these demands and 
the party could refuse to vote for the budget without appearing cal10us in 
the face of a real 남lreat to the nation， or， if the country were attacked and 
faced defeat， the government would haγe to accede to demands which 
would weaken it. In ei산ler case， the socialists could use the crisis t。
undermine the goverrunent. 

In this instance， 1 think there is more to Engels' customary tactic 
than the usual attempt to counter the government’s offensiγe. 1 think a 
close reading of Engels’ correspondence 、.vith Bebel supports the thesis 
that he was also looking for a way to let Bebel back down from an 
impossible position. 

More serious， in Engels’ view was the problem of dealing with 
French chauvinism. How would the French socialists react to what could 
。nly appear to them as Bebel’s tub-thumping support of German war 
preparations? 

Engels concludes his letter to Bebel: 

1 will 멍ve the French some preparation for the war 
contingency; it is， however， damned hard not to do more 
harm than good， these people are so sensitive . . . .  
In my opinion， the war contingency-if you believe with 
such cert없nty in its breaking out in the spring-should 
be discussed at 삼le party congress at least in the 
corridors.23 

Is Engels here warning Bebel that he faces a fight over his prowar 
turn in the German paπy as well as in the international moγement? τbe 
general drift of this correspondence is certainly clear. Engels is trying to 
bring Bebel back down to earth without openly attacking him. Engels 
。bviously doesn’t re외ly believe in an immediate war threat. 

Engels' article for the French press be잉ns with 삼le assumption 삼lat 
삼le French bourgeoisie wants war. He 쩡rees that: 
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bourgeois revolution to be sure， but sti1l revolution. But 
the instant this republic places itself under the orders of 
the Russian Tsar it is a different matter entirely. Russian 
Tsarism is the εnemy of 떠1 the Western na디。ns， even of 
the bourgeoisie of these nations.24 

In the event the Gεrman Social Democrats come to power， Engels 
goes on to say， the issue of Alsace-Lorraine， as well as that of Poland and 
Schleswig， wi1l be settled “in the twinkling of an eye，" but for the “patriots 
of Alsace-Lorraine" to gamble on a war in which France and Germany 
fight to the death while Russia waits to pick up the pieces: is that game 
worth the candle? 

Engels then goes on to outline thε consequences of a German 
defeat. He is particularly worried about the consequences for the German 
soci혀ist movement. If Germany were crushed militarily it would bε 
politically overwhelmεd， at least for some time， by a wave of chauvinism. 
In short， Engels argues that the war being plannεd by the French 
chauvinists is the mirror image of the one plotted by Bismarck in 1 870. 
And the German socialists would havε to react as the French republicans 
did after Sedan. 

Engels repeats the argument he made to Bebel: 

A war in which Russians and Frenchmen invaded Ger
many would be， for Germany， a war to the death， in 
which， in order to ensurε its national existence， it would 
haγe to resort to the most revolutionary means. The 
present govεrnment， certainly， would not unleash reγ。lu
tion， unless it were forced to. But there is a strong party 
which would force it to， or if necessary replace it.25 

Again Engels simply avoids thε quεstion of what socialists ought to 
do in thε eγent that German militarism fought the war in its own way and 
refused to be forcεd into a rεvolutiona다.' defense of the nation. He simply 
rejects the possibility. It is just assumεd that in such an e、rentualiη thε 
government wi1l bε ovεrthrown. However， Engels does add one note herε 
that was lacking in his discussion with Bεbel: 
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No socialist， of whatever country， can desire γictory in 
war， either by thε present German govεrnment or by the 
French bourgeois republic; even less by the Tsar， which 
would be tantamount to the subjugation ofEurope. That 
i5 why 50cialists everywhere demand that peace be 
maintained.26 

Engels concludes with his by now familiar war띠ng that this war 
would be devastating for all. 1n thε German edition of thε article， he added 
the concluding remarks 1 referred to earlier. 1n this new conclusion he 
states uneq버γocally that the war threat is 0γer: 

But then a powerfi벼 chεck was imposed on the Russian 
war-monger. First came the news of harvest f:따lure at 
home， with everγ reason to expect a famine. Then came 
the failure of the Paris loan， signifying the collapse of 
Russian state credit.27 

And Engels ends his German article with 남1e following paragraph: 

For Europε it means peace for the time being. Russian 
ψar-mongering is paralysed for a good many years to 
come. 1nstεad of millions of  soldiers dying on thε battle
fie1ds， millions of Russian peasants are dying of starva
tion. But its effects as far as Russian despotism is con
cerned remain to be seen.28 

There is only one thing to add to complete this story. 1n the passage 
just quoted and in letters to AdolfSorgε and Paul (panajionis) Argyriades，z9 
Engels emphasized the Russian faminε as the factor which made war 
impossible for some time to come. But hε had a1ready argued 산1at thε 
famine made war unlikely in his first letter to Bebel! 1ndeed， he had stated 
flatly as early as August 1 7， in a letter to Laura Lafargue， 남lat peace was 
assured because of the Russian famine.30 No further evidence is required 
to pr。γe that Engels had ta1ked himself into taklng 바lÌs particular war 
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threat， as opposed to the general threat， more serious1y than it dεserved in 
order to aγoid an open break with Bebel. 

Engds’ recognition of the }ν'eakness of the Tsarist power is espedally 
interesting in light of Rosa Luxemburg’s 1ater attempt to defend his 1 892 
article.31 She emphasized， rightly， the change in thε European state system 
efflεcted by the revo1ution of 1905. The emεrgencε of the working class as 
an indεpendent and powerful force made the old ‘spedal Russian position’ 
obso1ete. Tsarism was no 10nger the static， ‘Asiatic，’ relic of the past. 1 t was 
no 10nger the reserve force of counterrevo1ution. 1t was no 10nger ‘spedal.’ 

But Enge1s’  1etters make clear that he already realized this in 1 892. 
And his concluding paragraph in the German edition of S oci，찌'S1Jl t.η Germatry 
explidtly and publicly rejected thε old politics based on Tsarism’s “spedal" 
features. Unti1 that old politics was revived in 1 91 4， the concept ofRussian 
“spedalness" had disappeared from the foreign policy resolutions of the 
Second 1nternational.32 And Engels’， in this article of 1 892， was the one 
who εxplicítly dropped it. 

6. The French Reaction 
Engels was just as eagεr to avoid a head on col1ision with thε French 

socíalists as he was to avoid one with Bebel. As he said in his 1etter t。
Argyriades， hi5 main concern throughout this episode had bεen “preγent
ing， insofar as Ît 1ay in my power， any possibility of a rnisunderstandíng 
between the Gεrman and French workers . . .  .'>33 

That Engels was not as successful as he might have liked in tlús 
effort \vas dεmonstrated bv the aftermath. Those French sodalists most 
closely assocíatεd with Engds and most aliεnated from the republic and its 
chauvinist defenders， pεople like Paul Lafargue and Julεs Guesde， found 
themselves on the dεfζnsiγe as a result of Bebel’s pronouncements and 
Engels' apparent endorsement of them. In an exchange ofletters 、mth one 
of their critics ，  Char1es Bonnier， Engεls complained that no Gεrman 
socialist would even think of der샤'ing the Frεnch the right to defcεnd thεir 
country against a German attack and French socíalists had the obligation 
to defcζnd Gζrmany’s right to self-defiεnse.34 The prob1em with tlús line of 
argument is that each sidε in any war that broke out would claim to be 
acting in sε1f-dεfense and， gi、ren the calarnitous consequences of defeat， 
would have some justification for the cl입m. 
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Like Lenin later， Engels in this dispute started with a clear but 
mistaken position of support for one side in a war based on an inappropri
ate analogy. But this was not a position he could live with. As he recog
nized in practically every산úng else he wrote at this time， no government 
could be supported in the con1Íng war. Even in tlús article， he emphasized 
that the defense of legitimate national interests required a revolutionary 
assault on the government. Why then usε linguage like “defense of the 
country" which ignores just this point? It sounded like a ‘hard’ line against 
Prench chauvinism which is what Engels intended but in practice it gave 
aid and comfort to both German and Prench chauvirusm. 

7. A New Stage of Capitalism? 
In his first letter to Bebel on October 1 ，  Engels had minin1Ízed the 

war danger represented by the Tsarand the Tsarist government， weakened 
as they were by fan1Íne and threatened by ì:eγ。lution. But， h텅 went on t。
say， there was a more serious long range thrεat of war. The Russian 
boμ쟁eoisie， not Tsarist despotism， had an interest in war. This bourgeoisie， 
Engels wrote， had developed out of a class of independent farmers (he uses 
the Russian word kιμ'k) who had made their money by distilling and selling 
vodka and out of government contractors. It depended on Tsarism. But it 
did have an interest in war: 

If regard for this bourgeoisie is a pressure tending towards 
war， that is only because it has turned Panslavism into 
something material or rather has revealed its material 
foundation: expanding the internal market by annex
ations. Hence the Slavophile fanaticism， hence the wild 
hatred of Germany-till 20 years ago Russia’s commerce 
was almost exclusively in German hands!-hence the 
Jew-baiting. This scurvy， ignorant， bourgeoisie which 
cannot see beyond the end of its nose certainly desires 
war and agitates for it in the press. 

Engels then goes on to write that the bourgeoisie reprεsents the 
only real threat to Tsarism， since the nobility is no longer able to challenge 
the regime and the proletariat is not yet able to do so: 
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. And a palace 1'evolution 01' a successful atteηtat could 
today bring only the bou1'geoisie to powe1'， no matte1' by 
whom the blow was st1'uck. This bou1'geoisie would 
ce1'tai띠y be capable of hu1'ling Ìtself into wa1' eγεn mo1'ε 
1'eadily 바lan thε Tsa1'•35 

This a1'gument is a digression in Engels' lettεl' since he Ìs a1'guing in 
it only that Bebel’s fea1' of Tsarist aggression is exagge1'ated， at least in the 
sho1't 1'un. But it is too bad 낭lat Engels did not think this a1'gument 
th1'ough. Not only is its port1'ait of the class alignment in Russia in World 
Wa1' 1 1'ema1'kably accu1'ate-the bou1'geoisie J21aS far mo1'e eager fo1' war 
than the dynasty and its supporte1's-but this line of thought might well 
haγe led Engels out of a serious dilemma that was in pa1't responsiblε fo1' 
the ambiguous position he took in his dispute with Bebel. 

Fo1' Engels， and fo1' Ma1'x before him， it was dynastic， p1'e-capit띠ist， 
impe1'i찌1sm that was the main cause of wa1's and th1'eats of、;var. From 18 15  
through 1 870， the dynasties st1'ove jointly to supp1'ess 1'evolution while each 
sought to expand at the expense of the othe1's. And Tsarist Russia was the 
most dynamic of these dynastic imperialisms. The bou1'geoisie， on the 
othεl' hand， was torn betweεn making a revolutionary appeal to the people 
against the dynasts and grud힘ngly accepting the latte1' out of fea1' of the 
former. In eithεr case， the bou1'geoisiε tended to be hostile to the impe1'ial 
wa1's waged fo1' pu1'ely dynastic interests and 1'esented the cost of maintain
ing the standirtg a1'mies 1'equi1'ed fo1' the purpose. It is clear that this is the 
theoretical system that still dominated Engels’ thinking in 1 891 from 
passages like the one in SocÎalis1JJ 끼 Germα낌I quoted earlie1' to the effect that 
“Russian Tsarism is the enemy of all the Western nations， even of the 
bou1'geoisie of these nations." 

Engels' lettel's， howevel'， make cleal' that hε thought the Tsal'， by 
1 892， had become the juniOl' partne1' in the F1'anco-Russian a퍼ance. What 
was the theol'etical εxplanation of the prowar policy of the Fl'ench 
bou1'geoisie? Of cou1'se， there was the matte1' of Alsace-Lorraine， but 
Engels clearly saw this as an issue the bou1'gζoisiζ was Hsi쟁 to whip up 
chauvinist sentiment. \Xlhat was whipping thctJlup? Engels’  digression in his 
Octobe1' 1 lette1' to Bebε1 was one of a numbe1' of passages in which he 
pointed， in the same ofεhanded way， to the new， a잃1'essiγe， impe1'i싫ism 
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。fthe bourgeoisie.36 In fact， as we saw in the last chapter both he and Marx 
were well aware of the chauvinist sentiment of the French， and German， 
bourgeoisie in 1870. Nevertheless， the of:터cial statements of the IWMA 
emphasized the dynastic ambitions of Bonaparte and Bismarck as the 
driving forces behind the conflict 

What we have here is a theoretical lag. Engels， perhaps earlier than 
anyone else， realized that the state system ìn Europe had dramatically 
changed as a result of the Franco-Prussian war. In his political response he 
was far ahead of his contemporaries and anticipated the antiwar left of the 
Second International， but he never sat down to thìnk through what thìs 
change meant theoretically. He didn’t do what Lenin was to do in his 
It，째etialistltJ the Highest Stage ofCapitalist.ν. And that meant 낭lat when he was 
forced to deJeηd his politics， as he was in 1 891 ，  he was at a disadvantage. 
Bebel could use his， and Marx’s earlier writings， tendentiously misquoted， 
。f course， for his prowar political tendency. 

8. Internment 
Engels’ artic1e and his defense of it arε in part an obsolete hangover 

from the pre-1 870 period when P1Ussìa could reasonably be treated as a 
puppet of the Tsar and Bonaparte. Prowar soci띠ists sεized on Engels’ 
article in 1 914， when it had become an even more irrelevant echo of an 
evεn more distant past. Engels， however， was c1early uncomfortable with 
버1S version of ‘revolutionary defensism’ even as he was propounding it in 
1 89 1 .  In hìs artic1e， and in his reply to Bonnier， he qualified the concept out 
of existence. 

Even ìn the event of a defensivε war against Tsarist Russia， Engels 
poìnted to P1Ussian militarism as the main enemy. He fudged his formulas 
ìn a 、rain attempt to prevent Bebel’s prowar artic1es and speeches from 
being rnisunderstood-or understood. After all， he had performed the 
same serγìce for Guesde and Lafargue at the height of the Boulanger crisis 
when th� flirted with chauvinism. In both cases， he was doing his best to 
preserve the peace between French and German socialists while pressing 
both to remain firm in the face of growing antisocialist， patriotic， hysteria 
at home. It was a task requiring a good dεal of diplomacy on the part of a 
man wh。 、;vas a ‘foreigner’ in the eyes of both French and German 
chauvinists. 
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1n the 1ast years of rus life Engels was concerned to work out a 
politica1 response to the impending war danger. He effectívely worked out 
an approach that revo1utíonary sodalists had to reinvent during the course 
of World War 1 because the leadership of the Social Democracy did their 
best to bury Engels’ politícs after he himself was cremated. What Engels 
came to realize was that， in an era of universal suffrage and universal 
conscription， the key to revolution was a military mutíny. 

1 .  Can Europe Disarm? 
1n March of 1 893， Voη'värts， the offidal organ of the German Party 

printed a series of articles by Engels under the general títle Cal1 Eμfη'ljJe 
Disar!JJ? and the work was later reprinted as a pamphlet. The occasion for 
this series was the introduction by the government parties in the Reichstag 
of a bill requiring an increase the military budget. There was no questíon 
at trus point of the Sodal Democrats’ supporting the bill. The liberal 
deputíes， stíll rhetorically antí-militarist at this stage， proposed to limit the 
term of service to two years. 1t was purε demagogy. They didn’t expect 
their bill to pass， but it put the Social Democrats on the defensiγe. 1f they 
supported the liberals thεir reputation as unpatriotic would be enhanced 
and their own supporters could not be expected to be enthusiastíc about 
this alliance with tl1e liberal representatives of the employing class. 1t also 
would put them in the position of implying that if this amendment were 
accepted they would abandon their refusal in prindple t。 、Tote for a milita1'Y 
budget. Bεbel asked Engels， in his capadty of military expert， fo1' advice.1 
He got mo1'e than he ba1'gained fo1'. Engels responded with a five part 
series of a1'ticles outlining a model Social Democ1'atic Bill for military 
reform. Engels’ model bill was not introduced by the Sodal Democratíc 
Fraction. We will see why. 

Engεls tried to show the Party how the slogan of universal sεrvìce 
in a ciγilian militia could be used to exploit the increasing popular fear of 
war and the widespread resentment of the out-of-control economic cost 
。fthe armaments 1'ace. The pamphlet/ series was ce1'tainly provokεd in part 
by thε tensions engendered witrun the F1'ench and German movements by 
the F1'anco-Russian alliance. 1n εffect， it was Engels' thought-out response 
to Bebel’s waγerings over the previous year and a half. 

Formally， the series and pamphlet were an attempt by a well-known 
“military expert" to demonstrate that it was militarily feasible to base the 
defense of thε country on dγilian reserves liab1e to a very sho1't term of 
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service. In substance， it was an attack on the stancling army. Engels argued 
that contemporary military cliscipline and its mindless dr피 was not at all 
required for the defense of the countrγ. It was required in an army whose 
main function was a앓ression against foreign countries and the suppression 
of the civilian pop띠ation at home. Only an army isolated from the civilian 
pop띠ation by long years of servíce and mindless díscipline， what the 
Germans c배ed kadavergehorsam (the obeclience of a zombie)， could serve 
버at function. 

The specific proposal whích Engels adγocated was intended to be 
one a Social Democratic government could make to the other European 
powers or which the Social Democratic delegation in the Reichstag could 
propose be adopted by the current government. And it was simple. Call an 
international conference for the purpose of drawing up a treaty that would 
immecliately limit the term of service in all sigt.1atorγ countries and phase 
in further reductions over a period of four or fiγe years. The result would 
be a European state system dependent on armies composed of short timers 
and large ciγilian reserves. No country need fear inγasion and no countπ 
would be capable of aggression. 

Engels assumed ín this se1'Íes the mask of a sober， moderate， 
practical， well-versed， military expert. His model agreemεnt was to be 
phased in， not issued as an ultimatum. Thε reduction in service was to be 
、reached in a series of steps. And it depended on an international agreement 
between the great powers that the existing governments would not and 
could not make.* This moderate pose has， ín every case 1 haγe found， 
completely taken in modern historians. They clismíss Enge1s' proposal as 
'utopían.’ World War 1 was such a brutal， bloody， mecharuzed， and 
industríalizεd， affair that no one could imagine a lightly armed civilian 
militia playíng any role in it. But 삼lat was just 낭le point. 

* H 。、:vever， as explained below， Engels did raise the possibility that Germany or， 
presumably， some other European p。、:ver would at least take the jìrst steps towards 
replacing the standing army with a civilian militia. O nce again， this underlines the 
fact that Engels is proposing a campaign of political warfare with his ‘modest 
proposal.’ Initiating a process of disarmament unilaterally onlγ makes sense ifyou 
are talking over the heads of the other g。γernments to their people. 
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Engels was， as we have seen， well aware of the carnage that the next 
war would bring. He knew what the weaponrγ aγailable to late nineteenth 
capitalist states could do. \'(1hat he was proposing was a form of political 
JJJaifare. In the first instance， political warfare against the German govern
ment， which， if it opposed this apparently mild measure， would be forced 
to acknowledge its own aggressive designs on foreign and domestic 
enemies.  In the event of a Social Democratic γictory in Germany， thε 
political target would become foreign governments which harbored similar 
designs against their enemies. 

One thing is especi떠ly interesting in this pamphlet. It is French 
chauvinism， as a response to the Prussian empire Bismarck built， 남lat is the 
target here. Here Engels explicitly repudiates the Russian threat.2 

Thε value of a civilian militia lay not in its ability to defeat a 
professional army， foreign or domestic， militarily， but in its ability to 
undermine that army’s will to fight. Eγen in the twentieth century， at a time 
when military tεchnology has deγeloped even more horrible weapons， how 
often have guerilla armies enjoying the support of the people pr。、red
supεrior to technicaliy more powerf띠 regular armies. 

In this series of articles， howeγer， Engels is not concerned with 
demonstrating or arguing for the superiority of the militia system as an 
abstraction. What made the proposals in thesε articles dangerous for the 
govεrnment was their ‘moderation.’ They could not be disrnissed as 
impractical. Engels himself underlined this aspect in a letter to Lafargue 
which spells out εxact1y what he thought he was doing. τ'he occasion was 
the introduction of a Bill on the militia by the socialist representative 
Edouard Vaillant in the French Assembly. It was a Bill that Engels felt 
could not be taken seriouslv: 

Therefore， if there is to be a Bill against which the 
bourgeois and the military cannot raise valid objections， 
this fact [that it will take a period of years to develop an 
effective militia system] must bε taken into account. 
That is what 1 tried to do in the articles which appearεd 
last year in Voην'àrts and which 1 sent you . . . .  
Vaillant’s Bill has great need for rεvision by someone 
who knows what’s what in military affairs， it contains 
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thlngs written in haste on whlch we could not stand up t。
serious argument.3 

Since neither the German nor the French socialist parties had a 
chance of getting their Bills through， Engels is not arguing that the Bill is 
impractical ιf a Bill That was obvious. He is saying it is not practical as 

Fψagaηda. Effectiγe propaganda against chauvinism had to make points 
삼lat could not be dismissed. 1f the socialists appeared to be proposing silly 
and ill-conceived motions in a matter like national defense， it would be the 
chauvinists who would benefit and it would be better to say nothing. 

After W orld War 1， 삼le soci삶ist movement， strongly inf1uenced by 
Lenin’s ‘revolutionary defeatism’ slogan which scouted the danger of defiεat 
by the enemy power， tended to emphasize opposition to military service on 
prindple as the only possible anti-imperia}ist stance. Engel’s position was 
largely i웰。red. 

2. The Army of the Revolution 
1n its details， the pamphlet is a pacifist’s nightmare. All adolεscent 

males physically fit for the purpose are to be trained for combat.* This is 
to take place as part of their school training and， at one point， Engels 
proposes 남니s， clearly with tongue in cheek， as a solution t。 버e problem of 
what to do with retired and unemployable drill sergeants. 

What begins as a pacifist’s nightmare， howeγer， soon turns into a 
Prussian officer’s nightmare. After a short passage describing the difficult 
transition the retired dr피 instrllctors would have to undergo if 남ley were 
to learn how to teach military skills to rambunctious schoolboys rather 
than terrorized recruits， Engels devotes considerable space t。 버e subject 
of military discipline in a popular militia. After describing the brutal 
methods used t。 ‘break in' nèw recruits in the Prussian military Engels 

* In his letter to Lafargue which was quoted above， Engels criticized Vaillant’s 
proposed military bill because it apparently included girls in this training! F eminist 
attacks on Engels would， howeγer， be misplaced here. He was not interested in 
integrating the military but in undermining it. 
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argues that discipline in a democratic militia would be different. It would 
be directed not against recalcitrant recruits but against brutal officers: 

. With the smooth-bore muzzlε loader it was a simple 
matter to drop a pebble down the barrel onto the blank 
cartridge during maneuvers， and it was by no means 
unusual then for hated officers to be accidently shot 
during maneuvers. ' "  Now， with the sma1l-bore breech 
loader it is no longer possib1e to do this so εasily and 
unobtrusively; for this reason， the army suicide sta디stics 
indicate to us the barometric level of soldier tormenting 
fairly accurately. But if the live cartridge is put to use in 
“serious cases" there is every reason to wonder whether 
the old practice is again finding its adγ。cates， as is said to 
haγe happened here and there in recent wars; ... 4 

Apparently， the mask of objec디ve expert had slipped a little too far 
for Bebel. He wrote in a letter of February 28， 1 893 that he thought the 
passage might be misconstrued and the author suspected of advocati썽 such 
measures. He urged Engels to strike these sentences.' 

The replacement of the standing army with a ciγilian militia was， of 
coursε， a democratic demand of long standing. 1t went back at least to the 
American War ofIndependence. 1n his private correspondence Engels had 
been discussing the schemε for some time but 삼lÍs was a public statement 
in the official， leading， Party paper. And Engels was proposing it not as a 
feature of the future socialist society but as an immediate demand of thε 
largest party in the militarily most powerfi띠 European state. The reaction 
ofthe leadεrship of the Social Democratic Party demonstrated how far the 
best of them had drifted by this time from thε revolutionary politics of 
Marx and Engels. 

1n his letter of February 28，6 Bebel not only objected to Engels’ 
mention of what amounted to mutiny as a provocation which would 1eaγe 
the party liable to prosecution by the military authorities， but advanced 
other， contradictory， 이겨야tions to Engels ’ proposed bill. Such a bill， he 
argued， would never be practical because militarism was too profitable for 
business and offered to many sinecures to the sons of the nobility and the 
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bourgeoisie. The bourgeois liberals would never support a serious attempt 
to cut back the military despite the disastrous economic effects of the tax 
required to support it. If the Social Democrats did propose such a bill then 
they would implicitly repudiate their long standing tradition of refusing to 
γ。te for the military budget at all. 

In the event， as Bebel reported to Engels on March 12， the liberals 
compromised with the regime and the whole affair blew over. It became 
an inconsequential debate over how to impr。γe the army. Bebel told 
Engels: 

It is impossible for us to use your military proposal. For 
tactical reasons we cannot support the two-year service 
plan which is the basis of the position of the Progressives 
and the other [bourgeois opposition] parties. And we 
cannot in any way support 냥le current army because of 
the aristocratic character of the military command and the 
armies internal organization-court martials， military 
1usnce， etc.， ctc .. 7 

But， of course， Engels' article was an attack on that military system 
and his proposed bill was designed to take the initiative away from the 
liberal critics of the military by presenting them with a scheme that would 
undermine the existingmilitary system. Andits revolutionaryanti-militarist， 
anti-officer tone was one of the 남lÌngs that put Bebel off. 

Bebel’s objections reveal very clearly the conservative character of 
the party’s famed refusal to vote for the military budget. Unlike Engels’ 
proposal which seriously challenged the liberals and might really have 
embarrassed them into ope떠y opposing the g。、rernment， the traditional 
‘principled’ stand meant abstention. It meant that the party had no answer 
to the question of how to defiεnd the country in the event of a general 
European 、;var. It a1most guaranteed 남lat the party would collapse in the 
face of such a threat. And there was an increasingly influential wing on the 
right of the Party that for precisely that reason was just as happy to leave 
the matter of militarism and the Party’s opposition to it in thε rea1m of 
‘principle.’ Their real views were not to come out int。 버e open， howeγer， 
until August of 1 914. The failure of people like Bebel to follow up on 
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Engels’ approach allowed them to strike a 1eft wing pose bεcause it Jvas just 
a pose. 

3. “ ... and the German Army 1s Ours" 
Bebel’s fright at Engels' barely disguised call for mutiny was a 

portent of things to come. Since at least 1 866， Engels had emphasized thε 
importance， from a revolutionary point of viεw， of the Prussian use of 
general conscription. 1ts introduction into modern warfare by this arch
rεactionary regime forced every power to “arm the peoplε." And this at a 
time when the socialist party was a growing force in εvery Europεan 
country. 1t was the Achilles heel of the existing order. 

And it solved a problem 산lat had been bothering Engεls since the 
suppression of the Commune. The old tactic ofbarricade fighting that had 
characterized everγ revolution since 1 789 seemed to Engels to be obso1ete. 
That tactic too had depended for its success on underinining the w피 。fthε
army to fight. But it also assumed that the troops actually faced the pεop1e 
on the barricades. Modern artillery and modern city planning (modern in 
Engεls’ terms) made that unnecessary. πle barricadεs with their now 
faceless defenders could be blown apart from milεs away. Engels described 
his predicament to Paul Lafargue: 

Y ou will have seen the reports in the papers of the ghast
ly effects， in Dahomey， of the new projectiles . . .  1t’s a 
capital thing for maintaining peace， but also for curbing 
the inclinations of so-called reγ。1utionaries on whose 
。utbursts our goγernmεnts count. The era of barricades 
and street fighting has gone for good; if the "νilitary )챙# 
resìstance becomes madness. Hence the necessity to find 
new revolutionary tactics. 1 have pondered over this for 
some time and am not yet settled in my mìnd.8 

1ncreasingly， Engels came to see the solution in the growth of the 
socialist party through electoral activity. But the aim of납니s actiγitywas not 
simply the winning of parliamentary seats. Engels expressed himself very 
simply and unmistakab1y in a short phrase in a letter to Laura Lafargue. 
Reporting on Social Democratic victories ìn local elections where the 
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voters were East Prussian peasants and agricultural laborers 、N'ho were the 
traditional source of the Prussian army’s obedient cannon fodder， Bis
marck’s beloved ‘Pomeranian grenadiers，’ Engels exclaimed “… ifwe get 
the rural districts of the six eastern provinces ofPrussia … the German a껑y 
tS 0μrs."9 

4. The Fight Over The Class Strttggles 씨 Fraηce 
It is over this issue that Engels m。γed into increasingly sharp 

。pposition to the leadership of the German party including--one is 
tempted to say especially-August Bebel. In 1 895， Engels， again at 남le 
request of the pa야y leadership， wrote an introduction to a new edition of 
Marx’s Class S trnggles 껴 Frat1ce. In it he outlined a program for the German 
Social Democracy that， as explicitly as the censors would permit， prop'osed 
to use the electoral system to subvert the army. And he did this at a point 
when the conservatiγe parties in the Reichstag were considering introduc
ing new “Anti-Subγersion" le양sla섭。n that would outlaw the Social
Democratic movement which had only emerged from illegality four years 
earlier. 

Engels faced a difficult task. For one thing， he was， as we have seen， 
concerned about an armed rising in the face of a disciplined， heavily armed， 
modern army. For another， he had to avoid giγing the Prussian monarchy 
an excuse for the coup that he， along with everybody else， expected. 1 t was 
vital that the soci혀lsts be seen as dεfending representative government 
against a monarchy. Too open a statement of the party’s antimonarchical 
aims， h。、N'eγer， could proγide a pretext for illegality and muddy the political 
waters. Finally， Engels had to contend with the fact that the people， 
especially Bebel， who had supported him in the earlier underground 
struggle had clearly indicated that thεy would not follow him 야lÍs time. 

After describing at len항1 the difficulties that made barricade 
fighting in the 쩌iti싸stages of an uprising no longer feasible， Engels spun out 
an elaborate Aesopian analogy with the late Roman empire. It was in this 
fable 남lat he outlined the strategy the party ought to pursue in the face of 
the imminent coup. As an attempt to bypass his internal critics and avoid 
the appearance of calling for military mutiny， Engels’ ruse was， perhaps， a 
little too transparent. 
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Now almost 1 ，600 years ago， there was at work in the 
Roman Empire a dangerous revolutionary party . . . .  This 
revolutiona1'Y pa1'ty， known under the name of the 
Christians， also had strong 1'ep1'esenta디。n in the army; 
enti1'e legions were composed of Christians.  When they 
we1'e commanded to attend the sacrificial ceremonies of 
the Pagan established church， there to serve as a gua1'd of 
honor， the 1'evolutionary soldiers went so fa1' in thei1' 
insolence as to fasten special symbols-crosses-on thei1' 
hεlmets .  The customa1'Y disciplinary ba1'1'ack measures of 
thei1' officers proved fruitless. … 

In response to this challenge thε empero1' Diocletian initiated a 
ferocious pe1'secution of Ch1'istians-the last as it turned out. Engels 
explicitly， almost as if he were daring the Hohenzollern Empero1' to act， 
compa1'ed this persecution to the proposed “antisubve1'sion" legislation of 
1 894. 

But this excep디on띠 law， too， [the emperor Diocletian’s 
edict] remained ineffectiγe. In defiance， the Christians 
tore it from the walls， yea， it is said that at Nikomedia 
they fired the empero1'’s palace 0γer his head.1O 

The Executive Committee of the German Pa1'ty was not amused by 
버1S fable. Richard Fischer， the sec1'etary of the committee wrote Engels 
explainingthe objections 상le enti1'e pa1'ty leade1'ship had to his introduction 
and pressuring him to cut sεγeral passages. 

Y ou yourself will adrnit that an ill-disposεd opponent 
would have no trouble in presenting as the q띠ntessence 
of you1' a1'gumentation: 1) the adrnission that if we a1'e not 
at present making the 1'evolution it is because we are still 
not strong enough， because the a1'my is not yet suffi
ciently infected-which is an a1'gument [quod e1'at 
demonst1'andum] 상'lfaν'orof the antisubve1'sion bill and 2) 
버at in case of、;va1' 01' any other serious complication we 
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would， like the Commune， raise the banner of insurrec
tion in the face of enemy attack etc . .  1 1  

But anyone， ill-버sposed or well-disposed， who had been reading 
what EngεIs had been writing since 1 866 on the consequεnces of universal 
military sεrvicε would haγe understood what he was saying. Fischer was 
right to argue that no one would be fooled by Engels' Aesopian fable. But， 
then， Engels wasn’t trying to fool anyone. He was just doing the best he 
could to appease 난le censor. 

A political and literary quarrε1 erupted out of this attempt by the 
Party to censor Engels which lasted long after his death and became 
entanglεd with a series of later party disputes in the German and interna
tional m。γements. τ1lÌs story is too convoluted to treat here. It is told in 
a separate note. But the main point can be stated succinctly. When hε died， 
unexpectedly， Engels was embarked on a political course that was leading 
him into ever increasing conilict with the leadership of the German Social 
Democracy including Bebel. It was a conilict over the Party’s attitude 
towards the Prussian state in the comingwar. The German Party leadership 
was inching its way towards a policy of civil peace in such an emergency. 
Engels was for taking advantagε of라le crisis to burn down the Emperor’s 
palace. 
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Chapter 2 of this volumε attempted to makε some sense out of 
Engels’ articles on the response of the “nonhistoric" peoplεs to the 
revolution of 1 848. 1n that chapter 1 referred to the misuse of this material 
by Marxologists to portray Marx and Engels as German chauvinists and 
even proto-N azis driven by racial hatred.1 The methodology is the same 
in all cases regardless of the political view of the par디cular Marxologist. No 
attempt is made to expl잉n to the reader what is in dispute and， therefore， 
no attempt to explain what position Marx and Engels together or ei버er 
separately is def，εnding. 1nstead， the rεader is subjected to excerpts taken 
out of context which depεnd for their effect on Marx and Engels’ frequent 
resort to thε kinds of racial and ethnic terminology which 、;vere common 
in their day aηd the빼re are ηo t，ηdicatiotl of 껴e spe，챔c ν'Îe1VS of the 1vriter. The 
reader， shockεd bywhatwould be ín today’s climate unacceptable language 
even ín conservative circles， fails to notice that the Marxologíst has not 
explained what was goíng on or what Marx or Engels thought about what 
was goíng on. For that matter， the readεr doesn’t know what the Marxolog
ist thinks about the issue thε reader remaíns ignorant of. 

In 1987， an English translation of a book on E쟁e/s aηd the 
“'Noηb강toric)J Peoples: The National Que.‘r경oη jη the Reν'Olutioη of 18482 appeared 
whích seemεd to be an exception. Its author， Roman Rosdolsky， was a 
scholar whose field was nínetεenth century agrarian and national move
ments. He was also 버e author of a wídely-respected investígatíon ínto the 
origins of Marx’s Cψital.3 Politicallγ， he was a leftist and a Marxist. 1n 
Rosdolskv’s case this was not merelv an intellεctual or academic stance. As 
a young man he was a member of the Ukrainian Social Democratíc party 
and a member of that faction which in the course of the Russian civíl war 
came to support the Bolshevik side. He became one of the theoretical 
leaders of the Communist Party of the αTestεrn Uk:raine. According to 
Professor J ohn-Paul Himka-the translator of Rosdolsky’s monograph on 
Engels and the national questíon in 1848-by the late 20s Rosdolsky had 
been expellεd from the part:y because ofhis antí-Stalinism and was tryíng， 
like so many others， to rethink Marxism by going back to Marx. His studies 
of agrarian reform and revolution in Eastern Europe 、;vere driγen by this 
aim and not simply academic interest. 1t was history and his own political 
experience that assigned him 
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found its audience. Serious students of this vexed question 100k to 
Rosd01sky as a guide and his work has had a significant impact on the 
wh01e debate. And that is the problem. 

Despite his seriousness and obvious good faith， despite his past and 
despite his political views-which are in fact quite close to those Engels 
actually held-Rosd01sky has produced an account which completely 
distorts the eγidence. None of the anti-Marxist diatribes has surpassed 
Rosd01sky’s monograph in 버is respect. The reason for this paradox is not 
。bvious although an attempt at an exp1anation will be made at the 
conclusion of this note. But first the extent of the distortion has to be 
documented. 

In the first p1ace， despite the title of the work， it is not re따1y about 
Engels' gaffe， his use of Hegel’s metaphysical category “nonhistoric 
peop1es." Instead， Rosd01sky tries to exp1ain， or justify， Engeis’ b1under by 
attributing to him a position which hε did not h01d. And thε only way t。
do this is to bowd1erize the writings of Engε1s (l\1arx is 1argely ignored) to 
such a degree 남lat he is portrayed as holding a position which is the 
opposite of the one he actually defended. 

Brief1y put， Rosdo1sky’s thesis is that Enge1s looked to the more or 
1ess immediate transition from the bourgeois reγolution to a proletarian 
。ne.4 Giγen this illusory hope， Engε1s and Marx were not too particular 
about the reγ。lutionary allies they chose. In particular， the Polish and 
Magyar nobility along with the German bourgeois were chosen because 
they were the i"νfJJediate enemies of bureaucratic absolutism and their 
victory would open up the road to the proletarian revolution. Engels and 
Marx were ignorant of， and not concerned about， the problems of the 
peasantry and ethnic minorities oppressed bγ these “reγolutionary 
democrats." In any case， Marx and Engels belieγed both the peasantry and 
the sm외1 etllnic groups scattered throughout Eastern and Central Europe 
to be medieval relics bound to disappear with the triumph of modern 
ciγilization. 

As a slightly caricatured γersion of sections of the Cot!lfJJtmist 
Maη맺'sto this sketch has merit. But， as γo1ume 2 of this work went to 
considerable length to prove， these widely misused sections of the 
Manifesto were an aberration.5 And it was Marx’s aberration， not Engels’. 
More importantly， Rosd01sky’s thesis is concerned， not with the Commu-
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nist Manifesto， but with the NRZ and its policy toward democratic 
revo1ution and peasant revolt in eastern Europe. Here， Rosdo1sky hasn’t a 
1eg to stand on. His thesis allows him t。 “excuse" Engels， attributing his 
“nonhistoric peop1es" line to an excess of zeal and an “underestimation of 
the peasantry." In fact， however well-intentioned， Rosdo1sky’s thesis both 
distorts Engels’ position on agrarian reγ。1ution in 1 848 and fails to come 
to grips with the rea1 deficiencies in Engels’ (and Marx’s) treatment of the 
nationa1 question. 

1 .  Marx and Engels on 1 846 
Central to Rosdo1sky’s argument is the Polish uprising of 1 846， the 

reaction of the Polish Democracy to it， and Marx and Engels’ alleged 
support of the “democratic" Polish nobility in this uprising. In defense of 
this thesis Rosdo1sky relies on a sεries of indirect arguments since he 
cannot rely on Marx and Eng，εls’ explicit statements on the ro1e of agrarian 
revolt in Eastern Europe. 

One devicè is to use quotes from Engels in which he e.껴‘has.짜'eS the 
antifeudal programs and proclamations of Magyar， German and Polish 
democrats. Rosdolsky then proceeds to argue that the democrat in question 
was merely paying lip service to the demands of the peasantry. There are 
a number of instances of the use of this device.6 But what do they prove? 
That Engels， writing in the midst of a re、To1ution， with the means of 
communication available to a newspaper εditor in 1848， was often unaware 
of information availab1e to scho1ars a hundred years later? It is a pretty 
obvious point and one that saγs nothing about Engels’ politics. What these 
quotes used by Rosdolsky do pr。γe is that Engels lvas concerned with the 
agrarian question and that he ι!id think it γital for the revolution. Rosdol
sky’s thesis requires Engels to either be indiffcεrent to， or ignorant of， the 
peasant movement. 

But there is morε t。 버esε quotes than that. Engels was 、‘rriting as 
a propagandist. 1 use the term not in our contemporary sense. He was not 
lying “for the good of the cause." What he was trying to do was to i;쩌ence 
the outcome of thε rεγolution not just report on it. When thε NRZ printed 
a commentary by a democratic member of the Polish gentry or a speech by 
a left wing democratic representatiγe to the Frankfurt Assembly it was 
doing so in order to εncourage those political tendencies. That most such 
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democrats were half-hearted and tirnid in the defense of their own interest， 
let alone the interεsts of their real or potential class alliεs， was certainly 
obvious to Marx and Engels. It was ob、rious to any intelligent observer， 
including the people who were organizing the counterrevolution. All the 
morε reason for Marx and Engels to encourage thos� democrats who were， 
tirnidly， moγing in the right direction. Of course， Marx and Engels could 
be held accountable if the NRZ had consistently avoided any critidsm of 
the half-hearted democrats. But no historian of the period or of sodalism 
has accused the NRZ of that failing. Quite the contraη. The usual 
complaint is that the paper’s biting attacks on the Frankfurt Assembly and 
the democratic movement in general “、;vent too far." If the Marxologists 
haγe not attacked the paper for being too critical of the democratic gentry， 
it is because the Marxologists， not the NRZ， have ignored the “peasant 
question" in 1 848.7 

Thε most dubious device used by Rosdolsky is his insistence that 
Marx and Engels were responsible for eγerγthing their correspondents 
wrote. Since many of their sources were Polish and Hungarian democrats， 
and sincε many of them lvere frightened by the prospect of a repeat of the 
1 846 uprising by Galidan peasants， and since they often did pay lip service 
。nly to the slogans of agrarian revolution， this deγice allows Rosdolsky to 
impute sentiments and slogans to Marx and Engels which they cannot be 
shown to haγe held by any other means. What is worsε， Rosdolsky insists 
on this “guilt by assodation" eveη 씨eJ1 lvIar)0 as editoη e쩌hψ 껴'sav01，ν's the 
poli’'tics rf the C01γe챔0ηdent. Rosdolsky quotes the following editorial 
comment by Marx introdudng a report by a correspondent: 
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noble in Lviv; we have not altered a single line of the 
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rεlationships of various classes， which he does not 
understand， as plausibly as possible. [Emphasis in original] 
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Rosdolsky comments: 

The reader can here object: The lines you just cited clearly 
show how critica.ψ the Ne.μe Rheinische Zei.찌갯g judged its 
noble-Polish correspondents! Right. But， unfortunately， 
thls is the 0η까 passage in whlch the editors express their 
scruples about these correspondents’ conception's. And 
however interesting this passage is it does not change the 
entire picture of the Neue Rhei，ηische Zeitu，썽s “Polish 
politics."S 

For the record， this reader does object. Marx’s editorial comment 
does make clear how critically the NRZ judged the Polish nobility. And 삼ús 
reader also would point out that， far from being the only passage where 
this point is made， it is only one of many. And it does not change the 
I\JRZ’s “Polish politics" it reaffirms them. 

At other times， Rosdolsky simply asserts what he needs to proγe 
without any attempt to base his interpretation on anything that‘appeared 
in the NRZ. The following is a good example: 

Only when the revolution was defeated and in Hungary 
mort외ly 、;vounded ， only then did the Neue Rhe끼isιhe 
Zeittmg sporadically put forth thε idea of an Austrian 
γeasat1tμι/’ that might come to the aid of산le reγolution 
and Hungary.9 

In fact the first article on the Hungarian revolution in the NRZ， 

depends for its εffect on an extended comparison of thε Hungarians under 
Kossuth with the Polish insurrectionaries of 1 830.10 The point of thε 
comparison is to emphasize that the Hungarians began with the step the 
Poles would not take: emancipation of the peasantry from 때1 remaining 
feudal obligations. Coincidently， thls article is the same article in which 
Engels first states his “nonhistoric peoples" thesis. Rosdolsky could hardly 
have missed it. 

At times， Rosdolsky just misses the point. An examplε is the 
following quot.ε from 낭너s same article by Engels: 
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Lεt us suppose that the March revolutÎon was purely a 
revolucion of the nobilitγ. Does that give the Austrian 
‘GesaJJJt Moηarchie’ the right to oppress the Hungarian 
nobility and， and therεby also the Hungarian peasants， in 
the way it oppressed the Galician nobility and， through the 
!atter the Galician pεasants as well?1 1  

Rosdolsky interprets this to mean that Engels was apologizing for 
the Polish gentry who routinely blamed the Imperial state for the tìnancial 
burdens they passed on to the peasantry. But this is a misinterpretacion. 
Although this specitìc citacion is somεwhat unclear， everything else Marx 
and Engels wrote on the subject makes the meaning unmistakable. At least 
as early as The Germaη Ideo!og)') Marx and Engels had come to some very 
definite conclusions as to the role of absolute monarchv in the transicion 
from feudalism to capitalism. In this view， the absolute monarchy 
maintained itself by balancing between contending social forces none of 
which was strong enough to remake society in its own image. In the case 
。f the peasant vs. noble conflict， 삼le monarchy presented itself to the 
peasant as its protector against the rapacious demands of the gentry， and 
it promised the gentry proteccion against the jacquerie of thε peasant. The 
Imperial state oppressed thε peasant by means of (through) the landlord 
and ν'ice versa. In Marx and Engels' 、.riew of the 1 848 reγolucion the 
democratic gentry likε the democratiε bourgeoisie wεrε breakìng out of this 
pattern when 남ley attacked 삼le monarchy. ιι1써d thù meant thry had to COJJJe 10 
ter/lls Jvith the wo1'ki.격g c!ass aηdpeas깅”까?’ 01' faα η쩌'. In hindsight we， and 
Rosdolsky， know that the democratic gentry and bourgeoìsìe failed to 
measure up to thεìr task. In Engels' marτelous phrase also summing up the 
matter in hìndsighζ they f:없led “to do their damned duty."12 

Rosdolslζy emphasizεS only one side of this dynamic. And Engels 
emphasizes thε 。ther-따 least in the bowdlerized version of the NRZ 
arcicles presented by Rosdols합. Rosdolsky’s emphasis on 남le antifeudal， 
reforming policy of Maria Theresa and J osεph II 1S a theme that recurs 
throughout the book. Although it is nεver explicitly stated or countεrposed 
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to Engels’ analysis here，* it is the basis ofRosdolsky other writings on the 
subject.13 lronically， Rosdolsky’s portrait of the gentry rnirrors 산lat of the 
peasantry often mistakenly ascribed to Marx. They are nothing buta feudal 
relic incapable in any circumstances of playing a revolutionary role.14 

But the most serious error on Rosdolsky’s part is one of omission. 
Marx and Engels explicitly dealt Witll the problem of agrarian reγolt in 
Poland and its relation to thε Polish Democracy and Polish national 
independence on any number of occasions. One of the most extended 
discussions of these issues was the 1 848 memorial banquet in honor of the 
very 1 846 insurrection which plays such an important role for Rosdolsky. 
And Rosdolsky does not mention tllis incident. He cannot becausε his 
whole thesis would collapse if he did.** 

Chapter 2 already contains εxtensive excerpts from Marx and 
Engels’  speeches on this occasion and 1 will not repeat them here. It is 
sufficient to remind the reader that they consistεd of a virulent attack on 
the Polish “democratic" nobility. These “democrats" could not fight for an 
agrarian democracy “the only democracy possible in Eastεrn Europe" 
because of their class blinders. What has to be emphasized in this note is 
that Marx and Engels' made 상ÙS attack on the Polish “democratic nobili다” 
m 껴eir faces. 

Let us imagine the scene. The occasion is a memorial to a reγolution 
γiolentIy crushed just two y�ars before by Austrian troops who were 
assisted by a peasant uprising widely believed at the time to have been 
instigated by Mettεrnich. And it should be notεd 남lat the extent of 
Metternich’s involvement is still in dispute. Eγen Rosdolsky admits that 

* For one example， see Rosdolsky's cryptic remark that “it was the Austrian 

coμntCI'-l'cvoJlItiOfl that could reap the fruits of the “peasant emancipation" which 
circumstances had forced upon Austria; …" Is Rosdolsky saying that it was the 
absolute m onarchy that 、;vas playing a progressiγe role as ag3inst the rebellious 

gentry and bourgeoisie? It  isn’t explicit here but if it is m섭e explicit it m akes 
sense o f  much of his argumentation. 

** The lV1E Iν volume containing these two speeches， volume 4， appeared in 

1 9 5 9-five years before Rosdolsky published his book in German. Rosdolsky 
references othεr material in this volume. 
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there was somc involγement. Metternich and his officials on the spot， 
according to Rosdolsky， utilized this uprising eγen though they did not 
instigate it.15 Other scholars argue 남lat Metternich was involved in the 
uprising from the beginning. But to the Polish exiles， English Chartists， 
and German artisan-communists gathered in London in 1 848 Metternich’s 
role was an accepted fact. And the Poles were heroes while the Ukrainian 
peasants were bigoted reactionaries in the pay of Austria， political 
descendants o f  the French peasants o f  the Vendée who rallied behind the 
priests against the Jacobins and the first French republic. On this occasion， 
before 뻐s audience， Marx and Engels chose to denounce the Polish 
genαy. They openly attacked the nobility and， by praising democrats like 
Lelewel， put thcm in the awkward position ofhaving to agree implicitly with 
this political attack on 야leÍ! countrymen. IfLelewel and his supporters did 
not， in effect， disown their right wing compatriots in front of this 
international audience they would be disowning the reγ。lutionary
movement of 1 846 and its antifeudal demands. 

The uprising of 1 846 is now a long-forgotten incident. 1 t is hard for 
us to imagine what the irnpact of Marx and Engels’ speeches would have 
been. An analogy based on a conflict more familiar to us might be a 
speaker at a rally honoring veterans of the Abraham Lirlcoln Brigade who 
insisted on reminding the audience of the negative role St잉ln’s g。γernment 
played in the Spanish Civil War. Rosdolsky’s attack on the Polish “demo
cratic" nobility is not any harsher than the ones deliγered by Marx and 
Engels and his was madε almost fifiψ years after any one entertained any 
illusions about 삼le revolutionary or “democratic" potential of thε Polish 
찌fachta. Indeed， Rosdolsky’s German book appeared almost twenty-fiγc 
years after 삼ús social strata disappeared forever. 

Lest the reader assume that Marx and Engels’ attack on the s:<:Jachta 
at 버is memorial was， while a strong rεpu벼ation of 남lÍs class， an isolated 
incident and that the subject was not actually referred to in the NRZ) 1 
should mention 남lat on a number of occasions in its comments on the 
question of agrarian revolt the paper mentioned the Galician uprising. And， 
in each case， the sympathies of the writer lie with the peasant rebels. It 
would t싫ce us far outside the bounds o f  버is short notε to collect them all 
here and one will haγe to suffice. 
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In an article on the “Decree on the Abolition of Feudal Duties 
without Compensation in Silesia" theNRZ correspondent， Wilhelm Wolff， 
wrote 1n passmg: 

The Junkers wish to enjoy at least one more merry 
carnival and exploit the November achievements of 
absolutism to the utmost. They are right to make haste， 
dancing and celebrating 、;vith defiant arrogance. For soon 
these divinely faγ。red arístocratic orgies may be mingled 
wi산1 scenes of Galician fury.16 

This reference passes over the head of the average reader today but 
it was clear to readers of the NRZ in 1 848 and it is hard to belieγe that 
Rosdolsky missed it.* Rosdolsky never mentions Wilhelm Wolff's len혐ly 
series on the Silesian peasant question. Engels and the German Social 
Democrats thought it of sufficient importance to republish the series in 
1 886 in book form and Engels wrote a lengthy introduction to that edition 
from which the above quote is t삶εn. Wilhelm Wo1ff， the child ofSilesian 
peasants himself， was a long time collaborator of Marx and Engels， a 
personal and political friend beforε， during， and after the 1 848 revo1ution. 
He was a member ofMarx’s Commurust Correspondence Committee and 
joined the Commurust League with Marx and Engεls. He ended up in 
Manchester as a close friend and collaborator of Engels and when he died 
Marx dedicated 남le first vo1ume of Capital to him. Yet， Rosdo1sky chooses 
Müller-Tεllering， a bourgeois liberal whose only association with Marx was 
his bríef tenure as the NRZ correspondent from Vienna， to prove that the 
NRZ soft pedaled agrarian revolution for fear of offending the gentrγ. And 
it is easy to demonstrate the NRZ's lack of interest in the peasantry using 

* Marx was， in fact， well aware of the danger especially in the H ap sburg Empire 
。f ignoring the peasantrγ. See his letter to Engels of 1 3  September 1 85 1  in which 
he criticizes Mazzini for this failing. In this letter he twice brings up the Galician 
experience. Rosdolsky could argue of course that this was too little too late. But 
he  can do so only because he  ignores the Wolff articles. The record indicates that 
Marx and Engels both treated the lessons of the Galician uprising as a fact so well 
known that no extended comment was necessary. You just had to point. 
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남ùs example because， indeed， Müller-Tellering wrote next to nothing on 
남le peasantry. The trick will be obγious only to those readers ofRosdolsky 
who haγe in their library ei남ler the complete text of the 1\lRZ or a copy of 
the 1 886 German edition of Wolff's articles. 

Rosdolsky sums up his case against the NRZ as follows: 

Howeγεr odd it may seem， eγen the extreme left of the 
1 848 revolution， whose intellectual leadership was 
proγided by the Neμe Rheil1ische Zei강mg， could not gauge 
correct1y the extreme importance of the peasant question 
in Austria， the extraordinatγ chances it offered 삼le 
revolution or the grave dangers it posed.17 

This claim cannot stand up against. the evidence. And it is not 
epough to argue 삼lat Marx and Engels overestimated 삼le revolutionary 
potential of 산le German bourgeoisie and the Polish and Magyar gentry. 
They obviously did. But then they overestimated the revolutionary 
potential . of 버e peasantry too. τbey overestimated the reγ。lutionary
potential of 싫1 classes as is proved by the fact that the reγ。lution failed. In 
1 848 Marx and Engels supported and made common cause with all those 
soci싫 forces whose strugglεS tεnded to undermine the re힘me of bureau
cratic absolutism and fought， however half-heartedly， for representative 
institutions and democratic liberties. They insisted that only a thorough 
social and economic democratization of society could opεn the way for the 
working c1ass. A peasant who 따lowed himself to be won to the side of the 
Hohenzollern， Hapsburg or Romanov dynasty out of hatred for his 
immediatε oppressor became an enemy of the revolution and democracy 
and so did a German burgher or Polish noble who sought simi1ar refuge 
。ut of fear of social reγolution. 

The main problem with Rosdols양’s book is 버at it doesn’t help 
explain the “nonhistoric peoples" slog없1 nor 남le politics behind it. Y ou 
can’t explain it by the NRZ’s inattention， or hostilitγ， to agrarian revolution 
because Marx and Engels were not only for that revolution but they were 
adamant that it was (따ong wi남1 J ewish emancψation) the key to the 
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democratic rεvolution in Eastern Europe. It was the national question， 
especially in its linguistic dimension， that the 1\lRZ mishandled. 

Engels (and Marx) saw agrarian revolution as the solvent of national 
antagonisms in the Hapsburg εmp1rε. And to some extent it was. But， as 
Rosdolsky rightly points out， agrarian revolt often took the 1om1 of national 
revolt. This form， however， and trus is what Rosd01sky ignores， all too often， 
especially in 1 849， ended up betraying 난le content of the strugg1e. Croats， 
Ukrainians and Czechs ended up fighting on the side of the enemy of their 
enemy with thε usual results. And it was this prob1em to wruch Engε1s had 
no s01ution. 

The “Nonhistoric pεoples" slogan can actually be dismissed fairly 
easily as a bad formulation. But behind the bad formulation is real political 
confusion. What is the solution whεn a national movεment chooses t。
follow reactionary 1εaders and allow its interests to bε used against equ띠ly 
valid claims of other nations and peoples? τbe casε of the lrìsh against the 
English or the P01es against the Russians and Germans is relatively easy. 
What do you do when Croats 잉1y tl1emselves with the Hapsburgs against 
Hungarìans or， 1atεr， Serbs? And what do you do when nations with equ외ly 
valid claims to the land assεrt their right to self-determination? Engels had 
no answer to tlús question. He didn’t have one in 1848 and neither did 
Marx. They never resolved the contradiction betweεn 삼leir often repeated 
�entiment that democracy， 1εt alone a workers’ statε， could not survive the 
suppression of a wholε people and the obvious rustorical fact that many 
small nations chose to dεfend the old regime. This is the real problem and 
the absurd comparisons ofMarx and Engels with the Nazis obscure rather 
than clarìfy it-always assuming that the writer is interested in clarification 
rather than obfuscation. 

Unfortunately， Rosd01sky’s proposed s01ution doesn’t get us any 
further. It offers an explanation of Engels' slogan that simp1y ignores the 
bulk of what Engels wrote. It too is obfuscation although 1 don’t 산lÌnk that 
was Rosd01sky’s intent. 

Letus startwith Rosd01sky’ own s01ution to “the national question." 
Does he have one? Rosdolsky comes pretty close on a coup1e of occasions 
to saying that all movements striving for national independence are 
progressiγe. It is easy εnough to attack the extreme formulations of an 
Engεls or a Rosa Luxemburg but is Rosdo1sky claiming that an indepe 
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ent Czech or Croat republic is a1ways preferab1e to， more “progressive" 
than， federation or even assimilation into a 1arger state? At one point， 
Rosdo1sky brings up Enge1s' comment on the incorporation of meclieva1 
Provençe into France. Engels in trus passage is arguing for the progressive 
consequences of the bruta1 French conquest of the southern non-French 
speaking section of what we know as France. Engels remarks that at 남le 
time the southern part of the country was more deγeloped economically 
and more advanced culturally 삼lan the northern part. He 1amεnts the 10ss 
。f its beautiful 1anguage. But he argues that 산le inhabitants of Provençe 
wεre more than compensated by the French Revo1ution wruch freed them 
from meclievalism and particularism. 

1t is easy enough to make fun of 뻐s ana1ogy. It is unlikely that 뼈s 
argument would have had much appea1 for the defeated Provença1 nobility 
and patrician burghers. Eγen if they had lived 삼le req띠site seγer꾀 hundred 
years to witness 삼le reγ。1ution their compensation would likely have been 
삼le guillotine. But does that mean that today， if a reγived Proγença1 
nationalism were to demand independence from France， that would be 
“progressive"? Rosdo1sky devotes a who1e chapter titled “Thε Realistic 
Side of Engels' Prognosis" in wruch he concedes a1most eγerything to 
Engels as far as what the NRZ wrote in 1 848 is concerned. τ'he Austrian 
Slavs did prove incapab1e 삼len of reγolutionary activity. τ'hey clid end up 
fighting for reaction. 1n rus next chapter Rosdo1sky simp1y argues that 
Engels was wrong in predicting that 삼ùs state of affairs 、;vould continue. 
But he doesn’t explicitly claim that the “ba1kanization" ofEastern Europe 
that resulted from the breakup of the Romanoγ， Hapsburg and 
Hohenzollern empires in 1 914  was desirab1e. 

At one point Rosdo1sky actually adopts a version of남le “nonhistoric 
peoplεs" line as his own. 
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typical of eγe1'y genuine national mino1'ity; in general， no 
。ppressed nationality disdains 01' has disdained the 
opportunity of reaping benefit for itself at 버e cost of 
another oppressed nationality. 18 

All。‘wing for the qualifier “generally" this statement is as wooden
headed as Engels' paraphrasing of Hegel. 

The most striking thing about Rosdolsky’s monograph is that， from 
the point of view of theory， he has not got beyond Engels. Both hε and 
Engels are arguing from a position that is pre-lιenin. Engels， of course， has 
an excuse. Lenin’s theoretical contribution was the distinction between the 
썽:htof self-deterrnination and the desirability’ of self-determination. Without 
this distinction you are stuck on one or another of the horns of the 
following dilemma. If you decide that， in some case or another， that the 
declaration of selεdetermination by a given ethnic group or its self
appointed leaders is wrong headed and likely to aid the forces of reaction 
then you are driven to argue fo1' the suppression of 삼lat people. That is， 
you are driven to 버ls conclusion logically even if you aren’t happy about 
it. On the othe1' hand， if you don’t want to accept 뼈s conclusion， 벼en you 
a1'e pretty much forced to a1'gue that any struggle fo1' self-dete1'mination is 
desirable and “progressiγe." 

Lenin’s theo1'etical cont1'ibution was to resolve this dilemma. Y ou 
can recognize a right to selεdetermination based on the argument Engels 
made in his editorials on the debates over Poland in the Frankfu1't 
Assembly. At the same time， you can argue politically wi버 you1' friends and 
com1'ades and allies \vithin the oppressed community 남lat to press fo1' self
detε1'mination eithe1' in general 01' at a 잉ven time is a rnistake. What is eγen 
mo1'e important， 산le recognition of the 1'ight of self-dete1'mination provides 
a revolutionarγ moγement with a weapon of political wa1'fare against 
reactionary nationalism. Engels himself came close to 1'ecognizing 벼1S in 
the passage quoted in chapter 2 above in which he a1'gues 삼lat if the 
Austrian Slavs， in particular the Czechs， had reγ。lted against the Hapsburgs 
then the national inte1'ests of thε Gε1'mans and Magya1's would have had t。
accommodate thei1' demands. And， in the case of the Poles， 남le NRZ had 
inslsted on te1'ritorial concessions which would haγe left la1'ge numbers of 
Ge1'man speaking pεople in a Polish state. The step Engels and the NRZ 
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dicln’t take was to urge such concessions to national dεmands on the 
Hungarian revolutionaries as a way to win over Croat， Rumanian and 
Gεrman speaking peasants. 

Rosdolsky doesn’t make this point against Engels. Without explicitly 
saying so， he in effect argues that the strugglε for national independence is 
“progressive" everywhere and at all times. His treatment of national 
movements in 1 848 is， therefore， schizophrenic. On the one hand， he has 
to agree that Engels' “nonhistoric peoples" slogan had a “realistic" 
side-Croats， Czechs and others really were fighting for reaction. On the 
。ther hand， he attacks the NRZ for siding with Poles， Germans and 
Hungarians. Rosdolsky， in fact， is retrograde as compared to the NRZ. 
Engels’ emphasis on the role of the agrarÏan reγolution in dissolving 
national differences and winning the peasantry over to the side of the 
Hungarian republic is missing in Rosdolsky. To mention it would make 
nonsense of his treatment of 남1e NRZ but there is something else. For 
Rosdolsky the national liberation mo‘vement is a good in itself. There is 
nothing in his treatment of the 1 848 revolution that would indicate he 
would look with faγ。r on the tendency of class struggle to dissolvε national 
allegiance. 

2. Two Diversions 
Before attempting an explanation ofRosdolsky’s peculiar treatment 

of his source materials， two minor points haγe to be de따t wi삼1. That is， 
산1ey are rninor points in this context since they are digressions from 
Rosdolsky’s main thesis. In themsεlves they are worth sevεral books and 
there are a couple of hundred pages concerning them in this and earlier 
volumes of KMIR 

The first of these two digressions is 산1e one on Bakunin. There are 
minor problems here. For one， Rosdolsky， without citing any reference， 
claims that Engels， in contrast to Bakunin， insisted on “the claims of the 
AustrÏan Germans and Hungarians to the Slavic terrÏtories they held . . . "19 

Now Engels' stat，εments on “nonhistoric peoples" are abstract enough to 
allow many interpretations-that is one of the problems with them. But 
that also means you cannot just assign any interpretation you want to them. 
Y ou are bound by 버e voluminous record of Marx and Engels’ articles on 
the 1 848 revolution. There is no evidence that Engels (or Marx) contem-
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p1ated any 10ng term occupation of the territory of a coherent Slav national 
group for the simple rεason that they bεlieved the Slavic groups in question 
were incapab1ε of independent national existence. They could function for 
a short time as a center of counterrevo1ution to bε again subjectεd to their 
Austrian and Hungarian overlords after the γictory of the counterreγolu
tion (which is what happened) or they would be assimilated in a multi
ethnic democratic republic. In partic띠ar， the Viennese revo1utionaries 
whose revo1t the NRZ championed aimed at the establishment of a 
German democratic republic which meant the breakup of the Hapsburg 
Empirε and， in consequence， the liberation of the Sla:γic peop1es of the 
empire from “German，" that is Haps burg， rule. In that eventuality only the 
Czechs in Bohernia， where there was a substantial German speaking 
pop띠ation， presented any problem. And Engεls position there was clear. 
If the Czechs side with the Germans against the Hapsburgs then the 
question of borders will have to be negotiated. Otherwise the Czechs will 
have to be fought. 

In some passages， Rosdolsky himsε1f insists that Engels was not 
arguing for German nationalism. But， in this chapter， he strains to contrast 
the Sla:γic nationalist Bakunin against the allegεd German nationalist 
Engels. 

Bakunin’s revo1utionary sentiments arε taken at face γalue by 
Rosdolsky while being dismissεd as oγerly romant;ic. But the problem with 
Bakunin’s Slaγic Federation with its all-powerful Slavic Council was not 
just that it was unrealizable except as a possible propaganda device of 
Tsarist imperi떠ism. It of necεssity had to counterpose itself t。 버e real 
Slavic nations that existed. Czechs and Russians as well as Poles. That is 
남le point of Engels' analogy with a “pan-German" state embracing 
F1anders， Denmark， Alsace and England (presumably rninus Scodand and 
Ireland.) 

Although he quotes from Bakunin’s Cotifess.썼 as well as the two 
appeals to the Slavs， Rosdolsky nowhere mentions the most obvious fact 
about the first named document. It is openly， explicidy， a잃ressively， pro
Tsarist. The Tsar is to be the liberator of 낭le Slavs. Rosφlsky quotes 
Bakunin’s libertarian rhetoric about “F reedom" (what orator in 1 848 could 
do without such phrases?) but ignores 난le most salient feature ofBakunin’s 
proposa1-that as a condition of Slav unity the struggle of the peasantry 
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against their freedom-loving gentry masters be suppressed! πlÎs omission 
1S especially striking because the example Bakunin chooses is exact1y the 
Galician uprising on which Rosdolsky places so much stress in his attack 
on Engels! As 찮 as Bakunin’s pro-Tsarist Co뺑'ssioη is concerned one 
c。버d disnlÎss it as a document extorted under duress， but Rosdolsky uses 
배is remarkable document when it suits hlm and then ignores its pro
Tsarism and in p앙ticular Bakunin’s call on the Tsar to take over from the 
despised German Hapsburgs the role of protector of the freedom-loγing 
Slavic gentry against peasant uprisings. Bakunin in these documents speaks 
as a pure and simple nationalist with no social program whatsoever. He is 
pro-peasant simply because the Slavs were overwhelnüngly a peasant 
people. And their oppressors are Ge:rman， German-J ewish and Hungarian 
burghers and lords but not their Sla:γic lords and certainly not 버eir Little 
Father. Bakunin’s hostility to the bourgeoisie was racial and social' It was 
part of hls hos버i미 to the modern world. 

Thls is the contrast. Engels' denunciations of the democratic gentry 
(and bourgeoisie) are suppressed and he is condemned for ignoring 산le 
peasantry. Bakunin’s support of the gentry (Slavs only of cour8e) i8 likewi8e 
supp:ressed and he is pr입sed for hls freedom loving rhetoric. Thls is not 
the way to write hlstory and even fo:r a polenlÎc it goes too far. 

3. πle Neue Rheinische Zεitung and the Jews 
Rosdolsky’s digression on the Jews follows the same pattern as hls 

treatment of the NRZ on agrarian revolution. Rosdolsky be양ns by quoting 
extensively one of the NRZ’s Vienna co:rrespondents， Eduard Müller
Teller1ng， whose denunciations of the Jewish bourgeoisie in Vienna 
because of their alleged betrayal of the revolution are full of the language 
whlch was ηpical of the period.* These quotes are conflated with Marx 
and Engels' articles on the role o f  the Jews in Prussian Poland who 
opposed Polish independence (out o f  fear of the Polish peasantry among 

* For a longer discussion o f  this whole question of Marx’s use o f  the economic 
stereotype of the Jew see KMTR 1. Mül1er-Tel1ering is chosen as an example by 
Rosdolsky， as he has been chosen by others， because he later became a p olitical 
antisemite; his first attempt in this field being an attack on Marx. 
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other reasons) and were， naturally， cεlebrated by the right wing press and 
。ther spokesmen for Prussian ]unkertum. The latter instantly became 
“friends of the] ews." Rosdolsky flatly states， on trus slender basis， that the 
NRZ shared the “illusions [of mid-runeteenth socialists] about the real 
content of anti-Semitic sentiments among the people and even thought it 
possible to use these sentiments for revolutionary purposes." Rodsolsky 
cites no evidence that the NRZ 01' Marx 01' Engels ever made such appeals 
to antisemitism. He can’t because there were none. For evidencε ofMarx’s 
antisemitism， he refers to the later’s 1 844 article “On The ] ewish Ques
tion." The sophistication ofMarx’s approach to the question is praised and 
Marx and Engels are absolved of the charge of being simple antisemites 
like Müller-Tellering. But Rosdolsky concludes by reluctantly agreeing that 
Marx and Engels capitulated to the “soci때ist antisemitism" that was 
endεmic (Rosdolsky claims) in the early workers’ movement. “They only 
saw the anticapitalist source of pop따.ar antisemitism ahd overlooked its 
reactionary essence."20 

What Rosdolsky forgets to do in this sketch is-to mention what 
thε NRZ’s position on the ‘야wish Question" αas.* It was-]εwish 
emancipa디on. Full civil rights for people who practiced the ] ewish rεligion. 

That was the on1y ‘jewish Question" that existed in 1848. Modεrn 
racialist antisemitism was on1y a small cloud on the horizon. Marx died in 
1 883 when this modεrn phenomenon was in its early stages. When Engels， 
in1890， was asked to address himself to this new movement he denounced 
it as a recrudescεnce of the “feudal socialism" Marx had repudiated in the 
Maη챔'sto and 1'emarked “with that we can， of course， haγe nothing to dO."21 

Here ag없n， as in the case of agrarian revolution， we are dεaling with 
a demand wruch Engels especi떠1y emphasized was one of 산le two litmus 
tests that determined the seriousness of the democratic revolution in 
Eastern Europe. It was not just 남lat Màrx， Engels and the NRZ were on 
the progressive side in trus matter， they insisted on making it a key demand. 

* Except �n a footnote. Here Rosdolsky says that he is “going to leaγe aside the 
tremendous practicaf distinction: that Marx and Engels， as well as all later 
socialists(sic?)， championed the complete emancipation of the Jews." Why this 
point is to be left aside is not explained. 
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Engεls mentions it time and again in his artic1es. Yεt， Rosdo1sky g。εs so far 
as to accuse the 1\lRZ with fai1ing to “dissociate Îtse1f from the antisemitic 

- ← 1 _ �. _ .<.- : _ � _ _  " 22 popUlar Opln10n， . . .  
But Rosdolsky goes further. In a sweeping generalization on a γery 

controversial subject he indicts the entire mov앙nent in this short addendum 
to his book with a1most no reference to the history involved. 

We have come to the conc1usion that the deplorab1e 
position of the Netle Rheiηische Zeitu쩡 。n the Jewish 
question was a childreη상 disease 0/ the workers’η'Iovemet1t. And 
it was， furthermore， a disorder from which 버e socia1ist 
movement of a1most everγ country suffered.23 

What evidence for 낭us b1anket condemnation does Rosdolsky 
mention? There are essentially 버ree: 

1) Marx and Engel’s use ofharsh language to describe the betraya1 
。fthe Po1es by the German J ewish bourgεoisiε and the simi1ar behavior of 
the J ewish community in Vienna. 

2) Marx and Engels， like most early socialists， indeed like most of 
the쇼 contemporaries， Genti1e and J ew， of whatever political coloration， 
accεpted 산le stereotype of the economic J ew， the money 1ender and 
financier. 

3) “Reγ。lutionaries" (unnamed) equivocated during the Dreyfus 
case and， in 낭le Ukraine in 1 882-1 883， 삼le Narod쩌ya Vo(ya eγen encour
aged pogroms. 

Now the first thing to note is that only items 1) and 2) have any 
connection to Marx and Engels. Both were dead by the time of the 
Dreyfus case and Marx died wi삼lout eγer hearing about thε ulζr잉cian 
incidents. Engels did have occasion to comment on modern， racia1ist 
antisemitism in 1 890 and， as we have seen， condemned it. The NRZ， whose 
policy i8 presumab1y 난le matter under discussion， had ceased publication 
over forty years before either of these tw。 εvents. 
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As for item 1) Rosdolsky agrees that the Jewish bourgeoisie did 
bεhave in the way the NRZ claimed but that other ethnic groups behaved 
in similar fashion for understandable historical reasons and Marx and 
Engels did not attack them in such abusive language. Now， Rosdolsky， 
when he comes to write this sentence， has already written 1 89 pages 
detailing just such intemperate attacks on Croats， Serbs， Rumanians， 
Transylvanian Saxons and Czechs. It is the point of his book! The fact is 
that Marx and Engels attacked the German J ewish bourgeoisie with no 
more and no less vitriol than they attacked the rest of the German 
bourgeoisie or the pro-Hapsburg nationalists. 

Charge number 2) is the on1y serious one. There is one important 
connection between the religious antisemitism that Marx knew and modern 
racialist antisernitism. Both depend on the stereotype of the economic J ew. 
1n fact， in 삼1ε modern period， especi떠1y in the case of the Nazis， the 
concept of an all-powerful J ewish conspiracy controlling the modern world 
through its control of finance reached paranoid dimensions previously 
unknown. And there is no question that in 1 844 Marx accepted this general 
stereotype although wi야10Ut the accompanying notion of an a과powerful 
conspiracy. Even in that εssay， however， his principal argument was that 
this stere。η?pe was obsolete. 1n the modεrn bourgeois world， as opposed 
to the medieγal world it grεw，out of， the reduction of 쇠1 human relations 
to the cash nexus was not something pεculiar to the J ewish money-lender. 
And it was on the basis of this kind of argument that Marx opposed 삼le 
legal restríctiol1s against people who practiced the Jewish reli양on.* And 
that was the only antisemitism he knew. Never낭leless， it is true that 삼us 
stereo!ÿ1)e of the J ew as financier， usurer and speculator was the major 
ideological prop of antisemitism then and is s버1 now. And it is true 남lat， 
in 1 844， Marx accepted 남ùs γiew of capit씨1sm and the relationship to it of 
the “economic J ew." An antisernite could always argue that Marx agreed 
찌th the antisernitic picture of the J ew’s εconomic role even if he did not 

* wε also haγε to remember that Marx had always seen this bourgeois world as 
a step forward， a step towards real human freedom， as compared to the medieval 
worJd it grew out of. 
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share the antisemite’s preflεrence for the “Christian-Germanic" Europe of 
old. 

If Roman Rosdolsh.-y had not been the author of The Maki，쟁 이 
Marx's Capital he might be excused for using the essay “On the Jewish 
Question" as eγidence against the NRZ. But certainly Rosdolsky， of al1 
people， had to know that Marx had， by 1 847， already left behind the 
economic γiews expressed in his essay “On the Jewish Question." The 
Marx and Engels of 남le NRZ no longer saw huckstering and money
worship as the defining characteristic of capit삶1sm. Capitalist exploitation 
of wage-labor was rooted in the process of produc디。n not in exchange. It 
was a mistake for socialists to concentrate their fire on 버。se economic 
activities which were seen as particularly ‘'J ewish." One of Marx’s earliest 
works on political economy， his 1 847 polemic against Proudhon’s 패e 
Poverry ofPhilosopf?y， was an attack on precisely the kind of petty-bourgεois 
“socialism" 버at was such a fundamental part of political antisemitism.* 1 
don’t 남lÍnk it would be an exaggeration to say that the ideologicál influence 
Marx’s economics exercised 。γer the socialist movement， on the right as 
well as the left， played an important role in inoculating the labor movement 
a뿔1nst ant1serrut1sm. 

Rosdolsky’s sweeping attack on the workers' !JlovefJJet1t is simply an 
attempt to bolster a weak case by making an accusation so broad that it can 
。nly be answered by a several volume work. And， indeed， there is a vast 
literature on the subject. Unfortunately for Rosdolsky， he chose t。
formtùate his accusation in a way that is easy to rεfute. Had he used the 
term socialist movement he would have been on better ground since that 
tertn， espeC1외ly before Marx， was used in such a loose and broad way that 
any critic of the capitalist system could bε cal1ed a so다싫1st. And， in fact， the 
use of the term “national socialist'’ to describe their movement was widεly 
used by antisemites long before Hitler. Marx and Engels very consciously 
chose to cal1 themselves “communists" in the 1 840s precisely to avoid 
being put in the same political category as those “socialist" critics of the 
capit값1St system wh。 버d not want a class-based movement from below. 

* Proudhon’s notebooks， published only in recent times， reveal him to be one of 
the first modern racialist antisemites， but M arx did not know this. 
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Rosdolsky’s formula also might have worked if had referred to 
antisemitism as a disease within the working ιiass. There is an enormous 
literature on the subject of the effect of antisemitic demagogy on workers. 
In Germany， the most thoroughly studied case for obvious reasons， the 
overwhelming evidence is that the Nazis had no success in their attempt 
to win electoral support in the industrial working class prior to 1 933.24 
After Hitler’s seizure of power， the industrial working class was subjected 
to a measure of totalitarian contro1 greater than that of any other stratum 
of the pop띠ation so it is all but impossib1e to gauge the strength of 
working class support for the regime. The extreme measures they took to 
prevent any form of organization by this class would indicate that the 
Nazis themselves had no great confidence in their ability to win over this 
particular constituency. 

The situation is more complicated in France， especially when it 
comes to the Dreyfus case， and in this case too there is an enormous and 
highly controversial literature.25 

But as to the workers’ tJJove，껴entthεre can be no question. Antisemit
ism， as a political movement not a personal prejudice， came into being as 
an alternative， an antidote， t。 버e growing influence of the socialist and 
trade union movements in the working class. It defined itself as a “na
tional" or “vö1kisch" mo‘vement as opposed to a class movement. A 
worker who voted for or joined such a movement was by tl1at act 
repudiating the workers’ tJJovetJJmt. 

In any case， what does 혀1 뻐s have to do with 1 848? Notl파19， re때1y. 
It is， in part， a reaction to the language of the NRZ which meant something 
quite different in 1 948 than it did one hundred years 1ater. In part， it is an 
attempt by Rosdo1sky to buttress his case on another， unrelated， question 
by smearing Marx and Engεls as antisemites. 

4. Rosdolsky: 1 929 and 1 948 
In the case of most other Marxologists， ma따landling of the 

evidence and blatant distortion of the primary sources on the scale 
practiced by Rosdolsky would be a sure sign of the author’s political 
hos버ity t。、vards Marx and Engels in particular and the left in general. It is 
comparable to the worst excesses of cold war anticommunist pseudo
scholarship. But to make 남lat judgemεnt would be a mistake. Rosdolsky’s 
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。wn political bona fides cannot be questioned. 1 think that the book can be 
expl입ned only as a gross over-reaction by Rosdolsky to his own earlier 
uncritical defense of the 1\lRZ's treatment of the national question. And 
both the ori힘nal defense and the later attack on the position of the 1\lRZ 
flow from Rosdolsky’s response， not to the problems posed by the national 
movements of the 1 840s， but to the problems posed by national independ
ence mov'εments in his own time and in particular to the Ukrainian 
nationalist movement before， during and after World War 11.* 

Ukrainian independence became a possibility only as a result of the 
October 1917  reγ。lution in Russia. The left wíng of the social democrats 
and of the socialist revolutionaries eventually ended up on the Bolshevik 
síde during the civil war which engulfed 삼le Ukraine as well as Russia and 
supported federation with the Soviet Union on thε basis of the principles 
Lεnin proposed. The adγ。cates ofUkrainian independence tended to look 
for German support against both Russia and Poland. After 1 920， thε 
Ukraine was divided. The western Ukraine became a part ofPoland and the 
εastern part a formally independent state within a federated Soviet Union. 
Rosdolsky became a leader of 라le Communist Party of the Western 
Ukrainε. 

According to J.  P. Himka， in his íntroduction to Noη-historic Peoples， 
the splits in the Ukrainian movement led to γigorous polemics over the 
national question. One particípant， Volodymyr Levynsky， attacked the 
Bolshevíks as Russían imperialists. 1n the course of his polemic， he 
attacked Engels and the NRZ as concεaled German imperialists and argued 
that Lenin was doing the same thing only as a Russian imperialist. 

1n his thesis， written in 1 929， after he had been expelled from the 
CPWU， Rosdolsky wrote as a defender of the 1\띤Z. although not a 
completely uncritical one. He emphasized the inadequacy of the formula 
“nonhlstoric peoples，" but he argued 삼lat Engels had been basically right. 
TI1ere is no mention， by the way， of the agrarian gues디。n.) The most 

* This is not a rare phenomenon. Polemicists of the left， right and center have 

。ften， without necessarily any intent to deceive， used an alleged discussion of 
Marx’s politics as a device for commenting on contemporary problems. For this 
purpose it was not necessary to pay much attention to what Marx or Engels 
actually wrote or to the circumstance in which thεy 、.vrote.
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interesting thing about this thesis is the way Rosdolsky usεs Lenin. He 
quotes from Lenin’s article “Thε Discussion on Self-Dεtermination 
Summed Up"26 in which Len까 defends thε policy of the 1\TRZ (but not the 
formula “nonhistoric peoples" which is not mentioned.) Lenin does this 
mainly by emphasizing， rightly， the concrete situation facing revolutionaries 
in 1 848-9 but he also comes close at one point to using the “hierarchy of 
values" argument. “The seγεral demands of democracy， including sεlε 
determination， are not an absolute， but only a stnaJJ part of the general
democratic (now; general-socialist) 1llorJdmovement. In individual cases， the 
pa1't may contradict the whole; if so， it must be 1'ejected." Rosdolsky me1'ely 
repeats 남ús a1'gument. 

Neithe1' Rosdolsky nor Lenin notice that Engε1s nevεr used the term 
self-deternlÍnation in this context nor that his “nonhistoric peoples" 
fo1'mula cannot be 1'econciled with the principle. Both Rosdolsky and Lenin 
quote at len양h Engels’  statements in 1 848 and latεl' in which he mo1'e or 
less clearly enunciates the cOl1ceptsummed up in the formtùa “self-deternlÍna -
tion" without pointing out (01' probably noticin앓 the logical cont1'adiction. 
They repeat Engels' confusion 1'athe1' than clearing it up. The p1;essure on 
both Lenin and Rosdolsky to do 버is is easily unde1'stood. To simply state 
that Engels' fo1'mula was a mistake that obscu1'εd 1'athe1' than cla1'ified his 
real politics would haγε 힘ven 없d to thei1' opponents. Gε1'man Social
Democrats in W orld ￦a1' 1 and Stalinists in the 1 920s could have claimed 
Engels as a supporter of their chauvinist policies and denounced Lenin or 
Rosdolsky as “1'evisionists." Such demagogy αould have helped obscure 
the issuε. But Lenin and Rosdolsky’s approach did not help matters. 

As Ukrainian nationalism veered sharply to tl1e right， like national
ism throughout Eastεrn and Cεnt1'al Eu1'ope in the 1 9205， Rosdolsky could 
certainly see 상le analogiεs with the behavior of thε “non-historìc peoplζs" 
in 1 848-49. But then the Second World War intervened. 

By 1 940， national independεnce was no longer a question only fo1' 
colonial peoples 01' small ethnic groups on the fringes of Europe. The 
French， the Bel양ans， and the Dutch had become “nonhistoric peoples." 
It looked like any day 낭le English nlÍght becomε “nonhisto1'ic" too. By the 
end of the war， “national libe1'ation" summed up the aspirations of tens of 
millions of Europεans and they were soon 
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presented by Europe’s prostration to make their own bid for freedom. 1n 
Eastern Europe， Russia’s suppression of national rights ran sharply against 
the current. Even those national movements like the Ukrainian which were 
tainted by their collaboration with Nazism were par엄며ly protected by the 
aura of “national liberation." 

1n this social context， Engels’ jaundiced view of national m。γements
was distincdy out of fashion. In 1 929， arguing against a Ukrainian 
nationalist like Levγnsky， Rosdolsky could defend his views with ease. 
Lenin’s Soγiet Union of federated republics seemed an attractive ideal. 
Nationalism in Eastern Europe was strongly tinged with fascism and 
antisemitism; antisemitism here being defined as a moγement whose aim 
was not only to depriγe J ews of their civil rights， but to subject them to a 
reign of terror and drive them from the country because of their “race." 

By 1 948， howeγεr， when Rosdolsky sat down to rewrite his thesis， 
Stalin’s reγived Russian empire seemed to validate all Levynsky’s claims 
and “National Liberation" was the slogan of the antifascists (real and fake.) 
Besides， Rosdolsky’s studies of the agrarian movements in Eastern Europe 
and the agrarian reforms of the Hapsburgs in the late 1 8th century had 
made him extremely suspicious of the bona fides of the 1 9th century Polish 
and Hungarian gentry and their ideological spokesmen. 

To Rosdolsky， the thesis that Engels had been misled by his reliance 
on selεs며ed Polish and Hungarian “revolutionary democrats" must have 
seemed an ideal solution. πle 1\lRZ had been completely wrong but with 
the best of intentions. Marx and Engels were not chauγinists or imperi잉ists 
as Levynsky claimed but 남1잉r politics on 난ùsfquestion were， nevertheless， 
worse than useless. At 난ùs stage， Rosdolsky may even have been unaware 
of Engels’ writings on thε subject of agrarian revolution. The sources he 
cites in his 1 929 thesis hardly mention the subject of agrarian reform and 
do not contain the important speeches at 버e memorial banquet in 1 848 in 
honor of the Polish insurrection of 1 846. Certainly， in 1 948， the more 
complete sources Rosdolsky refers to in thε 1 964 and 1 986 editions of his 
book were not a'γailable. πle conclusion would seem to be that Rosdolsky 
rethought his position and rewrote his thesis in response t。 버e political 
and ideol。힘cal pressures of 1 948 without being in a position to know what 
was really going on in 1 848. Later， when he did haγe access to the f: 
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the case， hε was so commítted to the thεsís he couldn’t see thε εvidence
before his eyεS. 
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SPEcIAL NOTE B. “CONSTITUTIONAL" OR “REVOLUπ。NARY" WAR?

1n the introduction 1 mentioned that the American Ci떠1 War was 
one of only two times after 1 848 when Marx and Engels supported a war 
waged by a bourg!εóis government. The interesting 야따19 is that， so far as 
1 have been able/to discover， none of the prowar socialists in World War 
1 referred to this example. Why? 

1 .  Lincoln and Slaverγ 
Part of the problem for us is that the treatment of the American 

ci찌l W:값  by the American academic establishment is as ideological and 
encrusted with my버s as are the similar accounts of the French and Russian 
Revolutions. 1n general， historical scholarship tends to divide into two 
camps. One is an apology for 남le South 난lat claims its fight was not in 
defense of slavery， which was disappearing anyway for economic reasons， 
but in defense of the South’s genteel， cultivated， agrarian society based on 
J effersonian ideals against the nεw， vulgar， bourgeois order based on the 
worship of M없nmon. 

This viεw， which was pretty much the established one from the late 
nineteenth century through the 1 920s， is now discredited although Shelby 
Foote’s defense of the basic dlesis still gets a respectful he았ing. 

πle dominant wew， most recendy advanced in J ames McPherson’s 
best selling history of the war， can best be described as Lincoln-olatry. 1t 
was Lincoln， a .statesman as well as a consummate politician， who 
restrained the more extreme abolitionists whose ideas， while noble， were 
too far in advance of 버ε gεneral population. At the same time he kept the 
border states in the union. Only his untimely death preγented him from 
reuniting the nation without the trauma of Reconstruction. 

The only voices of any note that raise questions have come， not 
from scholars， but from liter따y men. Edmund Wilson in the 1950s and， 
more recendy， Gore Vidal have taken Lincoln’s own words seriously. They 
believe he meant it when he claimed that he was fighting not to destroy 
slaγery but to defend the Union. Wilson compares Lincoln to Bismarck. 
Both were modern nation-builders only half understood by their contem
poraries. Vidal emphasizes Lincoln�s role in the creation of the ‘'imperi따 
presidency，" a Bonapartist institution which reduces 남le le멍slative branch 
of government to a cheering section whose only serious role is to represent 
their constituencies when it comes time to distribute federal patronage. 

There are a few accounts of the split in the Republican P값ty which 
finally forced Lincoln into freeing the slaγes and set the country on the 
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road to Reconstruction but ìt would bè a dìgression to go into that here. 
Spedal Note C gìves a brief account of  some of the literature on trus much 
neglected issue. 

1 .  The Abolitionists in Charge 
The abolitionists were not simply ideologues; they were an organized 

political tendency wìth serious supporters in the press and a popular 
following among Midwestern immigrants and farmers who feared the 
spread of the slave system， and in the Northeast where republican 
sentiments were strong and where abolitionist sentiment had long taken 
the form of dvil dìsobedìence backed by state and local authorities against 
the Southern-dominated federal go、rernment. With the secession of the 
Southern States the Congress-in wruch the weight ofSouthern votes had 
been grossly inflated in comparison with the more pop버。us North as a 
result of some of the more bizarre features of the Constitution-was 
suddenly in the hands of an abolitionist majority. Northern politidans wh。
for decades had seen the Southern minority control the Presidency， the 
Supreme Court and the Senate because the Constitution gaγe each State 
the same voting strength in the Senate and dìsproportionate weight to 
Southern states in Presidential elections， now found themselves in control 
of the Senate and the Presìdency. What is more， eγen in the House of 
Representatives the size of Southern delegations had been determined not 
simply by the number of dtizens in the State but also by the number of 
slaves who， of course， could not vote. Everγ Southern delegate had 
represented not just the free dtizens but three-fifths of the dìsenfrancrused 
slaves. N。、t1， the “slaγe p。、t1er" was reduced to a small minority ofborder 
state representatiγes who， in addìtion， found it dìfficult to play the role of 
opposition without brìngìng on themselves the suspìdon of treason. The 
abolitionists were ready for a revoh;ttion. And the growing casualty list in 
what was to become ar양lably the century’s bloodìest war only embittered 
them and the country 남ley represented. 

2. Marx on the Secessìon Crisis 
Marx reflected 산le spirit of thìs new abolitionist majority， which he 

was familiar with through rus wrìtings as a correspondent for a leadìng 
abolitionist daily， the Ne.μ， York Da.ψ Triblme， in a long comment to Engels. 
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On studying thesε American affairs more closely， 1 have 
comε to the conclusion 산lat thε conflict between South 
and North-for 50 years the latter has been climbing 
down， making one concession after another-has been at 
last brought to a head (if we disregard the effrontery of 
。chiγalry’s0 fresh demand잉 by the weight which the 
εxtraordinarydevelopmentofthe oNorth Western States。
has thrown into the scales. The population 남lere， with its 
rich admixture of newly-arrived Germans and English
men and， moreoγεr， largely made up of oself-working 
farmerso， did not， of course， lend itself so readily t。
intimidation as the Ogentlemeno of Wall Street and the 
Quakers of Boston . . . .  It was this self-same area in the 
North that first came out uneq비voc때ly ag잉nst any 
recognition of the independence of a oSouthern Confed
eracyO . They cannot， of course， allow the lower reaches 
and estuary of the Mississippi to pass into the hands of 
foreign states. Again in thε Kansas aff:띠r (from which this 
war really date야， it was the pop벼ation of these oNorth 
Western [States t who came to blows with the oBorder 
Ruffians 0 • 1  

Marx had already spelled out what 버is all meant in a letter to his 
uncle Lion Phillips: 

Here in London there is a great consternation 。γer the 
course of eγents in America. The acts of violence which 
have been perpetrated not only by the Oseceded statesO ，  
but also by some of the 0 centralO or Oborder statesO -and 
it is feared 버at 외1 8  oborder statesO . . . There can be no 
doubt that， in the early pa야 of the stru잃le the scales w퍼 
be weighted in faγ。r of the South， where the class of 
prope야yless white adγenturers provides an inexhaustible 
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source of martial militia. oIn the long run 0， of course， the 
North will be victorious since， if the need arise， it has a 
last card up its sleeve in the shape of a slave revolution.2 

Marx summed it up in another letter to Engels: 

τbe long and the short of it is， 1 삼ùnk， 삼lat wars of 난llS 
kind ought to be conducted along revolutionary lines， and 
버e oYankeeso have so far been trying to conduct it along 
constitutional ones.3 

3. Lincoln’s Fear of Revolution 
Lincoln’s election provoked a Southern insurrection because the 

slaveocracy belieγed that any restriction on the expansion of slaγery meant 
its downfall.* Lincoln， despite his genuine hatred of the slave system 
responded by attempting to appease thòse slave owners who were willing 
to support the Union cause. 

τbe abolitionists seized the opportunity of 남le slave owners revolt 
to press the antislavery campaign. In particular， in Missouri， where 버e 
proslaγery governor and le멍slature seized the Federal fort north of Saint 
Iρuis， the Saint Louis militia， largely made up of German American 
immigrants of the 1 848 generation and led by Fr없12 Siegel， Engels' 
commandant during the 1 849 anti-Prussian insurrection in Baden， 
succeeded in retaking the fort and keeping Missouri in the union. Lincoln 
appointed John Charles Frémont military commandant of Missouri. 

Frémont had been the first Presidential candidate of what was t。
become the Republican Party in 1 854. He ran on an open antislavery 
platform and he was chosen as champion of thε antislaγery cause for good 
reason. In 1 848 he had led 남le revolt against Mexico in California and 
helped write a constitution for the initially independent state that outlawed 

* Eugene Genovese’5 The PoJiticaJEconomy ofSJavery takes the slave owners at their 
word and effectively demolishes the then prevalent academic argument that the 
disappearance of slavery was already in process and the more enlightened slave 
。wners knew that and were perfectly willing to accommodate themselves to the 
demise of the system gradually as long as they were not provoked by hot heads. 
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slavεry and， interestingly enough， proclaimed the new state as offidally 
bilingual. 

Frémont began by issuing an Emandpation Proclamation in 
1 860-three years before Lincoln took that step. What is more Frémont’s 
proclamation actually freed some real， live， slaγes. In 1 863 갑ncoln 
emandpated the slaves in the rebel states not under Union control and， 
while this may have encouraged some slaves to emandpate themselves by 
fleeing to Union territory， it did nothing for the slaves held by “loyal" slaγe 
owners in statεs that remainεd in the Union. But Missouri was a slave state 
and Frémont’s proclamation freed the slaves in the areas under Union 
military control. Lincoln’s response was to disrniss Frémont and revoke the 
emandpation decreε. 

The usual explana디。n for Lincoln’s behavior argues， as 1 have 
noted， that Lincoln was a practical politidan trying to preserve the Union 
and persuade a rεluctant pop띠ace to support eventtial abolition. As we 
shall see in the following note， Lerone Bennett Jr. effectively demolishes 
남lÎs thesis in his book Forced i11lo Glory. Bennett documents in great detail 
Lincoln’s own segregationist politics which cannot bε εxplainecl as simply 
a reflection of the era since the majority of Congress and leading journals 
supported not on1y abolition but fu1l dtizenship rights， including the right 
to bear arms， for the freedmen. Bennett emphasizεs Lincoln’s own explidt 
radst beliefs as a cause of this rεaction. But was thεre something more 
going on? 

It would take us to far afield to document the thesis but let me 
suggest that Lincoln’s conservatism went further than his views on race. 
Lincoln was a Whig. A believer in the widεspread ownership of property 
as the basis of산le American experiment. His hos버ity to slav<εIγ as a systεm 
was clear1y based on that proposition. But abolition meant the confiscation 
of a whole ηpe of property. It meant the destruction of a whole class of 
property owners. And in Europe， increasingly in the United States too， the 
issue of capitalist property was being called into question. The reγolutions 
。f 1 848 were a recεnt memory. 

It is worth noting in this context that several leaders among 
Lincoln’s abolitionist opponents， Wendell Phillips and Lyman Trumball arε 
the most prominent， ended up later in the century supporters of 난le labor 
and sodalist movements. Even in 1 863 ex-48ers were prominent in J ohn 
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Charles Frémont’s third party effort of that year， among them Marx’s 
personal and political friends Adolph Sorge and J oseph Weydemeyer. 

4. Marx as commentator on the American Civil War 
Marx， who was employed as a free-lance “European correspondent" 

for the New York Dαijy Tribuηe then under the editorial direction of the 
anti-slavery Charles A. Dana， generally supported the abolitionist críticism 
。fLincoln in his public writings and even more openly and strongly in his 
prívate correspondence. He not only considered support for the union and 
abolition the only principled position， he considered a Union victorγ a 
matter of vit띠 importance for the working classes in Europe as well as 
America. A slave holders’ victory would postpone indefinitely， perhaps 
forever， the deγ리opment of 산le continent on bourgeois lines. The rise of 
an independent working class movement based on freε wage labor would 
be postponed for a proportionate period of time. The implications for 
Europe were equally serious. Instead of a political and moral example and 
an economic base for 낭le progressive classes in Europe， North America 
would become a vast pool of unfree labor. One gets the impression that 
most scholars treat these warnings as if they were rhetorical gestures. But 
then most scholars attribute to Marx a fatalistic view of historical 
development for which there is no evidence. He really believed that slaγery 
could triumph and set back for the foreseeable future any hope for 
progress. Marx’s passionate support for the Union was not based simply 
on a visceral reaction against slavery. 

But there was a serious political obstacle that prevented Marx from 
being as critical of the Lincoln administration in public as he was in private. 
That was the state of public opinion in England. There were powerful 
forces pushing the country towards support for Southern secession. From 
below there was 버e economic crisis in the cotton trade which threatened 
the well organized section of the working class employed in the textile 
industry with serious economic hardship. At the other end of the social 
scale Whig politicians， even more than Tories， were sympathetic t。 버C 
South for their own economic reasons. 

τbe Tories were sympathetic to the South because they to。
exploited labor that， if not slave labor， was hardly free. This was especially 
true in Ireland and， in fact， many Torγ families had themselvεs owned 
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plantations worked by slave labor in the West Inclies only a generation 
earlier. 

But what about antislaγery Whigs and Libεrals who made up 
Palmerston’s cabìnet? The answer is that the base of the Union was in the 
rapidly industrializing states which incrεasingly threatened English 
economic preeminence. The slave holders were equally hostile to the 
industrializing North because of the threat it posed t。 벼εir “Peculiar Way 
of Life." The ideolo양cal problem for the Liberal administration was that 
it was composed of people， most prominently William Gladstone， who had 
long fought the slave trade. Their anti-slavery principles were an important 
part of their stock in trade. As Marx described their dilemma: 

Thε whole of the official prεss in England is， of course， 
in favor of the 0 slaγe holderso .  They are the selfsame 
fellows who have wearied the world 、:vith 0 antislaγe trade 
philanthropyo. But Ocotton， cottonO.4 

British libεrals found the solution to this problem in the abolitionist 
attacks on Lincoln. If， as thry loudly proclaimed， Lincoln was fighting t。
preserve the Union and not to abolish slaγery then there was no contraclic
tion between support for the Southern cause and antislavery principlε. 
Indeed， support for the Sou버 could even be seen as a defense of .the 
“principle of nationalities，" the phrase then used to denote what we today 
would call the right to selεdetermination. 

Marx， therefore， had to emphasize， as clid 남le abolitionists， that 
Lincoln would have to turn the war into a war against slaγery si;ηce thatwas 
011!y ν'qy to preseηIC the U 11iot1. 

Marx’s job was made even harder by what came to be known as 산le 
“Trent Affair." On November 8， 1 861 산le US Naγγ stopped 삼le Tre쩌 a 
British ship carrying two Confederate officεrs to England， arrested the 
officers， and transported them to tl1e US. The ensuing scandal provided an 
。pening for the proponents of British intervention on the Confederate 
side. The affair eγentually blew over because， in the end， the Palmerston 
government decided against war with the Union. Nevertheless， Marx， and 
Engels， had to spend a good deal of time dealing with this side issue. But， 
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taken as a whole， Marx and Engels’ writing on this subject mirrored that of 
the American abolitionists. 

5. Why? 
All this background helps to answer the question we started with. 

α'hy couldn’t Marx’s support of 바le Lincoln administration be used as an 
argument for supporting one or another side in World War I? 

The answer lies in Marx’s advocacy of “revolutionary war." As in 
1 848， the confrontation in the American Civil War was between a 
bourgeois republic， more or less democratic， and a pre-bourgeois system 
based on the exploitation of unfree labor. In 1 8 6 1 ，  as in 1 848， they saw the 
role of the worlcing class as forcing a reluctant bourgeoisie to fight 
wholeheartedly in its own interest. To “do its damned duty." They made 
no secret of the fact 삼lat， in their opinion， 남lÌs assault on an antiquated 
form of exploitation would immediately .put a question mark over the 
bourgeoisie’s own system of exploitation. Like the German li성erals of the 
Frankfurt Assembly， 디ncoln hesitated when faced with thε decision to 
wage a revolutionary war or risk defeat. 

Lincoln’s reputation， like that of J ack Kennedy， probably was saved 
by his assassination. But， the American bourgeoisie as a whole did do “its 
damned du디r." The abolitionist congress did force Lincoln to free and arm 
dle slaves. And it used Lincoln’s assassination to force through a radical 
reconstruction program which Lincoln himsεlf would probably haγe 
。pposed as 찌gorol.ls1y as did his successor， Andrew J ohnson. Lincoln 
might ha:γε well ended up impeached 뻐mself. 

It is wor남1 noting in this regard tha:t one of 벼e principal Congres
sionalleaders of the abolitionist movement and ràdical Reconstmction was 
Thaddel.ls Stevens， a Pennsylvania ma:nufacturer who was， perhaps， the la:st 
bourgeois revoll.ltionary. As the proprietor of what wa:s， by today’s 
standa:rds， a smal1 manufa:cturing business， hε ha:tεd not only the slave 
power bl.lt the f111ancial aristocracy that was allied 떠남1 it. His closest 
contemporary analogues would have been British liberals of the Cobden. 
Bright school. Within a decade his 마pe， while not extinct， was replaced by 
the modern c01poration as the dominant economic enterprise. Whatever 
revolutionary instincts the America:n bourgeoisie ha:d possessed 、;vithered
away. 
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By 1 9 1 4  뻐s was 외1 ancient history. Few European soci따ists would 
have remembered what the American Civil War was 성1 about. Pre-capitalist 
forms of exploitation were a curiosity in Europe， confined to the more 
backward regions of the continent， and American slavery was an historical 
curiosity like the Maya or Inca civilizations. If they had made the eff야t to 
unearth his journalistic essays and private correspondence what use could 
prowar socialists have made of Marx's echoing of the aholitionists’ call for 
the arrning of thε slavεs? In 1 9 1 4， European， and American， prowar 
socialists were urging wage slaγes， the on1y kind left in most deγeloped 
countries， to fight for their masters. 
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SPECIAL NOTE C:THE LINCOLN :r-，πTH 

This digression is necessarγ since the general argument in the 
preγious note runs contrary to the commonly receiγed account of d1e 
Lincoln presidency. But， if you are to understand Marx and Engels' 
comments on the war， you have to understand 삼lat Lincoln’s reputation 
today bears the same relation to his reputation among his contemporaries 
that a photo bears to 버e negative from which it was made. Marx and 
Engels' low opinion ofLincoln was not peculiar to them. Slave owners and 
abolitionists， copperheads and bitter-enders， all saw him as a buffoon， a 
man not big enough for the job. In fact， for reasons described in the 
preceding note， Marx and Engels were relatively mild in their public 
comments on Lincoln’s performance. Marx’s left-handed comp파nent-“a 
first-rate second-rate man" -was his way of acknowled잉ng Lincoln’s then 
almost universally acknowledged defects while still emphasizing the need 
to defend the Union against those Europeans who argued for supporting 
the Confederacy. 

Lincoln’s modern reputa디on is in largε part due to his assassination. 
Indεed， it was his abolitionist opponents who began the process. They 
skillful1y used the public outrage that ensued to push through a far more 
radical reconstruction program than Lincoln himself would ever have 
supported. 

As one example of this process ofhistorical transformation， take 난le 
famous second inaugural address in which Lincoln called for “m잉ice 
towards none and charity towards all." Today， most historians quote 산1Îs 
as evidence of his huma띠ty and point to dlε contrast with the bloody
mindedness and demagogy that is the typical posture of modern statesmen 
in time of war. They arε right. But， at the time， Lincoln’s contemporaries 
of 싫1 poli디cal tendenciεs saw it as a declaration of war on the abolitionist 
majoriη in Congt 않 s and íts program of radical reconstruction. And they 
wεre right too. 

Then again， part of the hostility towards Lincoln flowed from the 
preju버ces of educated people-in those days poli다cians and journalists 
were expected to make at least the pretense ofbeing educated-confronted 
by the relatively new phenomεnon of the politician as “regular guy‘" 
Today， of course， we are amused， but not particularly surprised， when we 
see a graduatε of Groton and Yalε munching on fried pork rinds while 
discussing the weather with rural notables， but Lincoln’s simple， straight
forward， to us moving， rhetorical style marked him as ignorant and 
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common in the eyes of contemporaries who were accustomed to a much 
more eleγated stylε. 

And， then， there were the jokes， most of them γulgar， which seemed 
so out of place in a man called on to lead a nation in the middle of a civil 
war. It is easy to dismiss these objections as the prejudices of an “educated 
elite" but there was a point to them especiallywhen the objections were t。
Uncoln’s fondness for “darky" stories. This fondness reflected not only 
Uncoln’s own unease wíth the notion of a racially integratεd sociεty they 
also were clear1y an attempt to pander to the flεars and prejudices of the 
white working classes as a means of countering hís abolitionist opponents. 

So what about the historical litεrature? 
Wel1， in a peculiar way， the old view of Uncoln can still be found in 

남le stand뼈 accounts such as James McPherson’s best selling Battle Cη’ of 
Freedo1JJ. All， or almost all， mention the fact that the majority of the 
Republican paπy and of Congress opposed Lincoln: 1) because he refused 
to come out unequivocally for emancipation; 2) because he insisted on the 
union forces returning escaped slaves t。 “loyal" slave owners， 난lUS turning 
Union armies int。 버e notorious “slave catcher" fedεral marshals of the 
pre-1860 period; 3)because he clung， probably up to his death， to the ideal 
。fa segregated society in which African Americans were denied citizenship 
and “encouraged" to emigrate. 

How do the standard accounts deal with 난1εse charges? Well， by 
argumg 산lat: 1 )Lincoln’s racial attitudes were 남lose of his time and place; 
2) that Lincoln had to take into accciunt thε prejudices and opinions of the 
whitε m떠。rity in the North; 3) 낭lat Lincoln， as a good \"1V'hig was a firm 
believer in 낭le law and the constitution. 

Wel1: 1) Uncoln’s congressional opponεnts were of his “time and 
place" and they were껴r equal rights for 남le freed slaγes; 2) 난le mεmbers 
。fthe anti-slaγery congressional majoriη were 1fJore not less accountable to 
public opinion; 3) UncoLr1’s administration was notorious in its time 
because of its violatíon of constitutionally protected liberties. 

。n this last point consider t.he Lincoln administtation’s suspension 
“for the duration" of the 、;v:tlt of habeas corpus. 、'71e are not t려피ng here 
about a ci찌1 right protected by the US Constitution. We are t따파ng about 
a civil right protected in Anglo-Saxon common law since 1 679. From the 
standard accounts you would assume that on1y Southern sympathizers 
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opposed these measures. How would you know that 삼le 1 863 convention 
of radical reconstructionists that nominated John Charles Frémont to run 
against Linco1n a1so made opposition to his repressive measures against 
ciγil liberties a m띠or p1atform p1ank? Ce떠nly not from reading the 
standard histories. As far as 1 know the most comp1ete account of this 
incident can be found in a German dissertation. 1 will come to that in a 
moment. The point here is 버at the constitutional articles Lincoln did not 
want to touch out of respect for “the rule of 1aw" were 남lose protecting 
난le private prope깐y rights of slave owners. 

Lincoln has had his critics on the 1eft but they have been marginaliz
ed. Gore Vidal and Edmund Wilson， literary men rather 남lan professional 
historians， both emphasized Linco1n’s “bonapartist'’ tendencies and neither 
pays much attention to his resistance to emancipation. There are two 
books-Frank Zornow’s A Parry Divided and J ohn C. Waugh’s more recent 
Reelecti;쟁 Lit.κ'O/;η which describe 야le split in the Republican Party in 1 863 
and the formation by the more radical Republicans and War Democrats of 
a new Party-the par디r of Radical Democracy-in opposition to the 
Lincoln 10yalists who buried the Republican party in a fusion U nion Party. 
The prob1em with both books is that 난ley fail to emphasize the extent of 
Linco1n’s hostility to radical reconstruction which provoked 상le split. As 
a consequence， the split tends to be seen as an interesting footnote to the 
really serious histories of the ciγi1 War which still tend to emphasize the 
militarγ campaigns. There is， however， one recent book 산lat does put the 
conflict over reconstruction and abolition at the center of the history of the 
Civil War. 

Lerone Bennett Jr.’s Forced I11lo Gψη': Unco싸 I짧te Drea.ι� 1s 
unabashedly “revisionist" to usε the favorite: swear word in academic 
historiography. Its thesis is that Lincoln was as hostile to a racially 
integrated society as he was to slaγεry. Both， in Bennett’s viεw， threatened 
the American dream of a democratic republic which promised “life， libeπy， 
and the purs띠t of happiness" to all men who were “created equal." 
Bennett documents in detail Lincoln’s firm belief that white and b1ack 
could not live in harmony and his persistent attempts to rεs01γe the 
prob1em of slavery by a series of government fundcd colonization schemes 
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which were repudiated by every African American spo아kespers。αn. Bennett 
a외lso resuπrrec다t앉s the real emanc디iψpatioαni니ists.←-
Tπ‘ba때ddel많us Steγens and Lyman Trumbull， and journalist-agitators like 
Wendell Phillips.  He also mentions that Trumbull and P비llips ended up 
supporters of the nascent labor and socialist m。γements. Bennett’s book 
has been dismissed by academic historians as tendentious in its reading of 
the historical record. But no one so far has claimed that he has misquoted 
삼lat record or， indeed， that his claims are unfounded. Bennett’s tone is not 
that of sober， academic history. It is a po1emic. Bennett is not only a 
“revisionist" but a revisionist with attitude. τbe book is also repetitious 
but， then， the author has the task of uncovεring a 1argely hidden history of 
the defining . moment in the Republic’s history in a few hundred pagεs 
written in full knowledge of the hos버띠 of most historians to what he was 
t γing to do. 

At this point a detailed discussion of the debate between Bennett 
and his critics would be a digression too far. One might argue that he has 
“bent the stick" too far in the opposite direction. He may have minimized 
Lincoln’s real opposition to slaγery as a threat to the hopes the white 
working classes-in Europε as well as thε United States-placed in the 
American republic， Bennett may have “gone too far." But 1 do not think 
he would disagree with Ma앉’s aphorism summing up the stakes involved. 
“Labor in a white skin will never be free as long as labor in a b1ack skin is 
enslaved." 

One 1ast book deserves mention. 1 t is sort of an accident. The book， 
Frémont contra LiηCOhη!， by J örg Nadler， is a German dissertation. The subject 
assigned its author was German-American immigrants in 버e American 
ci찌1 War. It just so happened that 난le German-American immigrants were， 
general1y speaking， abolitionists. Their leadεrship was dominated by 
refugees from the 1 830 and 1 848 revolutions. Adolph Sorge and Joseph 
Weydemeyer， political and personal friends of Marx， were prominent 
activists in this movement. The result is a book that tells the story of the 
1 863 split from the point of view of 남le Radical Democracy. 1 don’t know 
of any book in English 버at does that. It is 남le only book 1 know of that 
makes clear how important thε issue of Lincoln’s suppression of civil 
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liberties was to abolicionists. It was real to the German Americans because 
it threatened to revive 남le very praccices that they had fought in Europe. 
The prospect of 상le re찌val of the police methods of the European 
monarchies on American soil was not an abstract threat for them. 

But there was an even more immediate analogy 산lat lept to mind. 
Prior to the 1 860 eleccion the federal government， as noted above， was 
under the control of the Southern slave owners. Its powers were used t。
suppress abolicionist publicacions and a횡tacion. Since 산le dri찌ng force 
behind the split of 1 863 was the fear that the Lincoln administracion would 
move to reinstate the slave owners ín their former posicions of authority 
with no adequate safeguards for the freed slaγes， a Lincoln administracion 
exercising emergency p。、vers represented an immediate danger in 삼le eyes 
ofFrémont’s supporters. It is a shame that no American historian has done 
a serious study on 버is episode. 
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SPECIAL NOTE D: ENGELS’ “LAST TESTAMENT": 
A TRAGICOMEDY IN FIVE ACTS 

Over one hundred years ago the leadershíp of the German Socíal 
Democratic party， íncluchng most ofEngels’ closest political collaborators， 
began 바1ε process of transformíng Engels， and by extensíon Marx， into a 
proponent of peacefi띠 reform as，opposed t。 “víolent revolution." 

They wεre remarkably successful. Rosa Luxemburg was taken ín 
although she felt somethíng was wrong.1 But she díd not know and could 
not have known what had happened ín detail so successful had the 
dísinformation campaígn been. Even today， 0γer síxty years after Davíd 
Ríazanov documentεd the basíc facts of the story， reputable historíans 
repeat the old tale.2 What ís worsε， even would-be defenders of Engels 
have usually botched the job， either mísstating the facts outright or 힘víng 
an account so sketchy as to míslead the reader. 1 have never come across 
a complete account of this story in English although the literature ís 
enormous and 1 cannot claím to have checked ít all.3 Certaínly， the most 
wídεly read materíal does not ínclude such an account. 

1 .  Ríchard Fischer and Other False Friends 
As soon as thε anti-socíalist law lapsed in 1 890 Engels opened up his 

attack on the party’s ríght wíng whích sought an accommodation wíth the 
Prussian state as Ferdinand Lassalle had taught them. At first， the party 
leadershíp， íncludíng August Bebel whom Engels γalued most highly， were 
put off by Engels' aggressiγe move. But the party as a whole was in a 
truculent mood and m。、Tíng to the left. The electoral successes under the 
anti-socíalist law and especíally the tríumph ín 1 890， whích the ríght saw as 
proof of the possíbility of a peaceful， constitutional transformation of the 
Hohenzollern empíre， only whettεd the appe디te of the German workíng
class.  To quote Samuel Gompers， they wanted more. 

But the German ruling classes were not prepared t。 힘ve more. Thεy 
were too dívíded ínternally to suppress the workers’ moγement but they 
were united ín their fear of ít. 1n the eyes of all， not just the congenitally 
sanguíne Engels， matters appeared to be comíng to a head. 1n this political 
climate， the leadershíp of the SPD could not continue to ígnore Engels and 
the revolutionary tradítion which he and Marx represented. 

For seγeral years after the conflict of 1 890， the Executive of the SPD 
posítively courted Engels. 1n particular， they embarked on a joint project 
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to publish Marx’s political works.4 Our story begins with an invitation in 
January of 1 895 by Richard Fischer， secretary of the party， asking Engels 
to write an introduction for the projected publication of a German 
translation of the series of Mal'x’s series of articles on The Class S.ηκggles in 
France. Although we probably do not ha"γe the complete cOl'l'espondence 
between Engels and the Executiγe Committee， thel'e is nQ eγidence in what 
we do ha:γe that the purpose of the introduction， from the Executive 
Committee’s point of view， was to tonε down the l'evolutional'Y form and 
substance of these a:rticles. Q띠te 남le contra:ry. The immediate motive for 
publication was the thl'eat represented by the introduction of new 
ar뼈ocialist 1빵slation in 1894. The Executive Committee wanted to get 
Marx’s subγersive book off the press and distributed befol'e the 
“antisubvel'sion" bill made it illεgal.' 때'4at many， practically all， accounts 
lea:γe out is just 버is fact that the leadership of 남le SPD， at this point， was 
not looking for an accommodation with the government. The pa:rty was 
anticipating a new period of underground activity. That is what explalns 삼le 
excess of caution which met Engels' introduction. It also accounts for 
Engels’ reluctant acq띠escence in the censorship of his article. But it also 
presented an opportunity to those elements in the party who didwant to 
come to terms with 난le monarchy. 

Within a yea:r Engels had unexpectedly died and the threat of 
illegalization had disappeared. Thε SPD was entel'ing on a fort)ιyea:r long 
period of peacefi벼 activity and when it faced illegalitγ again it was no longer 
삼le s없ne pa띠T. 

S버1， even in the relatively militant mood of 1 895， 삼le pa띠T 1eadership 
found Engels' introduction too much. Subsequent generations took the 
emphasis on electoral action for the main point of the introduction. But 
that is not how the SPD leadership saw it. Richard Fischer， who had been 
the main contact with Engels on 버1S question， put their 이겨야tions in the 
letter dated Mal'ch 6， 1 895 which was quotεd in chapter 7. It was Engels' 
난únly veiled call for military mutiny 버at made the Executiγe Committee 
nervous. 

Fol' tactical reasons Engels， living in London， did not feel he could 
insist on 1anguage that party leaders in Germany feared would provide a 
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pretext for the suppression of the movement. He was not impressed with 
this threat himself but he fe1t he had to respect the opinions of those wh。
were on the front line. 

Themain cut in his Introdμction， which Engels agreed to， was of a long 
paragraph on the probability of serious barricade fighting occurring after 
the mutiny of the army. Since the warnings that premattlre barricade fighting 
was to be avoided werε left in， the impression was given 남lat Engels had 
issued a blanket condemnation of버e tactic. That was not σue. But Engels 
did agree to the cuts and thus became an unwilling accomplice to the 
misrepresentation of his views. On the other hand， the Executivε 
Committee did agree to the publication of the introduction with what 
Fischer recognized was its main subversivε message intact. The only 
alternative would have been to refuse to publish 남le piece at 싫1 after having 
solicited it in the first place. 

At 남ús stage all Engels had agreed to was a more moderate statement 
。n the secondary issue of barricade fighting than he actually held. But it is 
important to realize 버at he had agreed to this because many well-inten
tioned defenders ofEngels have tried to argue that the expurgated version 
of the text was publishεd without Engels k.nowledge or consent. Since that 
is not true anyone who malces such a claim discredits their own argument 
and helps confuse the matter. τne main falsification came later! And 삼lat 
is what has largely been ignored. 

2. Enter Willielm Liebk.necht Stage Right-Stumbling 
Engels was already u따lappy Wl삼1 the Executive Committee’s caution. 

In his le깐er to Richard Fischer of March 8， 1 895 he raised the question of 
삼le political drift implied in Fischer’s letter: 

1 haγe taken as much account as possible of your strong 
dubieties， although with the best will in the world 1 cannot 
make out by half what is considered dubious. Still， 1 cannot 
accept that you intend to subscribe body and soul to absolute 
legality-legality under all circumstances， legality even 
according to laws that are broken by those who wrote 난lem， 
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in short， the policy of turning the left cheek to those who 
strike the right . . . .  ηo party ìn any country goes 50 far as to 
renounce 남le right to resìst 퍼egality wìth arms ìn hand.6 

Engels went on to say that he was considering not the general 
question of force as opposed to legality but the specific 5ituation in 
Germany in 1 894-1 895 when 외1 parties expected an attempt by the 
monarchy to resort to some form of martial law and suspend the Reìch
stag. Engels makes the point as explicitly as possible in the next paragraph: 

1 must also take into consideration the fact that foreign
ers-the French， English， Swiss， Austrians， Italians， 
etc.-read my piεces as well， and 1 absolutεly cannot com
promise myself so much in their eyes. 

To Laura Lafargue he wrote on March 28: 

… 1 have written an introduction which will probably first 
appear in the N [eue] Zeit. 1 t has suffered somewhat from the， 
as I 산1Ïnk， exaggerated desìres of our Berlin friends not to say 
any버ing which might be used as a means to assìst ìn the 
passing of the Utnstu1iJlorlage (the Antisubversion Bill] in the 
Reichstag. Under the circumstances 1 had to give way.7 

No sooner had Engels reached this precarious compromise with the 
Executiγe Committee than Wilhelm Lìebknecht published a lead editorial 
in the leading party paper， Voη'21ärts， under the hεad ‘￦ie Heute Man 
Revolutionen Macht끼How Reγolutions are Made Today.) Carefully 
stitching together extracts from Engels’ Iηtrod.μctiOt1， Lìebknecht made it 
appear that Engels believed the soci삶1St party could overturn capit때1sm 
and the Hohenzollern monarchy through the use of the ballot box alone. 
Engels’ emphasis on the use of uniγersal suffrage to win 0γer， not a 
majority of the electorate， but a decisiγe segment of the army was 
。bscured.
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Enge1s was furious . His letter to Lafargue on April 3 summed Up the 
whole controversy: 

Liebknecht has just playεd me a fine trick. He has takεn from 
my introduction to Marx’s articles on France 1 848-50 
every삼ung that could serve his purpose in support of 
peaceful and antiγiolent tactics at any price， which he has 
chosen to preach for some timε now， particularly at this 
juncture when coercive laws are beíng drawn up in Berlin. 
But 1 preach 남lose tactics 。떠y for 삼le GerJlJa'!)' of to찌 and 
eγen then 1찌찌 %α낀y reservations. For France， Be1명um， Itaψ， 
Austria， such tactics could not be followed as a whole and， 
for Germany， they could become inapplicable tomorrow. 

Enge1s’ reaction was to insist on the publication of 낭le ent1re text as 
쟁reed to f?y the Exectltive COJlJlJJittee in Netle Zeit. Enge1s clearly fe1t that even 
in this state the article taken as a whole would εxpose Líebknecht’s trick. 
He was overly optimistiC. In his letter to Karl Kautsky of Apri1 1 ，  1 895， he 
repeated his remarks to Lafargue and promised t。 “tell off Liebknecht 
good and proper， and also those people [íncluding Bεbe1 and the other 
members of the Executiγe Committee?] ， whoever they may be， who haγe 
given him this occasion to distort my opiruon， wíthout so much as a word 
to me."9 

No such letter is extant. And， for that matter， it ís evident that letters 
dating t。 삼us period are missíng from the Bεbe1-Enge1s correspondence.10 
The letters from Enge1s we do haγe come not from Enge1s own f1les which 
were handed over on the death of Eleanor Marx-Aγeling to Bebe1 and 
Bernstein but from Kautsky and the Lafargues. Did Bernstein screen this 
correspondence? He certainly had the opporturuty and he had a motive. 

3. Enter Bernstein-Twirling a Long Black Mustache 
Less 남lan a year after Enge1s' death Bernstein toolζ over from the 

incompetent Liebknecht the job of transformíng a revolutionary SPD int。
。ne preaching legality at any price. Bernstein’s political evolution ís to。
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convoluted to be summed up here. 1 w.피 。utline it briefly in the fina1 
γolume of 남llS work. What is important for the history of the bowdleriza
tion of Engels’ 111mι{IICtiOη is the claim made in Bernstein’s Die 
Vorausset뺑갯gen derSo썽씨'S!tlUS μηdι{ieAt썽:abe derSo썽:a!Det.δokratie translated 
into English as EvolutiOJ1ary Socia，ιsm. In 삼1is， the best known statement of 
his “revisionist" 남lesis Bernstein states that Engels， in the introduction to 
삼1e 0.짜's Sη쩡gles-his “last testament"-urged the party to reject “γiolent 
revolution" and stick to the “slow propaganda of parli없nentary actiγity." 
And 삼lat， claimed Bernstein， 、;vas 잉1 he had been arguing for in his series 
。f articles in 1\1eue Zeit in 1 898. 

Part of Bernstein’s argument depended on the fa1se equation of 
“γiolent revolution，" or just “revolution，" with the putschism of the 
]acobin-Blanquist tradition. Bernstein argued thatinitially Marx and Engels 
had a1so been putschists but that 남1ey haa abandoned that position and 
Engels' “last testament" was the definitive repudiation of the concept. 
Bernstein made that claim in his article which is chapter 2 of the book (the 
chapter omitted in the English translation by Peter Gay.) 

The allegation that Marx and Engels were at one time adherents of 
putschism 、;vas shown to be pure fabrication in an earlier volume of this 
work.1 1  The question here is: how much did Bernstein know about 삼1e 
history of버e Il1tγ'Oduι#011 and Engels' rea1 γiews in 1 895. Even ifwe assume 
난lat EngεIs’ illes did not contain a copy of the letter to Laura Lafargue 
explicidy repudiating Liebknecht’s (and in anticipation Bernstein’야 
distortion ofhis views， Bernstein knew the basic story and he deliberately 
concealed it. 

To start w.ith， the claim that this was Engels' “1ast testament'’ was 
nonsense since Engels did not know he was dying. Even after his illness 
was diagnosed as termina1 cancer， he was not told of 산llS. Bernstein knew 
남lat this was so because he was one of those who did know the truth about 
Engels' condition and kept the secret from the d껴ng man.12 Engels was 
actually preparing a number of manuscripts at 삼le time. He certainly did 
not see this article as his last word on the parliamentary road to social
ism-or on an뼈따19 else. 
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Bernstein also had the origina1 uncεnsored document. Kautsky knew 
that the origina1 had been altered at the rεquest of thε Executive Commit
tee because Engels had to1d him that. And in 1 899 he challenged Bernstein， 
Engels' literary executor， to produce the original.13 Bernstein did not 
respond to this challenge. Yet， in 1924， when he deposited material from 
Engels' f1les in the archives of the Socia1-Democracy， this ori멍nal was 
included. 

We know that Bernstein a1so had the 1etter from Richard Fischer to 
Engεls of March 6， 1 895 because he published an excerpt from it in 1 926 
in So얀;alistische Moηatshifte. And this 1etter makes clear that Engels objected 
explicidy to the claim that the Hohenzollern empire could be reformed 
peacefì띠ly. 

Bernstein was Bebel’s collaborator during the period immεdiately 
following Engels' death. Remember that， acting as Engels' 1iterary 
executors， they collaborated in dεstroying 버e allegedly treasonous draft of 
Engels' instructions to the defenders of the Prench Republic in 1 870. So 
Bernstein must have been familiar with Bebel’s letter to Engels Qf 1 89514 
in which he， Bebel， defended the Executivε Committee’s decision to censor 
the introduction to that year’s edition of The Class Stl'lIggles 끼 Fraηce. 

And how could Bernstein haγe missed the excerpt from Enge1s’ lεtter 
to Lafargue quoted above when it was printed in Le Socialiste in 1 900 as a 
contribution t。 버e debate over this document? 

Thε conclusion is unavoidable. Bernstεin conscious1y and dεlibεrately 
abused his position as literary executor to falsify the record for po1emica1 
reasons. 

4. D. Riazonov Disc。γers Engels’ Original Draft 
In 1 924， an article appeared in the Mαrx-E져gels Al'chiv by David 

Riazàn。γ.15 Riazanoγ summed Up the 1 899 dispute between Kautsky and 
Bernstein and announced that “a few days" aftεr Bernstein had deposited 
Engels’ f1les in the Social-Democratic archivεs hε， Riazanov， had discov
ered the missing original draft of the documεnt in dispute. The journal 
reprinted 난le origina1 draft indicating the excised passages. Unfortunately， 
far from clarifying the matter this discovery 1ed to morε confusion. The 
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main problem 、;vas 삼1at when Riazanov’s article appeared in German 
translation in Ut1ter dem Bαηner des Marxis!mμ an editorial note was appended 
whidl ignored the roles ofboth Liebknecht and the Executive Committee 
in the affair. This note also ignored Riazanov’s article and spun a new 
my낭1. This new myth now had Bcmsteiχ publishing the introduction in its 
censored form. And Engels was presented as complaining that the editing 
ofhis ori멍nal draft was donε without his knowledge or consent. This was 
not only as untruε as Bernstein’s ori멍nal myth， it was also easily refuted by 
Engels’ letter to Kautsky which Kautsky had reprinted in his then widely 
known pamphlet Der κ쟁 쩡r Macht (fhe Road to Power.) The Commu
nists could thus be shown to be the falsifiers and Bernstein let off the 
hook. 

Riazanov’s article did ηot make this claim. It outlined the story more 
。r less accurately. But thε editorial note was so anxious to “get'’ Bernstein 
that it completely botched the job. 

That the Communists and their supporters， unlike Bernstein， were 
acting from honest ignorance and incompetence rather 남1an conscious 
duplicity didn't change the facts. In any case， in the super-heated polemical 
spirit of the time the Communists became so fiercely committed to their 
version of“the tru삼1" that they ended Up publishing their own bowdlerized 
text. The consequεnce is that most accounts recognize that something 
funny was going on but are unable to decide wh。 며d what. Thε problem 
1s made worsε because， as Engels pointed out to Fischer in April of 1 895， 
the concern with barricades was misplaced. That was not really the issue. 
The real revolution값y import of 삼1e 11ltroductioll lay elsεwhere as both 
Fischer and Engels understood. 

5. The Communists γs. the Socialist Labor Party-Comic Relief 
In 1 922 the American sect， 낭1e Socialist Labor Party， which had 

already done so much to confuse and demoralize the American left， 
branched out into the international arena. Under a title， The Revollltiot1ary 
Act: Military 1η'sutγ'Cctioη or Political aχ'dEcoηomicActioη， unkn。、;vn to Engels 
(or anybody else)， the SLP republished 상1e b。、;vdlerized version ofEngels' 
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introduction to The Ciass SI!쟁g/es 껴 Fraηce.16 The purpose for this new title 
was made clear in the short preface. 

The SLP had fo1' a numbe1' of decades denounced as “ana1'chism" any 
political group 01' ide010gy that suggested that “physical fo1'ce" might be a 
part of any 1'ev01ution. The "1'ev01utionarγ act" was the electo1'al victo1'Y of 
a sodalist party which co1'1'ectly unde1'stood Marxism (i.e.， the SLP) backεd 
up by “1'evolutionary industrial unions" (ì.e.， 삼le SLP union front.) The 
SLP leade1'ship was too well 1'ead to igno1'e the fact that neitl1e1' Ma1'x nor 
Enge1s 1'epudiated fo1'ce in all 01' even most ci1'cumstances. They got 
around this by identifying fo1'ce with “economic action" by which 산ley 
meant the kind of passive general strike that Engε1s had spedfically 
1'epudiated as a Bakuninist  fantasy. 

The SLP had， in 바leir own estimation， “he1d the field against all 
come1's" by “advocating the dvilized， the political method， backed by the 
physical fo1'ce of an intεgr외1y o1'ganized industr때 union …"17 τ'hen came 
the 1'evolution in Russia. \Vhat a disaste1' fo1' the SLPl 1t was almost as big 
a blow to them as it was to the Romanov dynasty. 

By peculiar d1'cumstances， which it is not necessarγ here to 
enume1'ate， the proletarian 1'evolution in Russia was accom
plished by an easy co째 d장at， [sic] a victory backed by the 
worke1's and peasants in arms.18 

The triumph of the Russian Revolution seemed to confirm the beliefs 
of the “physical fo1'ce" men ψhosε “br혀ns [we1'리 made red hot" by this 
earth-shaking eγent. 

1n a display of chu뺑ah 낭lat even W파lelm Liebknecht would have 
found difficult to match the SLPe1's drafted Engels into their tiny army. 
Not on1y díd they explidtly claim him as a defender of 1εgality in all 
circumstances， they tackεd on to a p없nphlet εdition ofhis Introductio11 a title 
which countεlposed t。 “political and εconomic action" the prepa1'ation for 
a military insurrection. 

But as tl1e two JJJai.η antagonists in this dispute-Engels and the 
Executive Committee of the SPD-recogrùzed， the p1'emise of Engels' 
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introduction was that the ballot box in 1 895 Germany was a mea까 of 
preparing a military insurrection. The same kind of militatγ insurrection 
that in 1 9 1 7-19 1 8  drove the Roman。γs， Hapsburgs and Hohenzollerns 
from power and embarrassed the SLP. 

Engels' argument against barricade fighting was 남lat it was sulcidal if 
the army was not first won over. As Richard Fischer pointed out， only an 
exceptionally dense Prussian Junker could miss Engels’ main point. But， 
apparently， 남le sophisticated Marxists of the SLP didn’t getit. All 버ey saw 
was the condemnation of barricade fighting. 

Compare their emphasis on the “civilized" road to socialism with 
Engels' peroration which remained eγen in the censored γersion which the 
SLP published as its authorized version. In 삼ús peroration Engels， almost 
as if he were proγ。king the Prussian authorities， described the coming 
revolution in the ttansparent analogy quoted in chapter 7. That passage 
ended， let us recall， with mutinous soldiers burning down 삼le emperor’s 
palace. 

Fortunately for the SLP， their opponents were equally blinded by 
factional prejudice. They too missed the point ofEngels’ inttoduction. The 
polemical target of 낭ús misappropriated article reprinted as a pamphlet 
with a tendentious title was the early Third International. With the prestige 
of the Russian Revolution behind them the new parties making up this 
International were a serious 난1teat to the left-、:ving， or at least rhetorically 
left-wing， sects that had grown up on the fringes of the mass socialist 
parties of the Second International. In fact， the immediate targets of the 
SLP polemic， 야le “physical force anarchists，" named in the p있nphlet were 
the ex-SLPers who had gone over to the Workers’ P았ty， as onε 。f 낭le 
American Communist groups then called itself. 

All of these new left wing groups saw in the Russian Revolu
tion-about which they knew almost nothing as Lenin complained-a 
、rindication of their ultta-left repudiation of electoral activity， trade 
unionism and other “reformlst nonsense." Only “physical force，" bywhich 
thry meant a Blanqulst-J acobin putsch， 、;vas worth a serious revolutionist’s 
effort. The forty-year long struggle of the Russian revolutionaries to build 
a workingclass political party capable of taking power was unknown t。
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them. So was the seγen-month long electoral campaign by the Bolsheviks 
to win the confidence of the workers and peasants in uniform. 

Engels' emphasis on electoral activity as opposed to barricade 
fighting seemed to be tailor made for use by the SLP and reformists in 
general in this debate. Especi띠ly if you didn’t read 남le pamphlet with any 
more discernment than， say， a particularly dense Prussian Junker. 

Riazanov’s discoverγ 。f the documentary εvidence that Engels' 
original had been t없npered 찌삼1 naturally proγoked a faction외 feeding 
frenzy. Both sides conspired to make a hash of the rustorical record w뻐le 
burying the real content of the article under 버is dispute over a secondary 
lssue. 

In the lν'orkers’MOl1thfy of November 1 925， Alexander Trachtenberg 
published an article， ‘’I‘he Marx-Engels Institute" wruch reported， among 
other 산1ings， on Riazanov’s discovery. He got it 외1 wrong. Neither 
Liebknecht’s role nor that of the Executive Committee is mentioned. 
Instead， Bemsteiη is accused of having made the excisions. Apparently， rus 
source was the au산lor of 남le introduction to the German language 
trans1ation of Riazanoγ’s article. 

It was no trick for the SLP in its p없nphlet lν꺼o Are the Falsifiers?19 to 
show from Kautsky’s account that Engels rumself had agreed to the cuts. 
πlat Kautsky’s account， printed in full in pages 1 2-13 of 남le p없nph1eζ 
also made clear that Engels repudiated 삼le Liebknecht-SLP position， could 
be safely ignored because Trachtenberg had been found out in such a 
flagrant misreading of the evidence. Riazan。γ’s article， wruch was much 
more accurate， was， of course， not reprinted or excerpted by 삼le SLP. 

There was more. The SLPers also discoγered that， in 1 921 ，  Eden and 
Cedar Paul， members of tl1e new1y fledged British Communist Party， had 
published a trans1ation of Engels' article in the Plebs MagaiÎ11IJ•20 This 
trans1ation differεd more from the original than did the version agreed to 
by Engels and the Executiγe Committee. Many， but not all， of the passagεs 
repudiating barricade fighting are cut and some passages are cut for n。
discernible reason. The Pau1s’ editing was as inconsistent as the SPD 
Executive Committee’s. S버1， this helped discredit the Communist version 
and allowed the SLP to get away wi남1 tl1e claim that Engels agreed with 
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them. The Pauls’ themselves reinforced this view in their introduction to 
their bowdleri;zed translation. They 찍greed with Bemstein’s interpretation 
that had Engels advocating peaceful electoral activí다T as the only road t。
socialism. But the Bolsheγik revolution had， 난ley claimed， shown Engels' 
article to be outdated. 

πle SLP version of this history was just as garbled and was not 
consistent with the new discovery by Riazanov which they paid no more 
attention to than the Communists did. From Kautsky’s account in Der W쟁 
쩡rMac껴 the SLP somehow concluded 낭lat the SPD Executive Commit
tee not Uebknecht was responsible for publishing a censored version and 
that the γersion Engels sent to Kautsky and 산lat was printed in Neue Zeit 
was Engels' original. This γver칭sio。αnν←.-’-’-’-’ 
b밟a였se려d-was supposed to be Engels’ response t。 버e íma횡nary b。、;vdleriza
tion of the Executiγe Committee. To make it 꾀1 fit they tried to argue that 
what Riazanoγ had found was a first draft 야lat Engels had edit<ed himself 
before sending the later version off to Richard Fischer. 

Neither Kautsky’s account nor Riazanov’s article justifies such a 
conclusiol.1 but contemporary interest centered on the polemic between the 
SLP and the Communists and the SLP clearly won on points. 

The SLP reprinted the pamphlet in 1 933 with yet a new title， also 
unknown to Engels， Peaι썩'1&νolutiotl vs. 낌ole.ηce: Ca11 S ocia싸m be Achieved 
Peaι캠4ψ￠ πle author was again given as Frederick Engels and a new 
preface summed up the debate from the SLP perspec디γe. 

In this new preface， the SLP referred to its front， the Socialist 
Industrial Union as the “nonviolent" force of the organized proletariat.21 
Even more than the earlier pamphlet 버is edition underlines the SLP’s 
commitment to “lega1ity at any cost." It is unlikely that the emperor 
Diocletian saw the burning down of his palace， with him in it， as an act of 
nonγiolent protest. 

A final comic touch is added in this γersion (besides the title.) 
Attempting t。 버stance himself from the reformist tradition of Social 
Democracy as well as that of the Communists， the author of the preface， 
Amold Petersen， claims 버at the SLP tried to ψarn the German Social 
Democracy of the dangers consequent on parliamentary “logrolling and 
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compromises" but that the German Par다T had refused to heed the advice 
of this small American sect. As a result they reduced to a mεre appendix 
。f the bourgeoisie thε 。nce proud party of . . .  Liebknecht and Bebel!22 

In 1 967， the MEW publishεd Engels' letter to Fischer of March 
8，1 89523 which should have settled the issue， but the story was now so 
thoroughly integrated into the Communist vs. anti-Communist debate that 
mere questions of historical fact no longer seemed par디cularly relevant or 
important.24 
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22. Ibid.， p .  X. 

23.  ME !ν 39:424 

24. 1 have found four references which give an acctirate， if sketchy accourit of the 
story. There are two political biographies of Engels published by Mosc。、v which 
cover this incident， (Priedrich E1Igels， Gemk。、v， et al.， Priederi，쩌 EngeJs， I1yichov et 
al.) a note in the Marx-Engels Werke (MEW 39:605， note 455) and Gustaγ 
Meyer’s biography of Engels. (Priedrich Engels 2:499， Gustav Mayer; p. 304 in the 
。ne volume English translation.) The first three sources， h。、vever， do not， for 
。bvious reasons， discuss the various distortions widespread in Communist sources 
which have the censored version beíng published without Engels' consent or 
kn。、vledge. Gustav Mayer wrote his biography before the Russian Reγ。lution s。
he couldn’t comment on this source of confusion althollgh he clearly 
demonstrates the falsification contained in the reformist version of e、rents.
POPlllar， non-scholarly accoullts reglllarly make a mess of the story. 

To select a few needles from this haystack cOllsider the fo11。‘ιrillg cases: 

.Ill “Italian Communism Today，" Mαι'Xisl Per.rpectù'es Fall 1 978，  Max Gordon 
thinks that “After publication of the 1 89 5  essay， he [EllgelS] cornplained that it 
had been edited to make him appear in favor of peaceful tactics at any cost . . .. " 
.Mukergee (DfIfI끼ν/η ofRetloιli01l) writes as if Engels tried to get his manllscript 
text published and fai!ed. 
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+ Henderson in his two volume biography (Henderson，2:677) speaks only of 
Liebknecht’s distortions and Engels' outrage over them. He thinks that Engels 
asked Kautsky to print the full version and that Kautsky did the job on Engels' 
。riginal (Ibid.， p. 738 .) 

+The American biographer of Liebknecht， Raymond H. D ominick III thinks 
that the Executive Committee is responsible for Liebknecht’s article although his 
。、:vn research indicates that Liebknecht’s increasingly eccentric behavior as editor 
of the V017JJiirts led to its being put under Executive Committee control only in 
1 89 6 .  See D ominick， p. 3 7 1  for the attempts to remove Liebknecht. For his 
discussion of the dispute τvhich is the subject of this note-three sentences in 
all-see p. 367.  
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